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ABSTRACT

Among the Roman foundations in modern Catalonia
was the colonia of Barcino, which, unlike several of
its neighbours,had no local native predecessor. The
growth of these cities was slow, and an air of mediocrity shrouds them all, save Tarraco.

With the decline

of nearby communities in the third century, the significance of Barcino increased.

New defences and eco-

nomic activity. supplemented by the presence of civil
and ecclesiastical powers in the Visigothic period,
ensured the survival of urban life, although a tendency to contraction around the religious centre is.
apparent in the topography of the 6th. century , marking the beginning of the transition to the medieval
plan.

In the following centuries the fortress function

was foremost: only from the mid tenth century can
changes be detected, with the appearance of suburbs
and a 'Port'.

Braked by Almansur's raid, the impetus

of growth was soon recovered.

The development of the

city during the succeeding two centuries can be traced
from nearly a thousand documents, mainly unpublished.
In thiS

~eriod,

Barcelona's population increased

ten-fold, with corresponding alterations to the townscape, while details of topography which have
survived until the present day were often determined

7

in this period.

Three main zones are detectable:

the adapted pattern of Antiquity within the defences,
the spontaneous growth of the inner suburbs, while
those of c.loBo onwards contain elements of planning.
By 1200, open land, once commonplace, had disappeared

and the medieval city of narrow streets and tightly
packed houses had been formed.

The reasons behind this growth are diverse.
Historical circumstances and the precedents of the
Visigothic period played some part. Equally significant were the decline of Barcelona's neighbours and the
maintained agricultural strength of its plain. Finally,
Barcelona formed a focal point not only for this
territorium, and a wider hinterland, but also for the
emergent Catalonia.

INTRODUCTION

The period which lies between the late Roman
Bmpire and the Central Middle Ages is one that has
long attracted scholars, not only because of the
formative influence it bore on the future shape of
Europe, but also,perhaps,because of the very intractability of its sources.

There are many aspects of

the so-called 'Dark Ages' which will remain forever
obscure, but light is cast into the gloom of this
world at different points in

ti~e,

and in different

places, by different sources.

The study of urban life is one of these aspects.
It has drawn the interest of researchers because of
the contrast between the apparently highly urbanized
Roaan world and the far less so Medieval one, which
emerged in most parts of Europe in a similar way in
the 11th. and 12th. centuries.

The period which

falls between these two is thus doubly tantalizing,
for it must be considered how the towns of one period
changed and declined, and how those of the other
emerged and evolved, and what was the relationship
,between the two.

This is not the place to. devote more words to
the town. of Europe .s a whole, nor to make more
generalizations l •
studi..

~

Bven withathe field of urban

this perio., there are m"7 aspects which
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might be used to give a wider picture of town-life institutional, ecclesiastical, economic, social,
architectural and cultural.

For

~ong

these remained

separated into well-demarcated.segments, and it is only
within the last few decades that there has evolved
the practice of specialists using sources outside
their own fields, and of teams of researchers from
various disciplines collaborating to provide a wider

2
prospect.

in the early medieval period more than any
other phase of history is this wide use of sources
necessary.

Perhaps the results are not always as

significant as in other periods: perhaps they often
rest too insecurely in the realms of hypothesis,
but in view of the normally limited range of source
material in anyone of the possible fields, it is
surely essential that such a broad front is presented,
that every possible scrap of evidence is considered,
so that the widest possible meaning is achieved.
The scope of this thesis is theoretically limited
to but one aspect - the topographical' - but one which
in turn touches upon all the other approaches to
urban studies, and cannot be completely divorced
from them.

It would be incorrect to clai. that Spanish
history has not been studied by historians from
the rest of Europe, but the periods that have attracted
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them most are those in which Spain found itself to
the fore in the mainstream of European history.
Few have ventured into the world between the late
Empire and the Reconquest, and even fewer, both
Spaniards and foreigners, have approached the
field of urban studies in this period, which consequently lacks the general studies which might
pave the way for future research 4 •

The reasons for this are several.

The classical

sources rarely reveal more than odd facts about
urban life in particular cities, and although many
excavations have taken place in Roman cities in the
Iberian Peninsula"the results are frequently unpublished or only scantily so.

Unfortunately some of

the most extensive excavations have been carried out
on sites which did not re-emerge as medieval towns,
and thus can tell us little about the stages of
tranSition.

The field of medieval urban archaeology

can at best be described as incipient, at worst
Virtually

non-e~stent.

The sources for the Visigothic

peri04 are not particularly informative about urban
life in specific cases. although they are of more
value in a general sense, and while those from the
Arab period are more useful, they present numerous
difficulties for those from northern Europe, unless
trained in their use.

Similarly, the Chri.tian

sources multiply from the 10th. century onwards,
although the . .st bulk of . .terial lies unpublished,
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often DOC e.en,consulted in the archives about
which so many tales could be told5 •

Nevertheless, the effort can be worthwhile, as
Bunnell Lewis

found out

exac~ly

a century ago:

·Spanish archaeology is a vast, I might almost
say a bound1ess field ••••••• On the other hand
these investigations are as laborious as they
are interesting.

The traveller has to contend

with many difficulties, physical, intellectual
and moral: he suffers from sudden changes in
climate and fatiguing journies.

He exposes

himself to risk from brigands, and is often
baffled by the incivility of the natives, Who
have a strange aversion to foreigners •••••••
However, the English Antiquary should be
eacGaraged to persevere by the conviction that
Spain contains rich treasures as yet unlocated,
by the sympathy he will occasionally meet with
even there from congenial spirits and by the
hope of being able, on his return, to communicate
80me information to those who have remained at

6

home.- •
This theSis, however, is not concerned with the
whole of the Iberian Peninsula, but with only one
part.

Modern Catalonia consists of the tour most

north-easternly provinces ot Spain, and although the
Catalan laaguage is spoken beyond their bounds, their
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limits still serve as suitable boundaries for the
study of the past, since they partially coincide
with geographical factors.

As Pierre Vilar has pointed

out, the historian is presented with a choice of three
exact limits - those defined by geography, by dialect
or language, or by the conditions of the period he
is studying 7 •

In fact,this work is primarily con-

cerned with only a part of modern Catalonia, here
called 'eastern', although occasional reference will
be made to the area outside.

In modern administrative terms this refers to
the area of the provinces of Girona and Barcelona in
their entirety, and the northern part of that of
Tar~agona, including the city of the same name (fig.~.

8

The geographical limits are the Pyrenees to the north ,
the sea to the east and south-east, the Llobregat
basin to the west, and then a poorly defined line running from the Igualada/Cervera area to the coaat,which
divides the rivers which drain directly into the .ea from
those which drain into the River Ebro first (figs. 2
and 3).

In linguistic terms it is approximately the

area of modern central or eastern Catalan as opposed
to Lleidatl or we.stern Catalan 9 •

In historical terms, a number of problems are
presented, not least that caused by the various
boundaries in existence over a period of a milleu.:ium.

1;
In the pre-Roman period, the area was inhabited by
o~

a number

tribal groupings, recorded by classical

writers, and which on occasions were made up
number

o~

o~

a

sub-groups, recorded in monetary issues.

The major groups occupying the area o~ eastern Catalonia
were the Cessetani, Layetani and Indigetes on the
coast, with the Ausetani, Cerretani and Lacetani
inland (~ig.4)lO.
~ormed

only part

In the Roman period, the area
o~

the conventus Tarraconensis,

it.el~ part o~ Hispania Citerior, later Tarraconensis ll •
In terms

o~

early ecclesiastical organization it

corresponded to the sees

o~

Tarragona, Barcelona,
which,~rom

Egara, Girona, Ampurias and Ausona,
evidence

o~

the de Fisco Barcinonensi

have represented some sort

o~

the

o~

592, may
12
administrative unit •

In the period after the Carolingian Reconquest,
the area was divided into a number

o~

counties, which

in some ways re~lect earlier dispositions.

Those

Which lay within the bounds o~ the area under study
were Barcelona, Girona, Ausona and Ampurias, and
while those o~ BesalA, Berga and Cerdanya should
be included, the lesser intensity
them decreases their

signi~icance

o~

urban

li~e

in

(fig.127 )13.

By the mid-11th. century, these had been rede~ined
as the area of influence of the County of Barcelona,
that of Urgell remaining independent and distinct
to the west.

Although these limits became blurred

after unification with Aragon from 1137 onward.,
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they still remain the best political deCinition oC
the area encompassed.

As the research behind this thesis progressed,
it became increasingly obvious that the original aim
o£ considering all the towns o£ this area in detail
was impractical.

The natural choice on which to

£ocus attention was Barcelona, easily the largest
city in modern Catalonia,

~

and~in

the medieval period.

Its origins, however, were not so outstanding, and
this is the reason behind the necessity to study it
in the general urban context o£ Catalonia- how, why,
and by what stages 4id a comparatively small colonia
become one o£ the major cities o£ the medieval
Mediterranean world, replacing the previous capital
o£ the region

7

It is also necessary to comment on the limits
o£ the period here studied.

The beginning in the

early 'rd. century is related to the zenith o£
Roman towns in the area.

Nevertheless, in the case

of Barcelona, a rSsumS will be made o£ its urban
origins in the current state of knowledge, outlining a number of problems which in£luenced later
developments. It must be remembered, however, that
this coastal area had long known the rule oC Rome
by that date.
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The end of the period studied is t. be found
at the beginning of the 13th. century.

Ideally,

the terminal date would have been fixed by the
construction of the medieval defences of Barcelona.
However, the exact date of their commencement is
unknown, and, moreover, they were built over a

~ong period which had begun by c.1260 l4 •

The

amount of material available for the city of the
13th. century is far greater than that from previous
centuries, and thus would become unwieldy in a
study like this covering a long

perio.~5.

In

addition, there are worthy reasons for choosing the
early years o£ the 13th. century as a final date.
In the political sphere, the death of King Pere I
at the Battle of Muret marked a change in orientation
of royal interests from the pan-Pyrenean fiel' ~o
the Mediterranean, with the consequent effect on
commerce and the urban economy16.

By 1200 the city

was well on the way to reaching the limits of
settlement shortly to be enclosed by the 13th.
century walls, and 1210 marks the establishment
of the major piece of planned growth in the medieval
city which has been noted to date 17 •

These two periods - the 3rd. century and the
years around 1200 - mark two comparatively welldocumented moments on either side of a darker
period, with the amount of information steadilY
decreasing a8 one goes forwards or backwards to the

Ib
7th. and 8th. centuries.
~or

This is the other reason

choosing these limits, for only by seeing the

city as a unit continually undergoing transition,
and comparing it with earlier or later periods, is
it possible to trace its development,particu1arly
in poorly documented times.

The
towns

o~

a~ o~

this thesis is thus to consider the

this area, towns which are little known to

the urban historians

o~

western Eur6pe

18

, i n the

hope that such a regional study will,£i11 something of
a lacuaa 19.
development

Tbe primary theme, however, is the
o~

one

topographical study

o~

these towns, the detailed

o~

which is so.ething of an

innovation in the region. and which
hoped

~o

provide comparative material

might be
sU£~icient

to establish Barcelona and its region within the
European urban context.
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Notes on stxle

The language used for modern place-names and
street names is usually the current Catalan form:
thus Lleida and Vic, rather than L'rida and Vich,
with the exception of a few occasions where the
Castil~an

form is well-known in English, and the

Catalan might give rise to confusion, such as the
case of Ampurias, which is employed in preference
~

tO~Catalan

'EmpGries'.

The same general rule

has been applied to personal names, where an
attempt has been made to standardize them in a
modern Catalan form.

Where DO equivalent exists,

they are generally left in the original form. In
cases of doubt, I have preferred to preserve the
original Latin.

I am cheerfully aware that there

are many incons.stencies within this policy
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CHAPTER I
THE SOURCES FOR BARCELONA

Having defined the scope of research, it is
now necessary to consider the available source
material which might supply pertinent information
for the study of the early topography of Barcelona.
As Dr. James has commented:
"In the field of settlement studies no one
diseipline holds pride of place.

The specialist

in one field cannot judge the question until he has
endeavoured to come to terms with the very different
types of evidence studied by other specialists, and
1

attempted to assess their relative value." •
In the case of a city like Barcelona the range of
potential sources is diverse.

1. Archaeological sources
From the time of the Renaissance, the remains
of Antiquity attracted the attention of scholars
in Barcelona, and they often recorded monuments or
2
points of information which have now been lost •
This tradition went into decline in the l7th.century,'
~eing

4.

revived towards the end of the following one •

From then on grows a steady tide of information throughout the course of the 19th. century in works of all
classes 5 •

Not only did these works record standing remains
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of both Roman and Medieval date,but they also gathe.ed
information about finds from casual excavation in
the area of the city.

Thi. trend reached its peak in the

late 19th. century with the great number of objects
which came from the late Roman defences and formed the
core of the first archaeological museum in Barcelona,
located in the chapel of Sta. Agueda 6 •

Since c.1920, however, less information has
come from such stray finds, and more from an
increasing amount of controlled excavation. The
years of the Republic and the stimulus of the Great
Exhibition of 1929 led to the establishment of a new
archaeological museum, and also the first large-scale
excavations in the core of the city, partially on the
site of the present City History Museum.

The Civil

War cut short this work, which was gradually recommenced in the course of the 1940's.

Unfortunately,

virtually all the sites excavated before 1960 have
only been published as brief notes of a very general
nature 7 •

Since 1960 the scope of archaeological work has
again increased, and a glance at the list of sites
excavated gives the impression that the results ought
to be impressive.

This view must be qualified in the

light of several factors.

Firstly, few of the excava-

tions have been of any great size, and a large number
have consisted of small trenches with minimal results.
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Moreover, few have been carried out to bedrock,
with the result that the earliest phases of the city
are poorly known.

In addition, they have beeD almost

exclusively concerned with the classical period, and
medieval layers have occasionally been destroyed
without so much as a mention8 •

Secondly, a large proportion of the excavations
in the 1960's were devoted to the examination of the
defences, originally largely with the aim of recovering re-used sculptural and epigraphical pieces, and
only more recently deaiing with the probl. .s of construction
and chronology.

Nevertheless, in spite of the amount

of resources dedicated to this programme, there is
still no section which demonstrates their relationship to either intra- or extra-mural structures,
which must be considered a serious deficit.

Thirdly, the comment od the lack o£ section drawl8gs can .qually be applied to virtually all excavations
to date.

We are somewhat better supplied with plans,

though even these are absent for a large number of
the smaller sites.

The general.tandards of excavation

were poor until the late 1960's, and few of the sites
excavated in this period of growth have been adequately published.

For the majority one has to rely on

a series of brief notes, newspaper articles and
interim-reports.

Indeed, one must underline the

work of popularisation of the history of Barcelona
that bas taken place, but the strictures of Professor

2;
Balil, some fifteen years after they were written,
on the absence of the corresponding detailed reports,
are still applicable 9 •

Finally, the material from the various excavations
has virtually never been published.

Occasionally a

note oa the major pieces, the coins or one class of
po~.ery

has appeared, but rarely a full finds report.

Until the 1960's, it would appear that stratigraphical
excavation was a rarity rather than the norm10 ,and,
consequently, although some of the material from
earlier excavations is available for re-examination,
it is rarely grouped in a manner conducive to the
re-interpretation of the site.

One may only hope

that the excavations of the last decade or so will
soon be more extensively and satisfactorily published.

2. Epigraphical sources
These have received much more consistent attention from scholars.

Apart from those collected by

early writers, volume II of the Corpus Inscriptionum
La~inarum

and its supplement incorporated those known

11
before the end of the last century •

In subsequent

years, there was a hiatus in their study locally,
although after the Civil War new finds were reported

b'1ca12 ,
·
in the volumes of Hispania Antigua Ep1grap
and later in a series of articles by Professor
Mariner, which culminated in the publication of his
corpus, of which the volume of plates has still not

13

appeared. ;

24

The few early Christian and Visigothic inscriptions received detailed study in the two editions of
the late Dr.Vives' work14.

He also published the few

early medieval inscriptions in a rather inaccessible
work15.

Examples from the 11th. and 12th. centuries

are scarce and are principally associated with the
16
Cathedral
and the monastic church of St.Pau del

Camp17 •

3. Topographical sources
Barcelona has undergone a number of changes in
the past two centuries which have substantially altered
parts of the historic core, and even more the surrounding districts

18

•

However, there exists an

invaluable collection of most of the map material
aad many of the early topographical drawings o£ the
city19, which are principally housed in the Arxiu
Histaric de la Ciutat.

It was not, however, until

the second half of the 19th. century that the first
accurately measured plans of the city were drawn,
which is unfortunate considering that parts of the
city had already experienced transformations. In
addition to the material contained in the Atlas de
Barcelona,

and the modern plans of the city and

its enVirons, one must also cite the recently discovered views of the city drawn in 1563.

found

in Vienna, which contain a wealth of detail not to
" t "10ns 20 •
be seen in similar contemporary dep1c

25
4. P1ace-names
This va1uab1e source of information has not
received the concerted attention that it deserves 21 •
The pioneer work of Ba1ari, origina11y pub1ished in
1899
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,has not been fo11owed up by detai1ed ana1yses

of areas, except in a few specia1 cases 2 "

and

there is no para11e1 to the vo1umes of the Eng1ish
P1ace Name Survey.

For Barce1ona, a1though many of

the names existing in the medieva1 period in the
surrounding district have disappeared without trace,
there are numerous studies of the street names of the
historic centre, a1though these are of wide1y varying
va1ue.
most

The ear1iest, by Pi Y

usef~,

Ar~6n24,

is among the

since it dates to a period when many of

the.ear1ier street names were sti11 in use, or at
1east remembered.

That of Ba1aguer is 1arge1y

romantic in its interpretation25 •

The fundamenta1

work of Carreras Candi contains much use£u1 information on the deve10pment of names 26 •

Subsequent studies

are main1y based on a combination of these sources,
with a few more recent detai1s 27 •

However, a system-

atic study of the deve10pment of street names with
documentary references is sti11 needed.

5. Literary and Chronic1e sources
The number of references to Barcino in c1as8ica1
writers is sma11 - no more than ba1f-a-dozen. A somewhat 1arger group is composed by the ear1y Christian

2b
writers who

re~erred

o~

the

o~ in~ormation which contains little

city, a fO'f.rn
o~

to the church and bishops

topographical interest.

major historical sources

The majority

o~

o~

the

the Visigothic period

mention the city on one or more occasions, supplying
details

o~

much

topographical

o~

the general scheme

o~

eve.ts, but rarely

signi~icance,

although given

the general lack of source material in these centuries,
it is necessary to make as much use

Arab sources tell us little
city was under Moslem hegemony.
contain

in~ormation

o~

o~

them as possible.

the years when the

However, a number

concerning the centuries

a~ter

the Reconquest, occasionally providing new historical
details, but more usually supplementing those given
by the Frankish annnals o~ the 9th. and 10th. centuries.

The la~t.r deirease
a natural consequence
the area

~rom

in quantity as time progresses:
o~

the heart

the growing separation
o~

o~

the Carolingian Empire.

From the early 10th. century onwards 8uch sources
are exceedingly rare - an occasional mention
city in an account
or an echo

o~

o~

o~

a journey, or a church council,

a major event such a8 the campaign

Almansur in 985.

the

o~

No local chronicles appeared to

replace the Frankish ones, and the later medieval
chronicles which contain in~ormation about this
period are often very summary, and have to be used
W1·th a d egree

~ caut'10n28 •

o~

In the 12th. century,

2'(

the broadening of contacts led to the appearance of
the city in external sources once more, such as the
account of Benjamin of Tudela 29 , or Genoese and Pisan
sources

30

, although local chronicles did not re-appear

until the following century.

One final category that should be mentioned is
the range of legal sources.

Many aspects of the

Visigothic law-codes remained in use in the Barcelona
area until virtually the end of the period studied.
and are often mentioned in charter sources~l Although
they contain no in:Cormation on the city directly, they
ane important for the general context of urban life.
The other law-code, which is more directly associated
with Barcelona, is that known as the 'Usatges'.
Although it was for many years considered to be of
11th. century date, this is now believed to:.have been
deliberate deception on the part of the compilers, for
it should really be seen as dating from the mid-12th.
century, although including earlier clauses

32

•

6. Documentary sources
Although there are few mentions of Barcelona in
the early medieval chronicle sources, this is more
thaa compensated for by the abundance of charters
relating to the city from the 10th. century onwards,
to which might be added a handful of Carolingian
i':oyal dooument..

The roots of this type of documentation

are to be found in Antiquity, and it ".as widely used

28

in the Visigothic period 33 , although there are no
surviving documents ref'erring to the city until the
early 10th. century, and comparatively f'ew until
af'ter

985, because of the widespread destruction

of' the titles to property in the attack of' Almansur
in that year.

Thereaf'ter the number increases apace,

nearly a thousand extant documents ref'erring to the
city and its suburbs in the period up to
a

sLmi~ar

~200,

number f'or the territorium surrounding the

city. The f'irst two groups are summarized in

Ir

vo~ume

of' this thesis.

Large numbers of' these exist as the
parchmen~

into

origina~

others in near contemporary or later

parchment copies, and
cartu~aries

~itt~e

a~though severa~

published either

sti~~

more were transcribed

in the 12th. and 13th. centuries.

These have remained
f'or

with

f'~ly

of' the

known outside
cart~aries

Cata~onia,

have been

or in summaries, most of' the

original sources remain unpublished.
various classes of' documents.

They

inc~ude

The principal ones

are property conveyances - sales, donations, exchanges,
pledges or mortgages.
sett~ements

There are also a number of'

of' disputes,

partic~ar~y

f'rom the late

lOth. and early 11th. centurie., to which might be
added·~the

private agreements concerning constructions

and drainage rights, mainly of' the later 12th. century.
Wil~s

of' various inhabitants of Barcelona and its

29
environs, together with the

sacramental swearing

of their conditions on a church
important category.

a~tar,

form another

Documents concerning comita1

authority and other aspects of government, apart
from feudal oaths, are not

partic~arly

but can contain useful information.
must

common,

Finally, one

mention a small number of rent lists and

similar financial documents, locally known as
'capbreus'.

The analysis of these documents, with

supplementary information from other sources, takes
up most of the second part of this thesis.

The vast majority of documents follow very similar
fo~ae;

and therefore can be summarized fairly

brief1Yr,although this necessitates the omission
of certain information which might be pertinent,
especially the signatures of the witnesses. The very
b~k

of the documentation, although exceedingly

repetitive and tedious to read, is the key to its
importance, as Bonnassie has demonstrated for
Catalonia as a whole in this period, for an attempt
can be made to Qse it

statistica1ly~4.

Moreover,

there can be few cities in western Europe outside
Italy with such a wealth of detail on topographical
aspects,

partic~ar1y

prior to the 12th. century.

CHAPTER II
THE NATURAL TOPOGRAPHY OF THE 'PLA DE BARCELONA'

It wou1d be impossible to do adequate justice to
the subject without a consideration of the geographical
background of the area under study.

This, by necessitYI

will be brief and leave many questions unanswered,
and points untouched, but shou1d be sufficient to allow one
understand the setting of these towns, especially
Barcelona, and the influence this has had on their
relative development.

The four Catalan provinces (fig.l) can be
divided into three principal regions -

the~enean

zone, the coastal Mediterranean one and the central
Catalan depressionl •

This thesis is principally con-

cerned with the second of these, for the effect of
towns on the first was not great until modern times,
while the last is more closely comparable with the
rest of inland Spain.

The coastal area can in turn

be divided into four parts - the coastal plain, the
litoral mountain range, the pre-litoral depression,
and the pre-litoral mountains (fig.2)2.

This area

also corresponds to one of the three natural drainage
systems of Catalonia - that of the rivers which
drain into the Mediterranean between the Ebro and
the Pyrenees (fig.3).

In contrast, the central Catalan

depression has its own network characterized by the
riVers emptying into the Segre and Ebro, whereas to

t~
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the north, the Pyrenean streams £low into Rosel16

(Rouss~llon) and Aquitaine 3 •

Within this coastal area lay the majority o£
the towns o£

Ca~alonia,

both in Antiquity and in the

Medieval period (figs. 4:7 and 120 ): indeed, virtually
all of them of significance in the Roman period were
on the coast itself.

Further afield lay Tortosa near

the mouth o£ the River Ebro, and the towns of the
central depression, Lleida and its neighbours, which
will only infrequently appear in these pages. The bulk
of what follows, however, ia devoted to one city Barcelona.

Barcelona is located on the coast, between two
rivers, at a point where the coastal plain broadens
somewhat in comparison with the areas to the north
and south (the Maresme and Garraf: figs.2 and 5), but
which in fact is only about six kilometres wide4:. To
the north-west lies the coastal mountain chain, known
here as Collserola, which rises to a maximum height
of 512 metres at Tibidabo, but which is broken by
the valleys of the two rivers,
and the Llobregat to the south,

the Bes3s to the north
which lead into the

pre-litoral area.

The resulting 'pIa de Barcelona' is thus some
six kilometres wide and sixteen kilometres in length.
However, it belies its name for it is not entirely

flat nor even, being broken by a smaller chain at
the foot of Collserola, particularly in the northern
part of the 'pIa' towards Horta, and also by the
isolated mountain of Montjuic on the coast itself
(fig.6).

Elsewhere there is a general gradual slope

down towards the shoreline, the ancient and medieval
course

of which can be approximately established

in spite of the many changes wrought by the alluvial
deltas and modern urbanization5 •

Near the coast,

knolls originally rose a rew metres above their marshy
surroundings, and the Roman colonia was established
on such a slight rise which today reaches a maximum
6
height of some eighteen metres above sea-IeveI • Other
similar rises which are implied by the early medieval
documentation are only occasionally detectable under
the pressure

The

or

the modern high intensity

Quat~enary

period, deposits

or

or

occupation.

which form the

greater part of this plain, has been little studied
in Spain, but for the Barcelona area there exists
the invaluable summary of Dr.Sol,7.

He divides these

deposits into several sub-sections, although the
greater part of the area which would have existed
in Antiquity falls into his third category of the
deposits oB streams and mountain wash.

This is often

characterized by three strata, which are repeated in
the same order - red clay: yellowish muds with isolated
nodules of caliche, locally known as 't6rtora': and a
calcareous crust 8 •

The resultant soils are fertile,

;;
reddish and clayey, although more saline alluvial soils
are found near the coast itself 9 •

This plain is thus cut across by a large number
of streams, often dry for many months of the year,
and now largely passing through subterranean conduits
in the lower parts of their courses, although they
sometimes emerge from these con£ines in periods of
heavy rain£all

lO

•

Nevertheless, they can often be

traced in the upper parts and have sometimes determined
street orientations elsewhere (fig.

6 ).

The most

significant ones, both in terms of size and their
role in determining the topography o£ the Roman
and medieval city are those of Sant Gervasi and Vallcarca, running to the west and east of the core of
the city respectively (fig.3').-

The former received its waters from the Tibidabo
area, crossed the lesser hills between the 1rur6 of
Monterols and that of Putxet, and followed the alignment of the future C/ de la Riera de Sant Miquel, and
the Passeig de GraciA.
a matter of debate.

The course from then on is

The majority of writers have seen

the origin of the Rambles, the wide street following
the west side of the 13th. century defences, in this
stream bed.

The evidence for this has never been

demonstrated beyond doubt, but such an interpretation
has generally been based on the derivation of the
name from an Arabic wora indicating a stream, combined with references'to an

'areny'

in this part of the city in the early

medieval documentation, and the course taken by
flood waters in 1862_11.

This view was challenged by Pau Vila in 1965
and he saw, on the basis of contour evidence
an apparent lack

o~

12

,

and

adequate documentation, a course

continuing to the sea on more or less the same align"
ment, but within, rather than at the foot of, the
defences (fig.7).

He therefortinterpreted the Rambles

as a result of a conscious effort by 15th. century
councillors to create an esplanade.

Although this

opinion has been challenged, and the traditional one
reinforced with additional documentary evidence

13

,

Vila has stood firm in his position, and has maintained his view in a number of subsequent publications

14

The most likely solution seems that the upper part
of the Rambla was never the primary natural stream,
which ran instead along the line of the modern C/de
la Porta de l'Angel, C/del p! and C/Cardenal Casanas,
which was previously known by the indicative name of
• C/de' 1'; Ri~;a del pl. This is not only suggested by
•
the fori of·~hese streets which trace a sinuous line
across the western side of the medieval city, but also
.
15
by documentary references of the 12th. century •
Moreover, ,from the point now known as the PIa de la
Boqueria or PIa de l'Os, where this stream joins the
line of the Rambles, a large conduit existed running
in the direction of the sea16 •

Thus at the date of

•

construction o£ this conduit, perhaps in the 14th.
century, the lower part o£ the Rambles was apparently
a stream-bed.

Whether the upper part was naturally

so remains uncertain, although it is quite £easible
that a lesser stream originally ran there, and with
the construc~ion o£ the de£ences this gained in
importance by the arti£icial diversion oC other
streams towards its course.

One o£ the great problems in the study o£ this
stream is the mu1tiplicity o£ names by which it has
been known: the same di££iculty arises with its
neighbour to the east, on the other side o£ the
Roman city, which is known by at least hal£-a-dozen
variants 17 •

As in the case o£ the Rambles stream,

these in £act may not have all re£erred to the same
one, but to

bran~es

o£ the same system which joined

in the vicinity o£ the city, but had only one outlet
into the sea.

The course o£ this stream within the

con£ines o£ the medieval city is easier to trace
with certainty, £or it was marked by a street swept
away in the urban re£orms o£ the early 20th. century
with the construction o£ the Via Layetana

18 •

This

street - the C/de la Riera de Sant Joan to give it
its £inal name - could be traced as £ar as the

Pla~a

del Oli, where it turned through a right angle to
the east (£ig.lOO-llFrom there onwards the stream
was placed in conduits in the mid-13th. century19:
however, such an orientation, and a second right-

angled turn further east in the direction of the
sea, could not have been natural, and their date
will be discussed below20 •

Suffice it to say that

the stream originally entered the sea in the vicinity
of the church of Sta.Maria del Mar -(figs.38 aad 97).

These weee by no means the only streams in the
'pIa de Barcelona': the number of references to
torrentes and arenios in the early medieval documentation is considerable, and early maps also mark many
of them

21

•

Since the majority flowed outside the

medieval urban area, their precise course need not
detain us here.

Many of them, like the Rambles

stream, did not flow directly into the sea, but into
a salt-lake or lagoon (stagnum or laguna), several of~
which are named in early medieval sources, and are
occasionally recorded by present-day place_names

22

•

This clearly influenced the ever-varying position
of the shore line, the exact line of wkich in historic
times will be considered below 23 •

It is, however,

apparent that it has advanced substahtially since
the 12th. century, and that minor variations probably
occurred between the late Roman and medieval periods.
The point of departure for its study must be the edge
of the Quartenary pl.atform (fig.6

) and it is no

coincidence that many of the settl.ements and

communi~

cation routes of the 'pIa' are closely related to
this line (figs. 9 and 119

)~4

Un£ortunatcly, it is

only in recent years that studies have been dedicated

to the e££ect o£ the alluvial deposits o£ the streams
and, more signi£icantly, o£ the two rivers25. We are
still a long way £rom knowing the date o£ deposition
o£ much o£ the coastal area, although it is evident
that in the £irst millenium A.D. it covered a

£rac~ion

o£ its modern extent, particularly around the mouths
o£ the Besas and Llobregat.

The circumstances of relief, drainage and soils
thus established a series of suitable topographical
conditions £or the location o£ a city - a relatively
£lat area, protected £rom inclement weather coming
£rom the north, with abundant water and fertile soils.
These alone, however, were not su££icient, and the
establishment and later growth o£ the city was
largely due to political circumstances and the
stability o£ a united hinterland

26

•

Like the two

other great cities o£ the north-west Mediterranean
litoral - Marseilles and Genoa - the ease, or comparative ease, o£ communications with the wider
Dltural region of the city, and to some extent with
areas £arther;a£ield, played a signi£icant r8le. Not
only can communications be maintained along the
coast to the north and south, and with the pre-litoral
depression

via the Besas and Llobregat valleys, but

also beyond, with the Pyrenean zone, via the upper
Llobregat and the plain of Vic, and with the cen. .l
Catalan depression via the Anoia-Ignaaada gap
(fig.8 )27.

Although the city had no natural port,

this was of no great detriment on a coast-where
such facilities are rare, and the area to the south
of Montjurc and around the mouth of the Llobregat
could serve as sufficient protection. What it did
possess, however, was a position central to the
other regions of Cata1onia, equidistant from most
pOints, and once the area ceased to be divided amongst
the various Iberian tribes, and a degree of unityW'1
imposed by the pax romana, the way was open for the
city to exploit this natural advantage.

With the

emergence of the regional identity of Catalonia in
the ear1y medieval period its pre-eminence was
assured and has subsequently never been relinquished.

CHAPTER III
THE URBAN ORIGINS OF BARCELONA

To provide the necessary context for the foundation of the Roman colonia and its later development,
it is necessary to examine its predecessors, which,
in the case of Barcelona, and any of the other cities

oC this region, were the Iberian settlements within
the vicinity and their early Roman successors.

The surrounding mountains of the coastal chain
contained a number oC small settlements oC the
Laietani: in addition to those within the later
territorium of the cityl, one might add these oC
la Penya del Moro (St.Just Desvern)2 and Puig Castellar
(Sta.Coloma de Gramanet)3 a Cew kilometres beyond
its limits (fig.9 ).

During the first two centuries

of Roman rule, these hill-top settlements were
gradually abandoned in favour of those in the plain,
Cor there is a link between sites producing late
Iberian material and those with early Imperial

4
pottery.

On the other hand, none oC the 'poblados'

has produced Arretine ware or Southern Gaulish
Samian products.

By the beginning oC the Christian

era, then, the transition from a native pattern of
settlement to the Roman one was largely complete in
the immediate area of Barcelona, even if further

4U

inland native ways continued to predominate and
changes were less dramatic 5 •

or

Although notions

urbanisation were not

6

or

absent among the tribes

the Catalan coast , it

is debatable to what extent their settlements were
truly urban.
case

ror

It wou1d appear that the strongest

a state

or

urbanism

only exists in

those settlements heavily influenced by intrusive
ractors, particu1arly the Greeks

or

Emporion (Ampurias)7.

This inrluence was strengthened by the presence

or

Roman rorces, and parallel to the transition rrom
the native to the Romanized pattern
ment came the advent

or

or

rural settle-

true towns.

1. Traditions concerning1the origins

or

Barcelona

The rirst post-classical author to make a
rererence to the origins

or

Barcelona was Rod:rilo

or

Ximenez de Rada, Archbishop

Toledo (1170-1247>,

and author oC the Historia Gothica, in which he
postulated a link between the city
and the legend

or

or

Barca nona
8
Hercu1es and the nine boats •

Where the sole survivor

or

this original rleet

touched solid ground, he built a city.

Not

ror

nearly another two centuries was the theme taken
up again, in the work

or

Pere Tomic, written in

9

1438, but not published until nearly a century later •
He considered the remains
Roman temple
Hercu1es.

or

or

the still-standing

Barcelona were a monument to

41
Other 15th. century writers followed their
ideas, and although the exact form

01

the legend

cou1d vary somewhat, all the accounts had the
common factors of a maritime link and the appearance
10
of the mountain of Montjuic in the story •
them, however, suggested that Hercules'

None of

foundation

was on a site other than that occupied by the core
of the contemporary city.
the tradition was to

A century later, however,
emerge . of the original

location of the city at the foot of Montjulc, a·
tradition which has remained part of the history of
Barcelona to the present day11 •

The Cirst stone in this structure came from the
knowledge that a.port oC the city had been located
to the south oC Montjufc: although this is strictly
speaking only documented in the 10th. century, it
has usually been assumed that the port oC the Roman
period was also located there 12 • A second step
was provided by Joan Margarit, the learned and much
travelled bishop oC Girona

(1422-148~),

who, while

accepting Hercu1es as the city's Cather and founder,
rejected the 'ninth boat' legend in Cavour oC an
involved Greek derivation meaning 'fishermen's
dwellings' 13.

It is not without significance that at

the time he was writing the area to the south oC Montjaic was largely inhabited by small scale fishermen,

14

working Crom the base oC the silted port lagoon

•

Moreover, he derived, as Tomic had before him, the
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name of the mountain from Mons Jovis, and stated that
there had been a temple to Jupiter on its summit.
Although a Mons Jovis is mentioned by Pomponius
Mela as located on the Catalan coast, its position
in relation to: Barcelona is by no means clear15 , and
the name of the mountain is perhaps more closely related to the medieval form of Mons Judaicus l6 •
theless, one more step had been

ta~,n

Never-

in drawing

the origins of the city and Montjulc together.

A near contemporary of Joan Margarit, Jeroni
Pau, was the first to dedicate a complete work to
the city. He too had thoroughly combed the classical
sources, and had come across Ausonius' reference to
Punica Barcino.

Given the presence of the Punic

leader, Ramilcar Barca, in this region in the Second
Punic War, prior to the Roman conquest, the simple
step of associating the two, and providing a Punic
origin for the city was made l7 •

This was accepted

soon afterwards by Pere Miquel Carbonell, who soundly
rebutted the connection with Hercules.

He was also

one of the first to stress the vicinity o£ the 'Port'
place name and Mons Jovis, stating that traces of its
installations were still visible, and that it had
been recorded by Avienus l8 •

TheseJbpinions rapidly

became widely accepted, appearing in the second half
of the 15th. century in the works of Jorba

19

and

Juan de Mariana 20 , while the Hercules theory was
roundly rejected.

The first attempt to blend the two major lines
of argument, so as to reach some form of historical
compromise, was attempted by Diago in the first
years of the 17th. century.

Basing his theory on

a supposed strength of devotion to Jupiter in Barcelona,
he Ieaned towards Herculean

originsjb~

the 'Mons Taber'

site: but he also pointed out that Joan Margarit,
following Ptolemy. had indicated the existence of
another city between the mouth of the Llobregat and
Barcelona.

This was named Rubricata, supposedly

derived, like the name of the river, from a tribe
called Rubricatos, whe had arriyed with the Carthaginians

2l

•

Thus, although rejecting the association

with the family of Hamilcar Barca, he endeavoured
to maintain a semblance of the widespread north
African legend.

A near contemporary, Pujades, writing what was
to become a highly influential work, also suppo»ted
the Hercules story, basing his argument on five
pOints

22

:

i) Hercules was known to have been ruler of all Spain:
therefore it was easier for him to have founded the
city, rather than an intruding invader such as
Hamilcar Barca.
ii) the existence of an inscription

BARCINO AB

HERCULE CONDITA, which, although he recognized it as

he
a relatively recent product'Amaintained that it was
of some historical value.

44

iii) the link with the ninth boat legend.
iv) the presence o~ the legend BARKA NONA on
some medieval coins.
v) the strength of popular tradition.
Similarly, he was reluctant to discard all links
with the Carthaginians, so he stressed the possibility
of a re-foundation by Hamilcar Barca, after a period
of decline and decay,

Moreover, he revived interest

in the defences of the city, for which he, building
on the statements of such writers as Florian de
.JII"'".

Ocampo, claimed a CartrbaaDt•• 'oc:.igi.'l'l. maintaining
th.. this was proven by the presence of a Punic
symbol (the horned head of a bull) carVed on one of
the towers of the east (Castell VeIl) gate. He thus
clearly considered the original centre of the city
to have been where it was in his day.

As 1IIlay be

he was the first

pointed out,

to state in print, although only in order to refute
it, the theory that the earliest settlement of the
city had been on the south side of Montjufc, near
the 'Port' area.

However, as a result of the con-

flicting theories of the previous two centuries,
sufficient confusion reigned

so as not only to

mislead readers of the period, but also to have an
influence on all later writers.

No new arguments were presented for many years:
Marca believed the Hamilcar Barca origin

23

: Feliu

45
was content to state that the city had been founded
by Hercules and fortified by Hami1car

24

•

Capmany,

later in the 18th. century, preferred Carthaginian
origins, since the characters involved were historica11yattested
to

Pujades~s

25

•

In the same period,

F1~rez returned

comments on the possibility that the

earliest phase of the city should be envisaged to.
the south of Montjuic.

Un1ike~Pujadest

he was

sincerely in favour of the idea, basing his view
on the text of Pomponius Mela, which appeared to
associate Baetulo (Badalona) with Mons Jovis, and
Barcino with the River Llobregat

26

•

This line of thought, however, did not immediately
prove acceptable.
centuries,

~he

In the late 18th,. and early 19th.

Hercules legend fell completely out of

favour, though not until after a street had been
named after him27, and by the time Piferrer wrote in
1839. there was no competition for the Punic theory

28

After a thorough analysis of the historical context,
Pi Y Arim6n doubted the link with Hamilcar, although
just as he felt unable to break the tradition of the
Punic origin of the defences in favour of a Roman
one, he also maintained a
origins of the city,

Carthaginia~

cla~ing

link for the

that Hannibal rather

than Hamilcar Barca was its founder 29 •

His views,

nevertheless, did not find acceptance, especially
from Balaguer who upheld the traditional 'Punic'
theory3 0 •

•

4b

Within the next few decades, the picture
changed substantially.

Reconsideration of the

classical texts and the first faltering archaeological
steps were the basis of these alterations.
Bofarull in

1876 pointed out that there existed a

reference to Barcelona in Avienus'Ora Maritima, believed
to be based on early sources, and w/ticl, thUJ indicated
the existence of a settlement prior
of the Carthaginians 31 •

the passing

~o

Even before this, Hernandez

Sanahuja had rejected both the Herculean and Punic
theories, but suggested the existence of an Iberian
settlement on the slopes of Montjutc.

Moreover, he

postulated, as a result of the comparisoa with
Tarragona, a tripartite Roman city, consisting of
an area of public buildings on 'Mons Taber'. a
fortified area with the temple of Jupiter on Montjulc,
and a residential quarter on the lower slopes of the
mountain32 •

In the last quarter of the 19th. century
hypotheses flowed freely.

Apart from Hernandez's

views, Fita 33 and Bofarull 34 proposed Greek origins
for the city, while Sanpere y Miquel, working on
very dubious philological
of Semitic origins 35 •

base~

produced a theory

It was only in the early

years of the present century that a composite
theory was produced by Carreras Candi, which has
remained largely accepted to the present

da~6.

This was based on the belief that an Iberian

47
'poblado' had existed on Montjuic, and that this
later shifted to the lower slopes: not only was this
the fruit of five hundred years of historical thought
on the matter, but it was also apparently proved
by the discovery of an inscription and other archaeological material in 1903,·a11 of which was dated
to the period prior to the establishment of the
settlement on 'Mans Taber' 37 (figs.10-1l).

2. The classical texts and Iberian coinage
At this point it is desirable to leave the
historiographical approach and to analyse the material
on which these earlier interpretations were based,
taking particular note of how they have been interpreted in the past century.
Theoretically, the oldest source is:

put

o£ the

2!:!.

Maritima, which might be described a. a geographical
account of part of the coastline of the we.tern
Mediterranean, written in its surviving form in
verse by Rufus Festus Avienus in the 4th. century A.D.,
but using earlier .ources.

This work contains little

order and much irrelevance, is full of ancient
nomenclature and ignorance, but i . normally held to
include information derived from Greek .ources of
c.530 B.C.,cou..qu.nt1y .......e1..agconfu.ion over which
parts are later interpolations.
The text referring to Barcelona is as follows:
••••• inde Tarraco oppidum
et Barcilonum amoena(s) sedes ditium

"f8
nam pandit illic tuta portus brachia
uvetque semper dulcibus tellus aquis
- a rather rh'etorical reference to Barcelona, in
the plural, with a;

eaogy Df its location, a reference

to the port and abundance of freshwater.

This raises

problems, mainly the implication of the reference to
the city in the plural, which has been accepted by
the majority of authors to mean the existence of
two cities, one on or near Montjuic, the other on
'Mons Taber', as early as the 6thw century B.C., and
it should be remembered that this hypothesis was in
existence prior to the discovery of Roman remains
in the Montju!c area 38 •

More recent research has placed the date of the
passage in doubt: the form of the name of the city
is more appropriate to,

the 4th. century A.IJ. 39and

there are certain parallels with the letters of
4
Paulinus @.

Moreover, the reference to the duality

of foundations has also been challenged, for it
could be interpreted as referring to the inhabitants

If this criticism is

4l

accepted, the earliest

appearance would thus be on two coins imitating
Emporion drachma models, where the later city name
appears in the form BARCENO or BARKEN0

42

•

These

coins of the 3rd. century B.C. have been contrasted
with the later issues of LAIESKEN and they have
frequently been held to indicate a duality of settle-

•

49
ment in the Barcelona area.

Whether these early coins

are genuine or not has been debated, and although
the general opinion now tends to accept them as
valid, the meaning of BARCENO is still unresolved 43 •

The other series is much more common, and was
~ssued

in the period between the early 2nd. and the

mid-1st. centuries B.c. 44 •

The

-sken suffix is

normally held to relate to a tribal derivation,
and there is certainly little doubt that the Laietani
occupied the coastal area between the Tordera and the
Llo~regatt

and probably the pre-litoral depression

abso, that is the modern 'comarcas' of Maresme,
Barcelon3s, Baix Llobregat, Yalles Oriental and

.

4

Vall~s Occidental (figs.4 and 5) 5.

From this informatio. a number of deductions
wer~ade in the late 19th. and early 20th. centuries

which have been so often repeated as to be accepted
as fact:
i) the existence of a tribe called the Laietani, and
coin issues in the genitive plural, indicates,
since other issues of the area were apparently based
on towns (e.g. 11 duro , Baitulo and ~), the
presence of a town called

~.

ii) because of its name, ~ must have been the
capital of the Laietani.
iii) since Barcelona became the most important town
in this area, it was natural that the preceding

50
capital would have been locatad in its neighbourhood.

The obvious site was the supposed Iberian

settlement on Montju1c 46 •

Barkeno was explained by two alternative hypotheses: it cou1d have been the original name of Laie,
iot_lC oDl.y a40pted af1fer 'the Roman conq. . .t and which later
reverted 'to the Baroiaa Corm at the time

o~

establish-

ment of Roman immunity: or there could have been two
cities, as in the old theory.

Although these conclusions were reached at a
time whe~here was still no recognized Iberian
material from the Montjuic area, the writers of the
late·~9th.

century could also find some further

support from the remaining classical texts.: Avienus
may have been their mainstay, but the writings of
Pomponius Mela also contained pertinent information.
His Chorographia writte~n the mid-1st. century A.D.
includes a description of the Catalan coast, in
which Barcelona is mentioned among a group of
parva oppida, which also numbered Blanes, Matar~,
Badalona and the unidentified Subur and Tolobi

47

•

It has normally been accepted as an accurate account
of the

contempo~

situation, although there is

little doubt that he was using texts of the previous
century48: according to Professor Tarradell, if he
deri~ed

this information from one of these hoW lost

works, it is not difficult to see why the city was

51
described alongside its neighbours, when in fact
it had been promoted above them in judicial status
to the rank of colonia by the time he was writing49 •

• s has been noted above, Pomponius Mela also
appears to locate the city betwee~he Llobregat and
Mons Jovis, with Baetulo further to the north-east.
However, whether Mons Jov*s was Montjuic or part of
the litoral chain near Badalona remains unsolved,
and the value of this information is thus doubtful.
The final text widely used in discussing the state
of the city before the mid-1st. century B.C. is
another late statement, of Ausonius - me punica laedit
Barcin0 50 •

As has been pOinted out above, authors

before the late 19th.

cent~

related this to the

supposed foundation by Hami1car Barca.

At a time

when the majority were discarding the Punic theory,
Sanpere y Miquel revived the Semitic link, basing
his theories not on a chance connection with a
historically known personality, but seeking a
Phoenician meaning for Barcino, which he interpreted
l
as 'the city of the well of the bay,5 • Although
his ideas had little repercussion in this field,
his other topographical ideas, and particularly that
of a bay, have remained current in discussions of the
shore-line down to the present day

52

•

The meaning

of punica in this text has recently been re-examined
by Dr.Mayer, who concludes that of the three possible
meanings to the Roman, that of 'deceitful' may fit

52
~~

the context better than tha~ o£ origin.

However, the

link with the idea o£ commercial activity typi£ied
by the Carthaginians may also have been a possible
meaning, and the possibility o£ a derivation £rom
the sense o£ 'red' referring to the neighbouring

•

so~ls,

need not be totally discarded. The meaning

could thus have been eclectic, or anyone of these.

That Sanpere's theory was never widely accepted
is not surprising considering the scarcity of
Phoenician influence in this part of the Iberian
Peninsula

54 •

However, the others which have £ound

general credibility in the past century were also
lacking supporting archaeological proof at the time
of their formu1ation, and it is only with hindsight
that this appears to strengthen them.

Could it be

that we are in the presence of a case of archaeologiaal
evidence being used to support a pre-conceived
historico-topograp~ical

model?

Is there real

evidence for the two settlements of Montjaic - the
Iberian one and its early Roman successor 2

3. The archaeological evidence
In the Barcelona area, the first Iberian settlement to be recognized was that of Puig Castellar
(Sta.Coloma de Gramanet), partially excavated in
the first decade of the century55.

When Carreras

Candi wrote his 'geography' of the city, be could
point to few Iberian archaeological remains, least of

all any to support his idea of the existence of a
native settlement - the so-called

~

- on Montju1c 56 •

Subsequently, Iberian remains have been found on the
mountain, which have until recently been generally
accepted as evidenee for this settlement 57 •

This is now seriously questioned, for the finds
consist of no more than two widely-separated groups
of pits, so that it is not beyond the bounds of
credibility that they are a testimony of smaller
individual settlements, rather than a nucleated one.
Indeed, apart from a possible scatter of Iberian
pottery in the grounds of the 17th. century fortifications,58 the upper part of the mountain, the logical choice for the location of an oppidum, appears
to be devoid of remains of this period.
remains are notably absent (figs.9

Structural

and 10)59.

The keystone of the case for the existence of a
Roman settlement
the Montjuic area
exedra

of supposedly late Republican date in
is an inscription found with an

and various decorative fragments in the area

of the south-west cemetery in 1903 (fig.ll). The principal
inscription records the construction of walls, towers
and gates, and is an indication of some form of municipal organization, and all this is commonly believed
to point to a date some time before the foundation of
the colonia under AUgustus. 60

The evidence has sub-

sequently been interpreted in three ways:

i) som~particularly Schulten, believed that the
inscription was not found in the place for which it
was destined, but had been brought from elsewhere.
This has been countered by 'the argument that, since
it was carved in Montjuic stone, there is no reason
wh Y J..°t s h ould h ave been taken there for re-use 61 •
ii) the majority of writers have related it to the
problem of the two Barcelonas - the Romanized

1!!!

on Montjuic and the Barcino of the Imperial period,
with a variance of opinion as to whether the 3rd.

~

century B.C. Barkeno should be related to the former
or the latter

62 •

iii) A more recent theory, that of Srta. Pallar's,
has developed this: .h.elaim~hat it provides proof
that the Roman city was initially established at the
foot of Montjuic, and was later transferred to the
'Mons Taber' site.

This removes the problem of the

co-existence of two settlements, for only one of
the two cities would have existed at a time

63

•

Whatever the correct view, the evidence from
archaeological finds for the city of the Republican
period, whatever its juridicial status, is still
remarkably slender.

There is no evidence that the

material mentioned above was found in situ, and subsequent reports of finds from the area have been
minimal. Even in excavations in 1953 little was
apparently found 64 •

The other evidence which has been

invoked to support the existence of this city is

55
also of doubtful validity: the statue and milestone
found towards Hostafrancs on the north-west side of

65 : the late Roman burials at Vista Alegre
on the steep slopes facing the coast 66 : and a possible
the mountain

kiln from the summit 67 •

Rather than pointing to the

existence of a nucleated settlement, these surely
indicate 'that an opposite state of affairs existed
with a considerable degree of dispersal

The only other

fac~or

(fi~

9-10).·

which can be considered in

connection with this problem is the medieval documentary evidence.

In the 10th. century, the area to the

south-west of the mountain was clearly known as the
'port', and a number of substantial residences were
" " " ty 68 "oge
t
th er
" 1"t s V1C1n1
erec t e d 1n

W1"th

a cas tl e.

Moreover, in 938, there is a unique reference to a
villa nova in the Montjuic area, which Srta. Pallar's
would see in contrast

to the surviving nucleus around

the hypothetical popt of antiquity69.

However, the

available evidence points to dispersed settlement
at

tha~

date also, and the comparison could have

equally well been made with the city that inherited
the site of the Augustan colonia, and stands at the
heart of the modern city.

Although there existed a

port in the lOth. century, there is no proof that
it had existed in the Roman period or before, unless
one accepts that the words of Avienus reflect a
precise topographical situation, and as Professor
Tarradell has pointed out, the shore close to the later

colonia could equally well have been used as such,
and the archaeological evidence points not to one
restricted port area in antiquity, but to the employment of the whole shoreline around the mouth of the
Llobregat

70

•

Moreover, as will be considered below,

there are parallels for the usage of the 'Port' name
elseWhere in early medieval Europe which might suggest
that it Was an innovation of that period rather than
a survival from Antiquity.

The most detailed attack on the concept of· an
initial Roman city to the south-west of Montjuic has
come from Dr. Bonneville, who has criticised the
traditional dating of the inscription found in

190~

because of certain archaisms (turres not turris,
coer(avit) and not cur(avit»

and a supposed lack of

similarity to Augustan inscriptions, this has always
been dated to the late Republican period 7l •

Bonne-

ville has considered the known parallels, and concludes that most date to the second half of the 1st.
century B.C., but can rarely be assigned a more
exact date.

Paleographically, he sees parallels

between both this inscription to C.Coelius and that
of the exedra, on the one hand, and others to which
he attributes an Augustan date, but which have been
found in the area of the later colonia, and he concludes that the walls, gates and towers were those
of the Augustan foundatioD, and that C.Coelius was
.ne of the magistrates in charge of their CODstruction 72 •
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4. The Titles of the City
This conclusion, however, necessitates a reconsideration of the various interpretations of the
name Colonia Iulia Augusta Faventia Paterna Barcino.
As Sutherland pointed out many years ago .this lengthy
title would suggest far from straightforward origins
and this is certainly upheld by the opinions put
forward in the 'last few decades 73 •

Until 1976,

these names were not all attested directly by
epigraphic evidence, but the discovery of an inscription erected by the Augustal Sevirs finally settled
any dOUbts74.
the P of the

Indeed, for long it was accepted that
abbreviated form stood for PIA,

and it was not until the discovery of a dedication
to Caracalla in the 1950's that a revision was made 75 •

Faventia

is atte*ted by Pliny in the Flavian

period 76 , although he maintains silence over the
other names which must have been borne by that date.
However, these names do not consistently appear in
the same order, even in broadly contemporary
inscriptions.

Thus those of Lucius Licinius Secundus

have the order F.I.A.P. 77 , that of the Augustal
Sevirs Col.lul.Aug.Fav.Pat.Barcino, and that of
Caracalla, Col.lul.Fav.Pat.Barc.

As Dra. Rodl has

succinctly pointed out, "Esta diversidad en la
ordenaci6n podr!a ser un reflejo de la discutida y

8

tantas vecesmencionada dualidad de Barcelona,,7 •

58
Iulia should indicate a colonial foundation
Julius Caesar or

b,

Octavian before his acceptance of

the name Augustus, or by Tiberius and Caligula. The
epithet Augusta seems to indicate that it is a matter
of a foundation by Octavian Augustus, but when the
two are found together, it has been claimed that
the city in question was at first a municipium Iulium
of cives Romani founded before 27 B.C., and promoted
to colonial status between 27 and 14 B.C. 79 •
Pallar's has associated Faventia with the supp6sed
Montjulc settlement, noting the parallels with the
form Polentia, Placentia, Florentia and Valentia,
which appear principally in the 2nd. century

•

B.C.~O.

Professor Mari»er derived the name from the help

given to Caesar

aga~; P~..q.lldo.OIld.dered

that

it was awarded by the former's adopted son, which
wo~d

81

also account for the Paterna.

\

Dra.Roda

accepts the possibility of either of these two theories,
although the case for the latter is perhaps stronger,
for it would thus link up with the Julia

82 •

Although Srta. Pallar's suggests a colonia of
late 2nd. or early 1st. centUFY B.C. date
is nowhere attested.

83 , this

Other authors have attributed

municipal status to the presumed pre-Augustan C1"t Y84 •
The probability of an association with the Caesarian
party has been strengthened by the reinterpretation
of the nameslo! the tribes that supported him: instead
of tarraconensi et iacetani et ausetani, the second
might be considered as a scribal error for laietani,
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for this tribe was between the other two geographically speaking, whereas the iacetani lived away to the
west in northern Aragon, in the region of the modern
town of

Jaca~5

Dr. Bonneville does not tackle this problem of
the titles of the city in any depth, although it is
not impossible to establish an argument which is
reconcilable with his view. It is feasible that
the titles Iulia and Augusta were both given at the
time of the colonial foundation, for the former does
not necessarily prove the existence of an earlier
municipium,

and the Faventia and Paterna may have been

attributed because of the help given by the tribe of
the Laietani as a whole, rather than just one settlement, to the Caesarian party.

If this opinion can

be furthar supported the argument that the Augustan
foun4~tion

had no local predecessor gains in strength.

This interpretation, however, leaves a number
of points unanswered: firstly the irregular order of
the four titles.

Those authors who envisage a

settlement prior to the Augustan period called
Faventia Iulia Barcino,with the addition of the
Augusta Paterna at that date

86 ,have some evidence

in their favour in the order (F.I.A.P.) of the Lucius
Licinius Secundus inscriptions.

The alternative

theory, expounded by Sr, Verri' and Professor Tarradell, is that the earlier settlement only bore the

6u
Faventia cognomen, as described by P1iny, a1l the
others being added by Augustus, and the order was
in the 2nd. century A.D. 87 •

~~.d

If, as Dr. Bonnevi11e

be1ieves, then were no urban precedents in the area,
it is difficu1t to understand why the tit1es were
so comp1ex and various in their order of presentation.
Second1y, if Pomponius Me1a was using now 10st
ear1ier sources for this section of his work, there
was c1ear1y some predecessor: if not, it remains
unc1ear why he p1aced Barcino among the neighbouring
parva oppida when it was of different status: Bonnevi11e's contention that both this and the fai1ure
of P1iny to cite more than Faventia were 1iterary
devices is not entire1y conVincingP8.

Third1y, the

appearance of the name BARKENO on the two 'rd. century
B.C. coins, if they are genuine, needs an explanation.
Fina11y, Bonnevi11e has no difficulty in associating
the C.Coe1ius inscription with the first phase of the
surviving defences 89 •

However, as is discussed in

the f0110wing chapter, therrare a number of incongruities in this argument, and their Augustan date,
although possib1e, is far from apparent, and one
towards the end of the 1st. century A.D. may be
preferab1e.

5. Conc1usion
We are thus faced with two sets of evidence which
appear to contradict each other: on the one hand, the
1ack of evidence for an Iberian oppidum on Montjulc,
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the scarcity

o~

Iberian material in the 'pIa de Barce-

lona(~ig.l~\the virtually total lack o~ archaeological
~or

evidence
slopes

o~

was not

the supposed Roman

the mountain, the

~oundation

on the

likelihood~~the

port

only at this point in Antiquity, and"the

evidence that the historiographical tradition led to
the establishment and

em~ellishment

to the chance

o~

~iftding

to prove it, all
o~

o~

a theory prior

inscriptions which appeared

go"~against

the accepted interpretation

the original existence of a Roman foundation on

the south-western slopes of Montjulc.

On the other hand, the evidence of the titles
of the city, although not irreconcilable with the
hypothesis of a foundatioqax

n1hiNUnder Augustus,

tends to lend credence to the opinion that the origins
o~

the city were Car more complex.

The evidence for

pre-Augustan settlement in the area of the later
colonia is no more extensive than for the Montjulc
area, and even though such a locational change would
be virtually unique in the Roman world 90 , it is not
totally out of the question.

The problem clearly hinges on the inscription
referring to the construction of walls, Bates and
towers.

If Dr. Bonneville's theory is right, and

it is by no means watertight 9ltand if the existence
of an Augustan phase in the defe"cea of the 'Mons
Taber' site can be demonstrated, the theory that

rejects the existence of an earlier foundation must
be considered to have the upper hand.

Similarly,

if more information existed on the circumstances of
discovery of this inscription and the material
associated with it, and if it could be shown to have
been in situ, or if further material were discovered 92 ,
the alternative would be preferable.
mainly negative

arc~aeological

Although the

evidence tends to

support the view that the Montjuic city is the result
of a com,lex historiographical tradition, combined
with other evidence of uncertain value, until a
definite association can be made between this inscription and the colonia on 'Mons Taber', some degree of
doubt must remain.

CHAPTER IV
THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THIRD CENTURY BARCELONA

It has been generally accepted that the

esta~

lishment of the settlement on the small rise
popularly known as 'Mons Taber' dates from the reign
of Augastus, along with so many other cities of
Roman Spain.

A series of factors seeauto support

this long-held belief:
i)

the titles of the city indicate a close con-

l
nection with his reign •
ii) the plan of the city displays similar elements

2
of planning to other Augustan coloniae •
iii) pre-Augustan material from its area is scarce.
iv) the citizens were of the tribe Galeria , which
was associated with Augustus 3 •

The possibility of a pre-Augustan settlement
Recent excavations have demonstrated that the
Roman city of the Imperial period had no clear native
antecedents: finds of pre-late 1st. century B.C.
material are scarce, and no layer containing
exclusively earlier material has ever been distinguished.
On the few occasions when an excavation has been
carried through to the natural sub-soil, the earliest

4

layers have been of Augustan date or later , although
it should be borne in mind that many excavations have
stopped long before the earliest levels.
•• veral .cholars have

Nevertheless,

believed in the existence

b4

of- an earlier nucleus on the same site 5 , and there
are a number of finds which lend some substance to
this opinion (fig.13):
i) pottery of Iberian or Ibero-Roman date was
found in the excavation of the Roman cemetery of
the

Pla~a

de la Vila de Madrid: the excavator

supposed that this had been washed down by stream
action from a site higher in the 'pIa', although
others have suggested that it may not have been far
from its original point of deposition

6•

ii) finds of similar material from the
Rei and the
mented 7 •

Pla~a

Pla~a

del

de Sant Just are less well docu-

The vessels of supposedly Iberian date

from under the Tinell Hall of the medieval Royal

B

Palace are clearly early medieval •
iii) apparently,in the construction of the Banco de
Espana, which now houses the Caixa d'Estalvis de
Catalunya, at the junction of the Via Layctana and
Avinguda de la Catedral, and thus close to the
northern angle of the Roman defences, burials in
pits were found, similar to those known from Montjulc 9 •
iv) the only other find of

apparen~Iberian

tions from the area of the Colonia

associa-

is a stela

found in C/del Arc de Sant Ramon del Call in 1858.
There seems to be little doubt that it is genuine,
because of a very similar obieot from Llefil near
Badalona, although it otherwise stands in isolation.
Unfortunately, it was re-burie4 soon after discovery,

so that neither it nor its inscription can be today
examined.

The bronze coin-like objects reputedly

found at the same time remain controversial.
Although the inscribed stela was found 'with other
remains of an Iberian temple', according to the
earl&est account of its discovery, this must clearly
remain doubtful

l6

•

It has also been suggested that

it had originally been erected in a cemetery on Montjuic and transfererd to the city at the same time
as many of the Hebrew inscriptions which have been
found used in the foundations of 15th. and 16th.
century structures

11

•

Given the loeation of the

find in the part of the street towards C/dels Banys
Nous, it would seem far more probable that the 'length
of very ancient wall' in which it was found
of the late Roman defences

12

•

was part

Like so many other

funerarY monuments, it was thas away from its original
location: its significance thus hinges on its date,
which remains uncertain.

If it were of pre-late 1st.

century B.C. date, it would indicate a degree of
settlement prior to the foundation of the colonia.
If, on the other hand, it could be assigned a later
date, which is byno'means impossible in spite of the
Iberian inscription, it has no more importance than
the many other funerary monuments incorporated in the
late Roman walls.
v)

Finally, a number of negative points concerning

this potential pre-Augustan settlement must be
raised.

Firstly, finds from Ibero-Roman mint.

66
and other contemporary issues, are scarce in the
area of the city, and when they have been made, they
occur in Augustan contexts 13 •

Secondly, the theories

of Serra R~fols on the possibility of a 'megalithic'
fortification of Iberian technique, on the alignment
of the later defences on the north side, can now be

.iscardedl~.

These remains were probably the un-

mortared foundations of the 1st. century A.D. defences15 •
The scarcity of pre-Augustan fine wares indicates
that if a settlement existed it was not large: only
one sherd of Campanian ware is known from the Sant
Miquel excavations

16 , although others are reported

to have been found i~arlier excavations in the
Pla~a

del Rei zone and perhaps outside the defences

at this point 17 •

In conclusion, one might suspect

that there was a degree of settlement in the area
of the later city, but it was by no means extensive,
and could hardly be considered a forerunner of later
settlement.

The colonial foundation
Srta.

Pallar~s

has suggested that the foundation

came .ot at the time of Augustus' stay in Hispania
in 26-25 B.C., but slightly later, basing her argument on the milestones known from the city and its
environs, and the theory that the coastal road was
laid out, partially supplanting that passing through
the pre-litoral depression, in c.8 or

7 B.C.

18

•

The hypothesis has its attractions, but one must add
that neither was the inland route abandoned, nor

could the coastal cities of the 1st. century B.C.
have existed without a road-link, so that the
alterations of Augustus were not entirely innovations,
but based on earlier routes l~ Moreover, the Antonine Itinerary clearly indicates that the principal
road passed through ~h. pre-litoral area, before
turning into the Besas gap to head towards Barcelona,
which might suggest that this coastal route did not
have the importance that Srta. Pallar's has attributed
1"t

20

•

Nevertheless, that there was an alteration in
the status of Barcelona, or perhaps its first
appearance, in the Augustan period

is obvious,

and this must be placed alongside the foundation of
2l
other coloniae, such as Elche, Zaragoza and M'rida •
The last two were for veterans of the Cantabrian
Wars, although it would seem that Barcino received
civil rather than military settlers, for not only
is there a comparative absence of inscriptions
"
i es 22 , b
"
r ecor d 1ng
ex- Ieg10nar
u tal so th e C1"t"1ze ns
had Latin rather then Roman law rights 23 •

What, then, was the appearance of this new
foundation?

Until recently, it was constantly

maintained that the area of the city prior to the
construction of the late

Rom.~

defences was some-

what, even considerably,larger than that enclosed by
those walls.
following

Professor Balil in 196~ listed the

supp~rting

evidence:

~

b8

i)

the mosaic ~ound in the 19th. century in the

Baixada de

San~

Eulalia was cut by the

de~ences

(~ig.13,no.8).

ii) the ~a~ade ~ound in one of the gate towers o~ the
C/de Regomir, although not part o~ a the~tre as often
supposed, indicated the incorporation of an earlier
structure (fig.1 3,no.9).
iii) remains of structures with painted wall plaster
were cut by the defences in C/del Subteniente Navarro
(fig.!', no.lO).
iv)

t

the remains of the Placra d

not have been suburban

(~ig~3t

Antoni Maura may

nO.ll)24.

The more recent work of Srta.Pallar's has
produced the theory that the plans of the city
be~ore

and after the construction

walls were in fact very similar.

o~

the late Roman

Her hypothesis

involves the prolongation of the parallel sides
of the later

de~ences

so as to produce a rectangular

area, similar to that of other Augustan foundations,
such,as Aosta, Como, Turin and Le6n.

This hypothesis

is based on the double thickness of the walls at
certain points of the circuit, and would mean that
most of the structures mentioned above, with the
exception

o~

the final one, would have been included

within this original phase of the walls 25 (fig.15).

Several criticisms of this, however, can be
made.

Firstly, there would seem to be little value

in reducing the defended area by such a small amount.
Secondly, as Professor Balil has pointed out, there
is a remarkable lack of evidence

~or

these angles,

in the light of the extent of excavation in these
26
zones • Last, but no~ least, if the points where
a double thickness of wall is visible are plotted
(fig. 16 ) rather than supporting such a theory, they
largely demolish it.

Oriol Granados has demonstrated

that they are to be found on both the parallel
lengths and the 'cut-off' angles 27 •

In the case

of the latter such a double thickbass is proven in
the case of the north

28

and east sides

29 ,and seems

probable on the south from the early plans which
appear to show a constant width of the defences in
the area of the Palau Reial Menor 30 •

Only on the west

dDes it remain unproven for the excavations in the
Baixada de Santa Eulalia failed to reveal the full
width of the defences 3l •

This would thus indicate

that the later Roman defences consisted of a doubling
of their predecessors, with the

addit~on

of towers,

a process which is paralleled at both Le6n and
Zaragoza 32 •

The resultant plan of Barcelona, although
unusual, is easily explained by the presence of
streams to the eas* and west, which may have made
the construction of a more regular plan impractical.
Although their medieval cours~ha~been fossilized by
the street pattern, the possibility that they were
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on s1ightly different ones a millenium earlier
should not be forgotten.

The factors previously thought to prove the
greater extent of the early Imperial city can now
be seen in a different light.

The mosaic with a

crater design from the Baixada de Santa Eulalia was
probab1y not cut by the defences as formerly believed~
The structures in the

Pla~a

d' Antani Maura were

c1early suburban. whi1e the fayade of C/de Regomir
has been interpreted as part of the original
The amphorae found in the base of tower

gat«fig.20_1)~4

16 must have

been placed there at the time of construction 35 •
The structures in C/Subteniente Navarro, however,
are problematical for, although no plan has ever been
pub1ished, there seems to be little doubt from their
position that they were cut by the two phases of the
walls, and an early date may be implied by the similarity to the first paase of Sector B of the

Pla~a

de

Sant Miquel (fig.13,no.4) where white wall plaster
was found related to wa11s of 1st. century A.D. date

36 •

The structures in C/Subteniente Navarro (fig.13,no.IO)
are thus vita1 for the date of construction of the
wa1ls, which in turn inf1uences the va1idity of
Dr.Bonnevi11e's theories discussed in the previous
chapter.

Two possibilities arise: either they be10ng

to a bui1ding which pre-dated the foundation of the
co1onia, and the defences were bui1t over it in the
Augustan period, or the defences were an addition
of a later phase, perhaps the 1ater 1st. century A.D.,
to an ear1ier undefended phase. In the current state
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of knowledge, the latter interpretation makes more

J

sense, for potterYAnot earlier than the Flavian period
is reported to have been found there, although it
has never been published: nevertheless, unless reexcavation takes place, no opinion can be believed
without qualifications being expressed37 •

The first phase of the defences, whatever its
date, is best described as being made up

by

two faces

of small irregular blocks, which are laid in courses.
The space in between was filled with a mixture of lime'
mortar and unworked stones of varying sizes, but
unlike the late Roman phase not including re-used
material.

The whole thickness of approximately two

metres rests on a layer of large irregular stones,
which Serra RAfols mis-interpreted as a pre-Augustan
wall like that of Badalona 38 •

These foundations were

unmortared, although occasionally mortar trickled
down to them.

On occasions, the small blocks of the

faces were replaced by opus gusdratum, which Granados
has interpreted as a later reconstruction

39 •

Although Duran sometimes appears to have indicated
that

~he

greater part of the outer face was of this

type of stonework, in fact it only appears, together
with a distinctive type of roughly worked pillowblock, to reinforce angles and to construct gates

~O

The current state of evidence does not point to any
towers which formed part of it, although Balil was
misled by Duran into believing in the existence of
.
ul ar ones ~l •
C1rc

•
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Granados, in his analysis of the parallels
for this type of construction, states that it is
to found in Augustan works in Italy and Gallia
Narbonensis, while within Spain the closest parallels
are again at Le6n and Zaragoza, for which, although
an Augustan date seems possible, in neither case
is direct archaeological evidence available

42

•

The gates of these walls are far better known
now than a decade ago.
Pla~a

Nova

The one in the modern

has been revealed to be of the type with

a large central portal and two small side passages
(fisa.II-19

)4~.

That

diametrically~osed,

in the

C/de Regomir was apparently of two equal sized arches

44

(fig. 20 - 1 ). The form of the other two is less certain.
Pallar's has suggested that the polygonal hollow
towers with small stonework flanking the north-east
gate, may have been the Augu*tan ones: the @ate
itself would then have been of twin-arched

type(figs.22-3)~5

However, such towers were not a common feature

oE

contemporary circui%s, although they are found in
the later

Empire~

There is little possibility that

they belong to that period, for they would stand in
stark contrast to the solid semi-circular towers of
the two gates just mentioned, even more so i£ the
small stonework depicted in Pujades' drawing i.
credible 46 •

I

It is unfortunate that the excavation

that revealed part of this gate remains virtually
unPublished47 , and for the moment the form of the

13
gate in the Roman period must remain

uncertain~8

The same must be said of the gate to the southwest at the other end of the cardo maximus.

In

spite of what has been said, there is no evidence
that the mass o£ masonry still visible in C/del Call
belongs to this gate 49 , it must be part of the wall
core, £or the gate must have lain some distance to
the south-east.

Pallar's

sugg~s

a circu1ar plan

£or the towers in the text, although polygonal ones
appear on her plan50 •

The fact that one of the

£lanking towers collapsed in

1553 51 might indicate

that it too was o£ hollow structure, but once again
no date can be o££ered, and, as will be discussed
below, the £orm o£ the towers of both these gates
could have been largely the result o£ medieval
alterations

52

•

The street plan (£igs.13,15,24,25).
Like many other coloniae o£ the early Imperial
period Barcelona possessed a distinctive orthogonal
plan.

The orientation of the two main streets is

still apparent, joining the £our gates, although
only in the case of the cardo maximus can continuous
life from Antiquity be proposed53.

The only deviations

in these two streets are minor ones in the C/de
Regomir, perhaps already in existence in late Antiquity, and caused by the change in structure of the
one
gate, and~in the C/del Call, which was perhaps a

a result of the collapse of part of the gate in the
16th. century, and the consequent need to divert
transit round its fallen remains, although it is
also possible that it has a connection with the
limi~s

of the medieval Jewish quarter, for a 15th.

century house clearly fronts onto the revised a1ignm
ment 54 •
For the analysis of the individual street
lines, it is most convenient to divide the city
into

~he

four quarters produced by the two main axes.

i) The west quarter
This is the area enclosed by the modern C/del
Bisbe and C/del Call, in which, although little can
be directly proved by archaeological sources, the
medieval Call or Jewish quarter preserved the Roman
street pattern fairly extensively.

Parallel to

C/del Bisbe are C/de Sant Honorat and C/de Sant
Domingo del Call, and one might presume .that, as
has been demonstrated elsewhere, there was a further
street adjoining the inner face of the defences.
The cardines are not so clear, but one was probably
on the line of C/Sant Sever, to judge by the evidence
of the adjoining quarter, and the other is represented
by C/de Marlett which, however, has deviated somewhat
from the original alignment 55 •
ii) The north quarter
The first decumanus

is formed by the eastern

side of the Casa de l'Ardiaca, the division between
the cathedral and the cloister, and the orientation,
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though not the precise course of the first part
of the C/del Parad!s5 6 •

The second shou1d theoret-

ically be on more or less the same alignment as C/dels
Comtes de Barcelona and C/de la Freneria, although
it should be noted that both the 2nd. century mosaic
in

Pla~a

de Sant Iu and the early Christian basilica

block this alignment.

The street thus either lay

some distance to the south west, which is feasible
since the Romanesque cathedral did not extend as far
as the present alignment of the street, and may have
respected the earlier street line, or there was an
anomaly in this area, perhaps caused by a rise in
the 1eve1 57 , or the presence of pre-existing features
which have not been recognised.

As for the cardines

the continuation of C/Sant Sever is

r~presented

by

the north side of the Tine11 hall of the Royal Palace,
and one of the entrances in the medieval period

58

•

Another,attested archaeo1ogically, is to be found
in the easternmost part of C/de la Pietat and slightly
to the north of the Baixada de Santa Clara 59 •
iii) The east quarter
Here the plan has change~ more radica1lyj

Srta.

Pallar3s states that this was the resu1t of 19th.
cent ury b U1°ldO1ng programmes 60 , th oug h 1°t would seem
that most of the existing pattern had been established
by the 13th. century.

The decumani are easily re-

constructed as both she and Garcia y Bellido have
demonstrated6l , that to the east being represented
by C/de la Dagueria and the first part of C/del

76
Lled6.

That to the west, betweenJthe latter and

C/de la Ciutat, although hardly traceable nowadays,
is proven by the finds of sUbstantial drains in
C/de la Palma de Sant Just, near the junction with
C/de Bellafila, and also running under the church
of Sant Just itself (figs.26 and 27)62.
The cardines of this and the adjoining sector
were perhaps not well identified by Pallar's, in
an attempt·

to force the standard size insula into

the necessary space, made problematical by the
discovery of a street to the north of the baths
in the PlaQa de Sant Miquel.

Convinced that this

was a cardo minor and the southern side of the forum,
ahe

ca1c~.ted

ot the

c~tyfrom

all the other cardines,ot.this part
this base-line.

In fact it is

inherently more likely that the line represented
by the wall found in the patio of the Palau Requesens
(fig.60,noell)63, the C/del Bisbe Cassador, the
south side of the church of Sant Just, part of the
C/de la Font de Sant Miquel, the Roman street to the
south of the baths 6 4:, and the Baixada de Sant Miquel.
should be used as a starting point.

Further south

would lie another on the line of C/de Bellafila,
proved by a drain noted by nuran 65 ,

and perhaps

also by the south side of the new Ajuntament building,
and the last cardo represented by C/de la Cometa
and a long narrow property on the west side of C/
de Atau1f, adjoining the Templar Church.

This,

however, would have the disadvantage of creating

'f'l
two three-quarter size insulae, and would also
imply the existence of an additional cardo to the
north, on the line o4the forerunner of the modern
C/de Jaume I.

Thus both reconstructions of the

cardines of the southern part of the city are somewhat hypothetical, that of

Pallar~s

having the

advantage of four more or less normal size insulae,
but the disadvantage that two of its streets have
neither arcAaeological proof nor any connection with
the modern street plan, while that proposed here
overcomes the latter criticism, and thus bears a
gre8ter resembla.ce to the modern plan, but results
in the creation of partial insulae

66 •

iv) The south quarter
It remains to deal with the two decumani of
this part of the city, the cardines having already
been discussed in the previous section.

That nearer

the walls is clearly represented by C/del Pas de 14
Ensenyan~a

and C/dels Gegants, whereas the other can

be traced in C/de Ataulf and the east.sid~f the
baths. Both of them match up with the decumani
described in the eastern quarter.

The forum
One of the major criticisms of Pallar~s'
interpretation of the plan of the city must be of
the size of the forum, which occupies some twentyfive per cent of the intra-mural area - no fewer than
eight insulae 67 •

Even allowing for the fact that
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Barcelona, covering only some 10-4 hectares, ranks
as a small city in the Roman worl., and very small
compared to the coloniae of other provinces, and
therefore might be expected to have a proportionately
larg«area occupied by its forum to allow for all
the customary structures and spaces, the size
suggested - 120 by 170 metres - is disproportionately
large.

Unfortunately the number of parallels in

Tarraconensis is small: Tarragona itself was clearly
exceptional.' ;in having an upper 'provincial' forum
and a lower 'market' forum

68 _

For Zaragoza, Professor

BeltrAn has proposed a size of approximately 80 by
100 metres, only 1-7% of the total area 69 •

An

excavated examp~e at Clunia was at least 100 by 1~0
metres, although the city was much larger 70 •
city of comparably small size,

Conim~riga,

In a

it was

about 50 metres square, about 2.8% of the tota1 7l •
At Ampurias it measured approximately 100 by 150
metres, and took up about 7% of the'colonia: but
only about 5% of the whole urban area

72

•

Examples

outside Tarraconensis indicate that the forum rarely
occupied more than 5% of the walled areaZ 3
The conclusion must be reached that the
Barcelona forum was unlikely to have been so large.
Although its size fits comfortably in the range of
other examples, these are almost invariably in
cities four or five times the size.

Allowing a

4 or 5% figure, the forum would have occupied two,
or at the most three insulae, measuring approximately

.
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80 by 60 metres.

The most logical step is to

propose an almost completely central forum, mainly
lying to the south of the cardo maximus, bounded
to the east by C/Arlet, to the south

by She

Hercules,

and the north side of the baths, and to the west
the side of

Pla~a

by

de Sant Jaume, on the same align-

ment as the first decumanus. To the north, it may
have been limited by the cardo maximus, or perhaps
extended beyond to include the area adjoining the
Temple.
Virtually nothing is known of this forum:
columns found at the junction of C/de Sant Honorat
and the Pla9a de Sant Jaume in the 16th. century may
have formed part of it74,

and other substantial columns

were noted in the area of the Ajuntament (Town Hall)
in 1909 75 'fig.l'.nos. 12 and 1,).

The reasons for

which an area in the C/dels Comtes de Barcelona was
described as the forum have now been disproved 76,
and the forum must have been on the Pla9a de Sant
Jaume site throughout the Roman period.

However,

the fact that the medieval and modern institutions
of administration were located there is largely
fortuitous.

No continuity of function can be

proposed 77 •

Public buildings
As in any major Roman city, it may be expected
that the principal public buildings were to be found
in the area around the forum. The main one which has

survived to the present day is the temple, probably
dedicated to the Imperial Cult, of which four
columns and part of the podium are still in situ
(fig.13,no.14: fig.28).

These have been known

since the later medieval period, and various interpretations were offered by Renaissance and early
modern writers as to their function - the tomb of
Hercules, that of Ataulf, part of an aqueduct or an
ornamental garden - though the function as a temple
was noted by the end of the 16th. century, and has
been unchallenged from the 18th. century onwards 78 •
Located at the highest point of the intramural area, it must have towered above neighbouring
structures, to the extent that in ~he early medieva~
period it received the name of the 'Miracle,79.

It

covered an area of 17·5 by 55 metres, and thus may be
considered as sUbstantial for a small colonia, for the
well-known temples of Ntmes and Vienne are both
smaller.

Various decorative fragments were found

during excavations in the 19th. century80 and again
in 1929

81

(fig.13,no.15): the provincial style of

these has caused a wide range of dates being offered
for the establishment of the temple - from the Repub·
. d 82 t 0 th e 6th • cen tury
AD
1 1can
per:LO
• • 83 .. a lth ough
the majority have centred on the 1st. and 2nd.
centuries A.D. and the reign of Tiberius now seems
to find general favour

84

•

Although epigraphical and sculptural evidence
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suggest. the existence of other temples, and possibly
also a Mithraeum, none of these has ever been 10catedB5 •
It has, however, been proposed that a second temple
might have existed on the site of the church of
Sant Just in symmetry to that described above

B6

•

Mo

remains of this have ever been detected, and the
discovery of drains and mosaics in the area of the
church (f'ig.13,no.16) suggests a zone of houses rather
than monumental buildings B7 •

The main public baths were

erec~ed

at the end

of the 1st. century A.D. or in the earliest years of
the 2nd. century.

They

pr~bably

occupied half an

insula at the southern angle of the forum, and, though
it is not proven, they may have been those erected by
L.Minicius Natalis and his son

BB •

To the east was

the frigidarium with a second century mosaic, and
which survived to the early medieval period, when
the building was taken over as the church of Sant
Miquel (fig.13,no.17)B9.

The area to the west

contained the other ranges of the baths,which have
been excavated in the last decade and await publication (figs. 2 9

and 30)90 •

Further west still,

on the other side of the decumanus minor,was an
area which has been tentatively interpreted as a
l
palaestra (f'ig. 1 3,no.18)9 •

There is little indication of the ullual structures
pertaining to public entertainment.

The remains

in the C/de Regomir, once believed to be part of a
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theatre, are now interpreted as part of the south
gate 92 , and,though it is not impossible that the
friezes found in the defences nearby formed part of
an extra-mural theatre, because of their design of
theatrical masks, they need not have done so and a
funerary origin is equally probable 93 •

The identi-

fication of an amphitheatre in the modern C/Ferran VII,
made in the 18th. century, rests on very dubious
etymological grounds and should be discarded
Similarly the

~ate

94

•

Roman mosaic with circus scenes

is no proof of the existence of a circus

95

•

Epigraphical references to boxing matches 96 and a
tabularius ludi 97 suggest there might have been some
of these structures, but their location remains
unknown.

Although the inscription of the Minicii Natales
refers not only to the construction of baths and
porticos, but also to that of an aqueduct, it seems
likeiy that this should be seen as a connection with
the castellum aquarum, rather than the complete course
of an aqueduct.

The castellum was probably located

just inside the north-west gate, where the very solid
base of a structure has been found, and moreover

this

is at the point where the aqueducts supplying the
city arrived (fig.13,no.19 and fig. 31)91.

The

remains of two of these have been located with~ and
adjOining the gate tower of the late Roman defences
into which they were incorporated, although it is

8~

difficult to envisage how the city of the late
Roman period maintained its water supply if they
were blocked,as is often maintained 99 •

Using the

evidence of the bases of the initial arches of the
two aqueducts, immediately outside the defences

lOO

(fig.13,no.20), combined with the references to 'old
arches' (AHcs Antics) in early medieval documentation lOl ,
and the references to surviving arches
and 19th. centuries

l02

i~

the

18~h.

, it seems beyond doubt that

one aqueduct crossed the territorium from north-west
to south-east, probably having its source on the slopes
of Tibidabo, ebtering the medieval city near the
church of Santa Anna, and passing along the eastern
side of the modern Cldels Arcs, which clearly records
its presence.

The other had its source on the River

Besas, perhaps in the Montcada area, then crossed the
territorium

from north to south, entering the medieval

city near the monastery of Sant Pere de les Puelles,
then gradually turning to the south-east, via Cldel
Arc de Jonqueres and Clde1s Cape11ans.

The survival

of the two aqueducts running together marked by the
streets on either side of the modern 'College of
Architects' is a feature of urban topography not
without interest

(figs. 9

and 38).

Whether they

were in comtemporary use or not is uncertain, though
the greater efficiency of the latter may be demonstrated
by the parallel nature of the Comital 'Rech' of the
11th. century which powered the city's mills, and which
probably re-used much of the course of the Roman
contour aqueduct (fig.119)10 3 •
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Private residences in the intra-mural area
The previous section dealt with the monumental
aspects of the city, upon which a number of changes
were to be wrought in the late 3rd. century and
later.

Structures in the private sector are poorly

known, only parts of various houses having been
excavated at various points in the city over the
last half century or so.

The main body of information

is to be found in the areas excavated in the northern
corner of the city, now preserved and displayed in
part of the Museo de Historia de la

Ciudad:(fi~.'2)lO?

In spite of these rarely paralleled conditions of
preservation and the ample scope for their study,
the lack of full excavation reports and site records
makes any attempt at interpretation problematical,
to say the least.

The principal attempts to reconsider this area
have been made by Professor Balil in two studies

l05

,

which, although they may still be followed as
regards structural questions, I differ from on certain
pOints of chronology, believing that the majority of
the visible remains are either of late Imperial date,
or are earlier and survived, with only gradual and
minor modifications,into the 4th. century. It is the chronology

that will be pursued here, leaving the descrip-

tion and topographical interpretation to a later
chapter l06 •

i) The area under the 'Casa Padell's' (fig.13~P and
fig.

3~).

The structures in this area are parallel to the
defences, fronting onto a street
between them and the city wall.

which was located
As Balil pointed

out, the date of construction of this street is vital
for the understanding of the structures along it l07 •
Assuming that the wall was necessarily entirely of
late Roman date, he doubted Durbn's statement that
the street was contemporary with the construction
of the defences, since a large fragment of a Drag.37
vessel of Southern Gaulish Samian, of Flavian date,
was found in the make up of the street

lOB

•

Even

allowing a century for survival, the date would still
fall a further hundred years short of Balil's assumed
date for the defences.

In the light of the evidence

for the existence of 1st. century defences, this
piece of information must now be reconsidered.

If Durants opinion is followed, this phase of the
defences must belong to the late 1st. century A.D.,
and it must be assumed that for the first century
of its life, the colonia must have been without walls,
or with walls that have not been traced.

The alter-

native is that the sherd was deposited in a later
phase of re-surfacing, and that the defences were
related to the foundation of the colonia.

Since the

off-set of the walls was reached at only a few points,
109
•
one may indeed doubt Durat\'.s statement

The other factor which must be considered in
connection with this zone is the disposition of the
drains.

It was believed by both Duran and Balil that

the earliest drains - those perpendicular to the
defences, which are visibly at a greater depth
are tile-lined - were in existence prior

~o

and

the

defences, for one of them crossed their line at the
point where a tower was built, thus making it inherently unlikely that it was functioning at that time .•
Unless it belongs to a pre-defence phase, it-is,
however, possible that it traversed the line of the
early Imperial defences, which were only half as thick,
and it may be

su~gested

that such drains were related

to-the earliest structures in the area, of which no
traces are visible 1lO(fig.,3>.

The second group of drains are those which are
lined with mortar and lead towards the north.

The

majority of the structures lining the street-'also
belong to this phase, which is clearly later than the
primary street level, for both drains and floors are
at a considerably higher level than the off-set of the
defence foundations lll •

The final drain incorporates

re-used material and flows to the south from a pool
or tank built over the remains related to the second
phase (Fig. " , d.

)112.

What of their date?

This is the most prob-

lematical point in view of the lack of knowledge
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concerning the provenance of the various finds.
The initial find of an amphora of Flavian date
would seem to be of little value, as the excavator
expressly states that it was found a metre above
the floor level l13 •

The remains of painted wall-

p laster belong to the most widespread schemes for
which it is difficult to propose a date.

The

principal decorative element is an opus sectile
mosaic, dated by Balil to the 2nd. centuryl14,
but which Dr.Barral has re-assessed and suggested
a late 3rd. or 4th. century date

to~115.,

His

own

suggestion for the date of this floor, plus the relative
abundance of 1st. and 2nd. century coins and lamps,
led Balil to

~ropose

a date prior to the 3rd. century

Germanic raids for the greater part of these structures,
and a 4th. or 5th. century one for the final phase
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•

A reconsideration seems necessary: not only
does the opus sectile mosaic suggest that Balil's
opinion is not entirely acceptable, but so does the
re-*se of material, including raised 'pillow' blocks,
in several of the walls of these structures. Nevertheless, it is exceedingly difficult to have much
confidence in any scheme proposed: one has but to
look at the room adjoining that with the late floor,
which had an initial phase apparently related to one
of the early drains (fig.33,a )117.

Two chronologies

appear possible, depending on the date of the defences:

(.

A.

I.

a pre-defence phase

represented by the

early drains: perhaps 1st. century A.D.
II.

the second phase of drains and the majority

of the structures: 2nd. to 4th. centuries.
III.
B.

I.

the late 'pool' phase: 5th. century.
an initial phase cons-.cted at the same

time as the defences (whenever that might have been)
and lasting to the 3rd. century.
II.

rebuilding of these structures and the

addition of drains flowing along rather than
across the street, as a result of the extra
thickness of the defences: late 3rd.-4th. centuries.
III.

the late'pool' phase:

5th. century or later.

Whichever scheme is chosen, it is apparent
that these structures continued in use until the late
Roman period, rather than having been abandoned in the
3rd. century.

Unless re-excavation takes place, how-

ever, the precise

chrono~y

is likely to remain

obscure.

ii) Pla9a del Rei(fig.13, PR and fig~~4-36).
This adjoining area,to the north of the cardo
minor which forms the northern limit of that just
conaidered, does not extend as far as the inner face
of the defences because of the problem of the
foundations of the chapel of Santa AgQt3'
on the walls.

located

The problems of interpretation are

even greater, for the remains are far more fragmentary.

A terminus ante quem is provided by the cemetery which
I, along with the excavator, consider to be of 6th.
or 7th. century date 118 •

This was preceded by a

porticoed phase, which has usually been dated to
which
the 4th. century, but~was probably considerably later,
if the evidence of a group of sherds of North African
Red Slip ware is acceptedl19 •

Prior to this are a

number of walls, floors, tanks and other miscellaneous
fragmentary remains, limited to the east by the

wall

running parallel to the defences on the other side
of the intervallum street.

A late Roman date might

be guessed at for these, but without any degree of
certainty. A considerable depth of deposits

'e"ist:.s

under these remains, in which structures of an earlier
date might be detectable
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•

iii) Carrer dels Comtes de Barcelona (fig.l'te~

and

The third major part of this complex is the
remains of a peristyle house beneath a 6th. century
structure in the

Pla~a

de Saat

Iu~

Although the

excavator interpreted these remains as part of the
~
, is c l
I
"1SLac
~ t ory 121 •
Lorum, th1s
ear
yt
unsa

The early Imperial remains consist of part of two
portico. , neither of which has been completely
revealed.

Six columns of one, two of the other,have

been found, all constructed of baked clay discs.

In

the centre was a nymphaeum of double-L plan, and to
the north a continuous opus signinum floor with a
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mosaic of 2nd. century date 122 •

All this should be

interpreted as part of a considerable town-house,
of which the structures in the Pla9a del Rei, or
rather their predecessors, and the dolia store under
the intermediate Tinel1 hall 123 , might be considered
as dependencies.

To the south, under the Archivo

de 1a Corona de Arag6n, traces of garden walls have
also been found

124

•

There may also have been an

earlier phase, for the excavator refers to a destroyed
wall which indicated an earlier structure

125

,although

this is no 10ager visible, nor its whereabouts known.
The house clearly belongs to the 2nd. century, and
although it is not apparent exactly how long it was
occupied, this could have been unti~he late or post
Roman period.

iv)

Other structures
During road works in 1928 in C/de la Palma de

Sant Just, a portico bordering the line of the
decumanus minor and part of a town-house with a
126
2nd. century mosaic were found (fig.l"no.2l)
•
Other mosaics of similar or early 3rd. century date
are known from the Baixada de Santa Eulalia (fig.l,.
no.8)12 7 , P1a9a de Regomir (fig.l"no.22)128, and
the area of the church of Sant 3ust (fig.l"n~6)
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although little is known of the structures to which
they belonged.

More recently the remains of a house with a

,
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mosaic aad painted wall-plaster have been located in
the courtyard of the Archbishop's Palace (fig.13,no.23)1~O.
Traces of private structures of the late 1st. century
onwards have been excavated on various occasions in
the area of the Plac;a de Sant Miquel 131 'fig.13.no.24),
and other stray finds of mosaics throughout the urban
area indicate a substantial density of structures of a
certain quality and standing, although by no means
luxurious,by the 3rd. century A.D. (fig.13,nos.25,26,27)1~~

The evidence of other sources would indicate
that there was a definite improvement in the standard
of structures and their decoration in the course of
the 2nd. century.

One .should also take into account

the appearance of locally made sculptures and the
large number of honorific pedestals made from local
Montlj.uic stone133~·

This seems to point to the flour-

ishing o£ the local bourgeoisie, who decorated

t~eir

tombs with similar extravagance, and whose richer
members

~ade

donations to the city itself.

As in so

many other parts of the Empire, the city reached its
peak, in terms of recognized structural remains,
in the century between the deaths of Trajan and
Caracalla.

The extra-mural area

(fig.38).

Another aspect of the topography of the early
3rd. century

which had changed by the end of that

century was the presence of extra-mural settlement.
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Until the recent definition of the similarity of the
area of the city under the early and late Empire, it
was considered that the

c~ty

of the 2nd. century was

open and covered a much larger area than its successor,
as in the case of many cities of the Gauls which were

walle~n

the later 3rd. century, and therefore

the

concept of suburban settlement did not arise.
However, from the earliest moments of the discovery
of structures of 2nd. century date in the

Pla~a

de

Antoni Maura (fig.38,no. 2), it has been realized that
these might have belonged to a suburban villa, of which
other traces were found in 1920 134 •
perfectly certain although

.he

This now seems

exact extent of this

residence remains undetermined (fig. 39).

Apart from this villa near the northern angle of
the defences, the number of indications of settlement
in the suburban area are few.

Professor Balil expressed

an opinion that such residences were also to be found
in the area of the

Pla~a

Nova, or between the city

and the nambles 135 , although no remains of these have
ever been recorded.

The on~ other indication could

be the drains or irrigation channels found cut by late
Roman burials in C/de Montcada (fig. 38po. 4

and .... "

fig. 40) 1 3 6, and in the church of Sta, Maria del Mar
(fig. 38po. 8

and figAl_2) 1 37, although these may

have been more closely associated with agricultural
or horticultural activities.

Similarly the 1st. or

2nd. century coin hoard which was apparently found

in the area of the present Post Office in 1920
(fig.3 8 no. 1)13 8 , although important for determining the position of the coast,is no indication
of suburban settlement, which in fact may not have
been

particularly extensive.

As in most other Roman cities, the cemeteries
were to be found along the roads leading from the
city.

Only one of these has been excavated - that

in the

Pla~a

de la Vila de Madrid, to the north-

west of the gate in the

Pla~a

Nova, at a distance of

some 250 metres, and arranged along a road which
presumably led to this gate 139 'fig. 38,no.7

and fig.43).

This was in use from the 1st. to the early 3rd. centuries, to judge from both the pottery140 and coin
finds

14l

, and was probably saved from being ransacked

for building material for the late Roman defences by
the fact that it had been covered by a thick layer
of silt in a flood.

The type of tomb and the inscrip-

tions are simple, frequently of the cupae type, of
which other examples have been found within the solid
mass of the defences 142 I this was clearly not a
high class burial area.

Such areas were probably situated nearer the
main roads, principally that leading to the north.
Tombs and fragments of them have frequently been
found in the core of the walls, and it is no surprise
that other areas of burials of the period before
c.260 have not been located.

The most substantial

94
of these were of tower type, like that called the
'Tower of the Scipios' still standing to the north
of Tarragona, and other similar monuments in coastal
Tarraconensis

143

•

Another frequent class was the altar

type, with Medusa heads decorating the terminals on
the four upper corners.

Although no complete ones

have been found, examples have been reconstructed from
the many fragments

144

•

It seems probable that many

of the decorative elements found in the defe.ces belong
to such tombs.
the deceased

145

Others included niches with busts of
,and the notable busts from the east

side of the walls which have been mistakenly interpreted as Imperial portraits probably belong to this
class.

Moving down the social scale of monuments, one
finds simpler altars, with little more than an
inscriPtion;4:nd the cupae, almost invariably of

~

local Montjuic stone, and with depictions of temple
fa~ades

around the space for the inscription.

Other

even simpler tombs imitated the latter in a stone and
mortar mix, with an inscription usually set in one
of the longer sides.

Since such tombs were the ante-

cedents of the ubiquitous burials set under arrangements of tiles and amphorae of the later Imperial
period, one might suspect that they were originally
far more common than the more monumental types.
Below these were the simplest

burials, in wooden

coffins, or with no protection at all for the corpse.
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Two decorated sarcophagi, one of the late
2nd. century

147 ,the other slightly later148 ,should

also be mentioned, for they seem to have escaped the
fate of being re-used in the defences, although the
circumstances of their finding remain unknown.
Clearly, since fragments were sometimes transported
over some distance for the construction of the walls 149 ,
no definite pattern can be proposed.

However, it does

seem possible that tO~ba to the north and east were
richer and more monumental than those to the west:
nevertheless, a detailed corpus of all these finds
is needed before a definitive judgment can be made

150

•

The terri torium (fi~ 9- 'and 44).
The precise limits of the territorium of Barcin6
are not established: it is arg:ued below that it was
probably similar to the area thus described in the
11th. century, although the evidence of continuity
is not strmng15 l •

To the north and east a boundary

formed by the litoral mountain chain and the River
Besas, with the territorium of Baetulo beyond the latter,'

lay

seems logical: to the southAthe sea.

Only to the

west do serious problems arise, for even if the
River Llobregat is accepted as a limit, it must be
debated whether the boundary ran from its mouth to
the Monte Ursa (the modern St.Pere MArtir of the
coastal chain) of the medieval sources,

t~ough

the

point known as Finestrelles, or, alternatively, did
the territorium stretch along the valley as far as
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the £irst major crossing point at Ad Fines, again
an apparently signi£icant place name £or the discussion
o£ such limits?

The £irst line is supported by the

medieval sources, the second seems somewhat more
logical in a Roman context, and one might also
include the other bank of the Llobregat as far as the
Costa de Garra£, for otherwise

.~e

small municipium

of Egara would have possessed a disproportionately
large area.

Sites in the Llobregat valley are not particularly
" t h e area
numerous 152 : apar t f rom f"1nd s 1n
(Ad Fines ?)153

0

f ~f
~ar t ore 1 1

and the remains of the Roman bridge

over the Llobregat

154

, one can point to those at

Pallej!155, Rub!156, st.Just Desvern (£ig.9, no.20)157,
Esplugues (fig. 9,no.21)15 8 , St.Boi de Llobregat l59 ,
and Cornell! (fig. 9,no.22 )1'0, all in the modern
'comarca' of Baix Llobregat.

~ithin

the 'PIa de

Barcelona' itself, a number o£ small villa sites
are known, none of which have been extensively studied.
A dozen or more sites are known, which will be considered below in more detail (fig. 9 )161. Several
points are already visible in the early Roman period.
Firstly, there is an element of continuity from
sites of the Ibero-Roman period into the 1st. and

2nd. centuries A.D. 162 •

Another thread of continuity

exists between the 2nd. century and the later Roman
period, and o£ten into the Early Middle Ages. No
site, however, has yet demonstrated continuity over

the entire millenium.
we~~particularly

Secondly, none of the sites

wealthy, a pattern also

noti~ed

in

the Badalona area, where, in contrast, the sites
that continued to be occupied in the 4th. century
tended to gain in Significance 163 •

For the moment,

no wholesale abandonment of sites in the 'PIa' can
be proposed, allhough without doubt some did fall
ouybf use in the course of the 3rd. century.

Finally,

the distribution of sites was fairly even, although
the lack of finds for approximately three kilometres
around the city is noticeable
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:

it is most un-

likely that if sites had existed in this area, they
were all destroyed without trace in the 19th. century
expansion of the city165.

Moreover, this pattern is

supported by the evidence of early medieval document166
ation, which indicates a similar lack of settlement
•

The roads of the territorium have recently been
studied by Professor Tarradell 167 •

He proposes four

main routes, which all survived into the medieval
period.

The abundance of references to reads and

tracks in early medieval documentation makes it
difficult to check these alignments, for it is only
when one is described as being antigua • • • one is
reasonably confident that it represents a Roman
route: on other occasions they must pass largely
168
unrecogniZed
•

The most important of these was the Via Augusta
which entered the 'pIa' via the Montcada gap of the
Bes~s valley.

The precise route across the territorium

is not certain, although it presumably was similar
to the medieval route, and also passed through the
area known as Auro Invento where a Karraria antigua
is recorded in 1020

(fig~19no.4l )169. before entering

the city near the monastery of St.Pere de les Puelles.
Its route is preserved in the topography by C/Carders
and C/Boria, and on the other side of the Roman city
by C/de la Boqueria and C/del Hospital.

The mile-

stone from Hostafrancs also marks its course, as di~
the place name of 9uart in the medieval period
(fig. 9 Yno • 1 7

0
and fig.119,no.45 )17 •

point known as Inforcats
near the present-day

Pla~a

From the

in the medieval period,
de Espanya, there were

probably two ~outes rather than one towards the
Llobregat and Ad Fines: one continued the original
alignment, passing via Finestrelles and naOr the villa
of St.Just Desvern, while the other first went towards
CornelIA, and then followed the river mOBe closely.

The Travessera crossed the 'pIa de Barcelona'
without touching the City, and the memory of the
route is preserved not only by the modern cross
routes of the city of this na~e, but also by references to 'ancient' roads in the Monterois and Les
. 171
Corts districts in the lOth. to 12th. centur1es
•
Although Duran suggested a prehistoric origin for
this route I72 , Tarradell has pointed out that its
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straight course bears all the marks of Roman road
builders 173 •

The third and final cross route suggested by
Tarradell is a more natural one at the foot of the
litoral mountains, linking the important early medieval
communities in the upper part of

~he

'pIa': direct

evidence for its existence in the Roman period is as
yet lacking174 •

Cutting across these was the road leading from
the north-west gate over the mountains to Octavianum
(Sant Cugat del Vallas), the eight miles suggested
by the name and medieval documentation probably being
measured from the Travessera route rather than the
city175.

This too was reflected in the early medieval

documents, a via antiqua Sancti Cucuphati being
recorded in 1095

176

•

To these four routes should be added that which
linked the city with the port area and the mouth of
the Llobregat, presumably passing via St.Pau del
Camp, where a villa existed in the Roman period
(fig. 9,no. 5 '>,and around the southern side of
Montjuic, and which i . frequently mentioned in the
early medieval sources 177 •

However, another road

with the same destination may have departed from the
Inforcats, crossed the river by a ford, and linked
the coastal settlements between Barcelona and the
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Vendrell-Calafell area, where the Via Augusta touched
the coast again, after having passed through the prelitoral Penedes.

In addition, as Srta. Pallar's has

proposed, there must have been a route close to the
shore joining Barcino with Baetulo and the Maresme l78 :
this may weil be indicated by the itineris antiquis
found near the River Bes~s in 1088 179 •

The Port and the coast line
The economy of this territorium, as in the early
medieval period, was based on viticulture.

The wines

of Laietania were recorded by Pliny and Martial
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,

and although some of these products were exported via
the Maresme coast, those of the Vallas and the Llobregat valley, as well as those of the 'pIa de Barcelona',
probably passed through the city's port.

The finds

of amphorae in gravel workings either side of the
181
mouth of the Llobregat are ample proof of this
•
Until more detailed studies are made of these amphorae
and others known from kiln sites in the region, little
more can be said about the distribution of this
product, although preliminary surveys indicate a far
from restricted trade

l82

•

If the place-name of 'Port' is acceptca
indicating a maritime harbour in the Roman

as
. d l83
. ,

per~o

it might be assumed that most of these exports went
through the mouth of the Llobregat.

However, the shore

line close to the city has occasionally eeen considered
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as a potential port as well, as it was im the
,184: •
'
1 per10d
me d 1eVa

Two points must be raised in

connection with this:

~irstly

o~

on the south-eastern side

, the projecting castellum
the

de~ences,

adjoining

the Regomir gate, has been interpreted as a possible
port protection185 •

Although its structure might

be well suited to such a

~unction,

parallels might be drawn upon186

and various
in view

o~

the

evidence for dry land in the area of the Post

(~ig.38,no.l

O~~ice

) 18 7, Sta.Maria del Mar (fig.3 8 ,no.8 )188,

and the Gobierno Militar (fig.38,no.1 6 )18 9 , in the
Roman period, this seems most unlikely and the shore
line cannot have been all that much

~urther

inland than

the edge of the present day harbour.

The function of this projecting work, some 50
metres square, is thus debatable.

Although relatively

few parts of it have been found in recent years,
early plans and Hernandez Sanahuja's drawings leave
little doubt that it is of Roman origin, even though
parts were rebuilt C.l032.;{figs .. 45-6)19? and that it wa. in
existence in the early Imperial period as well, for
although some of the towers incorporated funerary
inscriptions, there is some

eviden~e

to suggest

that the double thickness of the defences was present-'
there also 191 •

As has been noted, parallels point

to a military function.

The form of the projection

reminds one of the Cripplegate fort incorporated into
the city walls of 1ondon, or the Praetorian Camp
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in Aurelian's wall in Rome, and other parallels
could be drawn upon for independent small fortifications in the north-western provinces of the Empire l92 •

The second point which must be raised is the
nature of the force which this housed if it is
accepted as, in origin at least, a military construction.

If there was a military presence in Barcelona,

this was most probably the force under the Praefect»s
Drae Maritimae, who, although himself apparently based
in Tarragona, may have had operational headquarters

in Barcelona l93 , otherwise, the link with Laietania
recorded in the epigraphy

becomes rather enigmatic

l9Q

The Maritima name itself survived to the medieval
period to be applied to the coast between the Bes~s
and the Tordera, and

has been transformed

into the modern 'comarca' name of the Maresme
~hus,

l95

•

even if the projecting castellum was probably

not a port defence strictly speaking, it can only be
satisfactorily interpreted as having been military in
origin, and thus presumably related to this marine
body.

Why such a policing force was necessary in 2nd.

century Tarraconensis is obscure, for there is no.
record of local piracy in this period.

The inhabitants of Barcino
If such a military contingent were present in
the city, it is hardly reflected in the epigraphical
record196 •

Few of the inscriptions record military

•

lO~

men or notables from outside the city, although
freedmen, especially of the Pedania gens 197 , and
slaves, often of eastern origin198 , must have formed
a large percentage of the population.

Powerful

protectors and benefadbrs of the city included men
like L.Licinius Secundus 199 , and L.Minicius Natalis
and his son2~O.

It is difficult to
inhabitants I

establis~

the number of

estimates have varied widely from

3,500 to 15,000

201

,although the former seems far

more acceptable than the latter, and is comparable
with the figures here suggested for the later 11th.
century, which, although by no means secure, have more

"
suppor t 1ng
eV1"d ence 202 •

This comparison between the

peak of the Roman period and the late 11th. century
is valid in more ways than one: not only were human
numbers similar, but the economy of the city, in
both periods based on viticulture, was in an
ascendant phase.

However, the intermediate period

brought with it many changes

in virtually all

aspects of the urban life of Barcino.

I
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CHAPTER V
THE URBAN CENTRES OF ROMAN CATALONIA:
LOCATION AND EARLY

I~WERIAL

THEIR ORIGINS,

TOPOGRAPHY.

In addition to Barcino one can point to another
seventeen places which had achieved either municipal
or colonial status by the third century A.D. (fig.47 )1.
Of these eight were coastal, and another four lay
within the area of the pre-Ittoral depression, leaving
only six centres further inland.

Among the seventeen

there were two more that ranked as coloniae like
Barcino: Tarraco (Tarragona) and Dertosa (Tortosa)2.
There were nine definite municipia - Emporiae
(Ampurias), Gerunda (Girona), Iluro (Hatar6), Baetulo
(Badalona), Egara (Terrassa), Sigarra (near Prats del
Rei), Iesso (Guissona),

~

(Isona) and Ilerda

(Lleida), and although the last three were
outside the area of eastern Catalonia as here defined,
they are included for the sake of completeness 3 ,

To

these should be added another half-a-dozen sites
which are presumed to have achieved municipal status,
normally because of epigraphical evidence, but about
which~little

is effectively known - Iulia Libica

(Ll!via), Rhode (Roses), ~ (Vic), Aquis Voconis
(Caldes de Malavella), Blanda (Blanes) and Aquae
Calidae (Caldes de Montbui).
Finally, there must have been a number of other
sites Which probably fell into the category of undefended small towns, about which little can be said,

except that they were neither clearly urban nor
simply small rural establishments.
must have been some of

~he

Among these

points recorded by

textual sources, and which cannot be definitely
associated with sites on the ground: in the hinterland of Barcino and the neighbouring municipia

Se~proniana

(fig. 14 ) Subur (Sitges, Subirats ?)4,
(Granollers ?)5,

lay

Praetorium (Llinars ?)6,

Antistiana

(unidentified near Vilafranca del Pened~s)7.

Others

can be more readily reCOgniZed-Arrahgna(Sabadell)8,
Ad Fines (Martorell)9,

and yet others are suspected

as a result of a body of archeological evidence,
but cannot
Solsona

11

be~given a definite name (Manresa lO ,

,Ager and numerous other sites in the

modern province of Lleida

12

>.

The origins of these towns were varied: about half
have been seen as having pre-Roman antecedents
(Emporiae, Rhode, lesso, llerda,

~,

Gerunda, Egara,

Sigarra and Dertosa)13, whereas another four or five
were new foundations of the Roman period (Barcino,
lluro, Baetulo, Tarraco(?) a~d ~(?»

14

,the

remaining four being so poorly known as to escape
any comment.

TARRACO (fig.48).
By far the largest of these cities was the Colonia
Iulia Urbs Triumphalis Tarraco, the capital of both
the conventus and province of

I!£rac~.D.i.15.

This,

however, was a role that came with Romanisation, and

1u6
the question of the origins of the city has been
fervently disputed in the past century or so, most
of the various theories revolving around the defences,
of which a large part survives in the upper part of
the city,whJe the approximate course of the lower
part is known from .16th. century sources

16

•

The

remarkable structure of these walls, with stonework
of obviously Roman date resting on large irregular
blocks, with associated posterns in the same rough
masonry, whioh has been described as 'cyclopean'
or 'megalithic', led to them being accepted as

being of

pre-Roman origin - of Iberian, Greek, Hittite, Etrnscan
or Phoenician construction, according to the whims of
fancy - until 1949 17 •

The observation of Serra Vilar6

that the core of this wall was the same in both its
lower 'megalithic' part and its upper 'Roman' part,
and that the material it contained was of the later
3rd. century

B~C.

or slightly later proved decisive,

and it is now usually accepted that the two phases of
facing belong to one structural phase, however strange
this may seem, datable to soon after the Roman
conquest

18 •

More recent studies of material from the core of
the wall have confirmed this dating19 , whereas other
studies of the towers and the one surviving Roman gate
also illustrate the long history of these defences
and the changes that they went through over the centuries 20 •

Both the use of native labour, proven by

the letters in Iberian script on certain blocks, and
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a number of earlier sherds

2l

, tend to suggest the

existence of a native settlement in the area prior
to the conquest, but it is evident that this would
not have
the

tQ

extended~the

defenc~

full 60 hectares enclosed by

and its exact position and size remain

unknown (fig. 48).

Leaving aside purely historical matters, little
can be said of the topography of £he city until the
Augustan period.

The problems of the coinage of KESE

in relation to the local Cessetani tribe and the city
.

rema~n

unreso 1 ve d

22

, but it is apparent that the orig-

inal function of the city,
was as a military base 23 •

i~

Roman eyes at least,
The eity .toodat

the end of the sea route from Italy, and the beginning
of the land route to central and northern Spain, a~a

was

also a stepping stone in coastal maritime activity

and on the road from Rome to Cadiz.

It has been sug-

gested that the changes made in the Augustan period
in the upper part of the city were possible because it
had previous1y been exclusive1y used for the housing
of troops and other military functions, for which there
was no need after the conquest of the north-west

24

•

Although it was made a colonia under Julius Caesar
it is not unti1 after its erection into provincial
capital that the major topographical changes can be
da~ed:

these were a result of the necessities of the

Imperial Cult and provincial administration

which

the representatives of the seven conventus - Tarracon-

25

,
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ensis, Cartago Nova, Caesaraugusta, Clunia, Asrurica
Lucus Augusta and Bracar~ugusta - would

Augusta,
attend

26

•

The general outline of the new structures

Can be traced today on the uppermost of the terraces
on which the city is built, ,'which is still
by the defences 27 •

surrounded

There were two enclosures aligned

on the same axis, with the circus crossing the full
width of the city and dividing the upper part from
the residential and commercial quarters (fig. 48 )28.
The first of these two enclosures was the forum
connected with the provincial administration, for it
is in this area that

the greater part of honorific

inscriptions referring to its officials have been found 29 ,
and in addition two tower-like structures survive
either end of the circus

at

and are known today as the

0
'Torre de Pilatos' and the 'Torre de la Audiencia,3 •

The second enclosure lay beyond this one to the
north-east, on a slightly higher terrace, and was surrounded by a portico with windows in the outer walls

31

Various decorative friezes and imperial inscriptions
allow one to suppose that this enclosed the Temple of
Augustus, which must have stood at its centre, more or
less on ±he site of the cathedra1 32 •

This octastyle

'temple is recorded on certain coins 33 , but it is also
possible that other temples were to be found in this
uppermost part of the city, as various attempts at
reconstructing its topography have endeavoured to
justify34.

•

1u9
Continuing down the slope of the hillside from
the circus towards the port, the topography of the
early Imperial period is far from clear.

The area

was abandoned in the later Roman period and not reinhabited until the last century_

However, the

combi~

nation of house construction, railway cuttings, and the
levelling of £he incline led to the wholesale destruc,
tion of much of the area in the period between 1840
and 1890.

Some valiant attempts at recording were

made, especially by Buenaventura Hernandez Sanahuja,
who deserves a place in the history of Spanish if not
European archaeology for his fine early section drawing,
although not for some of his structural interpretations 35 •
o~

Nevertheless, the present-day researcher can makeAlittle
of the layout of this part of the city from these results,
in spite of the vast quantities of material housed in
the various museums of modern Tarragona.

The most extensive controlled excavation took place
in 1927 and discovered the forum of the city, as
to that of the provincial administration

36 •

oppo~ed

This was

a remarkably cramped space surrounded by columns
forming a portico in front of small enclosed shops*
Its date of construction remains uncertain, but its small
size and the presence of a re-used inscription with a
dedication to Fompey37 may suggest that its origins
lay in the Republican period.

There were, however,

changes in the early Imperial period to which certain
of the decorative fragments belong 38 •

Substantial

foundations to one side may indicate the site of the
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basilica 39 , while to the east lay a number of private
houses or adjoining tabernae

40 •

The remaining

excavations in this part of the city have normally
been on a small scale and

little to our

contribu~e

knowledge of its topography

41

although the area

around this forum appears to have been largely commercial, more luxurious structures are implied elsewhere by the various mosaics found

42

•

The suburban area is slightly better known.
Between the upper part of the city and the sea stood
the amphitheatre, partially cut into the natural
slope, and similar in size to those of M~rida and
Ntmes.

Although its exact date of construction is

unknown, it presumably lay within the 1st. century
A.D. 43 •

Between the city and the port was the theatre,

partially excavated in 1919, and where rescue work
has recently taken place 44 •

Again nhere are sculp-

tural pieces of the first half of the 1st. century
A.D., although modifications and additional decorations
were made in the mid-2nd. century45.

By that date the areaof the lower city seems
to have been insufficient to house the entire population for ~umber of areas have produced suburban
. 1 s 46 •
reS1'dences which on occasions overlay earI'1er b ur1a

These have been found particularly in the area of the
early Christian cemetery towards the River Francol!4
and to the west of the city in the area of the Pere
Martorell cemetery 48 •

In both cases the structures

7,
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correspond to rural rather than urban models, yet
had few decorative features, and were of the same
.

I

(:hat

S1mp e construction technique asAfound in the area
around the forum, consisting of stome footings bonded
with mortar or clay, with mud-brick or rammed soil
construction above 49 •

Their life was comparatively

short for after the middle of the 3rd. century, these
areas were abandoned to burials once again.

The

pt.1"iod.
zones of burial in the early

Imperial~are

companatively

poorly known, in contrast to those of the 4th. century
and later 50 , and although a number of sarcophagi have
been found, these have rarely been in situ

51

•

The overall impression is of a thriving provincial
capital

ot.

the 1st. and 2nd. centuries A.D., its

wealth being based on local wine, oil and cloth production 52 , and enhanced by the ease with which the •• products
could be transported from the port53.

A number of

late 2nd. and early 3rd. century mosaics from the
city and the surrounding area indicate that it d~d
not seem to be entering a period of decline on the
eve of the years of instability54.

The total area

of the city was some 60 hectares plus the inhabited
suburban areas, although allowance must be made for
the substantial 'public' zones in any calculation
of population55 •

There is, however, no doubt that

it was the most populous city of this region

56

, and

the only one comparable with the major cities of the
western provinces of the Empire 57 •
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DERTOSA (fig.49)·
The other colonia within the limits of modern
Catalonia lay outside the area discussed here
can only be dealt ldth briefly.

In fact,

a~d

remarl~ably

little can be said with any degree of certainty,
although it seems to have been promoted from municipal to colonial status under Tiberius 58 :

Pliny

gave the previous name - Nunicipium Ribera Iulia
Ilercavonia Dertosa 59 - which still appears on coins
minted in the city at the end of the reign of
Augustus and during that of Tiberius

60

•

Although no native issues can definitely be
demonstrated to have preceded these, it is generally
accepted that there was originally a native settlement on the hilltop later occupied by the Arab citadel - La Zuda -

which overlooks the Ebro at what

m:ust have been the last crossing point before the sea
This important r8le .in communications contributed
to its growth, although, on the over hand, this was
also limited by the lack of overland routes towards
tbe interior, the adjoining mountainous districts
making any such journey difficult

62

•

A number of inscriptions provide details of
munieipal posts and offices, dedications to emperors
and divinities 63 ,

but as regards archaeology little

has been accomplished, for no conrrolled excavation
has ever taken place and knowledge of the urhan area
rests on the evidence of stray

64

.co. d
~1n s .

I t ·1S nor-

61

•

ll~

mally considered that the native hill-top settlement
extended to

~he

plain under Roman rule, but if this

city had a regular plan, little of it has survived
the ravages of time, and
a strong .Arab imprint.

~he

present-day plan bears

It is uncertain whether it

was walled or not, although the stray finds recorded
in the first three decades of this century seem to
indicate an area of some fifteen hectares which
probably also corrqpond. to

~he

walled area at the

time of the Reconquest 65 •

The municipia must now be considered, for which
a general north to south, east to west order will be
followed.

EIvlPORIAE (figS. SO-51).
The general development of this city is well
knOl~n,

thanks to the combination of literary sources

and the extensive excavations carried out throughout
the twentieth century on this now deserte d

Ot e 66 •

S1

The earliest settlement was the Greek colony on the
island later known as the Palaiopolis, made around
the middle of the 6th.

cl~.ntury

B.C. 67 •

This was

later walled, probably in the 2nd. century B.C.

68

,

but by then had proved too small or inconvenient for
the commercial actiYities of its inhabitants, who thus
extended their settlement to the mainland on the
other side of the natural harbour, an area which 26th.
century archaeologists have labelled the Neapolis:

l14
this area was virtually totally excavated prior to
the Civil

War, although the dating of many of the

structures is now open to doubt, and the remains
that

~ah

be seen clearly belong to phases other than

the initial one 69 •

The significance of this settle-

ment surpassed that suggested by its small size 70 ,
for it became the main passage of contact between the
native peoples of coastal Catalonia and the rest of
the Mediterranean world.

Until recently it was generally accepted that to
the west, beyond a zone of burials, lay a native city Indika - where the Roman city later stood.

Dr.Ripoll

has now placed this in doubt, pointing out the lack
of material from before the early 2nd. century B.C.
in this area, and the extent of 21 or 22 hectares,
which would have been inappropriate for a native
settlement 71 •

He suggests that although such remains

may one day be traced, for the moment it is preferable to consider the site as a military base in
origin, either related to the landing of 2l8B.C. or
Cato's campaign in 195B.C. 72 •

Although the

abunda~ce

of material of the

second and first centuries B.C. is indicative of
73
the vitality of the town in this period , little
is known of its internal plan, details of which are
only forthcoming after the establishment of veterans
there by Julius Caesar:

whether it attained colonial
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status or not remains an

uncer~ain

factor, for it

is never mentioned as such, although a large proportion of writers accept the hypothesis 74 •

The

area of some 700 by 300 metres to the west of the
'Neapolis' was enclosed by defevnces, the lower part
of which presumably dates from the foundational
period, but which erudite tradition also associates
with Caesar 75 •

Within bhis strictly rectangular

space were five or six north-south streets and probably nine east-west ones, although it must be
admitte~

very much

that the northern part of the city remains
terra inCOlnita 76 •

The forum was aisplaced slightly to the south and
east of the centre of the city, and occupied almost
four of the approximately 72 by 37 metre insulae 77 ,

5tooa

andAat the end of a porticoed street leading from
the south gate 78 •

Associated with the forum were a

number of shrines and tabernae, and to the southeast a macellum 79 , as well as a block of houses
which

stan~in

strange contrast to the generally

uncluttered appearance of this central part of the
city in the first centnries of the

. 1

Imper~a

. d 80 •

per~o

This open appearance of the city is also conveyed by the two substantial houses

to the north of

the forum, the first of which occupied an insula
against the east side of the defences

81

,

while the

second, or at least its garden and some of its

116
annexes, war

built across a destroyed length of

these defences

82

•

If the houses were first erected

in the mid-1st. century D.C., as is usually stated,
these alterations should be placed at a somewhat
later date, perhaps towards the end of the 1st. century

A.D.

83

•

However, the subsequent life of this part

of the city was short, for 3rd. century material was
scarce, implying a decline iD the extent of the inhabited area.

Of the rest of the intra-mural area little can
be categorically stated, although traces of various
structures have been recorded over the last two

. 84
cen t ur1es •

Unlike other cities there was no

suburban settlement, although outside the south gate
a simple amphitheatre, presumably of wooden superstructure erected on the surviving stone footings,
and a palaestra have been found, both probably dating
to around bhe middle of the 1st. century A.D.

85 •

On the other hand, the cemeteries of the city are
well known, those of the early Imperial period
being especially located to the south and west of
the Roman city86.

Parallel to the decline in intra-

mural residences, one might also see a decrease in
the number of burials from the generally 1st and
early 2nd. century cremations to the later inhumations.

The total area of the city was thus some 30 hectares 87 , but one may legitimately doubt to what extent
it was ever densely populated , particularly after
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the 1st. century A.D.

The numismatic evidence

certainly pOint,to a declining amount of coinage
in circulation after Commodus' reign, and another
decline in the mid-3rd. century88.

Ampurias was

clearly the initial urban centre in the region of
coastal Tarraconensis, and it was able to maintain
this position during the first two centuries
of Roman rule.
which,

M

perhaps~a

Thereafter it lost grounato Tarragona,
result of official encouragement,

was flourishing in the first two centuries A.D., as
were smaller cities like Barcelona 89 •

But from

Ampurias there are few of the vast numbers of
inscriptions ef these centuries, few of the polychrome mosaics of the later 2nd, and 3rd. centuries 90 •
One reason for this decline may have been the change
in balance just mentioned: another more mundane one
the gradual silting of the port area, for the
Palaiopolis of the first colonists ceased to be an
island, and the Hellenistic breakwater is now on
dry land 9l •

Yet another reason was its distance

from the principal communication routes, and the
problem of overland access.

The turmoil of the

3rd. century put an end to urban life that had long
been in decay.

ll~

GERUNDA (fig.52).

By far the best known part of Gerunda is the
defensive circuit which enclosed the settlement,
stretching from the River Onyar up to the highest
2
pOint, known as Gironella (fig. 52)9 •

This hill-top,

almost promontory, position, plus the use of 'megalithic'
masonry in the lower courses of parts of the walls,
has. earned the city the tradition of being the heir
to a pre-Ro~an settlement, dating back to the 6th. or
5th. centuries B.C. 93 •

Although Iberian material is

recorded from the City94,

the most recent excavations

have produced nothing earlier than the 2nd. century
B.C. 95 ,

and the situation may be similar to that of

Tarragona,
date 96 •

and the defences really of early Roman

This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact

that we know of no tribe for which the settlement would
have formed a natural centre, for the area around the
Roman city would originally have been inhabited by the
Indiget •• and the Ausetani, plus,perhaps, other lesser
groups to the north 97 •

The defences underwent a number of changes during
their long history of use,

and a number of styles of

stonework can'be recognized.

Undoubtedly much of what

can be seen today is of late Roman and more especially
Medieval date,

but the general orientation ahd the

distribution of the gates dates from the early Roman
period.

Two gates can be identified in the lower part

of the City, at either end of the main cross street,
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and a third higher up the slope 98 •

The fourth gate

that exists today is probably of medieval origin 99 ,
whereas at the other end of the slope, a possible
.

P ost ern f ace d th e r1ver

100

•

Apart from the main

cross street, it is difficult to identify any more
features of the plan of ~he Roman citylOl,

although

another street probably ran parallel to it, some twenty
metres higher up the incline, and the basic distribution
of street and property lines parallel or at right
angles to these lines may suggest that the Roman
102
imprint is stronger than usually supposed
; in
fact, taking the difficulties of the terrain into
account, diagonal streets or flights of steps are
few in number, except where the topography has been
influenced by structures at the back of the defences.

Like most cities with an unbroken history the
possibilities of intra-mural excavation are small,
and the results not always impressivelO~.

The

epigraphic record from Girona is not particularly
strong either, although it includes three 3rd. century
Imperial dedications,

a proportion which might sug-

gest an increasingly strategic r61e in changing circumstances 104 •

Neither can much be said of the

suburban area, although the presence of both pagan
and early Christian sarcophagi, immediately outside
the north gate,probably indicates an unbroken tradition
of burial there from the 2nd. century A.D., if not
before, onwards 105 •

120
The immediately surrounding area is also in need
of further study:

the most outstanding feature is the
kilomet~es

villa at the 'Torre de Bell.lloc' a few
the city.

from

The dating of the three mosaics known - from

the mid-3rd. century onwards - also denotes a certain
significance of the territorium

in a period when

other cities and their sUrrounding districts were in
" 106 •
d ec 1 l.ne

ILURO (fig.53).
In contrast to Girona, a long tradition of local
research in Matar6 enlightens its past

l07

•

The origins

of the city are usually associated with the nearby
oppidum of Burriac, which has produced material up to

wlait."

and~was

the end of the Republican period,
tainly the mint site of Ilduro

l08

•

almost cer-

Its Roman successor

was established in the plain on the coast, at an uncertain date, for although Iberian and Campanian wares
have been found within the urban area

l09

,

these are

by no means abundant, and it has been suggested that
the foundation did not take place until the reign
of Augustus 110 •

Nevertheless, both its juridicial

status I I I ,and the vision of a well-established city
by the mid-1st. century A.D., tend to reinforce the
more widely held view of earlier origins, although no
precise date can be defended without debate.

Although the course of a defeasive circuit is
apparent in the street plan of modern Matar6, this is
of the later medieval walls, not Roman ones, and the
precise extent of the city remains unknown, although
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the evidence of stray finds
burials give

53 ) 112.

and the limit of Roman

a comparatively good impression (fig.

To the south-west the lind t \\'as the stream

or Riera, to the north-west it lay in the region of
C/Melchor de Palau: to the north-east it was probably
formed or effectively limited by the line of another
stream - the Rierot - while towards the sea, the later
main road or Cam! Reial was the limit of settlement.
On the last two sides, thea, there may have been an
association between the Roman and medieval defences l13 •
Within this area a basic axial pattern can be detected,
with the principal streets crossing in the area of
the present-day Pla9a Gran114- •

The forum was probably located in the region of
this square: this hypothesis is perhaps confirmed by
the .iscovery of inscriptions, statues and columns in
1. t

S

. . . t y 115 •
V1C1n1

Nearby, on the site of the parish

church of Sta.Maria, it has been suggested th*t there
stood a temple, presumably dedicated to the Imperial
cuIt t 0

. d ge
JU

f rom t h
. t·10ns116 •
e ·1nscr1p

Of other

public buildings little can be said apart from the
traces of a few streets l17 •

The total urban area was

probably in the region of between seven and eight
hectares.

Although various excavations have taken place
within this area, the majority have been small in
scale and difficult to interpret (e.g. Pla9a de Pio
XII 118 : Pla9a de Sant Salvador and Pla9a de San t

122
Cristabol

l19

) or refer to areas of burials in the

. d s 120 •
late a nd pos t Roman per10

The most signifi-

cant work has taken place in the area of the house
called Can Xammarl~l.

The final phase revealed a

substantial urban house with a series of mosaics
datable to the last few years of the 2nd. century
or the first of the following one 122 •

This structure,

originally built in the early 2nd. century123 ,had
been preceded by another on the same site, more functional in nature, but which itself had gone through
several phases within its short life, for it had
been constructed around the middle of the 1st. centUry A.D.

124

•

In addition to the finds within the recognized
limits of the city, there was also a degree of suburban settlement 125 , while burials have been found
principally to the south of the city, along the
Riera

126

•

In addition one must also mention the

extraordinary density of rural structures in the
territorium of the city: it has been claimed that as
many as seventy villas have been traced, although the
class and extent of remains may suggest that some
were really dependent structures of larger estates

127

•

Only one of these has been at all extensively exca~ted

-

that of the 'Torre Llauder' some six hund-

red metres to the south of the city, towards the Riera
d'Argentona 128 •

Although its life began in the Rep-

ublican period129 , the peak was reached in the first
years of the 3rd. century A.O. 130 , and it continued

123
to be occupied long afterwards.

Although it has been claimed that the city was
entering a period of decline by the time of the 3rd.
.
.
131 ,
cen t ury 1nvaS10ns

this is by no means apparent,

for as has been seen at points both within the city
and in its hinterland, extensive rebuilding was being
carried out in the early years of that century.
Whether this was a general phenomenon, or restricted
to the two examples of Can Xammar and Torre

~'auder

must be answered by future excavators, or those who
are able to re-assess the material from 'earlier
discoveries.

BAETULO (fig. 54).

.132
Thanks to the research of Dr.Guitart
,and
to a Aesser extent the gathering of information by
Sr.Cuyas 133 ,

this is now one of the best known

cities of Roman Catalonia.

The technique

of anal-

ysis of the pottery groups from previous excavations
is one that could

"e

more widely applied to"the

other cities here discussed and might well produce
interesting comparative results for the Roman
period134 ..

Dr.Guitart has demonstrated that, although not
strictly proven by archaeological evidence, the defences found by Serra R~fols in the extensive excavations of the pre-Civil War period

can almost certain-

!2~

ly be dated to the last years of the 2nd. century
or the very

beginning of the 1st. century B.C. and

may have been a response to the Cimbric invasion, which
certainly seems to have affected the region135 •
Whether there was a direct native antecedent of this
"
R omanorum rema1ns
' uncer
ta1n
,136 ,
OPP1'dum C1V1um

bu t

the settlement soon acquired a certain vitality, and
by the 1st. century A.D. the defences had been built
over, and the original apea of settlement of some
7V2 to 10 hectares expanded to perhaps as many as
seventeen 137 •

The peak of urhan life would seem to have come
in the Augustan period, to which ~long the first
artistic pieces found in the city, including some
of the mosaics1 38 •

Like many other parts of coastal

Catalonia, this was perhaps partially a result of a
flourishing export trade in local wine 139 •

Although

the original orthogonal plan of the city was maintained throughout

i~s

life 140 , a number of changes

can be noted in the Flavian period, particularly the
demolition of a house near the forum, which may imply
a redesigning of the latter141 •

In addition, the

extra-mural mansion excavated in the 1910's and in
which a tabula hospitalis
' per10
, d
t o th 1S

142

was Cound, may also belong

•

As well as the forum, a number of other public
buildings are recorded, including at least two sets
of baths 143 •

The epigraphic record implies the

125
existence of a temple dedicated to the Imperial cult

llll!

although there is no direct indicati010f its location.
The acquisition of municipal status may have occurred
under Vespasian, and thus provided the motive for
such changes and an increasing level of monumental't y ll.i-5 •

l..

This prosperity of the 1st. century A.D. was
comparatively short-lived, for areas within the
demolished- ,defences were being abandoned by the
middle of the 3rd. eemturyll.i-6.

Almost all the mosaics

found in the city belong to the 1st. century

ll.i-7

,and

there are no parallels to those from nearby Barcelona
and Matar6 of later date.

Although municipal life

clearly continued into the troubled years of the
3rd. centuryll.i-8, it probably d:i!d not outlive them,
and it must be assumed that ma.n,y of the urban functions
of the city henceforth passed to Barcelona.

EGARA (figs. 55-56).

Turning inland, this city was located in the
pre-1itoral depression on a promontory site at the
confluence of two torrents, at a height of some
ll.i-9
_~
three hundred metres
• Although it i~&ot cited
by any classical author,

its location is certain

from the evidence of two inscriptions and its own
subsequent historyl50, for,as will be seen below,
the name survived until the early medieval period.
, 151 ,l..' t 'l..S
Promoted to municipal status by Vespasl..an
uncertain what the nature of previous settlement was,

,

IH
although its position has been compared with that
of Iberian 'poblados' and pre-Roman material is
stated to have been found 152 •

The excavations,which have concentrated on the
early Cqristian and Medieval ecclesiastical complex,
have produced but little evidence for the Roman City153.
Under the 5th. century mosaic which lies in front of
the churc~f Sta.Maria, traces of an earlier house
were found in 1922, together with a storage zone of
dolia

154

•

The remaining material known is mainly

comprised of that re-used in the churches: the capitals
in the church of Sant Miquel may have been from an

earlier religious structure 155 :
entrance to

Sta.~larla

the frieze at the

bears some resemblance to those

from a probable portico found in the Convent de la

Ensenyan~a in Barcelona156 •
of the extent of the

There is no indication

sett~ement,

although it pres-

umably stretched towards the north along the prow
montory, but it is unlikely that it covered more
than five hectares.

There was, however, a substantial

element of dispersed settlement in the area around
the city, if the evidence of the numer6us burials
of uncertain date, but within the Roman period, is
reliable 157 •
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SIGARRA

Were it not for the discovery of an inscription
dedicated to a Quatrumvir of the Hunicipi Sigarrens,
even the location of this city would be in dOUbtl58.
This,together with several others l59 , including one
on the reverse of an earlier inscription, and dedica-

160

ted to Maximian
·
P ra t s d e 1 Re1.

comes from the small town of

Oth er ~.
d S are ~.
b er 161 ,or
~1n
~ew 1n num

at least few have been recorded, and consequently
little can be said about the Bite and size of the
settlement and its development, although medieval
documentary sources suggest that it was not exactly
on the site of medieval Prats, but perhaps in the
area of the towarknown as la

M~resana

162 •

Although the site of this town is clear

163

, like

all the others of inland Catalonia, with the exceptio.
of I1erda, it was small in size.

The acquisition of

munictpal status is indicated by a dedication of the

~
d '1n Barce 1 ona 164 ,and re 1"1910US
Loun
. 165
organization by a dedication to Diana b y a seV1r
•
·
of
d ecur10ns

~

This may well have been focused on the :temple discovered in 1882 within the remains of the medieval
eastle l66 •

This is of 2nd. century date to judge by

the few decorative pieces

167 •

12ti
Stray finds in the area around the temple suggest
that this settlement was not established until the end
of the 1st. century B.C. 168 ,and consequently that
the urbe ausetanorum mentioned by Titus Livy16 9 , and
the mint site of Ausescen or Ausesen

170

should be

located in one of the Iberian settlements of the
.

reg~on

171 •

Th e town, if it can be called such, can

only have occupied a remarkably small area around the
temple, for Roman burials have been found within the
medieval urban area 172 •

It seems improbable that it
it
exceeded five hectares, andxmay have been considerably

smaller (fig. 57).

Apart from a religious function, which it maintained with the advent of Christianity, one must also
envisage a rale as a market centre, which also continued
in the medieval period, the market there being one of
the first recorded in medieval Catalonia

173

•

Although

the area was far less Romanized than the coastal zone,
it is difficult to imagine that the fertile plain which'
surrounds it was not intensively cultivated

174

•

Fin6lly

a r8le in communications between the coastal:'area and
the ?yrenees is implied by the discovery of milestones
of various periods within its

distr'ct~75

12~

RHODE

Documentary and archaeological sources combine
to affirm the :tradition of a Rhodian foundation,
although the earliest archaeological material of the
5th. century B.C. is not as ancient as the date that
the literary sources suggest for this foundation 176 •
Although Hellenistic material is abundantI 77 , comparatively little is known about the Roman period
before the 3rd.centurY A.D., possibly suggesting a
decline in favour of gmporiae until that date. Professor Tarradell includes it among his possible
icipiae on

...i..

th~vasis

~

of an inscription from Carthage 178 ,

and excavations have revealed various structures
orientated on a regular street patternl79 , although
the overall extent of the city and public structures
are poorly known for these centuries, for many of the
structures recorded to date belong to the late Roman
. d 180 •

per~o

BLANDA

Pomponius Mela cites Blanda alongside Barcino,
Baetulo and Iluro, thus implying a similar position
181
o~ status in the 1st. centruy A.D.
,but the
amount of material known from this site is slight and
barely constitutes evidence for an urban centre.
Stray ,finds of Roman

materia~

have been recorded to

the south of the modern town, on a slight promontory,
although the position where more settlement might be

expected is the slight rise where the medieval core
is located, .nd where excavations have revealed
structures of early Imperial date 182 •

AQUAE CALIDAE

Although traditionally associated with Caldes de
Montbui

183

, the recent discovery of an inscription

referriftg to Aqui Caldenses in the other Roman spa
town - Caldes de Malavella, usually known as Aquis
Voconis from the information of the Roman itineraries now places this in doubt 184 •

Thus the information

of Pliny, who placed the Aquicaldenses among the
stipendary groups185, must be placed
the time being.

~o

one side for

Nevertheless, among the inscriptions

from Caldes de Montbui is one which appears to indicate
the existence of a municipium

186

, and the archaeologicai

evidence presents a picture of a flourishing spa town.

The most important surviving remains are thus
those of the baths, parts of which, especially the
central pool, survive tOday187.

Th~acred nature of

'
. t 10ns
'
188 ,
th e h 0 t water is implied by certain of the 1nscr1p
and the origins of the settlement may date to the preRoman period.
road

netw~ork

~llestorte ~f

It was certainly located on the Roman
at a comparatively early date, for a
c.l20B.C. has been found nearbyl89.

Within the modern urban area" a number of substantial
houses of early Roman date are indicated by the presence of mosaicsl 90 , although it is difficult to cal-

131
culate either the extent or plan of this settlement.
It must also have served as a market centre, for the
surrounding rural area appears to have been densely
populated

191

,and there is evidence for amphora pro-

duction locally, presumably for the export of wine 192 •

AQUIS VOCONIS

Two inscriptions from Ca1des de Nalavella refer
to the municipal ~193, but apart from the surviving
remains of two sets of spa baths, some one hundred
metres apart194 , little is known of the
layout of the settlement, nor of its development.
Its appearance on the Vicarello Vases and the Antonine Itinerary suggests. that part

o~ts

growth might

be attributable to passing traffic, although it should
also be noted that some consmder that the town lay
' t ance from the V1a
'Augus
ta 195 •
some d 1S

IULIA LIBICA (fig. 58)

This final presumed municipium in the area of
eastern Catalonia was the only one in the Pyrenean
area.

Its geographical location suggests that it

was a centre of the Ceretani, the Iulia that it
achieved municipal status, although there is no
epigraphical evidence to confirm this196.

Its

identification with modern Ll!via, a settlement which,
because of its status as a town in the 17th. century,
has remained a Spanish enclave in French territory,

1~2

is beyond doubt, although the finds from its area do

i.

little to establish its precise loeation, size or
development

l97

•

However,

spite of frequent state-

ments that it was located on the hilltpp where the
medieval castle stands 198 , a l l the available evidence
suggeJt.s that the greater part of settlement, in the
Roman period at least, was at its foot, in the area
of the modern town. It would thus be another example
of a native .ett1ement

espand~

in the Roman period,

but again it must be stressed that the total extent
could only have been small.

Beyond the area of Eastern Catalonia which is studied
here there were three more cities within the limits
of present-day Catalonia.
ILERDA (fig. 59).

The topography of this city was very similar to
that of Tortosal 99 : the original native settlement
must have been located on the hilltop where the Zuda
200
and the Romanesque Cathedral now stand
• Archaeological evidence indicateS that in the Roman period
this settlement spread down the slopes towards the
River Segre, and covered an area of some 15 hectares
Although textual and numismatic evidence

pro~e

201

•

that

it had achieved municipal status in the lst.century
203 •
A•D• 202 ,no inscription has yet revealed ~;ts t ~4 tles
Stray finds have been numer~us, and a number of excavationa have been carried out, but the preciae detaila o€

topography are still in lleed of clarification.

It is

genera11y considered that it was walled in the 1st.

century

204

,although these walls must have been re-

built in the late Roman period 205 •
the g&tes

ca~e

one is known

206

The position of

estimated, but the structure of only
•

Lil(e TOi"tosa, any trace of a regular

street pattern was erase; by four and a half centuries
of Arab rule.

The modern main square may be

the~heir

of the forum 207 ,and to one side of it traces of a
temple were revealed under the church of St.Joan in
the

~ast

century

208

•

The principal cemetery dis-

covered, in the area of the railway station, appears
to have bee~sed throughout the Roman period

209

, and

this may be indicative of no great change in circumstances under the later Empire, a situation which
also occurred in other cities of the conventus
Caesarau~ustensis.

IESSO

Although the native predecessor of
has

~his

long been known within the urban area of

"
210 ;
• t "~s om1 y
Gu~ssona,

municipium
modern

"thO~n th e 1 as t few years

w~

that traces of the Roman

to,~

have been revealed

211

•

The epigraphical record indicate. the existence of
an ~ and sevirs 212 , and the inscription the former
dedicated to

Numeria~(283-4)

is an indication of its

survival into the late Empire 213 •

Although the sur-

viving defences have been attribute dto
Aa

""1 ar d a t e 214 ,

s~m~

it is more likely that they were constructed in the
medieval period,but re-using considerable quantities

of Roman materia1 215 , for they do not appear to have
enclosed the area of late Roman settlement which extended to the east and north of the modern town

216

•

AESO

The final city was somewhat of a special case a municipium founded in the Pyrenean zone which not
only remained largely unromanized, but where the native language seems to have survived into the medieval
. d 217 •
per10

Although there was a native forerunner in

the form of the mint site ES0

21B

, its real emergence

only occurred in the later 1st. century A.D. and
subsequent decades, when, to judge by the origins of
several of the local aristocracy, there was a strong
movement of immigration into the area, particularly
from central Spain219 •

The city may thus be seen as

a deliberate attempt to romanize a rather isolated
220
area which might be expected to cause problems
•
In contrast to the large number of inscriptions
known, very little is recopded about the settlement
221
itself or its history after the 2nd. century
•

CONCLUSION
Roman Catalonia reflected its geography in its
urban life: three basic groups of towns can be envisaged:

i) those on the coast, either of Greek background
(Emporiae and Rhode), or largely newly established by
Rome with only an indirect native background (Tarraco,

135
Barcino, Baetulo, Iluro, Blanda (1».
ii) those of inland Catalonia, small in size,
widely distant, late in growth and

wit~

decreasing

degree of romanization the further away from the
coast

.~.

reached. Thus a first stage of Gerunda,

Egara, Aquis Voconis and Aquae Calidae exhibit many
of the features of the coastal towns,

l~hereas ~,

and

Iulia Libica had fewer. On the other hand, there may
have been a closer connection between these towns
and their native forerunners than in the case of the
coastal ones.
iii) Finally the towns of the Segre-Cinca-Ebro basin,
as were Ilerda, Aeso,,1, Iesso and Sigarra, and to

,~hich

should be added Dertosa: these neither were particularly
large', but appear more Romanized than their neighbours
to the east.

However, once again, the relations4ip

between these towns and the corresponding native
settlements seems to have been a direct one.

The process of Roman urbanization began in the
period around 100 B,C.: before that date settlements
were either of pre-Roman native origin, Greek background or Roman military origin.

During the first

century B.C. one can see the gradual romanization
of' native centres and the

establishm~nt

of the first

settlements without direct antecedents, such as
Baetulo.

The peak of this movement was reached under

Augustus, when the last of the new settlements were
founded (e.g. Barcino) and by which time those native
settlem~s

which were going to be abandoned in favour

of new sites in their vicinity had been effectively
deserted. It was also in this

per~od

that the first

signs of monumentality and the first major works of
art appear in the urban context: inscriptions, mosaics,
sculptures and public buildings of the pre-Augustan
period are notable only by their absence.

This move-

ment continued apace throughout the 1st. century A.D.
and reach&d

a new peak under Vespasian when several

settlements, alongside many others in the Spanish
provinces,achieved municipal status.

Although some of these towns continued to prosper
during the second century, others had entered a period
of decline and decay by the early third century. This
is most apparent in Emporiae and Baetulo, but may also
have occurred in other cities where the scarcity of
late Roman activity is usually attributed to the barbarian raid of c.260, for the chronology of such trends
is rarely adequateiy defined.

That urban life con-

tinued to be a necessity is demonstrated by the
evidence presented in chapter VIII, and in the case
of Emporiae and Baetulo, the rise of _hode and Barcino
at their expense.

Such an exchange of r8le was less likely in inland
areas where the towns were further apart.

Professo~

Tarradell has pointed to a balanced distribution of
urban life in Roman Catalonia, maintaining ~hat cities
could attract interest for some forty kilometres around
this, however, was less true of the coastal zone where

222

:
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they were considerably more closely set, and thus more
susceptible to changes in economic or political circumstances.

One striking feature that was held in common by
many of these towns was their small size22~

Ampurias

covered a total of some 30 hectares, but the intensity
of occupation, especially after the 1st. centUry A.D.,
was low. The remaining cities were rarely over 15
hectares: Professor Tarradell has recognized a group
between 10 and 20 hectares (Barcino, Dertosa, I1erda)
and another of fewer than 10 hectares, to which the
majority of cities here discussed belonge4 (Baetulo,
Iluro, Ge.unda,

~

to name only the better recorded

cases). Indeed, several, such as Egara

and~,

have hardly passed the five hectare mark.

can

Only

Tarraco Can be considered as a large city, with its
sixty hectares within the walls and extensive suburban
settlement.

A~

might be expected this was the only

city with major public buildings and places of entertainment that could rank alongside the major cities
of the Western Provinces.

What, then, was the rSle of the remaining towns?
Some clearly had a connection with the tribal units
and thus may have functioned

as

a sort of'civitas cap-

ital' e.g. Tarraco for the Cessetani, Emporiae for the
Indig~t&Q,

Ausa

for the Ausetani, Iulia Libica for

the Ceretani, Ilerda for the Ilergetae.

Others do

not fit into this pattern, especially those deliberately

138
created by Rome, such as Barcino, Baetulo and

~.

Another connection may have been with the geographical
units known as

I

comar~

I

(fig. 5 ) and the regions which

they collectively form 224 •

Thus rarely or never did

one of these divisions contain more than one Roman
town, abd in the cases where no town of Roman date
.

,

I

eX1sts within a comarca, the gap may have been filled
by one of the poorLy known small towns mentioned at
the beginning of this chapter, or the fact that a
neighbouring'comarcat con~ained a substantial Roman
city meant that its influence extended beyond the
modern'comarca'limits.

The overall pattern may not

have been dissimilar to that of the medieval and modern
periods where small towns proliferate throughout
Catalonia.

~lUS

apart from the political inferences of the

tribal connection,or the hand of Rome, these towns,
a nd many of the lesser known small towns such as
Granollers and Solsona, would have acted as basic
economic centres for their immediate region. In inland
areas this would have been limited to a market function,
whereas on the coast this could be combined with the
presence of a port, which could serve as an importexport channel.

Linked to this function would have

been that of the communications r8le, for few of
these towns were situated away from a major Roman
road, and many of the smaller ones could have flourished
because of a particularly advantageous position at a
road junction.

139
Finally, a factor which is rarely invoked in
connection'with urban life of this region - the rl&le
of religion.

These towns not only served as economic

and'political centres for the local aristocracy, but
also as places where they could demonstrate their
religious feelings, for a large proportion of these
comparatively minor settlements have produced evidence
for local cults to the gods of Rome in the form of
inscriptions or temples, whereas another aspect is
attested in the presence of dedications by the inhabitants of one town in another of the region.

This

is not at all surprising considering that the religious
r8le was the most important aspect of many of the
towns of Catalonia in the Visigothic and early medieval periods, although this

had,of course, been by

then assumed by Christianity.

Such, then, was the urban distribution in the
conventus Tarraconensis in the early 3rd. century
A.D., at the beginning of a century when numerous
changes were to be wrought upon this pattern.
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CHAPTER VI
THE THIRD CENTURY CRISIS AND COASTAL TARRACONENSIS

The third century is generally recognized as
having been one of great change and upheaval in the
Roman world.

Not only did there exist the triple

problem of internal political, social and economic
instability. but also the barbarian tribes beyond the
frontiers con.titut.d a growing external threat.

The

conclu.ion. of a cla•• ic paper by Koethe on the effects
of the third century barbarian inva.ions on the Gallic
provinces

1

w.r. .xt.nd.d to apply to northern and
eastern Spain in a series of articl.. by Balil 2 and

4

Tarradell'. and to a l ••••r .xt.nt Bl'zqu.z • beginning
in the 1950'., and the.e have largely moulded pres.nt

thinking about this period in Spain.

Neverth.l •••• for many year. b.for.hand. ind•• d
.ver .ince it was r.alized that the defenc •• of Barc.lona were late Roman in date, a cau.e-re.ult r.lation.hip had b •• n invok.d b.twe.n th. documented G.rma.ic
attacks and any major .tructural alt.ration of that
dat..

More r.cent work. t.nd toward. r.cognizing that

invasion and destruction are far from b.ing the whole
story, and a whol. rang. of rea.on. might be proposed
to explain chang... and th ••e cau.... far from being

5

mutually .xclu.iv., ••re probably inter-d.pendent •

lU
~.

The Germanic invasions in Spain: documentary sources

This is not the

p~ace

to discuss the dynastic

troubles of the 3rd. century, nor the
of the Germanic invasions.

genera~

context

In fact, the reconstruct-

ion of the course of these invasions in Spain is a
task which must be achieved

principa~ly

through the

evaluation of sources other than the lit.rary ones,
given th.ir scarcity and the paucity of information
that they contain.

These sourc.s may be summariz.d as
a)

Eutropius,IX~:

~ollows:-

••••• G.rmani USqu. ad Hispanias

penetraverunt et civit.tem nobilem Tarraconam expugnaverunt.
b)

De Caesaribu.,XXXIII 3: ••••• cum ••• Francorum

gentes direpta G.li.s Hispaniam possiderunt; vastato
ac paene dir.pto TarracoDensium op8idO nactisqu. in
tempore naviaiis. pars usque in Africa permearet.
c)

Oro.ius, Historia, VII 22 7-8: Germani ulteri6res

abrasa potiuntur Hi.pania ••••••• eXBtant adhuc per
diversas provincia. in magnarum urbium ruin!s parvae
at pauperea sedes, siana miseriarue et nominum indicia
servantes, ex guibus nos guogue in Hispania Tarraconem
nostrum ad consolationem miseriae recentis ostendimus.
d)

Chronicon Hieronymi,

22~,

2: Germanis Hispanias

obt!nentibus Tarr.co expuanata est •
•)

Nazar~s,

Panegyricus Constantino AUgusto

l7,~:

Franc! ipsi praet.r cet.ros truces, qUorum vis cum
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ad'bellum effervesceret

~tra

ipsum oceanus aestu

furoris evecta. Hispaniarum etiam oras armis infestis
habebant.
f) Prosperi Tironis, Epitom,chroniCOn ,M~ AA IX, ,.441,879:
Germani. Hispanias optinentibus Tarracona e!pugnata
est • 6
........
The sum total of information could thus be

s~

marized in a few phrases: the Germanic tribes entered
Hispania: they captured Tarragona
Africa.

~nd

embarked for

The exact extent of their activity and the

scope of destruction remain uncertain.

The problem which has chiefly occupied writers
on this theme is the chronology of the incursions:
unfortunately, this i. not clear in areas north of the
Pyrenees.

The majority of authors indicate the year

253 for the beginning of the movement, although some
place it a few years

later7~ As can be seen from the

above texts, there are no definite documented dates
for their arrival in Spain, though one imagines that
the capture of Tarragona took place after the martyrdom of St.Fructuosus and his companions, which the

8

contemporary description assures us took place in 259 •
After a period of disorder, Postumus (258-267) succeeded
in re-establishing peace, but a renewed attack took

place, reaching its peak in 276 9 •

other evidence,

however, indicate. that this did not affect the Mediterranean coast, and was limited to the Atlantic sea-

board o£ the Spanish provinces and the central MesetalO •

2.

The evidence o£ cOin-hoards.

This model appears to be substantially supported
by the study o£ the coin-hoards buried in the Iberian
peeinsula during those decades ll • Unlike the central
and western parts
o£ the

270~s

o~

Spain and Portugal, there are none

or later in Catalonia, and thQse that are

recorded are £ew in numbe~d strictly limited to the
area o£ Tarragona.

The most de£inite o£ these is that

£ound in 1888 in the villa at Els Munts, Alta£ulla,
on the coa.t to the north o£ the city, and dated to
c.262 12 • O£ similar date are two hoards £rom Tarragona,
one £ound in the 19th. century and partially preserved
in the museum13 • the other in private hand. in a
collection in Barcelona, the precise provenance o£
which is uncertainl~ •

It would not be adventurous to

associate the.e three hoards with the events mentioned
in the documentary .ources concerning the city.
absence o£ hoards £rom the rest o£ the area,

althou~

purely negative evidence, is a £act that must. be
underlined.

The

')

The archaeological evidence.

As a

res~t

of the research of Balil and Tarra-

dell in the late 1950's it has generally been accepted
that the

pass~

of the Germanic raid was reflected

by the abandonment, either partial or total, of many
towns and villas in Spain, including coastal Tarraconensis,

ConseqU8Dtly any ashy layer found has been

described as the work of these tribes.

Admittedly,

the third century marks a period of substantial
change, even more so the years between 250 and 280,
but sites have rarely been excavated with the care
that enables one to be satisfied that any change can
be attribute~o those decades, let alone the four o~
five years which were influenced by the barbarian
presence.

Many other factors may be drawn upon to

explain the two main phenomena in the field of settlement that occurred - the decline of many towns and the
disappearance of a large number of rural sites and the
expansion of a few15 •

Apart from general economic

problems, the lack of garrisons could have led to an
increase in brigandage, and deeper social problems
16
are indicated by the presence of Bacaudae • Thus
a change--in conditions, rather than marking a step
in the invaders' path, may in fact be better interpreted as an indication of the conditions of that
calamitous period.

The reasons which have been employed to claim

that a site was destroyed by the ~arbarians are
generally vague: the lack of late Roman occupation:
abandonment of structures in the course of the 3rd.
century: but rarely has the material been studied
closely enough Cor a precise chronology to be proposed.
In my opinion, on1y one site presents clear evidence
of destruction, and even that was re-occupied. In the case or
the other towns and villas which have been listed as
prodUCing indications of barbarian attack, I would
prefer to see the changes as part of a wider pattern
of events, perhaps spread over the whole of the second
half of the century, rather than limited to one or
two years.

It is these Sites, principally the towns,

that must now be considered.

1) Ampurias
The lack of late Roman pottery, particularly
Lamboglia's -Terra Sigillata Cliara D" (=Hayes'

'Red-

slip ware'), the scarcity of coins of the late 3rd.
century, and the re-use of parts oC the 'Neapolis'
as a cemetery have been cited as the evidence for
the destruction and the abandonment of the city in
the wake of the Germanic at.ack l7 •

Although destruc-

tion layers have been found, these are by no means
continuous, and there is no published evidence pointing to a precise date Cor such layers, Cor they are
generally only distinguissed by being late Roman in
date: it must, however, be noted that there exists
the additional problem that the relevant layers are

the closest to the surface, and on many occasions
",. ,//'"

they have been disturbed by lat.r activities.

On the other hand, even in 1957 Balil could state
that Lamboglia considered that the pottery sequence
continued until c.300, thus some forty years after
the supposed destruction and abandonment: he also
pointed out that Constantinian coins had been found
in the area of the houses near the centre of the
Roman city18.

In addition, at leat one cemetery

used in previous decades was

stil~

in use in the reign

of Ga~~ienus or later, which indicates a further
element of continuity19.

Neither was the area of the

'Neapolis' immediately converted into a funerary zone,
for other extra-mural cemeteries continued to be used,
whereas the first burials in the area of the old
Greek city cannot be earlier than the later 4th.
c •• turyI9 bis.

These burials demonstrate that there was a
community in the area of the city ~n the 4th. centpry,
although

~e

area,or areas. occupied have not been

determined.

In spite of reduced circumstances. the city
20
was large or determined enough to warrant a bishop •
In contrast, it seems that the city reached its peak
before the others of coastal Iarracone.sis. for as
Professor Tarradell has stated, it was the representative of an initial phase in the hist0r¥ of urbanization of the area 21 •

Evidence presented in the

previous chapter shows that deeline had set in by
the end of the 2nd. century. if not before.

Although

1,+'1

the publication of the most recent excavations will
shed more light on the chronology of this trend, the
conditions of the 3rd. century only further emphasized
a pattern that had been long in the making.

Even

SOt

destruction by the barbarian attack has yet to be
convincingly demonstrated.

2) Girona
The evidence for a destruction of Gerunda in this
period is non-existent, for although a late Roman
phase of the defences has been proposed and seems
probable, this is no prDof of destruction, even though
22
the walls appear to contain re-used elemats • The
original location of this matarial, whether intra- or
extra-mural is unknown, and there is no need for it
to have come from a structure destroyed during the
raid.

The only pertinent excavation, in the Casa

Pastors, has produced a pottery group that supports
a late 3rd. century date for part of the walls, but
again no evidence for destruction2,. Indeed, the
existence of this phase may be interpreted as an
indication

o~

urban vitality: at a time when neigh-

bouring cities were in decline, Gerunda

co~d

assume part of their r8le as regional centres.

This

might well be attributed to its key position 04 the
overland route from Gaul, and although it seems
natural that the barbarian raiders

sho~d

have made

use of this route, there is no evidence that they
damaged the city directly.

3. Matar6
In the case of this city, repeated claims have
been made that it was totally destroyed and left
ruinous in the 3rd. century2~ •

Although destruction

layers may have been observed in the area of the city
on occasions, none of these have ever been dated satisfactorily.

Burials certainly took place within the

city at a later date, but even in the

~th.

and early

5th. centuries, the principal cemetery continued
to be located outside the supposed line of the walls,
along the Riera, and the intrawmural burials did
not commence to later in the 5th. century at the
earliest 25 •

That urban decay took place is apparent,

but for the moment, it is impossible to date this
decline, although,as in the case of Baetulo, it
may well have been a gradual rather than a sudden
process 26 •

As for the villas in its neighbourhood, some
probably went out of use in the course of this century,
without it being possible to provide a more precise
chronology.

The most exten.ively studied site,

Torre Llauder, continued in use in the late Roman
period, and coina of the

250~s

and 260's have been

found: there is no evidence for a destruction at
this date 27 •

If the villas of the Maresme could

survive, it seems most un1ikely that the towns suffered
extensively.
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4)

Bada~ona

Dr.Guitart has pOinted out that the supposed
destruction of the city was put forward as a hypot~hesis in 19'9, but has succeded in becoming an art-

ic1e of faith 28 •

Municipal life was still in existence

in the 240's to judge by three inscriptions of that
decade 29 ,

yet parts of the town had already fallen

into decay by that date, long before the Germanic
invas*on'O.

Occupation in the 1ate Roman period was at a
very 10w 1eve1 of intensity, but although buria1s
appear in the centre of the previously inhabited area
in the 1ate Roman period, there is sti11 no concrtte
evidence for destruction,1.

As in the case of Iluro, a substantia1 number
of the sma11 vi11as which existed in the district
also went into decay, although a number, notably
those at Sentroml and L1efil, continued to be octo attribute
cupied,2. Again, there is no direct evidence~this
to the passing of the barbarians, and it would seem
far more logical to relate it to a change in economic Circumstances, plus socia1 conditions. with a
subsequent alteration in the methods of land holding".
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5) The

Va~~la
~ayers

Destruction
Sabade~~

were envisaged at both

(Arrahona) and Sant Cugat (Octavianum).

At the f.rme~the referencea are vague, and no materia~
haa been

pub~iahed

lo~~.

At the

deatruction

that might help

J.toe~t

~ayer

a chrono-

the excavatora mention a

post-dating the

phase, but pre-dating the
and they associate this

eatab~iah

ear~y

~th

ear~y Imperia~

Christian structures,

the pas.ing of the Ger-

manic tribes, although again no precise dating evidence has been offered'5.

Fina~~y, in the case of

Terraasa (Esara), the small scale of the excavations
carried out to date has meant that little evidence
can be provided for changes in the state of the city
in this period, although one might wxpect a phase
o~

decline parallel.. that in the other 8ma11

citi•• of the region,6.

6) The Penedas and Garrat"

Ba1i1 refers to the de.truction of settlements
at Sitge., Aderr6 and

Ca~a£el~.

In the first case

the scope of the material discovered is hardly sufficient to propo.e any alteration in the course of
the 'rd. century,

~et

alone destruction.

Indeed,

the evidence from the Sitse. area indicates that
~th.

and 5th. century life waa as flourishing as

before'?

More recent excavationa at Aderr8 and a

reconsideration of the pottery found in the 1950's
alao suggest occupation into the 5th. century, and
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a1thoUgh changes may have occurred in the 3rd. century
the evidence is insuf~icient to supp1y a precise
38
date •
Simi1ar1y at the vi11a site o~ Ca1afe1l,
although more recent excavation. have supp1emented
t

he state of know1edge of the 1950's, and third century
changes are probable, these need not have been provoked by the barbarian attacks 38 bis •

Simi1ar1y, many of the rural sites in the region
around Vi1afranca de1 Penedes continued to be inhabited in the

~th.

and 5th. centuries, whereas few,

unlike the Badalona region, were abandoned in the
course of the 3r~. century39.

7) E1. Hunts, A1tafu11a.
Several .ea.on. of excavation have taken place
at·:.'"thia aite where a coin hoard wa. :toand
4.0
in 1888.

and it is now one of the best known villa
site. in Cata1onialt1 • Whether other sites wou1d produce comparable results were they excavated on the
same scue remaJ.ns unknown, but it is at least apparent
that a destruction took place there, the most dramatic manifestation being the discovery of chained
human skeleta1 remains in a subterranean chamber,
interpreted .s an imprisoned s1ave

42

•

Even so, 4th. century remains are abundant from
t~is
~d

site and it clear1y recovered from any catastrophe

1asted into the 5th. century and perhaps beyond.
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The finding of a hoard of Constantinian bronzes in
It"
one of the bath suites '"
which might be paralleled
by a similar hoard from the lower forum of Tarragona 44 ,
indicates that this was not the only period of troubles
that might have affected the area, and lends credibility to the belief that minor evidence of destruction
should not b. attributed to Germanic hordes without
firm datable support.

It should, not be forgotten,

however, that the villa at Centcelles, five kilometres
to the west of Tarragona, and one of the most carefully excavated in the region, has not produced any
evidence
for a destruction in the ,rd. century, al,
though it too underwent changes in the Itth. century,
but for very different reasons lt5 •

8)

Tarragona
It is debatable to what extent the destruction

indicated by the literary sources is demonstrated by
archaeology.

Balil pointed to the abandoument of sub-

urban structures over which

t~

early Christian ceme-

tery spread, and the re-use of material from the city
in its tombslt5bis.
to the 260's on

~e

This,he considered,was datable
basis of the coin evidence, any

later coins found in the context of tb... structures
being

eviden~e

for the return of people to hunt for

lost poss.ssions or to rob stonework

1f6

•

This argu-

mant is hardly convincing, and it is tar sounder to
argue, as doe. Dra. del Amo, using a wider ranke ot
material, that life in some of these suburban struc-

15'
tures cont1nued beyond that date%6 bis.
ial from

intra~mural

That mater-

sites was used in the early

Christ1an cemetery is no proof that the events of
the early 260-s seriously influenced the intramural area, for the cemetery had a long life, and
such material could have been gathered at any time up
to the 6th. century.

Leav1Dg

a.~de

none of those

early

takt~place

excavat~ons

in the city,

in the pa.t half century

have produced anything remoe.ly like a destruction
layer datable to this period.

That there was a

substantial change in the pattern of settlement is
indicated by

~th.

century domestic occupation in the

area of former monumental buildings in the upper
part of the city, which pOints to reduced circumstances and a migration to a stronger

position~7.

Yet the forum in the lower part of the city continued in use into the

~th. century~8t and until more

is known about the transition to the upper part,
it would be raah to attribute this to a flight
from the raid of the 260' ••

This lack of correlation between the historical
and archaeological source. in Tarragona might lead
one to philosophize on the folly of endeavouring to
relate the two Corms oC evidence, or even to claim
that destruction could have occurred without neceasarily being pre.ent or recognizable in the archaeological record.

However, if the available evidence

is examined with an exceedingly critical eye, as
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has been here attempted, it transpires that the best
attested destruction archaeo1ogica11y speaking has
been tound in the vi11a ot E1s Munts.

Coup1ing this

with the hoards trom the vi11a and Tarragona, and
ahe historic&! sources, a minima1 view o£ 1oca1ized
damage in this area might be proposed49 •

The docu-

mentary sourc.s thus, rather than on1y recording the
attack on Tarragona because it seemed the most disturbing, woul.d

b. r.£1.cting the rea1 situation.

In vi.w ot the impr.cise dating and nature ot most
ot the other supposed destructions and abandonments
in the Cata1an 1itora1 zobe, it must b. sustained that

.uch chang.s are more satis£actori1y .xp1ained, especia11. in the case ot the citi.sJas part o£ gradua1
changes occurring during this century.

Indeed, the

tact that the one site with appar.nt destruction was
not subsequent1y abandoned mu.t 1ead one to question
the va1idity ot abandonment as evidence for the
barbarian raid, for whenever possib1e peop1e wou1d
sure1y have returned to th.ir home., whatever their
condition.

Further d.tai1.d .tudi•• of individua1

sites are c1ear1y ne.ded, how.ver, b.for. . . . .ping
gen.ra1izationa as to the exact r.asons for these
major a1terations in s.tt1.m.nt patterns can be
estab1ished.
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l)

Barcelona and the third century crisis
Barcelona has been deliberately omitted from

the general study

o~

the previous pages.

There are

no primary sources to link it with the incursion,
but virtually all

wr~ters ~rom

the Renaissance on-

wards have stressed its importance in connection with
Barcelona.

For Pau and Pujades this was the moment

when the city began to increase in size and population
as a result o~ the ruin o~ Tarragona~O and for writers

~rom Bo~arull

onwards, the walls were erected

in response to the raid, as an insurance policy
against any further recurrence 5l •

This has been ex-

panded to include the belief that Barcelona too was
destr9yed in the wake of the Germanic hordes, and
was on1y rebuilt on a much reduced scale

52

•

The invasion and the defences have thus become
inseparable: the re-use of early Roman material in
the walls has been presented as ample
calamities suffered.

proo~ o~

the

Yet the .vidence from sites

within the walls, although not totally contradicting
the model, is rarely in complete concord, which must
lead one to question the circumstances these decisive
topographical changes took place ~.

a) The Defences (~ig.6o).
The method of construction now seems clearly
established:

it LS possible to discard all earlier

theories concerning the reduction of the sise of the
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city, in view of the evidence that the late Roman
phase consisted of a doubling of the thickness of
the earlier walls, with the addition of very closely
set towers of rectangular plan, and alterations to
the gates and angles 5' .

The state of knowledge of

the location of the various surviving lengths of the
defences hardly surpasses that described by Professor
Balil in

19615~:

the only points where the course

remains in doubt are the south side and the projecting castellum

next to the Regomir gate (fig.46 ).

The structure can be summarized as

follows:~

the curtain wall is 9.2 metres high, and about
metres thick, including the earlier phase.

4

Re-used

material is frequent in the mort.r and stone filling,
and even among the large, well-cut blocks of opus guadratum which form the outer face.

A foundation off-

set eXists, although the foundations themselves are
not very deep.

The towers are generally between 6

and 8 metres apart, and there were probably a total
of 75 including the gate towers (fig.60
lower part of the towers is oC identical

).

The

con.truc~ion

to the curtain wall, Crom which they project between
2 and 2.5 metres.

The upper part is 9 metres high,

which gives a total height of some 18 metres, and is
made of small stone blocks.

Each tower had two floors,

the lower at the level of the wall walk, from which
access could be gained.

In the front Cace at this

level were two windows, and one in each of the side
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wa~~s.

£~oor

The upper

was

simi~ar

except that win-

dows rep~aced the doors from the wa~~ wa~k, so that
there were txo windows in each of the three outward
£acing sides.

The method o£ roofing o£ these towers

remains unknown.
ar towers rather

At the
~han

ang~es

there existed

rectangular ones,

circ~-

a~though

their

basic structure was simi~ar55.

The

Roman

~ate

£or these de£ences are

para~~e~s

evident in many parts o£ western Europe, as
at Rome

itse~f

we~~

as

and in the rest of Tarraconensis;6,

and it is to this aeneral context of late Roman town
that they shou1d be attributed, rather than

w~ls

being considered in isolation as a direct response to
the events of the

ear~y

260-s.

The fact that

decorative and epigraphical pieces were

ear~ier

emp~oyed

has

often been considered as an indication of great haste,
in fear of renewed attack'7.
improbable, for not
compara~ively
de~

great

o~y

This would seem most

does this

materia~

small proportion of the

tota~,

form a
and a

of quarrying must have gone into their

building, but also the solidity aDd care with which
they were erected must

.ure~y

taken with a degree of

p~anning

If they were thus not an

indicate a task underand forethought.

tm.edia~.

re8POuae to the

barbarian raid, what in£ormation exists £or the chrono~ogy

B~i~

of their construction ?

On comparative grounds,

proposed a date range o£ between 270 and

3~0,

15~

inc1ining to the midd1e ot that period, that i8 under
the TetrarchyS8.

Richmond, too, a1though not ven-

turing concrete dates, hinted at a probab1y slight1y
1ater date for the Barcelona defences than the others
he studied59 •

Unfortunate1y, ha1f a century 1ater,

there i8 sti11 no section of the relationship of these
defences to either intra- or extra-mural stratigraphy.
This inevitably hinders any attempt at direct dating.

We must therefore rely on material incorporated
in the walls for dating evidence.

A coin of Claudius II

from tower 33 is the latest securely dated artefact 60 :
Serra RAfols apparently believed in a Constantinian
date, perhaps on the basis of coin evidence, for
the registers of the Museo de Historia de la Ciudad
list such a coin as being found in his excavations
of the walls, although the precise context is not
1
. of neither the pottery62 ,
recorded6
• The
analys1s
nor

the stonewqrk from the walls contributes any

further information, and a1though· the most recent
excavations in the .ate towers of the north-west gate
have demonstrated that the gate towers belong to a
s1ightly later phase than the curtain wall, there
62 bis
is litt1e evidence for their precise chronology
•
The lack of certain typica1ly Constantinian features
would appear to re-inforce the date proposed by Balil,
but in the current state of know1edge it would be
unwise to offer more than a narrow range ot 280 to
300, or a wider one of 270 to 310.
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b)

The intra-mural area
Other changes are to be noted in the city in

the second half of the 'rd. century, which have been
usually attributed to the destructive tendencies of
passing barbarians, but once again the evidence
offered is frequently of a very dubious validity.

Firstly, in 1876, Padre Fita recorded the traces
of a terrible conf1agration among remains found in
the Convent de 1

,

Ensenyanc;a (fig.l, no.18) "debido

quiz' a 10s germanos del siglo 111,,6,.

Although no

dating evidence was offered, this has generally been
accepted as a valid interpretation6~ •

It is evident

that such a layer, even if caused by an attack on the
city, could have been deposited in virtually any period between the third century and the tenth.

Secondly, although no destruction layer was noted
in the area, Professor Balil has interpreted the coinlist of the Plac;a del Rei and Casa Pade.l1As excavations,
with a continuity between Philip the Arab and Claudius
II, as evidence of unusual circumstances.

In fact,

coins of the mid and late ,rd. century are generally
abundant, both on this site and in the city as a
whole, and this is far more reasonably interpreted
as indicating a certain vitality during this period

More significant, however, has been the claim
that the first season of work in the Plac;a de Sant
Miquel produced a layer formed .s the result of

65

•

16u
Germanic aestruction in the 3rd. century66.
it is

diffic~t

A1though

to dispute the presence of a thick

1ayer of ashy content, there are a number of contradictions in the pub1ications to date on this site,
and it is un£ortunate that a more definitive report
has not yet appeared.

A study of the pottery of the

1ate Roman period from the first season points out
the curious 1ack of destroyed structures in this 1ayer,
and a number of discrepancies concerning the pottery67.
The interim report comments on the comp1ete 1ack of
'Terra
~ayer

Sigi1~ata C~ara

D' forms in the appropriate

E68 ,whereas the pottery report points out that

a number of fragments of

~th.

century wares were in

fact found in it, but considers that tbsy had probab1y been misal.loeated and shou1d have

rea1~y

bel.onged

to the previous l.ayer found, thus l.eaving the way
open to date this layer E to the period between 260
and 280 69 •

A number of criticisms can thus be level.led at
the excavation, for either the material. was ine£ficientl.y recorded. or the report is trying to force the
materia~

into a pre-conceived historical. pattern.

Moreover. if this l.ayer did mark the passing of the
Germanic raid, it must be dated no ~ater than c.260,
for there is no evidence for l.ater incursions in this
part of the Mediterranean coast.

If the material from the pol.emica1 l.ayer E is

re-assessed, it is seen that of the ten sherds of
'Terra Sigillata Clara', five are of Lamboglia's
class A

and the other five of his class D70.

The

class A sherds have a range of between the early 2nd.
century *nd about a century later.

The class D frag-

ments shou1d all be dated to the 4th. century71 •
the class D sherds

If

are to be accepted as intrusive

this represents 50% of the published datable material:
a1ternatively, if they really were intrusive,

~he

evidence for claiming a destruction between 260 and
280 is based o~ive sherds of pottery, none of which
is definitely later than the early 'rd. century.

Unfortunately, the material from the layers
~ediately

above and below does not aid one very

much in the definition of the date of layer E.

Layer

F contained little materia1 72 , and D, the supposed
re-orgaaization after the Germanic destruction contained about 6o~ 'Terra Sigillata Clara D' of 4th.
eentury date, the rest of this class of pottery being
residual 2nd. and 'rd. century material, a proportion
thus similar to that from layer

8 7' .

It is unfortun-

ate that we do not know the relationship of this
layer to that in~hich a mid-4th. century hoard was
found in a subsequent season, for the evidence certainly leans towards such a date, rather than c.260,
for this supposed destruction74 •

In a negative way, ODe can point to certain

J,b2

indications of continuity over these troubled years.
Depending on the date of the visible remains, it is
feasible that·

the changes that occurred in the

area excavated under the Casa Padell's were on1y
piecemeal and gradual between the 2nd. and 4th. centuries 75 •

If the area excavated in the C/dels Comtes

de Barcelona (fig.37!) was altered, the house there
with a second century mosaic must have gone out of
use, for there was no phase distinguishable between
it and the 6th. century 'palatium·.

Alternatively,

one must accept that the house continued to be occupied from the 2nd. to the 4th. centuries or later

76

This house was originally interpreted as part
of an initial forum, which was supposedly transf.erred
after the Germanic raids to the later site in the
Sant Jaume area.
i. no

doub~

For reasons

discu~.ed

above, there

that the forum had always exi.ted at that

point, but it has been claimed that it was ruined in
the l.t. ,rd. century, and its monuments re-used
els.where 77 •

A. will be d.monstrated below, it seems

virtually impo.sibl. that material from the· forum
area w•• re-u.ed in the con.truction of the defences,
and, on the oth.r hand, when honorific inscription.
and .tatue b•••••pp.ar, th.y are nearly al••ys in
6th. century or l.ter context. 78 • Moreover. a small
group of Imperial in.criptiona i.
life was

cont~uiDg

vivid proof that

more or less a. before

decade. between 260 and 280.

in the

The.e are to Claudius

•

II (269), Aure1ian (272), perhaps Probus (276) and
Carus (282)79.

Whatever other troub1es were worrying

the citizens of Barcelona, they sti11 had the organia.
at ion and resources to erect these monuments.

Th&y

80
stand in stark contrast to the series from Girona
and Badalona 81 • Nor i. the lack of later inscriptions
an indication of a ruinous forum, but simply of a change
in the time. and in past habit ••

The evidence from the intra-mural area i. thus
hard to adapt to the idea of a who1esale destruution
of the city in the early 260's.
surpris~g,

This is surely not

for the city bad been walled beforeband,

and unlike those of Baetulo, these walls had not fallen
into decay.

Tbe inability of barbarian hordes to
take walled towns is well known82 , and if they passed
through the area at all, it is in the suburbs that
one would expect to note their presence.

c)

The suburban area
No site in the territorium

has yet presented

evidence for a change in conditions during the third
century.

The suburban villa of the

Pla~a

de Antoni

Maura had clearly gone out of us. by the 5th. century
when the area was occupied by a cemetery, and it is
normally accepted that this abandonment was a result
of the barbarian raid8,.

In the abs.nce of a full

report it is impossible to be aertain whether this
assumption is true: certainly the coin series from the
site lasted into the fourth century and a coin of

lb4

Valerian or Gallienus was found near the floor level 84 •
It is unclear whether these indicate continued occupation into the fourth century, or are the result of
later activity on the sitetconnected with the cemetery.
The fact that part of the structure was apparently used
as a cella memoriae in the 5th. century, however,
must indicate that it was still standing

a~

that date,

and it is more difficult to reconcile this with abandonment in the third rather than the fourth century.
However, material from other suburban villas was used
in the defences, alongside the bulk of funerary monuments, and it does seem possible that,as in Tarragona,
there was a partial, but not necessarily totalfabandonment of dwellings in the area around the walls 84 bis.

It was most definitely the cemeteries that suffered the most from the change in circumstances, for
only the most distant, the hidden and the poorest
tombs escaped from the hands of those collecting
building material for the late Roman walls 85 • It has
often been stated that this re-used material indicates
general urban decay and destruction.

A detailed ana-

lysis of this material shows that only the cemeteries
were plundered, and it is impossible to demonstrate
that any single piecepcame from an intra-mural context, whereas it is demonstrable that most of the
material was funerary, and would therefore have been
originally located outside the walls.

Of the 107 inscriptions 1isted by Professor
Mariner as having been found in the defences 86 ,some
. . 87 27 are t 00
68 are evident1y funerary in or1g1n,
fragmentary to be ana1ysed88 ,one is a mi1estone
which cou1d have been 10cated extra-mura11y89, and on1y
11 might be thought to be honorific inscriptions and
thus origibal1y erected in the forum or the streets
around it.

A consideration of these e1even shows

that in virtua11y a11 cases an extra-mura1 10cation
is acceptab1e, or that it seems doubtfu1 whether the
inscriptions were rea11y

re~used

in the wa11s.

IRS 18: a re1igious dedication from the Pa1au Reia1
Menor, which is not certaiD1y from the defences.
IRS 19: a1though c1ear1y an Imperia1 dedication (to
Hadrian) and certain1y found in the wa11s, it is not
impossib1e that this came from some extra-mura1 monument or structure.
IRS 26:a1though this 10ng known ,rd. century inscription has been attributed a provenance from the defences, this cannot be accepted without some reservations.
Ba1i1 certain1y consAdered that another origin was
more probab1e 90 •
IRB 53: .efinite1y from the defences in C/ de Ferran,

34, but of an UDusua1 type which may have been sepu1cra1 91 •
IRB 55 I aA honorific inscription with the LDDD ha11mark, but since it w•• found .t the junction of the
Baixada de Santa Bul.a1ia and C/ de Sant Bonorat, it
was probab1y not found in the ••11••
IP~

77: a1though stated by the index of IRB to have

been found in the walls, the find-spot of C/Llibreteria
makes this unlikely.
IRS 95: the same comments as for IRB 77 apply.
IRS 100:

~his

inscription was found in the

Pla~a

de

la Catedral, which although crossed by the defences,
does not exclude the possibility of re-use in another
structure. In addition. there is some doubt

tf

it was
really found there or nearby in the C/dels Comtes 92 •
IRS 112: .ince this honorific inscription has been
known since the 16th. century. it seems improbable

that it was found in the wall core. which remained
relatively untouched at that date.
IRS 118:

again not certainly from the defences. 9'

IRS add.l: another LDDD honorific inscription. but not
certainly from the walls9~.

Thus only IRB 19 and

5' are clearly from the

walls: the former could have stood outside the walls,
while the latter could be funerary in origin.

The

available information thus suggests that there was
no wide-scale re-use of inscriptions from intra-mural
sites for the Cou.truction of the defence., although
it is not

~o.sible

that a few from structures which

were ruinous or disused were incorporated.

In contrast to this pattern. the epigraphical
material from
ific.

~tra-mural

locations ia largely honor-

Of,8 inscriptions known to be without doubt

£rom intra-mural locations, whether found in the

lb7
course of excavations during this century, or as casaal
finds of the past one 95 , some 29 may be considered as
honorific or monumental in character 96 , five are of
uncertain type 97 , two are votive dedications 98 , and
two at the most are funerary99.

A stmilar state of

affairs arises when the early epigraphical finds of
Barcelona are considered, that is those inscriptions
found before the late 19th. century.

The find spots

are not always known, but working on the

assump~ion

that the first recorded location may well have been
close to, if not the same as, the original provenance,
a similar distribution is visible.

Some 2, fall into

this category with intra-mural locations, plus another
half.a-dozen from extra-mural points, some of which
100
had been re-used in the early medieval period
•
The resultant percentages are very similar, with 2,
101
in the honorific, monumental and votive category
,
lO
si. uncertainl02 , and only three funerary ones ' ,
two of which may have been early finds from the defences.

Thus, funerary monuments and inscriptions were
frequently incorporated into the late Roman walls,
have been found

~

19th. century.

Earlier

ana

such a position since the later
f~ds

of this class of insc-

ription are rare, which is not surprising because the
walls remained largely intact until that date. The
lack of such finds a180 points to the thoroughness
with which the early Imperial cemeteries were ran-

lb~

sacked for usable material.

On the other hand, those

inscriptions which would have been erected within the
walls were virtually never re-used in this way.

When

they appear in re-used contexts these date to the 6th.
~ntury

or later, with a few notable exceptions, such

as that from the Sant Miquel baths, which was re-used
in the same structure as originally erected.

The

structural value of Roman pedestals was obvious to
builders for many years to come, while the number of
funerary inscriptions available at a post-3rd. century
date was limited. or they may have been considered
too distant when a more conveniently placed source
of stone was available in the core of the

citylO~.

Although a corpus of the decorated stonework from
Barcelona is still unpublished, it is apparent that
a large proportion of identifiable pieces from the
defences are also funerary.

Naturally it is more

difficult to be certain without any degree of hesitation, but a cursory glance at the material found
during the last hundred years confirms this suspicion.
The material found up to about 1960 was considered by
Professor Balill05 , and those pieces found since
then. summarized here, have produced nothing to
contradict this conclusion.
Tower 1: The base is partially composed of the lower
part ot a circular tower, the mouldings having been
reset at an incorrect angle.

This was perhaps a

major funerary monument like the tower of 'Les Gunyoles'in the

Pened~s.

The interior of the tower pro-

duce. a large cubic capital, as well' as the remains
of the aqueduct l06 •
Tower 3: Below the cornice are two blocks with carved
fasces:

Balil originally cons.dered them to have

been carved after the construction of the defences
whereas Serra Rafols believed them to be re-used
blocks l07 •
Tower 6: The base of this tower produced a considerabie
number of re-used pieces, exclusively f.om funerary
108
mon~ents, particularly the 'Medusa-head' type
•
Length 7/8: This produced a frieze with garlands and
theatrical masks which must have belonged to a
structure of some size, possibly not funerary.

It

is of a style and workmanship unparalleled in the cityl09.
Tower 8: • small statue of Diana in marble wets £ou-nd., ""hi.Ch
Serra considered not to be fUnerary, and Balil believed to have originally been placed in a niche for
public or private cult 110 • In addition, this tower
produced a large number of pieces of two
rated with Medusa heads lll •

tom~.

deco-

112
Tower 9: produced various architectural fragment.
•
113
Tower 10: produce. various fragments of cornices
•
Tower 111 The two most significant finds were two
busts interpreted

a.

being of Antoninus Pius and Fau-

stina the Younger, an attribution which has not received general

acceptance.

A more satisfactory opi-

nion i. that they form a pair which decorated one of
114
the better funerary monuments of the city
• In
addition there were a number of architectural frag-

J.·l U
ments, parts of several statues and five cupae l15 •
Length 11/12: produced a fragment of a stone crater,
probably,like other similar pieces,from a mausoleum1l6 •
Tower 16-: .Apart from an inscription, the most significant feature ' .. as the group of twelve amphorae filled
with sand in the bas. of this tower, presumably placed
theq to aid drainage 117 •
Tower 23: Of particular interest for it is one of the
few to be examined in recent years with all its height
standing.

The majority of the re-used pieces, as else-

where, came from the foundations, rather tkan the body
of the tower.

Apart from the Augustan milestone, the

remaining pieces were semi-cylindrical parts of the
upper borders of mausolea, which had been neatly laid
in "the base 118 •
Length

23/2~:

Two blocks on the outer face with human

figures in profile were recorded: they probably fOrmBd
part of a funerary towerl19.
Tower

2~:

This produced the second part of the supposed

'Faustina' bust, various column shafts and several
Corinthian capitals which might sugge.t the incorporation of the remains of a destroyed building.

In

addition, eight sculptures or fragments were recovered,
including one with a lion and another with marine
figures, both of tunerary type, and parts of two more
b us t s

120

•

Length 24/25:

has on the outer face part of the same

frieze as found between the two previous towers

121

•
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Tower 25: This has produced an At1as figure, two heads,
part of a bust, and a toga-c1ad statue, as we11 as
various capita1s and other architectura1 fragments 122 •
Tower 26: LLke severa1 other wa11 towers, this was
constructed re-using a substantia1 part of a funerary
tower.

The decorative fragmen,t. include part of a low-

re1ief with Bacchana1ian scenes, and a frieze with
dancing figures.

The attribution of one of the ma1e

heads to Nerva is not acceptab1e.

More recent work

has found various architectural fragments and pieces
of a p01ychrome mosaic123 •
Tower 33:

Apart from' the coin of Claudius Gothicus,

various architectura1 fragments and parts of tombs
were revea1ed in the int_rior of this tower

12~

•

For the rest of the defences, the majority of
the finds were made in the 19th. century
been described by Bali1.

and have

Un1ike the sector just

accounted for, it is often impossib1e to be certain-whether pieces

we~e

used in the wa118 or not, and it

seems probab1e, for examp1e, that the columns from
the Convent de 1a En8enyanQa were in situ rather
than incorporated in the wa11sl25.

The on1y new

information one might add are the drawings of Hernandez Sanahuja, who i11ustrated two Medu.heads from
the Pa1au Reia! Menor 126 , and the more recent work
in the fina1 tower, which has produced the marble

head of a young man127 •

In addition, busts origina11y
128

found in the 19th. century hwve been relocated

•

1'(2

The material found thus falls into a series of
categories.

The most clearly defined is the group

of sepulcral origin - the funerary towers, Medusa
decorated finials and related pieces, cupae, altars,
craters, and most of the friezes.

It seems probable

that most of the busts and heads had a similar function.

Balil expressed the opinion that the headless
toga-clad statues were from honorific monuments 129 ,
but a strange contrast thus arises, for none of the
related inscriptions have been found in the same context.

On the other hand, it is difficult to ascribe

the column shafts, capitals. cornices and other architectural fragments to anyone class of building.
Some may have come from

mon~ental

tombs, others

from public buildings or private residences.

Conclusion
The destruction of Barcelona in the 3rd. century
by the incursion of Germanic tribes has until now
been taken for granted and, along with this city,
it h •• been supposed that virtually every site in the
.. ~
litoral region tell into the hands of the invaders. Although
changes undoubtedly occurred, the evidence is rarely
precise enough to allow us to attribute them to this
raid,

espec~~lly

when a number of other facters could

have been influential.

The clearest evidence for the

effects of the incursion comes from Tarragona and its
environs, which i. the only point mentioned by the
historical sources.

In the case of Barcelona, only one site has produced a destruction layer atrributed to these years.
This dating, however, rests on very dubious grounds,
at least until evidence is presented from the
quent seasons to complement it.

subse~

Other intra-mural

sites indicate a general continuity.

The defences

were probably erected at least two decades after the
passing of the raid, and can therefore hardly be seen
as an immediate response.

If the raid did effect

Barcelona, it was probably the suburbs that suffered,
for the extra-mural area was extensively ransacked
for building material for the foundations of the new
city walls.

Although it is possible that some of this

material came from the intra.mural area, the recognizable pieces are almost exclusively of funerary
nature.

The pillaging of cemeteries was most vividly
Pla~a

revealed in the

de la Vila de Madrid, where

the upper parts of tombs were robbed, the lower parts
and

their.~ore

humble neighbours being protected by

a layer of silt.

The fact that no other early Roman

burials have been found in situ stands in stark contrast to the larger number of late Roman burials
known

and testifies to the marked change in men-

tality that must have occurred.

Nevertheless, al-

though the community waa':undoubtedly affected by
third century conditi6ns, there is nO evidence to
suggest that it was either destroyed or drastically
reduced in numbers by them.
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CHAPTER VII
CHRISTIANITY AND KINGS:
BARCELONA c.A.D.JQO TO THE FALL OF THE VISIGOTHIC
KINGDOM.

A1though for many historians the roots of the
medieva1 wor1d of western Europe can be traced back
to the reforms of the Tetrarchy, the Pirenne thesis
suits Spain far better than any other part of Europe.
There the civi1ization of Rome can be seen lingering
through the eenturies, occasionally with a Visigothic
veneer, to be rudely interrupted by the Moslem invasionl •
The Visigothic period cannot be separated from the
1ate Roman, nor the latter from the phenomena called
ear1y Christian, which on occasions are neither
nor Christian.

early

Consequently Spanish historians do

not hesitate to accept 711 as the beginning ef the
2

medieva1 period in the Iberian peninsu1a •

However valid this may be for political developments, in the case of urban history, and particularly
that of Barcelona, it is but a partial truth.

Within

this period one can see the origins of Barc.1on. as •
medieval city - both in it. internal topography and
its regional context's

it is the former of the.e

aspect. that is discussed here, 1eaving the latter
for the following

chapter~

11~

1. The intra-mural topography of the fourth century.

It was one of the major tenets of Barcelona
historiography until the publication of Srta.Pallar's·
research in

1969~, that the city before the late 3rd.

century covered a larger area than in the following
century5.

It was also generally accepted that this

original Roman city had been destroyed and virtually
totally rebuilt within the new deCences.

In this way

the supposed 'forum' Qf the PlaQa de Sant Iu could
be interpreted as that of the early Imperial city,
leaYing no trace in the later topography, whereas
the late Roman forum was that identified by the crossiug of the main streets in the area of the modern
PlaQa de Sant Jaume 6 •

The opinions of early writers on the extent of
the Roman city may be discarded, for their views
were usually ba.ed on the eDDneous interpretation
of the date of medieval drain. 7•

The extent of the

damage produced during the 3rd. century has been
placed in doubt: and the course of the early Roman
deCeace. ha. been demonstrated to have been similar ~,
8
if not the same a., those of the late Roman period.
Given these circumstance. it would indeed be remarkable
if it were possible to detect a major re-modelling of
the city in the late third century:

one might expect

minor changes, adaptations to new economic conditions,
but little else.
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Unfortunately the excavations of late Roman
structures which have eaken place are either generally
poorly published, and need to be re-interpreted, or
are in the course of publication, so that information
to work with must be derived from interim notes of
varying quality.

a) Casa Padel1's (fig. 6o, cp).
The chronology of the structures located under
the main part

o~

the Museo de Historia de la Ciudad
has been discussed above 9 , with the conclusion that
most of the visible structures belong either to the
4th. century, or are earlier, but continued in use
with minor modifications until that date.

It is ap-

parent that the street along the back of the defeaces
had had an earlier phase, but continued in use

i*

this period, as did the cardo which delimits the area
to the north-west.

The structures enclosed within

thes. limits are of a striking structural poverty:
the basic technique was the use of small stones and
rammed earth, with larger blocks only found at angles
and wall junctions.

Although they were aligned on the decumanus
adjoining the defences, they do-not appear to have
had access from it (fig.,,_ )10.

Towards the north

are two rooms, h and j, with acce.,from what Ba1il
described as a procoethon, ill.

Subsequent excavations

to link this gallery of the museum with that under
the Pla9a del Rei revealed a series of smaller rooms

1'(7

to the north-west, one with access from it and another
which may have formed an entrance passage from the
street on that side (fig. 32).

The f100r 1eve1s of

these are entire1y unknown, though they may we11 have
been of rammed soi1 with a thin mortar spread.

Room

j had three levels of plaster decoration, the final one having been red towards the base and green higher
12
up •

An apparently continuous wall divided this range
from room f, a1though it it is possib1e that there
was an access that was destroyed or obscured in a
late phase l ,. Adjoining f is a small room with a
tank which Duran interpreted as a private bath, with
a drain, although the alternative explanation as a
tank related to some industrial or agricultural process shou1d a180 be considered14 • To the south was

an elongated room, e, which produced a 1arge amount
of worked bone.

Dur~

thought that water

had been frequently poured into it because of a drain
1eading to a soakaway pit cut through the f100r leve1s
of room a 15.

Balil, on the other hand, in 1959

thought it un1ike1y to be an ehtrance to the group of
rooms just described, although in 1972 he was disposed
to accept a function as an entrance to the range made
up by rooms a, b, and c 16 •

Room b is narrow and has a mortar floor with
the opus sectile mosaic dated by Dr.Barral to the
17
early 4th. century in the centre • To the west

l'ltS

lies a passage:

c was probably a kitchen: it contains

a large tank with a drain and the remains of a dolium18 •
The account of the excavator describes the floor of
a as being cut by the soakaway pit just mentioned:
in a second phase the original floor of small bricks
laid herring-bone fashion had been concealed by a
mortar one l9 •

An overall interpretation is difficult'

the

structures probably had a long history, as indicated
by the numerous minor modifications and the wide
range of techniques used in their walls, there hardly being two that can be said to be identical.

Three

individual groups appear to be visible: a-b-c, e-f,
anah-i-j together with the unnumbered rooms to the
north-west.

Each of these groups is between ten and

twelve metres wide, although if they stretched to
the decumanus to the south-west, for as has been said
there were no entrances from that to the north-east,
they would have to have been properties over forty
metres in length.

Another possibility is that they

were dependencies approached from a central yard,
which might also explain the lack of structures
in the trenches cut in the C/del Veguerimmediately
adjoining this area 20 • This may be supported by the
topography from the next insula to the north-west,
where 'industrial' dependencies were to be found in
the area nearer the defences, whereas the structure
bordering the decumanus . which was the foreruaner

of C/de la Freneria and C/dels Comtes, boasted mosaics1
an ornamental garden, and other features of a residential zone.

In this block, however, there is no

such proof, and these remains may have been minor
dwellings or the dependencies of a larger complex,
with

the first hypothesis being the

more probable.

Although the general nature of occupation in this
adjacent area can be identified, no entire structures,
nor even partial ones, can be readily recognized (fig.34From south to north there can be seen, beyond
the cardo minor and in an area which appears to have
been a partially covered yard, a small store with
dolia; to the north of

was

this~

corridor paved with stone

flags, which was in use at the same time as room
to the west 21 •
the portico.

b

All these structures are earlier than
which preceded the cemetery, for one of

the columns rests on the floor of b.

In addition

there are various lengths of walls running north-south
in this area, also later than these floor levels.

To the east of the flag-paved corridor are two
small tanks, presumably for industrial usage

22

•

They

too pre-date the portiCO, and, unlike it, respect the
continuous wall which must have fronted onto the street
following the inner face of the defences.

Not only

is

thia waiion the same alignment as that under the Casa
Padellas, but it also had no visible entrance from
that intervallum,street.

Since, like the main visible

l~O

phases in the insula to the south, these fragmentary
structures are at a somewhat higher level than the
offset of the first phase of the defences, it does
not seem at all improbable that they should be colleccively dated to the later Roman period23 •

c)

Placa de Sant lu (fig.60, PSI: fig.'7).
The third major part of this complex consists of

a group of neatly ordered dolia under one of the
supporting the later Royal Palace:
feature is

unknown~

va~ts

the date of this

and the later phases between this

store and the 11th. century construction of the Palace
are poorly recorded, although the group of dolia
implies a similar function for this area as that in
the Pla9a del Rei 24 • To the west, however, under the
plaqa de Sant lu, are the remains of a peristyle
house, already mentioned25 •

Although the mosaic asso-

ciated with this,is of 2nd. century date, there was
no other structural phase between this and the supposed
'palatium' of 6th. century date.

One can but presume

that the peristyle house and abe surrounding area
went out of use well before that date, or that it
continued in use from the 2nd. century until the
end of the Roman period.

The only evidence that one

can point to is the considerable number of late
Roman coins found both under the Palace vaults and
under the supposed ',.latium' and although they hint
at late Roman occupation there, they are hardly conclusive proof~6

d)

Plasa de 8amt Miguel (fig. 60, 8M: figs.29-30).
Although it has been excavated more recently, full

plans are still not available for this site.

~evertheless,

o~

a better idea of the stratigraphy thanAthose previously described can be established.

The baths continued

to function in the fourth century, and perhaps beyond,
although at a reduced level of intensity, for the
earlier caldarium was divided into four parts, the
two to the west continuing as smaller hypocausts,
with separate furnace mouths, the two to the east
being converted into tepidaria 27 •

A drain running

into the cardo to the south has been dated as late.
as the 5th. or 6th. centuries, implying khe continued

28 •

use of the baths into the Visigothi& period

Parts,

however, fell out of use in the second half of the
fourth century, as is implied by the finding of a
hoard of c.360 within the

~aths29.

In the structures to the south of the cardo on
the alignm~nt of the Baixada de Sant Miquel (fig. 60,
no.l)

floors of fourth century date were found over

earlier ones of the late 1st. or early 2nd. century,
but using the same walls and within the same limits'O.
Similarly in the adjacent area to the east, hastily
recorded prior to the construction of the Town Hall
extension, other fourth century floor levels were
found 3l •

In both these cases they were covered by

thick layers of humus-rich soil, suggesting agricultural activity,

containing material up to the

13th. and l~th. centuries •. The date of abandonment
of these structures, and the conversion of the area

lti2
to one of more rural appearance, must thus be based
on guess-work, although dates of up to the 8th. century have been proposed 32 •

e)

The southern part of the city
Although no other excavations are sufficiently

well recorded from the rest of this part of the city
to provide details of the nature and extent of settlement, a number of finds allow some hypotheses to be
put forward.

That substantial houses were still to

be found is implied by the discovery in 1860 of a
mosaic with a circus theme
painted plaster, in the

and associated walls with

constuo~ion

of the street which

was to become C/de la Condesa Sobradiel.

This has

been variously dated, although the maximum limits
proposed are

300

to 340, and it is thus one of the

few fourth century mosaics from the city (fig.60,
nO.2)33.

To the west of the baths complex was found another mosaic with a central
Graces (£ig.60. no .3).

~blem

of the Three

Balil would date this towards

the end of the 2nd. century34, although Barral has
proposed a date about a century later 35 •

The context

of this mosaic is, however, Car from clear, and it
may have formed part of a public building, perh.ps
a palaestra, since it was found near a series of
columns

which may have been in situ, in the area oC

the Convent de I'

Ensenyan~a36.

If this point

and

the revised dating are true, the so-called destruction

layer of the third century related with these columns
should be rejected as inadmissible,

In contrast,

the early Imperial structure, with late Roman modifications,would appear to have survived, englobed in
later structures, until the 19th. century37.

In the case of the mosaics of the

Pla~a

de Rego-

mir and the C/de la Palma de Sant Just details are
in the former we can but indicate
the existe.ce of a house fronting onto the decumanus
major.

In the case of the latter, the absence of any

other visible levels in the extant sketches, above
that of the 2nd. century mosaic, and the lack of any
alterations to the associated walls, may point to an
early decline of this part of the city, and a lower
density of population in the late Roman period39 •

f)

The northern parts of Uhe city
The most recent discovery of the Roman period

within the walls has been of a substantial town-house
in the insula ne~ to the north-west gate, where the

Archbishop's Palace has stood since the 12th. century
(fig. 60, no.4).

Although the rescue excavation was

carried out in the most deplorable conditions, fragments of a floor with a late 2nd. or early 3rd. century mosaic were found, together with the SUbstantial
part of a wall dividing this room from a neighbouring
one, and which still bore its painted plaster, probably
of similar date.

The date of abandonment of this .tr-

ucture is uncertain, possibly coming in the late
3rd. century, possibly not until a century later.
Nevertheless, this floor was replaced at a later
date, perhaps in the 5th. century, by one of opus
signinum, various other modifications occurring at
the same time.

It is apparent that the area was inha-

bited until a later date within the Roman period

40

•

The other remains from this part of the city
are less informative:

the mosaic of the Baixada de

Santa Eula~ia (fig.13,no. 8) clearly formed part of
a very large
tuted

o~y

hal~,

for the fragment revealed consti-

one corner.

A~though

it now seems doubt-

ful whether it was cut by the late Roman
is

unc~ear

wa~ls,

whether the structure of which it formed

part continued in use beyond the third century
The remains found in
edra~

in

it

~952

the~are

41 •

in front of the cath-

have also been described as

in date (fig,6Q,no. 5 : fig. 61).

~ate

Roman

Although some may

be of this period and appropriate pottery and coins
were found, the fact that the majority of the

wal~s

encroach upon the intervallum road makes one suspect
42
that they are considerably ~ater •

Urban life continued into the fourth century,
even though the standards of construction were not
always what they had been, and fewer works of artistic quality were made than in the pa~my days of the
century between c.120 and 220.

Nevertheless, a

1~5

substantial number of buildings. particularly private
residences and their outbuildings. were renewed during
the course of the century: old age would seem to be
sufficient explication for this necessity. and at no
point can a drastic alteration of earlier distribution
be distinguished.

Similarly. the forum continued in

the same location as before: although the last datable inscription is of

282_,4"

the later third century.

others belong to

All the evidence points

to the maint e_nance of the public buildings around
the forum:

the Temple was still standing and so were

the baths, although their grandeur may have been reduced, and earlier monumental parts were re-used in
utilitarian circumstances

44 •

In the same way, no

alteration of the street system can be detected. for
most of the encroachment on the intervallum road was
probably of post-Roman date.

There is little evidence

for the wholesale abandonment of parts of the city,
although certain areas in the southern half may have
been partially deserted, thus beginning a trend that
was to become more marked in subsequent centuries.
The general impression is instead one of slightly
reduced condi~ions, a degree of impoveris~t and a
return to functional living rather than the grand
style.

In the economic sphere one may suspect continued
wine production and export, even if the centres of
amphora'e production Mre fewer in number.
initel~various

More def-

aspects of a fishing industry flour-

ished:
sauce

Ausonius mentions both Barcelona's oysters and fish_

45 , thus suggesting that contacts with various

parts of the Gallic provinces were frequent.

Imp-

orted pottery, on the other hand, points to continued
contact via its port with the rest of the Mediterranean world

46 •

The associations of early Christianity

imply that connections were particularly strong between the Catalan litoralarea and North Africa,
and perhaps passed via the Balaerics

47

•

Nevertheless, there is little which points to
Barcelona as being a major urban centre:
seen in the following
lay with Tarragona.

chapte~

as will be

political primacy still

Barcino was still a small city,

but the additional strength of its defences, the
decline of its nearest urban competitors, and the
administrative unity that the Pax romana had given
its hinterland were positive facts in favour of its
future significance.

2.

The early 5th. century.

Not until the beginning of the 5th. century can
any alteration of the patterns of Antiquity be noticed.
Two principal features may be invoked - the advent of
Christianity in a public and demonstrable form and
the first appearance of Barcelona in the rale of a
'capital'.

a) Maximus and Athaulf
The chaos that reigned in the western Empire
in the first decade of

~he

leave Barcelona untouched.

fifth century did not
Although the brunt of the

entry of the barbarians who had crossed the Rhine was
felt by the other provinces of the Iberian peninsula

.

rather than coastal Tarraconensis, a side-effect WaS
the promotion of Maximus as emperor, by Gerontius, in
409 probably.

Gerontius, who had been defending the

province, then set out,to add Narbonensis to his
prot'g"S empire, b~t met his defeat at the hands of
Constantine III in 411.

Maximus fled and took refuge

among one of the groups of barbarians who were by
then temporarily settled in Spain, probably the Van~
48
dal s
•

Although SOzomen suggests that he had been based

in Tarragona 49 ,

this was probably no more than guess-

work on his behalf.

The finding of a coin of Maximus

in the 1950's with the mint mark of 5MBA has produced

the hypothesis that this stood for Sacra Moneta
Barcinona, the abbreviation of BA being unknown
except on his issues, which are scarce and mainly
limited to this corner of the Mediterranean50 •
more recent find of a similar coin

A

near Terra-

ssa adds weight to this suggestion, and it thus seems
quite possible that the city was used as the centre
of this usurpation5l •

After the death of Constantine III in September
411, the region returned to the Imperial fold. However, when Honorius was unable to honour his promises
to Athaulf and the Visigoths, after they had restored
le$itimate rU1e in the Gauls (late in 413), they
attempted to seize Marseilles.

They failed there,

but succeeded in taking Narbonne and Toulouse.

Never-

theless, a fleet blockaded them, and they were unable
to set sail for Africa, which provoked a move across
the Pyrenees into Tarraconensis 52 •

Athaulf seems to have made

Barcelona his centre,

but presumably they were again blockaded, for thay
remained in the area from 414 to 416.
recount that his son named Theodosius,

The sources
born of

Gallia Placidia, died in Barcelona, and was buried
there in a silver casket 53 •

However, Athaulf's pro-

Roman tendencies failed to meet with the approval of
the rank and file of the Goths, and he met his death
in the city54.

His successor scarcely fared any better,

ltS9
and it was not until their transferral to Aquitanica
in 418. that a degree of stability returned 55 •

The vacuum was filled once again by the return
of Haximus from exile among the Vandals:

it seems

possible that he returned to his previous area of
operations, and it has been suggested that his monetary issues could equally well have belonged to this
new phase, which lasted until his capture and death
in

422 56.

There is DO evidence to show that all these up.
heav~ls

had very much effect on the topography of the
v
city itself. Although medieval and renaissance writers

might have described the remains of the Homan Temple
as the tomb of Athaulf 57 , and more recent~y structures
found near the later Royal Palace have been tentatively related with him 58 , these ideas seem to be the
fruit of similarly lively imaginations.

The available

sources indicate neither that he was buried in the
city. nor the existence of a palace.

If anything

one would expect an extra-mural burial-place and the
occupation of the forum-basilica as a' palace ,-59 •
Nevertheless, in a regional context this choice of
Barcelona and not Tarragona as the Gothic centre was
perhaps influential on later events.

Other changes have also been attributed to these
decades:

most recently Srta.Pallar's, describing the
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first season of excavation on the baths site, has
commented on a layer (C >

6

" ••• que nos ha dado elementos importantes para
fechar la destrucci6n de esta zona en un momento cercano a 400-420, con abundancia de sigillata D estampillada y sigillata gris de la 'poca, que nos hace
pensar en una destrucci6n de esta area central de la
ciudad a raiz de la muerte de Ataulfo.....

60 ~

and there consequently occurred
..... una reconstrucci6n de la ciudad de principio.
del siglo V y por ello contemporanea a las sucesiones
de Ataulfo, a la que corresponden una serie de muros
construidos con piedras y arcilla

t~picos d~a

romana tardla en otros yacimientos"

'poca

61 •

However, the total extent of these simple walls
of stone bonded with clay is very limited, for they
do not appear to have been found in subsequent seasons
from which the results would tend to suggest a survival of the existing structures beyond this date.
Moreover, it seems very doubtful that the late Roman
pottery found could be dated with such a degree of
precision, leaving aside any controversy about the
origin and date-range of Sigillata D or North African
red-slip wares 62 •

As elsewhere, both in Spain and in

the rest of Europe, considerable problems of chronology arise when one reaches the final products of the
potteries of the western Empire, for the coarse Wares
that succeeded them are poorly studied, particularly
in Barcelona, and a layer producing early 5th. cen-
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tury pottery frequently

onl~

provides a terminus post

quem.

In the area under the Casa Padellas another series
of structures can be identified as being later than
the main range of rooms, but within the Roman tradition:

Balil placed them in the 4th. or 5th. centuries,

since they were later than the remaining structures
which he interpreted as being earlier than the mid3rd. century63:

if the latter are now accepted as

more probably being occupied into the 4th. century,
a 5th. century date for these stratigraphically higher
remains seems possible, although by no means proven.

The most obvious feature is a tank (fig.33,d)
which Duran interpr&ted as a piscina contemporary
with rooms e and f64.

This is inherently unlikely

for a drai~hich re-uses earlier elements cuts these
rooms, but flows from this tank.

Moreover, although

following the alignment of the intervallum street, it
flowed in the opposite direction to the earlier drains.
The tank itself has an area of some 15 square metres,
and was approached from the west by four steps.

An

attempt to trace it outside the ambit of the museum
revealed that it had been heavily disturbed by later
activities 65 :

however, it is noticeable that it

respected the wall to the east, which had divided
the a-b-c range from the e-f one.
mains obscure:

Its function re-

Balil originally doubted the original

lY2
suggestion that it had been the pool of a small suite
of baths, although by
was not impossible

66 •

1973 had come to agree that this
Viticulture and oil-producing

processes are excluded by

~he

large drain: neverthe-

less, no other indication of these baths exists, nor
of the structure in which one would expect to find
them, and so a semi-industrial process involving
large quantities of water does not seem impossible,
and would certainly be more in accordance with both
previous and later activities in this part of the
city.

In the same area a wall to the south of rooms
a and b was found on an east-west alignment, although
since it was in isolation no function can be offered67 •
Similarly, to the north of the tank a room, g, was
found overlying h.

The implication of these remains

is thatJalthough the street pattern was being respected,
much of the area was falling into disuae, and was
far less densely occupied than before.

The chrono-

logy of this process is vague, although one confined
to the 5th. century is in keeping with the general
impression

and the connection with the adjoining

Pla9a del Rei site.

The late walls from the Sant

Miquel site might fit into the same pattern, their
simple structure being best paralleled during the

68 •

post-Roman period

b)

The advent of Christianity

The exact date of the beginnings of the Christian faith has obviously heen a
in Spain:

subje~t

long studied

in the particular case of Barcelona, it is

not until the first half of the fourth century that
there is any incontrovertible proof, although it
seems likely that a community had existed for some
time, for in Tarragona the evidence stretches back
into the third century.

i) Early bishops
The first bishop of Barcelona recorded is a
certain Pretextatus, who attended the Council of
Sardica 'Sofia) in

344 69.

Not until

fift~

years latet

is there proof of the next, Lampius, who made Paulinus
of Nola a deacon because of the clamours of his con-

,

gregation

70

•

Between these two, however,

placed Pacianus, recorded by St.Jerome.

must be
Born a pagan,

he had a long life and several of his works are extC>nt, and the names of others recorded.

Among the

most significant of these was that called Cervus,
denouncing the activities of some of his flock who
maintained the pagan tradition of 'making the .tag'
on January

~st,

which seems to have been a pan-Celtic

custom 71 •

The incident of Vigilantius in the last decade
of the 4th. century, who denigrated the religious
life and the cult of saints, thrqws an interesting

side light on contemporary ecclesiastical organization, for it would appear that Barcelona was

divided'~~

parishes by that date, although this may have applied
to the civitas in the wider sense of the future
diocese rather than the city proper 72 • All the evidence thus points to a flourishing Christian community at the beginning of the fifth century.

ii)

MartITs
Three martyrs are traditionally associated with

the city.

St.Sever is of very dubious status, for

he is found in no early texts:

the extant life is

a copy of that of St.Sever of Ravenna, and Since, on
the one hand,there was a bishop of this name in the
early 7th. century, and,on the other, relics of the
Ravenna saint were preserved at St.Cugat del Vall.s,
it seems probable that the cult was spontaneously
born from this chance conjunction of facts 73 •

The secoDa - St•• Eulalia - is the most controversial:

the earliest evidence is the possible

identification of a certain Quiricus, who wrote a
hymn in praise of a Sta.Eulalia, with the bishop of
Barcelona of the same name of the 7th. century.
AI though- many churches in the Barcelona area are
dedicated to a Sta.Eulalia. this is usually the
saint of that name from M'rida.

The parallelisms

between the two lives are substantial,which induces
doubts.

Although Bede and others deriving informat-

ion from him talk of a cult to Sta.Eulalia in Barce-
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lona, this does not necessarily refer to the Barcelona saint, for whom the first evidence of a cult
comes in the mid-9th. century.

If she did exist,

we know nothing of her burial place and its possible
effect on early Christian topOgraPhy74.

Finally, the case of st.Cucufate or St.Cugat
is somewhat more certain:

although

~he

date of his

martyrdom is uncertain, there was clearly Christian
worship taking place by the 5th. century on the

s~te

of Octavianum (St.Cugat del Vallis), eight miles
from Barcelona, a point which later sources, of the
7th.. century,

link with the martyrdom.

Moreover,

as early as the later 4th. century Prudentius associates his cult with Barcelona, which would suggest
that the tradition is valid 75 •

iii)

Archaeological evidence
Although there is no evidence for structures

of Christian usage until the 5th. century, a number of sarcophagi are known from the city, which
pre-date this period.

Two, both of Constantinian

date, were first recorded at extra-mural sites, one
before 1786 in the eastern fr~ges of the medieval
city towards the Rech 76 , the other in 1928 in the
c/Manresa 77 , close to the east side of the Roman
walls, and it is probable that neither had been
moved any great distance from the original find-spot
(fig.,8, "nos. IS. and 17 respectivelSr).

19C>
Ano~her

five fragments of sarcophagi are known,

a.1 from intra-mura1 sites, and this, p1us the fact
that two had been used for medieval inscriptions,
indicates that they were far from their original
buria1 places.

Two were found in the course of the

excavations in the C/de1s Comtes de Barce10na (fig~
l3,CC), although the precise context is unknown, and
un1ess further information is forthcoming it wou1d
be Cruit1ess to

specula~e

on a connection with the

ear1y Christian basilica 78 •

The other three fa1l

into the category of season sarcophagi:

one with

an inscription oC 1'71 was probab1y found in the

~ea of the Gothic cathedra1 79 :

the second from the

foundations of the chapel of Sta.Agata , at the side

oC the

P1a~a

de1 Rei:

the third also came from the

Gathic cathedra1, and has an inscription of l3~6 on
the reverse

80

•

A1though the two pieces from the

C/dels Comtes may be considered as Constantinian
workmanship, the other three have a wider date range,
from the Tetrarchy until the mid-~th. century:

more-

over they cannot deCinite1y be considered as Christian pieces, a1though they illustrate the same process
of transCerra1 from an origina1 burial p1ace outside
the wa11.

a. the other two piece ••

The main evidence, however, comes in the form
of the basi1ica located in the C/dels Comtes de Barce10na and partially under the existing Gothic cathedral (fig.60,no.6, and fig. 62)

81

•

The structure
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was fitted int.o the surrounding topography, f'or its
walls are not parallel, nor are the rows of columns
separating the naves, which are of unequal width:
nor is its orientation in line with the street pattern,
nor with an east-west axis.

It surprisingly cuts

acros~he alignment of the decumanus minor normally
thought to be represented by the modern C/dels Comtes
de Barcelona, which might suggest an origin in a period when the street system was less and less respected,
although since the 2nd. century town house to the
south also failed to respect this supposed street,
of which no trace has yet been located, it is apparent that the plan was somewhat anomalous in this
part of' the city, and the position of the basilica
need not indicate the absolute abandonment of the
Roman layout.

The date of the
is uncertain:

establishme~t

of this cathedral

unfortunately the altar area was des-

troyed in the 18th. century, and although there are
some records of' early excavations in that area, they
are virtually unintelligible

82

•

Architecturally

there is thus little to go on, for the apse construction is often the diagnostic part of such ecclesiastical buildings.

The fact that it was sited in one

corner of the city, away from the f'orum and other
public buildings suggests a comparatively early date,

83

certainly before the end of' the 5th. century
possibly as much as a century beforehand.

The

,and

19t1
archaeo1ogica1 evidence is slender, most of the datab1e e1ements be10nging to a second phase, and the
structure had a 10ng life.

Litt1e work has been

carried out on the under1ying layers, thoulh a recent
study of material used in the make up of the floor
demonstrated that it included Sigillat. Grise, and
therefore, if that f100r were the original one, the
structure shou1d be dated after

c.~258~.

If that

were the case, an earlier cathedral must have been
10cated on an earlier

extra~al

site, which remaina

unknown.

3.

Historical developments in the Fifth century.

The dual r8le as a political and ecclesiastical
centre was maintained, sporadically in the case of
the former, continuously in the case of the latter.
After the fall of Maximus, Castinus went on to try
and defeat the Vandals: humiliatingly crushed in
battle, he fled to Tarragona, implying that this area
85
was his stronghold, aa it had been Maximus'
•

The next usurper whom we find in connection with
the city is Sebastian, formerly comes et magister
utriusque militiae, but who had been displaced by
Aetius, and who had fled to Constantinople in

~3486.

Ten years later he is found in the west, first at
the court of Theoderic at Tou1ouse, and later in
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Perhaps he was aLming for revenge against Aetius: with no support forthcoming from the
Visigoths, 1arraconensis was a suitably adjacent
area, still nominally part of the Empire, but where
grievances were no doubt sufficiently great for him
to attract some support.
dent position in Barcelona

Nevertheless, his independ~d

not last long, and he

soon retreated to Africa.

The end of Roman Tarraconensis was nigh:

the

conquest by Euric's forces under Heldefredus and
Vincentius probably took place in %72-3, when they
were dispatched to deal with Tarragona and the coast.
88
al cities • They appear to have met some resistance from the local nobility, who, having weathered
the troubles of the previous .ixty years or

so~

were

presumably not prepared to submit without a struggle*
apart from the initial re.istance, other risings in
the %90'. and in 506 are recorded in this area.
However, it i. unknown to what extent either theee
or the earlier problem. of the Bacaudae affected the
city89.

Renewed con$usion came after the end of the
Yisigothic Kingdom of Toulouse.
at Youill', Gesalic, an

After the defeat

illegit~ate

son of Alaric

II,wa. elected monarch: he was not an usurper, although another party seems to have favoured the dead
king's legitimate son, Amalric 90 •

Frankish and
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Burgundian pressure

~orced

Gesalic back beyond the

Pyrenees, and once again Barcelona was chosen as the
base ~or resistance 9l •

Although the Ostrogoths at

first seemed prepared to tolerate him, he then sided
with their enemies, who remain unknown to us.

A~ter

the murders of GOiaric 92 , who made the arrangements
for the BreviArY of Alaric II in 506 94 ,

and of

Count Veila in the palace at Barcelona 95 , he ~led
to the Vandals, rather than
general Ibbas 96 •

~ace

the Ostrogothic

Failing to obtain support from them,

he tried the Franks, and managing to raise an aray,
he returned to Barcelona, but was

de~eated

twelve

miles from the city, perhaps in the Llobregat valley
at the point later known as Duodecim0 91 •

Not
pa~ace~

only~

this the £irst time that a Visigothic

mentioned in the city, but the traditional

association betweenta. ~~ng power and Barceloaa was renewed.
On the other hand, Tarragona rarely appearadas a
place of significance in these years, even though
other evidence suggests that it still had a substantial population.

The reasons for this can only be

guessed at: undoubtedly the military strength of
Barcelona behind its late Roman walls was an important factor, but Tarragona was also defen'.sible.
The emergence of Barcelona as the Visigothic centre
also owed something to a traditional association with
usurpers: this might not have been unrelated to the
attitudes of the inhabitants of Tarragona to the
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Visigoths:

if resistance had been centred there in

472-3, the Visigoths had good reason for preferring
to use Barcelona as their administrative base.

After Lampio, we know little about the see of
Barcelona until the 6th. century.

One incident, how-

ever, stands out in the midst of the darkness, and
concerns the years around 464, when contacts with
Rome were still regular.

It would appear that some

time bsforehand Bishop Nundinarius of Barcelona had
appointed a bishop, Irenaeus,at Egara, which hither-

8

to had not had a bishop9 •

This is a refLection of

the urban context of the region at the date when
the bishoprics had initially

emer~ed,

for clearly

neither Egara, nor Baetulo nor Iluro nor Aquae Calidae
were sufficiently important places in the 4th. century to warrant a bishop, and they depended on Barcelona.

The exact extent of the Diocose of Barcelona

is uncertain:

the only source for the period before

the Reconquest,- the Hitation of Wamba, even if' it
contains genuine inf'ormation, is unintelligible
in the case of' Barcelona9~

although the diocese

was clearly bordered by those of Gerunda, Ausona and
Tarraco, and perhapa alao that of' llerda away to the
west.

It thus must have comprised the modern'comar,acs'

of the Mareame t Vallas t Baix Llobregat and perhaps
parts of the Penedes.

This area can be compared

not only with the later diocese, but

with

also~the

county

of the post-Reconquest period: nevertheless, this was
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not the first appearance of this region as a
historical unit,

for it bears a strong resemblamce

to the area occupied by the Laietani.

The reason why another bishop was necessary in
this diocese is obscure:

it can hardly be explained

by an increase in population, although it may have
been relate~o the conversion of country folk.

Nor

is the division between the two parts detectable,
although perhaps Barcelona covered the coastal areas,
whereas Egara was responsible for the pre-litoral
zone.

Nevertheless, after Nundinarius' death, there

was an attempt to transfer Irenaeus back to Barcelona,
an act that was uncanonical, although it met with
the approval of the Christian community and the other
bishops of the province.

Pope Hilary, however, failed

to approve it, and Irenaeus stayed at Egara, which
consequently remained a separate see until the end
of the Visigothic period, and was still remembered
as such well into the medieval .eriod.
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As Professo.,. Thompson has commented
t what
is really remarkable about this incident is that
life was continuing in coastal Tarraconensis as if
nothing had happened, as if the Empire had not been
disturbed, as if the barbarians were still beyond
the frontiers.

In many ways, the towns were import-

ant features of this continuing Roman life:

80me

had declined, but urban life was ..still a' .significant
factor in this region.

~.

Catholics and Arians,

After Gesalic's death, Theoderic retained the
regency for Amalric until the :former's death in 526 101 •
To the point that the Visigothic realms had a capital,
this function apppars to have been carried out by
Narbonne:

not only was it closer to the areas lost

to the Franks after Vouill', but also to

I~alyI02.

Ostrog~thic

Afualric married a daughter of Clovis, but

maltreated her because of her Catholic faith, according to the account of Gregory of Tours, and this

action provoked the intervention of her kinsman,
Childebert, and the downfall of Amalric lO ,.

The account of Amalric's death varies from
source to source:

the one common factor seems to

be that he fled from Narbonne to Barcelona, where
he was killed.

The Chronicle of Zaragoza adds that

he was first defeated in battle near Narbonne, and
104
killed by the javelin of a Frank, Besso
• Isidore
repeat. the information about the battle, but says
l05
that he wa. killed by his own army in the forum
•
Gregory of Tours does not mention the battle, but
tells a rather
escape by sea.

c~mplex

story of Amalric's intended'

ae suddenly realized that he had

forgotten his treasure, returned to the City, where
he was forced to take refuge in a Catholic church,
but was killed before he could cross the threshold

l06

Fredegar adds little information, merely commenting

•
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that he was killed by Franks in Barcelonal07 •

Although these facts are contradictory, it is
not impossible to formulate a coherent account.
After fleeing by sea from'Narbonne to the principal
Visigothic centre beyond the Pyrenees, Amalric was
killed either by his own men or a Frank who happened
to be in Barcelona.

This may not be as unlikely as

it sounds, if the close connections with the Franks
in the immediately preceding years are taken into
account

l08

•

On the other hand it seems improbable

that the Frankish army reached Barcelona, and the
second attempted flight described by Gregory of Tours
may be a duplication of the first.

This makes some

sense, for the port of Narbonne lay at some distance
from the city.

However. there is a remote chance

that they did reach the city, for Gislemar, writing
in the 9th. century, refers to an expedition of Childebert against Toledo, which carried off a fragment of
the True Cross as part of its booty.

However, since

Barcelona was the capital in these decades, and it
seems most improbable that an invading army would
have reached Toledo, and Barcelona cathedral was
dedicated to the Holy Cross by the end of the 6th.
century, it is pos-sible
that the capital of the
....
later Visigothic period was confused with Barcelona
in this account.

Nevertheless, the source is late

and rather imprecise, and so should not be given
too much credit l09 •

The 1nformat10n about the place where he met h1s
death m1ght also be amplified.

The cathedral basilica

Was presumably used by the Arians during this period,
and the Catholic church must have been elsewhere.
The most acceptable eandidate is the church of St.
Just, more correctly known as Sts. Just i Pastor.
The cu1t of these saints is attested from the later
4th. century onwards and was widespread in Spain110 •
In addition there was a connection with Pau1inus of
Nola, who resided in Barcelona for some time and who
entrusted the remains of his infant son to the tomb
of these martyrs

111

•

All three of the intra-mural churches in existence in the 10th. century are within the forum or
its immediate surroundings, and might thus be cited
as making the

tex~s

of Isidore and Gregory compatible.

However, not only did the other two (Sant Mique1 and
Sant Jaume) bear dedications which were rare at this
date
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,but st.Just is also the only one of the

three which has produced material of the Visigothic
period, for the Byzantine capital which used to be

in Sant Mique1 has been demonstrated to be a medieval
import l13 •

The exact site and extent of the church

of this period are Unknown, although one might presume that it stood within the area occupied by the
existing Gothic church of sts.Just i Pastor.

A

Roman mosaic of unknown design was found under this
structure and probably extended into the area of the

square outside l14 •

Topographically speaking, it is

feasible that a public building had stood in this
area, particu1arly the part of the present church
to the west, and Srta. Pallar6s has suggested the
presence of a pagan temple l15 •

Although this is

not proven, the conversion of a public building that
was falling into disuse during the later 4th. or
5th. centuries into an ecclesiastical structure is
an attractive hypothesis (fig.60, no.7).

The sole surviving indications of the church
of the Visigothic period are two capitals.

The first

is of Byzantine origin, for the marble of which it
is made is not found in Spain.

It has a circular

base with a truncated pyramid shape, formed by four
faces with inverted trapezoidal surfaces.

It was

carved so that all four sides could be seen, which
would imply a location in a basilica or a portico.
On the four faces are monograms of Greek letters,
one of which appears to be related to the final issues
of coinage from the Visigothic mint of Barcelona.
If this connection is valid, a date in the later 7th.
century must be proposed116 •

If this capital presents serious problems as
to how and why it came to be in Barcelona, the second
piece is even stranger.

As Sr.Verri6 has commented.

it can only be placed within the Visigothic period
because it fails to be comparable with material from
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either earlier or later styles.

Nevertheless, it is

unlike anything else in Visigothic art, and totally
alien to the decorated stonework being produced £or
the basilica in the later 6th. century.

The £orm is

o£ circular section, with a slightly convex profile,
and some £orm of collar in the lower part.
were added two asymmetrical side pieces"

To this
one of

which seems to bear a handle in low-relief, the other
a figure wearing a toga.

On the central part, three

crosses can be distiguished, accompanied by letters
and an interlaced borderl17 •

Although neither of these capitals can be used
to demonstrate the existence of an early 6th. century
church, the necessity for a church other than the
cathedral at that date must be accepted, and the
other evidence points to St.Just as being the most
acceptable candidate: it was thus with some justification that in the Middle Ages the parishioners
of this church could claim a degree of primacy, for
it was here that the Catholic inhabitants o£ Barcelona in the later 5th. and 6th. centuries must have
gathered.

In the years following the fall of Amalric, until
the Byzantine invasion of 552, Barcelona was the principal residence of the Visigothic king and his court,
and it is probably to this period, and the decades
immediately be£orehand and afterwards, that a number
118
of substantial topographical changes can be dated
•
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Between the structures described above and the
~ater

cemetery in this Square, which is

~ike1y

to

have entered use before the late 6th. century, was ;
another structural phase, consisting of a porticoed
area, which more or 1ess followed the form of the
medieval square.

This thus marks an important stage

of transition, for the ear1ier structures had respected the Roman street p1an. whereas this marked
something of a departure from it.

The,original excavator described the discovery
of these remaina after the removal of the 1ayer of
burial. in the.e word.:·'La existencia de nuevo. ve.tigio. en e1 sub.ue10
de'1a p1aza se acreditaba por a1gunoa pies derechos,
pi1ares priam'ticoa

columnas cil!ndricas que
asomaban entre 1aa tierras ••• "l1 9.
0

The portico had thua been destr'yed prior to the use
of the area for tunerary purposes; however, he continued:.i.
"Hay que notar que dichaa baaes no arrancan del
nivel de 1a primitiva ca11e de 1a mura1la, aino de
maa arriba, como a1 pertenecieaea a una 'poca posterior en la que aquella via hab!a ya .U£rido una cre120
cida de nive1 ••• "
•

Although it was not possible to trace the whole
plan of this portico in the pre-Civil War excavations,

2u9
the re-excavation and extension oC the area in 1960
revealed Curther pillars and columns to the west,
plus a Cew intermediate ones.

This is most clearly

seen in the overall site photograph (Cig.35-6) for
some are no longer viaible 121 • On the eastern side
.even

co~umn.

or

co~umn

bases are detectable, .paced

at 1 metre or 1.20 metre intervals.

The south side

is more problematical t although two pillars and an
intermediate column can be Cound.

To the west, there

were originally three pillars, COllowed by a space,
then Cour columns in a square pattern, two of which
were on the .ame alignment as the pillars, the other
two adjoining the wall oC the Archivo de la Corona
de Aragon.

The.e clearly lie on earlier Cloors and

incorporate re-u.ed material.

The north side is more

complex, a number of isolated pillars and columns
being visiblet plus lengths of wall which mayor
may not be contemporary.

The structure, however,

seems to have stopped short oC the site oC the later
Comital and Royal Palace.

No material has been published in connection
with either oC the two perioQloC excavation, apart
Crom some sherds of African Red-slip ware.

One

sherd came from a stratified lay.~.lated to the
cement ba.es of the four columna noted on the western sidet although two other fragments were found
slightly higher in a disturbed layer.

Two other

sherds of the same type of pottery came from the
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same layer as the first sherd.

The excavator con-

sidered them all to be of fourth century date, and
consequently dated the porticoed area to that period122 •

Dr.Hayes's research on this class of pottery
enables us to revise this opinion. The first and
largest

s~rd

bears

a.

stamp of a Bacchus figure,

which fal18 into his class Eii of stamps122bis.
The second has the stamp of a cross, of the same
c1as.123 , while the third may be Late Roman C ware
for there are no parallels for it. decoration on
Red-slip ware and Serra RAfols also ~ted that the
fabric vas finer and of a deeper shade of red

12~

•

The first two fragments, according to Hayes. should
be dated to the period between 530 and 600, whereas
the third is slightly earlier, belonging to the 5th.
or early 6th. centuries.

If this material was as securely stratified as
the excavator believed. and although the re-excavat ion has never been published, he was certainly
aware of the necessity of observing the stratigraphy125,
a date towards the middle of the 6th. century might
be proposed for this structure.

It is unfortunate

that the find-spot of a Byzantine coin from the
square remains unknOWD, for this could do much to
confirm or refute this hypothesis126 • Nevertheless,
since a terminus ant,guem
the cemetery, for

whic~a

exists in the form of
date at the end of this cen-
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tury is suggested, and since this portico contained
a sUbstantial number of reused elements, which except
in the case of the defences are characteristic of
the Visigothic period, such a date is probably not
too far from the truth 126 bis •

b) Placa de Sant Iu

(fig.60,PSI: figs,37 and 63).

Excavations in .the decade 1944 to 1954 revealed
a structure under this square, which almost reached
wflj,c.h
modern street level, andxhad been demolished at the
time when the square was laid out, probably at the
same date as the construction of the door of the Gothic
cathedral in the last years of the 13th. century.
It overlies a town house of 2nd. century date, but
the rusticity of its stonework and the reuse of a
large number of Roman inscriptions led the excavator
to suggest a date in the 5th. or 6th. centuries, and
it was identified as the episcopal palace, in use
until its demolition, although possibly in origin
the palatium of' the Visigothic kings

127

.,

The structure consisted of three main wings, with
two intermediate smaller chambers, all linked by a
corridor within the building,to the east, and immedithis
ately outsideAstood an arched portiCO, which was cut
128
by the foundations of the 11th. century palace
•
The exact date of this structure remains a mystery
the only material published consists of • few coins
which clearly came from later filling129.

The ex-

tensive reuse of honorific inscriptions both in its
foundations, and within the angles of its structure,

-
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indicates a date when the forum and the area around
it had fa11en into decay and was being used as a
quarry130.

On the oth,r hand, the structure respects

the street a1ignment to the north which survived as
an entrance to the medieva1 Roya1 Pa1ace
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•

Since the datab1e contexts where honorific
inscriptions were reused seem to be of the 6th. cen.
tury or 1ater132 , I find it difficu1t to accept a
5th. century date.

On the other hand,

Ba~i1ts

initia1 suggestion of the 7th.-9th. centuries is probab1y too

1ate~3tor the number of inscriptions emp10yed

indicates a period when they were sti1l to be found

in substantia1 numbers.

However, even if a 6th.

century date seems to be the most probab1e, it is
impossib1e to be any more precise

The origina1 function of this so-ca1led pa1atium
must remain in Qtubt: even though its structure is
unsophisticated, it indicates considerab1e resources
~

a period when many dwe11ings must have been very

basic structures erected with the he1p of ear1ier
wa11s.

On topographica1 grounds a link with both

the bishop and the secu1ar power cou1d be proposed.
Its po.ition to the south of the basi1ica is a suitable one for the episcopa1 residence, and it bears
some re.emblance
Portuga1 133 bis.

.to a building so identified in
On the other hand, it stands next

to the 1ater Comita1 and Royal Pa1ace, and may have
been related to rem.ias found under this Palace, dis-

cussed in the

~ollowing

expect to be its
o~

section. which one might

~orerunner.

Although the existence

a Visigothic royal palace is indicated by various

contemporary sources, there is no evidence in them
~or

its location.

When

~egory o~

Tours records

that Amalric's queen had to pass some distance on
her way to the Catholic church, he might be intimating
that the Arian cathedral was nearer the Royal Palace:
certainly, such a

~ocation

tive grounds, even

i~

is

we may

acceptab~e

on compara-

~egitimately·doubt

whe-

ther Gregory knew very much about the topography
Barcelona

itsel~.

century it was in

o~

Nevertheless, by the mid-11th.
ecc~esiastica~

hands,

~or

I

wou~d

equate it with the domus vetulagiven to Company
Tudiscle in 1067 &ad later to Bernat Udalard: our

conc~usions

must be open134.

c) The Tinell

(~ig.60,B).

To the east of this last area, between it and
the northern end

o~

the remains of the

Pla~a

del Rei,

stands the main part of the medieval Comital and
Royal Palace.

ExcA~ations

in the vaults which support

this mainly 11th. century structure, carried out in
1952-3, revealed two phases of earlier structures,
one the store of dolia already mentioned, the other
of post-Roman date,

Unfortunately, there are virtual-

ly no published detail. of thi. work, and although a
model Was made of the remains of ~hi~hase, it has
been lost1 35 •
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Dra. Adroer re~ers to the visible remains o~
walls and a possible door on which these later
vaults stand136 , and Sr.Ainaud made some comments
on the excavations, which apparently revealed structures which were closely related to those of the

Pla~a de Sant Iu137 •
the best source

This article is surprisingly

o~ i~ormation

concerning the zone,

particularly that under the more aortherly of the
two parallel barrel vaults, where the remains of a
structure with a large capital in local stone, in
the Corinthian tradition, stated to be of 5th. century date, which was placed on a wooden alumn-shaft,
the burnt remains

o~

which were traced, were

~ound.

Moreover, the bases of the north, south aad west
walls employed reused Roman material, and the latter
wall contained two slit windows like those of the
Pl.de St.Iu structure (fig.63
weat angle, the

conj~tion

>,

and in the north-

with an earlier wall

poorer quality stonework was detected

138

o~

•

Little material is known from this area, apart
from the reused Roman stonework:

large quantities

of late Imperial coins were found 139 , plus a number
of pottery ve.sels. which can only be classified as
early medieval, for they present feature • •uch as
spouts and pouring lips

litO

:

unfortunately, know-

ledge of the development of such wares is at a very
141
rudimentary level, and no date can be proposed
•
Ot~r

finds, such aa a tenth century capital of Cali-

phal workmanship, might suggest the continued use of
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this bui~aing after the Reconquest, and the subsequent employment of these remains in a process of
levelling prior to the construction of the 11th. century palace 142.

However, unl. ess ~ur
~ th er no t es or

photographs of the work in this area can be found,
it is unlikely that much more could be deduced

a~out

it.

d)

The basilica annexes (fig.60-no.9 and fig.37).
To the south of the basilica, and butting on to

it. external wall, was found a range of rooms with
even poorer quality stonework than the supposed
palatium

and its annexes.

One room, with a bench

running round its walls, has been interpreted as a
possible

.ohol~.

while another contains what appears

to have been an oven set into one of its walls
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•

A date .oon after the construction of the basilica
and prior to that of the palatium seems probable, for
not on13' are these structure. at a somewhat lower

i.

level than the latter. but they also respect the
Roman orientation far more clearly.

e)

Later developments in the Cathedral basilica.
Whatever the original state of this structure,

it underwent a series of changes which can be dated
from the mid-6th. century onwards.

Firstly the walls,

particularly the " •• t·-.and south one., were decorated
with wall-paintings imitating marble.

Although these

are difficult to «ate exactly. those involved in the
excavation have indicated a moment between the initial

21C,

phase and the whitewashing of these pairilngs at a
late date in the period of use of the church144 •
Parallels in Spain, at least, are unknown, although
that such mural decoration in churches was still a
common feature in the later 6th. century is suggested
by the work of Gregory of Tours, who had his cathedral decorated in ehis mannerl44 bis.

Secondly, an earlier window in the west wall
was converted into a door, access from the interior
of the basilica being established by the reuse of
two Roman honorific inscriptions as steps145 • This
door led to the baptistery ,which has also been dated
to the 6th. century

on the basis of certain frag-

ments of decorative stonework, although an earlier
phase must have existed (fig.60 Do.lO: f'ig.64

..

)146.

Thirdly, a number of' fragments belonging to
marble chancel scre.ns were discovered in the original phase of excavation:

they .eem to

indica~e

the

existence of' a local school of craft.men, for they
are Dot strictly comparable with other material of
this period from Tarraconeusis, nor the re.t of the
peninsula.

Again a late 6th. or early 7th. century
date has been put forward l47 • In this context, one

should also mention the two capitals which support
the altar of the present cathedral: they too must be
dated within this period, although their substantial
size makes it difficult to see how they could have
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been used in the basilica

lQ8

•

Although little is known o£ ecclesiaStical developments in Barcelona in these years, apart from
names o£ the v.arious bishops who attended church
councils, such a council was held in Barcelona in 5QO,
at a time when the city was the principal centre o£
the Visigothic monarchy, and another a£ter the con_raion £rom Arianism in 599 lQ9 • Toledo III demonstrated that Barcelona was one o£ the cities with both
Catholic and Arian bishops, like Tortosa and Valencia, and it seems probable that the Arians would
have used the basilica up to the conversion.

It is

difficult to pronounce on the strength o£ the Arian
community, although the fact that John o£ Biclar
was sent into exile at Barcelona, and there suffered
persecution during his ten year sojourn, might well
suggeat that the Visigothic presence in the city
was fairly strong, perhaps as the result of the traditional association between the

ci~y

and the Visi-

The Second Council of 599 took
place in the cathedral of the Holy Cross, which
remains to this day the primary dedication o£ the
cathedral, and it is interesting to associate this
change in religious circumstances with the structural
and decorative alterations noted above.

However,

until more exact dating evidence is £ound, this must
remain in the realms o£ hypothesis.
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These were not the final alterations to the
cathedral basilica:

as has been mentioned,the wall-

paintings were later whitewashed over, and in addition
a wall of poor quality added between the last two
columns at the side of the steps leading from the
baptistery.

Another entrance was cut on the south

side, perhaps in association with the raised marble
piatform immediately to its right on entering.

This

has been interpreted as the altar erected for the
remains of Sta.Eu1alia in c.S77 l51 • The main entrance
probably lay to the north, where there appears to have
been some

~ind

of portico adjoining the body of the

basilica, although excavations have not yielded much
information about this zone.

Given the long life of

the baSilica, these late alterations cou1d belong to
any date

be~ween

the 8th. and 10th. centuries.

f) Palau Requesens (fig. 60, no.ll).
An excavation in the patiO of this medieval

palace revealed a wall perpendicular to the defences,
and bonded into the in.ner face, ata·.point where the
which
walls turned an angle, and Ain intra-mural terms,
probably representeD . a Roman street line, in much
the same way as did the north wall of the medieval
Comital and Royal Palace 152 • No dating evidence was
produced and the material from the excavation remains
Unstudied, but a late or post Roman date seems probable.

On the other hand, the presence of later

structures prior to the construction of the Palau

Requesens, the earliest parts of which belong to
the thirteenth century, pOints to a pre-medieval
date.

Topographically, the fact that this wall

cut across the intervallum street is of some significance, for it marks a major change in attitude to
the disposition of structures, and the beginning of
the proce.s whereby the wall towers were incorporated
into private houses.

It is tempting to place it in

this same period, when the plan of the Roman city
was gradually being transmogrified, although the
structure of this wall, comparable to that of several
of the buildings under the Casa Padell's, with large
~

upright blocks at intervals andAintermediate filling
of small stones, may argue for an earlier date

15J

•

If this were the case, it is apparent that the southe

Tn

part of the city was evolving a medieval pattern

sooner than the northern one.

g) Sant Miguel.
As has been noted already, the majority of the
final Roman floor levels in all parts of this site,
which, if the rescue tranches of 1961-2 are included,
covers a considerable area, were covered by a thick
layer of humus-rich soil, with pottery of wildly
disparate dates mixed154 •

In one area, nearest the

medieval church, this was sealed by burials which
are best dated to the later lOth. century.

In an

earlier period, then, beginniag at an uncertain date,
for the abandonment of the structures is difficult
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to ascertain, much if not a11

or

this area was dedi-

cated to agricultura1 activities, a pieoe of information which is 1arge1y corroborated by the early medieva1 docume~ary eVidence 155 •

A number of finds from this layer, usually referred to as C in the interim notes. lead one to
suspect that this process had begun by the end of the
sixth century.

Prime among these is a tremissis,

studied by Dr.Barral,

. which was found in layer

C6t the lowest of hhe sub-divisions of the 1969
season.

This he dates to the period

574-579, and

it seems probab1e that it was not in circulation for
10ng156.

A1though other buildings in this area

may have continued in use beyond this date, and
parts of the baths building were sti11 in good
enough conditions in the 10th. century to warrant
their conversion into a church, it does seem that
many parts of this centra1 area of the city were
fal1ing into disuse by the end of the sixth century.

By c.A.D.6oo, then, a number of changes had
occ~ed

in the appearance of the City of the Late

Empire.

One can point to the abandonment of the

forum area, which was u.ed a. a quarry, and the
areas to the .outh were becOIDiD3 inCreasingly rural.
in appearance, al. thoqh this proce.. may have begun
10ng before, perhaps a. early as the 1ater 'rd.
century.

Most of the evidence Cor the Visigothic

period comes from one corner of the city, and thus
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may bias our vision and blind us to what was happening elsewhere, but in view of the later evidence, it
was certainly becoming the €ocus of urban life.

On

the one hand, the cathedral was restored and deco

~ated

~

whereas before it had been not only simple, but very
plain.

In

rebuilt.

addi~ion

the adjacent baptistery was also

The dating evidence, based on art-histori-

ca1 grounds, suggests the period of the Visigothic
conversion for this process.

At a

some~t

earlier date, perhaps, the insula

to the south of that occupied by this ecclesiastical
complex underwent major alterations.

The dOMUS on

the site, if still standing, was demolished, and a
series of structures

we~e

erected, making extensive

use of Roman material, largely derived from the forum.
The fact that this was the site partially occupied
by the Comita1 Palace by the early 10th. century,
and presumably from the Reconquest onwards, might
suggest that this was the Visigothic Royal Palace,
although

~is

remains unSUbstantiated.

This topographical evolution towards the medieval
p.r~e~nwas

accompanied by a decline in population,

and perhaps a shift of the inhabitants towards these
twin foci of urban life throughout the medieval period.

The place of the public buildings of Antiquity

had been taken by the residence of the aecular power,
and even more so by the religious centre of the City,
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in the eyes of contemporary man.

No specific reason

for this decline in population can be proposed: it
was part of a general phenomenon affecting all the
cities of this part of the Mediterranean157 •

Urban

life was entering a dark period from which it would
take several centuries to emerge.

5.

The extra-mural situation,

Although in the period up to the middle of the
third century there had been suburban villas, these
largely disappeared after the construction of the
defences, material from them being incorporated in
the filling of the core alongside the early Imperial
funerary monuments 158 •

Thereafter the suburban area

was principally given over to the dead, although it
is possible that some villas continued in use into
the 4th. century.

Whereas comparatively little is

known about the topography of the early Imperial
cemeteries, with the exception of that of the PlaQa
de la Vila de Madridl59 , a considerable number of
late and pos~ Roman burials have been found in situ,
both in controlled excavations and as casual finds.
A ltst of these was established by Dr.Balil in
1956 160 t although this can now be substantially
revised and amplified.

a)

Sta.Mar!a del Mar (fig. 38 no. 5

~ fig.4l-2).

By far the largest area of burials known is that
excavated under the high altar of this church in the
early 1960·s

l6l

•

A total of over a hundred burials

were found in an area of 155 square metres,

in

various classes of tombs - amphorae burials (21),
triangular sectioned boxes of flat tiles (15),
wooden coffins (42) and stone lined and covered graves
(29).

Whereas the earliest burials had been orient-

ated east-west, with the head to the west, many of
the stratigraphically later graves had the head to
the north-west or north.

In addition a large pro-

portion of these later burials appear to be of the
last category, that is covered and projected at the
sides by roughly worked blocks of sto.e

162

•

Among

the earlier burials, those of tiles and amphorae
appear to be more frequent, although those in simple
wooden coffins appear throughout the period of use.

The initial date of

~is

cemetery is provided

by a layer of soil into which some of the burials
were cut, and which had apparently been brought from
elsewhere to even off parts of the site, over the
natural sand163 •

This included virtually the whole

range of Roman fine wares from the 1st. century A.D
onwards, the latest recognizable fragments being of
North African Red-slip Ware, of 5th. century types,
and Sigillata gris

of similar date.

Although the

excavator suggested a late 4th. or early 5th. century

date, perhaps one slightly later seems more accept164
a bl e
•

The only piece of iaformation which is not in
accordance with such a proposal is the aarcophagus
now in the Museo

Arqueo1~gico

de Barcelona, but which

had long been used as a font in Sta.Maria del Marl65.
Although it is traditionally associated with the
invenio of the relics of Sta.Eulalia in 877, which
took place in this church, there is no proof that
this was so, and a chance find at some other date
is equally possible.

However, comparison with other

sarcophagi would suggest an earlier date, probably
in the Tetrarchic periodl66 •

Nevertheless, it is

by no means impossible th.t it was reused at a later
date, as certainly happened in the much larger .emetery in Tarragonal

6

7.

.

This sarcophagus, however,

stands out against the background

ot

general poverty

that this cemetery exhibits, solidly built tombs
being rare, and no inscriptions known apart from a
cas~

find made in 197', which remains unpublished

What of the final date of the cemetery?
a wall of perhaps 12th. century date

168

Beneath

were found

the remains of earlier walls of poorer standards,
clearly post-dating the cemetery, which the excavator dated, by means of the pottery found in an
169
associated layer,to the 6th. to 9th. centuries
,
170
or more recently to the period of the Reconquest
•

•

22,
None of this materia1 was pub1ished, a1though its
ear1y medieva1 date is apparent from the descriptions given - nand- and whee1-made cooking pots and
some bowls of grey ware, with plain and out-turned
rims, handles, flat bases, and triangular spouts:
also what is locally called 'cerAmica espatulada' of
pinkish fabric

• with a highly burnished surface:

in addition a few glazed sherds of pinkish

fabri~

with green and yellow glazes of high quality17l.
The last type sounds very much like a description of
lOth. century Caliphal wares, or their immediate
successors and the general similarity with the pottery assemblages from the baptistery site and the
pits of C/de Sant Sever suggests a lOth. century
or 1ater date, rather than an earLier one
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•

This would also be in agreement wiab the form
of the tombs: although the excavator proposed an
abandonment by the mid 6th. century, using the
amphorae as dating evidence 175 , the last tombs are
of a type best paralleled in the 9th. century and
later, both in Barcelona and elsewhere, although
the7,are known in earlier contexts

17~

•

Whether

the cemetery remained in use throughout this period from the 5th. to the 9th. centuries - must remain
unknown.

It is of no small interest. for if there

was a tradition of burial at this point. until a
date when most burial. were located intramura11y,
it thus implies some form of attraction to this
Lod~t~.

Whether this attractive force was the remain.
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of the saint associated with the church in the later
9th. century or not must remain conjectural, although
not inconceivab~eI75.

b)

Adjuncts of this cemetery.
This cemetery was clearly not restricted to the

area of the Gothic church, for further burials have
been found at various intervals at several points
in the vicinity.

In addition to Curther burials within the church
found in 197,1 7 6, others have been located at the
junction of c/Espaseria and C/.e Sta.Maria (fig. 38
no. 8 )177, although surprisingly none were found in
the area oC the medieval cemetery of Fossar de les
Moreres 178 • To the east others are known from the
P1aQa de Montcada, Pas.eig del Born, and P1aQa de les
01les (Cig.,8,nos. 9,10,11 )179, although since the
majority oC the.e finds were made in the course of
routine trenches, few details are known.

To the

north one can point to the three tomb. excavated in
.
ISO
C/de Montcada in 1971 (Cig.'5S, no. ~f and fig. 40 )
t
and apparently a substantial number .ere located
in trenches cut by the telephone company at the
junction oC this street with C/de 1. Princesa (fig.'S,
noJ.2 )1S1.

To the north-e.st, .the sarCOPhagus of

ConstantiDian date from the'Amatller collection
was 1"ound reuse.d in

c/Manresa (1"ig •.

,8

noJ.7 )182.
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c)

Via Layetana.
According to various accounts, burials were fre-

quently found during .he construction of this thoroughfare at the end of

~he

first decade of this century,

particularly at the junction with C/Manresa (fig.3 S
no.17)18 3 , and during the construction of the underground station in the

pla~a

del Angel, on the site

of the medieval market (fig.3 8 ,no.18 )184.

The inform-

at ion about these burials, apart from the presence
of tiles and amphorae, is virtually nil.

Some ten years later, in one of the first excavations in the city, further burials were discovered
on the site of the much later church of Sta.Marta,
near the same street 184 bis.

These were either of

the triangular-sectioned tile-covered variety, or
stone-lined, covered by flat tiles.

Further tombs

were discovered close by in 1954, in the p1a~a d'
Antoni Maura, which, like the previous ones, overlay
the floors of a suburban villa, which had been
abandoned, perhaps in the 3rd. century, perhaps not
until the 4th. 185 •

However, part of this was reused

for an exedra-like structure,·

which may

indi.cate the existence of a cell.a memoriae (fig.
no.2-3c fig.'9)..

,8,

Within and around this were a

number of burials of similar type, although one also
had a mosaic with a central chi-rho emblem covering
the stone and mortar built tomb.

The parallels for

such mosaics are mainly to be found, like other

22ts

aspects of early Christianity in Tarraconensis, in
North Africa, and a date of between 425 and 500 seems
the most a~ceptable 186 •

Further east another tile-covered burial was
found at the junction of C/Freixures and Avinguda
de la Catedral (fig,.38, no.!3 ) 18 7. It is perhaps best
to see all these burials as part of one substantial
cemetery WiEh various foci, covering an area of some
twelve hectares, between the sea to the south, the
defences to the west, the

pla~a

de Antoni Maura to

the north, and approximately the line of
to the east.

C/Mon~cada

The density of burials would have

varied considerably within this zone, of course,
but such an extent would have been necessary to
accommodate the dead of half a millenium.

d) Other burials.
It is pos.ible that this burial zone stretched
even fUrther eastwards, for a sarcophagus already
mentioned was found near the Rech in the 18th. century (fig. 38 no.i5) although there are no other re188
cords of late Roman burials in this area
• However, it i.

~.o

po •• ible that this demonstrates

the continued use of earlier burial areas, along the
principal roads leadina from the city, in the fourth
century, a move to burial. within tbi

area described

above not occurring until slightly later, for the
earlie.t dating evidence for the use of these cem-
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eteries points to the fifth century.

It should also

be noted that the church of Sta.Eulalia del Camp,
alongside the main road leading ~o the north (fig.38,
no.15), also contained a number of monuments which
were described by early scholars as Roman tombs 189 •

Surprisingly. the areas to the north and east
of the city, wh1t.h certainly contained earlier cemeteries, have produced none of this period.

The

,

only site that can be

adde~

in the suburban area is

that under the present Gobierno Militar (fig.3 8 ,no.16)190 •
This has a somewhat surprising locatian, for it
might have been expected to have been under the sea
in the Roman period.

The burials were in

under triangular settings of tiles"
worked stone sarcophagi19l •

~

amphorae,~

in 'roughly

Although it may have

extended further to the north and east, recent
trenches in the lower part of the Rambles and near
the medieval arsenal or Drassanes demonstrate that
192
it did not extend in that direction
•

e)

Sant Pau del Camp

(fig.,8,no.6),

Although further away from the city, the gap
between this and the

~inds

of the territorium leads

one to include this cemetery here.

Located in 1931,

it has recently been published by means of a photograph of the most important finds.

The presence of

pottery from the 1st. century A.D. onwards seems to
indicate the presence of an occupation site, which
in the late or post-Roman period was used for buria18 l9' .

Pujades, in the early 17th. century, refer-

2~O

red to numerous finds of what must have been amphorae
l94
burials
, and the discovery of the funerary inscription of Count Guifred Borrell (d.9ll) may indicate
a continuity throughout the early medieval period.
More recent observations indicate the .discovery of
further tile-covered burials l95 •

The most

impo~tant

object is a belt-buckle of

7th. century type, unparalleled in Catalonia, but
which is of a type found in the Visigothic cemeteries
of the Meseta.

Zeiss, however, considered these pieces

not to be strictly speaking Visigothic, but rather
Frankish or Lombardic 196 • Given the rarity of such
finds outside the Meseta, it is an important piece,
of dating evidence for this cemetery.

In addition, two capitals of white or light grey
marble, perhaps of Pyrenean origin, which have been
classified as 'Merevingian'or 'Visigothic' were reused in the Romanasque church entrance, and the imposts,
or one of them, which they support, have also been
l97
considered to be of 6th. or 7th. century date
•
Whether these belonged to a chapel on the site remains
unknown in view of the absence of positive remain.
in situ, for they could have easily been brought from

an earlier structure elsewhere in the early 12th.
century.

Nevertheless, it is tempting to see this

site a. a villa in origin, with a chapel added in the
Visigothic period, which later attracted burials
throughout the early medieval period.
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6.

The cemete~es of the Territorium~

In the late and post Roman period,
tensive

e~idence

the most ex-

for human activity in the territorium

comes from the similar cemeteries which have been
discovered at various dates.

Bali1 in 1956 listed

four definite cases, plus two more doubtful examples,
a number which can now be more than doubledl98 •
Unfortunately, few of these cemeteries have been
more than sampled:

very little is known about their

size, and in most cases about their date range, and
in some cases even their location is difficult to
establish with any degree of accuracy.
their importance

Nevertheless,

cannot be underestimated for they

are the vital link in the chain of settlement in the
'PIa de Barcelona' between the earlier Roman period
and the lOth. century.

a)

Les Corts (fig.65,no.l ).
This was found in a trench dug by the water

company along the Travessera'in the area of C/de
Galileo, and extendea

over at least a hundred metres.

A large number of inhumation burials were found, some
in wooden coffins, or with no protection at all,
others under arrangements of tile. l99 •

Half-a-dozen

were excavated, producing .econd century material,
including two lamps and an interesting ve •• el with
200
scenes of warriors, imported from Greece
• Although
no later material was recorded, it seems probable

2,2
that the cemetery continued in use, not least because
it consisted of inhumations rather than the characteristic cremations of ear1ier cent1lries.

It may

have been re1ated to the site to the north, between
~/Numanciat

C/Nau Sta.Maria, C/Carabe1a de 1a Nina,

where pits of Ibero-Roman date, remains of a villa,
and further buria1s were 10cated in 1963-70 (fig. 9
no.1 0) 201 •

b)

C/Bagur, Sants (fig.1>5.0.2 ).
In May 1970, nine graves were found in another

trench dug for drainage work, in C/Bagur, between
the junctions with C/de Pavia and 4/Cana1ejas, over
a 1ength o£ e1even metres.
and

The'se were o£ the amphorae

trian~ar-sectioned ti1e-bui1~

a general east-west orientation.

types, and with

Little diagnostic

materia1 was found, and no further work was carried
out, a1though it may be presumed that it covered a
somewhat 1arger area 202 • Ba1i1, co11ecting his
information from earlier sources, re£erred to simi1ar
burials in the region of the parish church o£ sta.
Marfa de Sants, some 500 metres to the east, a1though
it is un1.ike1y that the two areas were both part of
the same cemetery203 • The site was fairly c10se to
the main Roman road leading southwards via the L1obregat valley.

No settlement site is known in the area,

for the columns found in the C/de Sants had been moved
from nearer,th. city, and are of uncertain provenance

204

•

c)

Montjuic (f1g.10),
Several zones of bur1al have been found on the

slopes of the mounta1n:

apart from the Jew1sh cem-

etery, ma1nly of med1eval date, but wh1ch may have
had 1tS or1gins 1n the 6th. century or before 205 ,
the most important was on the s1de towards the sea
in the area known as V1sta Alegre, where burials were
recorded 1D the second half o:f the 19th. century.
On several occas1ons dur1ng works wh1ch led to the
move.ent ot: large quantit1es o:f stone :for the construction ot: the new part of the port at the :foot o:f
the mountain, tombs covered by tiles were noted and
a s1ngle example recovered: the exact extent of the
cemetery is unknown, although the number o:f burials
was described as 'considerable,206(fig. 65 no • 4 ).

In 1971, an 1so1ated burial o:f the same class
was :found on the site o:f the new Ethnological Museum, on the northern side o:f the mountain.

The

excavator tentatively associated this with the chapel
of St.Fruit6s, which existed by the 11th. century,
and,' in view ot: the dedication to the martyr-bishop
of Tarragona, perhaps long before: this was replaced
in the 16th. century by the dedication to Sta.Madrona 207 (fig.65 n~'-'). One piece o:f iDformation
that the excavator failed to cite was the capital
of 'Visigothic' date des.ribed by Puig i Cada:falch
and later illustrated by Rov1ra

208

Virgili, who

stated that it came :from the area o:f Sta.Madrona

209

•

'

This may be the same as the capital oC 'late Roman
date' £ound on Montjuic, and sold to an unknown
~

.

~ore1gn

.
210
purchaser 1n c.1907
•

I£ this did in Cact

come Crom this church, the link between the early
medieval chapel and the late Roman period is certain1y strengthened, iC.not proven.

In addition, it

sho~d

be noted that the pits

in the area oC the stadium produced pottery which
included late Roman and possibly early medieval
ware

_210 bis
g

,

although those Crom Magoria to the

south o£ the mountain were strictly o£ Iberian date

2ll

The supposed milestone oC late Roman date, reputedly
Cound in the Montjulc area, is oC doubtCul authenti-

.tY212 •

C1

d) Cornell1 4
Although outside the territorium as de£ined here,
and in the mOdern'comarc. oC Saix Llobregat, this site
is included Cor its positive interest in terms oC
structure.

As Car as can be determined, a single-

Baved shurch with a polygonal apse

was eracted over

a villa which produced Cragments oC a ~th. century
mosaic 2 1 3 •

The church had been incorporated into

later buildings and various columns were Cound in situ.
The date oC this structure has been assessed at
various points between the 6th. and 9th. centuries.
It was, surrounded by burials on the same orientation
(north-east to south-west),

constructed with tiles

and stone-slabs, and presumably remained the centre
oC settlement Crom its date oC construction, which

•

2~5

is best envisaged in the Visigothic period rather
than later, to the Middle Ages{fig.65,no.7).

In

addition, Dr.Balil mentions another cemetery in the
neighbourhood with poor burials of supposedly 4th.
century date 2..l4.

Moving from the area to the south of the city,
a series of burials have been found at the foot of
the coastal mountain chain, which might suggest a
slight shift of settlement away from areas nearer
the coast:

certainly, the earliest documentary

evidence suggests that the extent of settlement in
the lOth. and early 11th. centuries in this region
.
215
was higher than at a later date
•

e) Pedra1be ••
In the district on the boundary of the territorium known as Fine.trel1.s, on the road from
Pedra1bes to Esplugues, a cemetery with amphorae
burials and others placed in unlined graves was excavated at an uncertain date prior to 1944 (fig.65
no.8 )216.

Balil suggested a date in the 6th. or

7th. centuries, on the grounds of the comparison of
the amphorae with those from Puig Rom, near Roses,
although if such a comparison is valid, a date to217
wards the end of this period would be prefera~le
•
The villa site at the nearby convent was apparently
occupied until the end of the Roman period, and
possibly beyond (fig. 9,no. ~)

218

•

f)

Can Gomis (fig.65,no.9 ).
The information about this site is rather con-

fused.

The first published information comes from

DurAn, writing in 1952, who mentions 'atypical graves
of vague date in the carretera dels Penitents' and
an altar with graffiti which could belong to the 5th.
century

219

•

This may be a confusion on his behalf

of material in the Club Excursionista de GraciA,
which was apparently responsible for the excavation,
for the inscription is presumably that .found in
C/Quevedo, 27, which has been variously interpreted
°
~
as com1ng
~rom an ear1 y Chr°
1S to1an b ap to1S t ery 220 t
and as a Renaissance imitation of 1st. century A.D.
stone-cutting 221 •

Further excavations took place

in the early 1960's:

these were described as being

at the junction of Avinguda de la Republica de
Argentina and the carretera a Horta (now Passeig
del Vall de HeVron) and remains of a villa and at
least one tile-covered burial"
inhumations,w••.

found 222 •

as well as other

This is presumably the

same site described as being as the foot of Tibidabo
22,
or in Vallcarca in other sources of information
•

g) Sant Genis dels Agudells (fig.65, no.lO ).
Balil in 1956 referred to possible late Roman
burials in the vicinity of this church,which was in
existence by the lOth. century.

No further iafor-

mation about these has been forthcoming

224-

•

.

h) Horta (f'ig. 65no. 11).
Near the last mentioned site, burials covered
by small blocks of' stone, roughly worked, were f'ound
in 1950.

No datable material was recorded, and it

seems probable that they belonged to the very end
of' the Visigothic period at the earliest, and more
probably to the 8th. to 10th. centuries 225 •

Other Roman sites are known in the distr:tct of'
Horta:

in the C/de Dante (fig. 9, no.!l )226, at the

'Sanatorio Sant Llatzer' (fig. 9, no.l2 )227, and
espeCially in the area of' the medieval farmhouse
of Can Cortada (fig. 9, no.!j ), one of' the two such '-

.saic:l
establishments in the 'PIa de Barcelona'Ato be on the
site of' a villa228 •

However, little or nothing is

known about the period of' occupation between the
Roman and medieval periods, and it is uncertain
whether direct continuity can be proposed.

i)

Vilapiscina (fig. 65 no.12 ).
Bali1 mentions possible late Roman burials at

this point, but although there is a strong possibility
that a villa existed there, I can find no published
mention of' burials 229 •

A final group of burials can be seen in the
area to the no~th of the city, between it and the
River Besas.

j)

Can Casanoves
A1~hough

not

(~ig.65 no. 13and ~ig.66 ).
~ully

published, more

i~ormation

cf
is available about this cemetery than most~ts counter230
parts
• Excavated in 1931, prior to the construc-

tion

o~

an extension to the 'Hospital de la Santa

Creu y Sant Pau', it overlay a late Neolithic occupation site.

The number o£ burdSls located was well

over a hundred, and the total number
could have been

or

~hree

~our

o~

burials

times this number,

i~

the same density was maintained allover the area
indicated on the plan.
cut into the natural

The majority were burials

sur~ace,

perhaps in wooden

co££ins, and others were lined and covered by stone
slabs:

amphorae burials and those covered by tiles

were also £ound, but nat so £requently.

This,together

with the large number o£ inhumations, would suggest
a long period o£ use, comparable to that o£ the
Sta.Marla del Mar cemetery,

although it should

also be noted that the stone-lined and covered bur1als could also be o£ Visigothic-per1od date, £or at
St.Lloren~

del Hunt, near Terrassa, such a burial
contained a Visigothic belt buckle 2 ,l. What is not-

iceable about the Can Casanoyes cemetery is that it
was on the line o£ the Trayessera route, like the
Les Corts burials, rather than in association with
a chapel with suspected early Christian origins.

2~9

k)

EI Putxet (f'ig.65 no.ll:i).
At the beginning of' this century, a f'unerary

inscription of'5'th. or 6th. century date was f'ound
at the f'oot of' the hill called EI Putxet, where a
small Iberian settlement once existed 232 • Apparently
other material was f'ound with it, although it seems
unlikely that it was in Situ233 : another earlier
Roman inscription had previously been discovered
nearby234, but it seems improbable that either was
from a cemetery associated with the church of Sant
Gervasi as suggested by Fita 235 , because 'of' the
distance

~volved.

More probable is an association

with a villa near the road f»om the city to Octavianum • along which the Can Gomis burials were also
found.

1) La Yemeda (f'ig.65,no.15).
In 1960 an excavation between C/del Concilio de
Trent 0

,

C/de Provenyals and C/de Selva de Mar revealed

some ten burials covered by triangular-sectioned
settings of' tiles.

A

4th. century date was proposed,

and although this is feasible. no justification was
.
236 • It might be noted that the churc h o~
offered
J;O

Sant Martt de Proven9als is within a fe. hundred
metres.

m)

Sent Andreu de Palomar

(fig. 6.5.no.1 6).

During railway construction in the mid 19th.
century remains of a villa were discovered and nearby burials. some in 'rough stone sarcoPhagi,237.

The

site is near not only the main road northwards, but
also the church of Sant Andreu, in existence by the
11th. century.

This site may be that referred to as

'Meridiana' by Balil, for it is close to the road of
that name 238 •

Discussion
Two factors affected the distribution of these
burials: on.

the one hand, Roman villas, on the

othe~

the early medieval churches, and on occaSions, such
as at CornelIA, the two can be demonstrated to be
closely linked.

Most of the sites are close to one

of the four major routes crossing the territorium that passing through the city

i~self,

the Travessera,

that at the foot of the mountains, and that cutting
across these three, leading to Sant Cugat del Vallas.
A fairly even distribution can be noted, with sites
at .pprOXimately two kilometre intervals, although
closer in the higher zones of Montjulc and at the
foot of the coastal mountain chain (fig. 65

>.

This

may suggest a larger population than expected in
those zones, a retreat to higher districts in unsettled times, a reversion to pre-Roman patterns of
settlemen~talthough

since several of these sites are

so poorly known, they may just have been smaller than8u~
elsewhere in the flatter parts of ~he territorium, ~~~
upland districts supporting smaller communities that
the estates of the plain.

Gaps in the general

distribution of late and post Roman burials suggest
the existence of similar sites in SarriA (between

24~

EI Putxet and Pedralbes) which seems very probable
from the name of the area 239 .

and the presence of

extensive early medieval settlement, and at the northern

e~rance

to the territorium, where indeed Roman

material has been found, though in a veryinsecure
context

(fig.65,no.18)2~O.

The other noteworthy

point about the distribution is the lack of such sites
for two and a half or three kilometres around the
walled city, a phenomenon

observ~ble

with earlier

Roman sites (fig.' ) and medieval settlement

(fig~l').

The only exceptions are the sites on Montju1c and at
Sant Pau del Camp, which,because of the distinct
natural topography,gave rise to a somewhat different
pattern.

Several qualifications of this view must be made:
firstly, little is known of the settlements which
these cemeteries served.

How long did classical

villa-based cultivation continue?

How were these

villas transformed into the very different institutions which bore the same name in the lOth. and 11th.
oenturies?

Were the settlements of the post Roman

period near the cemeteries which they used, or were
the cemeteries located on the fringes of their
property ?

We may only hazard guesses at the answers

to these problems.

Villa life continued into

the

5th. aftd probably the 6th. centuries: gradually, however, it gave way

.0 communities of peasant farmers,

who re-appear as the inhabitants of medieval villae.

Some of these flourished and gave rise to villages,
whereas others remained small and were transformed
into farms of 'masos' centred on the 'mas!a' or farmhouse.

The second great problem is that of chronology.
We do. not know whether all the cemeteries described
above were in use at the;.same time, or whether there
were transitions: even less precisely dated are the
settlement trends.

Dating such burials is difficult,

and attempts to do so via amphorae are not convincing,
for the chronology of these vessels can be established

only relatively through their typology.

Tile

covered burials were in use by the end of the 2nd.
century, and

stone~lined

and covered ones in the

Visigothic period, and need not be 9th. century or
later as usualiy claime..

However, cemeteries which

do not contain such burials are likely to be earlier
than those that do so, but even cemeteries like Can
Casanoves had probably fallen out of use by the Reconquest, only those near the early medieval churches
continuing.

The lack of recognizable burials of the

8th. century onwards is perhaps a result b~th of their
concentration around these churches and of a general
decline in human numbers.

Although those closely associated with such
churches, and burials such as that from Putxet, are
at least nGminally Christian. the pagan or Christian.

nature o£ the remaining cemeteries is open to discussion.

Similarly the burials around the city pro-

per, even those from Sta.Maria del Mar, are not proven to be Christian, except in 'he case o£ the .arcophagi and the PI.d 'Antoni Maura mosaic.

Paganism

survived much later in rural districts, and although
one might expect the territorium to have been converted from the city by an early date, this.s not
necessarily so, and pagan communities could have
survived well into the 5th. and 6th. centuries.
with the

cons~ruction

Only

of rural churches was the tri-

umph of the Cross secured, and this was a movement
which was more characteristic of the 6th. century
than earlier ones 240 biS.
the case of CornelIA.

and represented here by

After that date burials would

have taken place in the vicinity'o£ the chDrch:
before then their location would have been in£luenced
by

settlement, land U8e and perhaps the road

netwerk.

In the midst of all these doubts, two points
are clear: both

the city and the territorium

maintained a substantial population well into the
Visigotbic period: althou8h-tbere is little evidence
for settlement outside the walls, the number of
cemeteries in rural districts suggests that they
were still being cultivated.

Secondly, a8 will

be seen below, there were no substantial changes
between this period and that a£ter the Reconque8t
in terms of the general pattern of settlement.

2~~

7.

Intra-mural burials.

The number of stone-lined and covered tombs
found in the suburban area is small: they are unknown outside the Sta.Maria del Mar cemetery.
ly,

~he

Clear-

burials of the end of the Visigothic and

subsequent periods were located elsewhere.

The

exact date of the first intra-mural burials is thus
of some significance for it marks a step in the
decline of the patterns of Antiquity, and the beginning of those of the Middle Ages.

Two distinct areas ot intra-mural burial of
pre-medieval date are known, to which should now
be added an isolated burial at a third point

241

•

a) Pla9a del Rei (,ig.67).
In the excavation of 1934-5, sixtean burials
were tound sealed under a mortar pavement of uncertain date.

Ele.en were of the tile-covered variety,

tour in amphorae, and the last a mixture ot the two
techniques.

Others had been disturbed by later act-

ivity on the site.

They were enclosed within a wall

which followed the south and east sid.s of the earlier
portico, and although some cut other burials, the
excavator felt that the lite of the
probably short

None ot

242

~he

cemete~

was

•

burials contained any clearly datable

245
material: the excavator suggested a 6th. or 7th.
century date

243

, and the material found in the soil

surrounding some of the tombs would tend to confirm
this,

all

would

the dating of the preceding

porticoed phase to the mid·6th. century.

The most

distinctive artefacts were a lamp of Christian type,
probably of late 6th. century date

244

; a disc brooch

with cloisonn4 decoration, which had been virtually
totally lost; and a seal ring in the form of an
equal-armed cross, with the inscription ELPIDI VIVAS,
which bas been tentatively associated with a bishop
of Huesca of this name of the mtd-6th. century245.
The disc-brooch, on the other hand, is of a class
of decorative metalwork rarely found even in the
cemeteries of the Meseta, and is unique in Catalonia

246

Parallels beyond the Pyrenees might indicate a date
in the late 6th, or early 7th. centuries, rather
t~han

before, especially when its advanced state of

wear is taken into account247.

More recently, an attempt has been made to redate the cemetery on the basis of the amphorae fragments, which,by comparison with those from Terrassa,
and u1timately Albenga, and as &resu1t of typology,
have been placed in the 5th. century. and the cemetery
consequently from the middle of that century until
248
the commencement of the following one
• However,
the foundations of such an argument are debatable:
not only is very little known about such amphorae,

•

and any date assigned largely guesswork, especially
since the examples from Egara (Terrassa) were within a structure of considerably later date, but it
also largely ignores the archaeological context, and
the historical one.

Both the Theodosian code and that of Justinian
prohibit intra-mural burials.

In the Iberian pen-

insu1a, the first such prohibition comes in the acts
of the First Council of Braga in 563 249 •

This, of

course, indicates that such burials were by then
taking place.

However, it would be difficu1t to

da~e

del Rei burials much before that date,

the

Pla~a

because of

~e

construction date of the portico.

Moreover, although the evidence of the finds described above i. not as significant as one might wish,
for none of the objects were associated with burials,"
it would be rash to discard them as without value
for the dating of the cemetery.
Santa Maria del Mar cemetery
d"

Since both the

and that in the PlaQa

Antoni Maura apparently belong to the 5th. century

and in the ca.e of the former continued in use after
that date, it is unlikely that the transition to
intra-mural burial had begun by the mid-5th. century.
Consequently it seems improbable that the dating
suggested by Duran should be revised

b)

250

•

The basilica area,
At least one infant burial was discovered in

one of the annexes to the south of the basilica: this,

like the majority oti such burials was contained in
an amphora

25l

•

It is possible that others appeared

in the same area, although the accounts are vagae 252 •
Further north, in the square in front of the existing
cathedral. several other burials of similar type were
planned during the lowering of the surface of the
square in 1952 (fig.61 )253.

It is likely that

others had originally existed, but had been destroyed
by later constructions

and subsequent burials, for

this was one of the cemeteries of the medieval
cathedral.

c)

Tower 78,
In 1979, during excavations in part of the

Archbishop's Palace adjoining the defences and at
the side of the lateral gate passage of the early
Imperial gate, a single burial of a child appeared
in an amphora sealed at one end by a flat tile.
Its central position in relation to the surrounding
walls might imply some religious significance,
and it seems possible that the forerunner of the
later Archdeacon'S Chapel, situated in the tower
itself, existed there.

No date could be established

for the burial, although a 6th. or 7th. century one
seems the most probable 253 bis~
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8.

The end of Visigothic Barcelona

The information available for the study of the
topography of the city in the last century of Visigothic rule is slender.

To a large extent one can

but use earlier and later evidence to fill the void
and the later evidence must come from the tenth century and after, for the city, in common with those
of the rest of the Province, and similar areas such
as Provence, was entering a 'dark age,254.

The problem remains whether this was a true reflection of a decline in urban life, or is it a res~t

of a lack of sources.

opinions are correct.

In all probability, both

Although the city was perhaps

free of the worst effects of the plagues of locusts
which ravaged central Spain, other plagues are known
to have been

partic~arly

severe in nearby Septimania,

and it would be surprising if there were not some
repercussion of this phenomenon in TarraconenSis 255 •
The already depleted

pop~ation

was thus further

decreased, although we cannot even venture to estimate
figures.

In the general context of the Visigothic

realms, whereas the sixth century had seen new foundat ions of both towns and institutions, there is an
apparent lack of these after the early 7th. century,
and in some areas towns had virtually totally disappeared as being alien to the increasingly rural
based economy and society256.

-',

In those that survived

the curial classes were a thing of the past, in spite

of repeated attempts by the crown to maintain some
semblance of the former order 257 •

The responsibility

for the running of the cities fell increasingly to
the comes and the bishop.

Barcelona maintained its position as an urban
centre in the post conversion period: the most direct
evidence comes from that strange document known as
the De Fisco Barcinonensi of 592.

From this it would

appear that Barcelona was the centre of a financial
district including the dioceses of Tarragona, Egara,
Girona and Ampurias:
~

here were based the two numer-

appointed by the comes patrimonii, and perhaps

also the royal treasury.

These officials had fixed

the rates at which payments

of grain were to be

made - 14 siliquae per bushel - and the bishops in
this document express their agreement

258

•

Dr.Garcia

Moreno would see this as a survival of the officials
of the same name of the late Roman period, the comes
patrimonii having replaced the Praetorian Prefect,
although the procedures of tax-collecting had changed
drastically, for there is no mention whatsoever of
the curiales.

He also points out the exceedingly

high rate of adaeratio:

even if it were a year of

shortages, the eval. . tion would still be four times
the highest known rate from ostrogothic Italy, plus
the added four siliguae for possible damage and transport.

He concludes that the system had so evolved

as to be of enormous benefit to the bureaucracy,
while penalizing to an extreme the cont r1'bu t"or 259 •

Sres. Vigil and Barbero also point to this discrepancy, and indicate the added difficulties in its
comprehension, for si1iquae

wer~,

of course, not

minted in the Visigothic Kingdom, and the tax must
have been paid in tremisses 260 •

In connection with this point, it is of some interest
that the largest issues from the mint of Barcelona
in the Visigothic period are in the reign of Reccared,
to which can be attributed no less that two-thirds
of the known issues.

The same is true of Tarragoaa

261

Given that issues were often determined by political
necessities, the reason

for such a massive emission

in Tarraconensis is far from apparent, and a link
with these

economic events might be suspected.

Nevertheless, such meetings had taken place with
financial officials,previously, and may have continued into the 7th. century.

From hhe point of

view of Barcelona, the document has a·double signiit i.J.iu~&\
ficance*~firstly the existence of the coastal area
between the Pyrenees and Tar.aagona as an administrative unit, and secondly, the primacy of Barcelona
within it.

If a regional view of the Visigothic

kingdom is accepted, as has recently been proposed,
this might suggest that while the centralized state
may have been weak, the regions themselves were
often flourishing261 bis.

Reccared's father had also minted in Barcelona:

•

251
other issues are known in the first decade of the
7th. century, but these are followed by a break in
production until the end of the century, when further
emissions took place under Egica and witiza

262

•

Tarra-

gODa, on the other hand, seems to have minted throughout the century, apar.t from a brief interruption 263 •
This may indicate that the metropolitan city regained
some of its lost importance with the conversion of
the Visigoths.

Certainly some of the features of

the urban civilization of Antiquity seemed to have
survived there to a remarkably late date, for King
5isebut could write to the Archbishop, criticizing
his affection for theatrical productions, although
in virtually the same breath; himself breaking can264
onical law, by naming a new bishop for Barcelona.~ •

Little is recorded of 7th. century ecclesiastical
life in Barcelona, beyond the names of the bishops.
The evidence of the De Fisco shows that the bishop
played far more that an ecclesiastical r8le and
would frequently act on behalf of the inhabitants.
However, when the bishop might be apPOinted by the
King, the juxtaposition of the residences of the civil
and religious authorities, already existing perhaps
by the mid-6th. century, made even· more sense.
The existence of a possible schola adjoining the
cathedral has been noted, and the educational function of the Visigothic city was an important one.
Whether the Bishop Quiricus of Barcelona was the
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author o£ the 'Hymn to sta

E~alia'

remains contro-

versial, and even more so the supposed establishment
o£ a monastery dedicated to her, although the words
o£ Bede point to the cult of a Sta. Eulalia in the
265 • The importance of extra-mural churches, both
city
martyrt'

shrines and monasteries in other cities,

such as Zaragoza makes one suspect that they would
have been found in Barcelona, even though it is impossible to point to any definite example nowadays 266 •
Bishop Quiricus certainly corresponded with the
bishop of Zaragoza, and a later bishop, Idalius,
wrote to Julian of Toledo, taken aback by his use of
the services of a Jew to bring him the work entitled
prOgnosticon267 •

Whether this is an indication of a Jewish community in Barcelona at this date is a 'matter for
debate:

it is possible that one of the inscriptions

from the Hebrew cemetery of Montjuic dates from this
period, and possibly some of the excavated burials
81s0 268 •

Hebrew communities certainly existed in
27l
Narbonne 269 , Tarragona 270 , and Tortosa
, and it
wou1d be surprising if Barcelona were an exception.
The Craditional view of concerted persecution of the
Jews in the late

Visigo~hic

period has been challenged

and it would seem that those of Septimania, and perhaps by extension of Tarraconenais, enjoyed a degree
of special treatment 27' .

272

,
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This use of a Jewish messenger
occurrence in the 9th. century

and a similar

make one suspect

that the Hebrew community was already fulfilling a
commercial~.function,

for which it was later to be-

come famous, or infamous,

It is difficult to

judge to what extent commercial life was a significaat part of 7th. century urban life.

Contacts

with the rest of the Mediterranean world, an importM
ant feature of life in Tarraconensis since the 6th.
century B.C., continued:

the law codes indicate the

arrival of merchants from the

east~rn

Mediterranean

and imports were still made, both of objects, such
as bronze liturgical vessels and stonework 275 , and
ideas, such as the Byzantine influences on 7th.century art in the Peninsula 276 •

In the case of Barce-

lona, apart from the marble capital in the church of
st.Just, there is no direct evidence for these currents.

Indeed, as the 7th. century progressed, it is
possible to detect an increasingly isolated atmosphere.

Although the trade in fine objects might con-

tinue, there is no evidence for trade in bulk: the
amphorae, once such a characteristic feature of the
cemeteries of the

regio~disappear.

Whether they

were local products or imports, this disappearance
denotes the breakdown of what had been a flourishing
trade.

Cities began to assume the fortress

r.~e

that

was to be theirs in future centuries, in the case of
Barcelona until the 11th. century.

This is first

274

•
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revealed during the revolt of Paul against Wamba
in

673, when for the first time for a century and

a half the walls were defended against attack

277

•

In furure decades this activity was to be repeated
all toofrequently for the city's inhabitants.
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CHAPTER VIII
URBAN LIFE IN THE CONVENTUS TARRACONENSIS IN THE
LATE ROMAN AND VISIGOTHIC PERIODS

As in most other parts o£ the Western Empire,
sources which provide a coherent account o£ urban li£e
the
in the Conventus Tarraconensis inAcenturies between
Diocletian and the £all o£ the Kingdom o£ Toledo
are, i:f not scanty, at least uneven in both number
and details.

We are constantly le£t wondering to

what extent general sources, such as the Visigothic
law-codes, were strietly

appliea~le

to the examples

in question, or how seriously archaeologieal and documentary evidenee :from one place can be used to genera11ze over a wider area without the necessary corroborative in:formation.

In synthesizing a wide

range o:f shreds o:f material, the., a degree o:f imagination is needed in order to reeonstruet the pattern
o:f urban li£e.

In the ease o:f the Conventus Tarraeonensis, as
elsewhere in £he Spanish provinees~ urban li£e was
uneven1y distributed a:fter the third eentury.

The

distinetions visible largely eorrespond to the three
geographical regions established :for modern Catalonia,
the.e ~.tinctio..

were also related to the varying in-

tensities o£absorftion o:f Roman li:fe and culture
in the :first :four centuries o:f Roman rule.

Unlike

the case o:f Reccopolis and other similar towns,

2

there is no example of a newly established town in
this period:

nevertheless, there is evidence for

a change in emphasis among the communities which had
existed in the heyday of the Empire.

The evidence

for Barcelona in this period has been discussed: it
remains to see how the remaining towns fared in the
course of these centuries.

I.

Coastal Tarraconensis

1. Tarragona (Fig.48).
All the evidence points to a marked change in
the appearance of this city in the century between

260 and ,60.

It has often been claimed, following

a phrase of Orosius, that,after the barbariaa raid
of the mid-third century, Tarragona henceforth remained a city of ruins, inhabited by citizens living
in the shadow of past great.~ss'.

The archaeological

sources in fact suggest a considerable refinement of
this view.

Even if the suburbs were damaged during this
raid, and it now appears that some parts continued
to be occupied, life within the defences seems to
have returned to iea former pattern for a further
century.

In the upper part of the city several

Imperial dedications
up to the time

or

or

the later 'rd. century and

4

Constantine were erected

t

imply-

ing that the Provincial Forum continued in use as
such, and that the concilium still gathered there
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as before - at least until the Diocletianic changes
in ~he divisions of the Spanish provinces 5 •

Similarly,

in the lower walled area, the population continued
to frequent the commercial forum, even though Ghe
nearby

e~ra-mural

zones were abandoned to burials,

6

probably from the later 3rd. century onwards.

The

deficiencies of our evidence for this part of the
city make it difficult to suggest either any wave of
construction, or equally any widespread abandonment 7 :
such indications as we possess tend to indicate the
general continuity of occupation.

However, this state of affairs did not last indefinitely, for changes can be detected by the middle
of the 4th. century.

First of all, the 'commercial'

forum went out of use: a hoard of c.360 was found

8

under one of the fallen columns of the portico , and,
in addition,the general coin sequence from the site
ended with Crispus (d.325)9, perhaps suggesting that
it had gODe out of use by the middle of the century.
This seems to be confirmed by a notable absence of any
of the common late 4th. and 5th. century fine wares
from this site lO •

About the same time, it is apparent

that the nature of occupation in the upper part of
the city changed radically.

In an excavation in the

Cathedral Cloister, thus within the temple enclosure
suggested by Dr.Hauschild, Sr.slnchez Real found a
substantial occupation layer of the second half of
11
the 4th. century, followed by others of the 5th. •
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This is all the more remarkable in that the previous
layers of the stratigraphical sequence had been of
Neronian or early Vespasianic date

12

, suggesting that

no modifications in either the general pattern or the
nature of occupation had occurred for three centuries.

This is not the only site in this part of the
city where the phenomenonof human occupation after
a long period of maintenance as a public space
been observed.

Dr.Berges, excavating in the

has

Pla~a

del Rovellat, an area lying between the forum and
the defences (fig. 48, PR), found a series of walls
and floor levels which dated to the period after c.
A.D.270, and more probably to the fourth century,
as well as another wall reusing earlier elements,
which supported a row of columns, which might be tentatively related to a church of the Visigothic periodl , .

Not only were there no traces of earlier

structures, but also very few pieces wllich could be
dated before this period, and so, although the case
is not as convincing as that of the Cathedral cloister,
for earlier occupation must have existed, it is again
a demonstration of changed circumstances in the 4th.
century.

Similarly, in the patio of the 'Torre de

Pilatos' the greater part of the layers revealed
which bdPnged to the period after the initial structural phase

were of the later 'rd. century and

succeeding centuries

14

•
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Although generalizations o. the pattern

o~

settlement within a town based on such small areas

o~ exca~ion are notoriously unreliable;5it might be
tentatively proposed that towards the middle of the
4th. century there was a partial abandonment o~
previously inhabited areas in
part

o~

the city.

~avour o~

the upper

However, the abandonment

o~

one

area does not necessarily imply total desertion of
the lower parts

o~

the city, and that this did not

occur is evident from the material recorded by Hernandez Sanabuja in the 19th. century, the coin lists

o£ hi. Qcavatiea. see"" to indicate a degree

o~

occupa-

tion and even construction into the 5th. century at
.
16
no great distance ~rom the abandoned ~orum • The
chronology

o~

this postulated shift in settlement is

thus dirricult to establish, and may best be

env~saged

as a gradual movement: the evidence from the cathedral

17 ,where-

suggests a date well into the 4th. century

as the other excavations point to a slightly earlier
one

18 ,although it should be noted that in most cases

it is a question of dating rubbish or levelling layers
rather than defined structures.

It is

di~~icult

to

invoke any set of political or military circumstances
to explain this alteration, and,as has been noted in
the case of the raid of c.262, such conditions might
often pass virtually uamarked in the archaeological
recordl9 •

Nevertheless, the connection with increased

security that the upper part of the city had to offer
is immediately apparent, for this area with its s~ill-
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surviving defences and access from the lower part of
the city conveniently controlled by the circus, was
far safer than the previous residential areas.

How-

ever, the move also involves a startling number of
implications - the abandonment of the original function of the area around the Temple, perhaps under the
influence of Christianity; the decreasing intensity
of use of other public buildings and the consvuction
of private residences within them or adjoining them,
the complicity of public officials in these alterations, and finally a presumable decline in population.

If these generalizations can be justified by
further excavation, Orosius' comments may thus be
partially

justif~ed,

for at the time when he was

writing (c. A.D.40o) the city may have presented a
semi-ruinous aspect, although he mistook the origins
of this.

This vision, however, should not be exag-

gerated, for Ausonius included it among the cities
which were ~lourishing in the later 4th. century,
in contrast to ruinous Lleida l9 bi., and one can
also point to many elements of contiDuity in relation to the provincial capital of the 1st. and 2nd.
centuries.

Tarragona remained firmly within the

Roman orbit throughout this period: although there
is a lapse in the series of Imperial inscriptions
after Constantine, this is a feature of the epigraphi cal record for the whole of Spain

20

,and even

if that which was once claimed to refer to Nepos has
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been demostrated to be of far earlier date, there is
another of similar date referring to Anthemius (467-

"7 2
~

)21,

and not only were the classical traditions

of stoaecutting continued after that date, but dating
according to the consuls was maintained into the 6th.
century, whereas the rest of the Peninsula had long
gone over to dating by the Spanish Era

22

•

The ins-

cription of Anthemius was first recorded in the centre
of the upper part of the city, suggesting that some
semblance of past practice was maintained until a
comparatively late date, and that this forum area
was not totally given over to shacks and shanties
in the shadows of early Imperial monuments.
speaking, the province remained part of the

Strictly
Emp~re

until the arrival of Euric's forces: in spite of the
catastrophic interpretations of innumerable local
historians, it must have remained comparatively unaffected by the invasions of the early 5th. century23,
fort apart from the Visigothic intervention under
Athaulf and his immediate successor, there was no
attempt by them to occupy the Mediterranean coast
of Tarraconensis 24 •

Contacts with Rome in the 5th.

century existed to a far greater extent than between
any other point of the peninsula and the Imperial
City.

As Professor Thompson has pointed out, the

arcbbishop of Tarragona could write to Rome in the
mid-5th. century as if no change had occurred in the
structure of the Empire 25 :

senators, civil and

military officials are recorded in Tarragona in the
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same

. d 26 ,and ~ndeed
.
at least one emperor is

per~o

believed to have passed through the city - Najorian
in 460 27 •

Within the city itself, one can even point to
the possible continued use of places of entertainmente

The amphitheatre may still have been in use

in the later 4th. century28, although had obviously
ceased to be frequented by the time a church was
erected in it towards the end of the 6th. century29.
But as late as the second decade of the seventh cemtury, an archbishop of Tarragona was criticised by
Sisebut because of his love of theatrical productions 30 •
Given

~he

presence of the theatre near the principal

early Christiae

ce~eterYt

might this imply some sur-

vi val of its function into the seventh century ?

Although political and ecclesiastical contacts
were principally with Rome, only four days away by
the direct sea route 3l , there were probably equally
close ties with North Africa, at least until the
Vandal occupation.

They are mainly manifested in

various aspects of early Christianity in Tarraconensis
which was probably derived from North African origins

32

The martyrs Felix and Cucufate were from that area 33 t
and the passion of St.Fructuosus and his companions
contains various formulae recognized as being typically
related with North Africa rather than Rome
contacts

are~even

34

•

These

more apparent in the early Christian

art and architecture of the region, especia11y in the

•

case of Tarragona,with the workshop of sarcophagi
production active in the city in the first hal£ of
the fifth century, and

~his

with that of Carthage~5.

was closely connected

Similarly the plans of

early Christian churches and baptisteries, with a
few exceptions, owe more to North African and ultimately Syrian models,

than~those

of Rome and Italy36.

The custom of placing mosaics over the tombs of the
wealthy, attested in several cities of coastal
Tarraconensis, was similarly derived 37 •

Such connections were long established in the
life of the Province: in the 2nd. and

3~d.

centuries

one may point to the cupae tombs which had a similar
origin38 ,

and Professor Mariner has indicated the

resemblance between the Latin verse forms of certain
Tarragona iascriptions and those of

No~th Africa 39 •

Such a phenomenon undoubtedly corresponds to commercia! contacts between the two areas, contacts
which were maintained into the 5th. century and beyond, as demonstrated by the finds of North African
fine wares all along the Catalan coast

40

•

In

addition, several Greek, Hebrew and bi:lingual inscriptions from the cemeteries of Tarragona indicate
that a community of foreigners remained at this date,
presumably as a result of the--maintenance of this
trade Itl •

One unanswered question is the provenance

of the large amphorae widely used for burial purposes
.
1n
the late and post-Roman per i

0

d s ~2

no 1 oca1

2b~

production centre is known, and a similar provenance
seems feasible, and if proven would demonstrate the
maintenance of these contacts into the 7th. century43.
Whatever 'the case, it is apparent that a degree of
commercial activity, both on a local and a long
distance basis

44

, existed well into the Visigothic

period, and en8ured the continuity of a degree

of

urban life 45 •

There i8, however, little evidence for this in
the topography of Tarragona, where most of the

in£o~-

mation bearing on the8e centuries is related to the
variou8 manife8tation8 of Christianity.

The origins

of the Tarragona community are l08t in the mists of
time, but it emerge8 from the darkness in the midthird century, like tho8e at several other points in
the

Peninsula~6on the occasion of the martyrdom of

its bi8hop, Fructu08U8 1 and two of his deacons,
Auguriu8 and Eu1ogiu8, in 259.
by what

This event is recorded

4'

a~ the only contemporary ~ from Spain 7.

Th*~describe

' their trial and martyrdom in the amphi48
theatre, but not the precise site of their buria1 •

In the course of the late 1920's and 1930's

an

extensive late Roman cemetery was excavated near the
River Francol!, to the south of the city.

This con-

tained a basilica and an inscription which left little
doubt that this was their resting place, at

l~ast

from

the later 4th. century, and the area was thus particu1arly favoured by the Christian"inhabitants of Tarra-

gona for burial.

The cemetery covered an area of

approximately two hundred metres square, and the
area excavated produced somewhat over two thousand
burials, implying a total about four times greater
for the entire area 49 •

Certain aspects of the cemetery, notably the
basilica itself50 , the sarcOphagi 5l , the inscriptions 52 ,
and the mosaics 53 have been repeatedly studied, but
a number of fundamental problems remain, pr1ncipally
concerning the period of use.

It was soon noted that

there was a lack of Christian funerary material earlier than the very late 4th. century from this site 54 ,
particularly among the inscriptions an. sarcophagi.
Its life only clearly began more than a century after
the martyrdom of the three saints.
have thus been proposed:

Two alternatives

firstly that they were

originally buried in a zone of pagan burials which
only later and gradually became Christianized

55 :

secondly,that their remains were transferred to this
site from an earlier one in the later 4th. century

56

•

This question cannot be answered, al"nhough the recent
research of Dra. del Amo demonstrates that the area
had been used for burials even prior to the third
century Germanic raid, and one might therefore suspect the former hypothesis to be the more acceptable
Even so, there is a

remar~able

lack of the imported

sarcophagi of the Tetrarchic and Constantinian periods which are recorded in Barcelona and even more

57 •

/

2bb

so in Girona, for the earliest surviving examples
are of Theodosian date 58 •

This lacuna may be ex-

p1ained by the simple fai1upe to locate the earlier
cemetery, although given the extensive re-use of such
pieces and their frequent appearance in medieval contexts, this seems rather unusual.
excavated cemetery flf Pere

The more recently

~Iartel1,

also over an area

of suburban dwellings, was probably of earlier date 59 ,
but no implicitly Christian burials were found, which
makes it difficult to suggest that it was the fore ..
runner of the 'Tabaca1era' cemetery.

One might 1eg-

itimate1y wonder whether the success of Christianity
was as rapid and far-reaching as frequently considered,
even in an urban context, and
the mid.

~ourth

it was only after

century that any change in popular

belief was achieved

!

.. d,
Qi";.

60

•

The basilica which was the focal point of this
cemetery also provides a number of problems.
clearly went

t~ough

It

more than one phase, and its

exact plan has been much discussed, there now being
little opportunity of being certain of its deve10pment 61 •

The original excavator believed in the total

abandonment of the area with the entry of Euric's
troops 62 :

his opinion has not been shared by later

researchers, who are of the opinion that the cemetery
and church continued in use well inta the 6th. cen63
tury, if not to the end of the Visigothic period •
The problem partially revolves aroun~ a now lost

epitaph of Archbishop Sergius

(520-555) which refers

to the reconstruction, specifically the rerroofing,
of a church in Tarragona during his occupation of
the see 64.
supposed

S erra Vilar 6 interpreted this as the

~athedral

near the present day one P5 , where-

as others, particularly Vives, considered that it
was more likely to have been that in the cemetery66.
Serra Vilar6 also believed in the transferral of the
remains of the three saints to an intra-mural cathedra1 67 , although since this is entirely hypothetical,
in view of the lack of evidenc.

~ransferral

e~ther

or their new location

68

for their

, it seems best

to accept, as does SAnchez Real, that they remained
in the cemetery until the end of its life

69

• which

probably corresponded to a period of gradual abandon0
ment in the early seventh century7 •

It is apparent that the cemetery basilica was
not the only church in the city in the Visigothic
period.

The best indication of the churches ex%st-

ing at the close of the Visigothic period is the socalled 'Verona Prayer Book', a Visigothic liturgical
text now preserved in Verona, and probably taken to
Italy by emigrants from Tarragona after the Arab invasion 71 •

It mentions four churches: - the cathedral.

and those of St.Fructuosus, Santa Jerusalem and st.
Pere.

Serra Vilar6 believed that the cathedral could

be identifie~with certain modifica~ions made within
the temple enclosure in the upper part of the city,

2f>8
and particularly against its north wal1

72

•

Although

this makes sense from a topographical point of view,
the remains he found, a floor level of late Roman
date rather than anything else, are

no~

necessarily

indicative of an ecclesiastical structure 73 •

Nor are

his arguments based on later medieval sources convincing, not only because of the space of time involved,

of

but also becauseAthe degree of abandonment experienced
by the city in the early medieval period 74 •

Never-

theless, it must be accepted that the Verona text
appears to imply the existence of an intra-mural
cathedral at the time of its composition, but in the
absence of more affirmative evidence, its location
can only be conjectured upon.

The church of St.Fructuosus has been identified
with that found under the. remains of the Romanesque
church of Sta.Maria del Miracle in the amphitheatre
arena 75 •

a

This small church, witlif., horsesho,e apse, was

built towards the end of the 6th. or in the 7th.'century

and may have housed the relics of St.Fructuosus

and his companions (if any were left) after the
decline of the 'Tabacalera' cemetery
two less can be said:
presumably the same as

•

Of the other

the church of st.Pere is
il1am voltam que dicitur

antiquitus ecclesia Beati Petri
ument of 117477.

76

recorded in a doc-

This was located on the south side

of the city near the defences and a tower, which,
given the small number of wall-towers, must place

it in the region of the structures excavated by Dr.
Berges in the square adjoining the new market 78 ,
where in addition to the four columns and fragmen,ts
of Visigothic crosseSt other decorative pieces of the
period have been found 79 •

It thus seems possible

that these remains shou1d be identified as the st.
Pere of the Visigothic liturgy.

Of Santa Jerusalem,

there is no indication of the site, apart from the
arguments of Serra Vilar6, of dubious

validi~.80

Whether the absence of the cemetery church from
the text is an indication of its abandonment by the
later 7th. century, or simply means that it was not
feature~ in the process1ons that it records,

certain.

is un-

However, a continuous process • contraction

towards the upper part of the city is probably india
cated by the appearance of burials within the walled
area.

Although none were found in the excaVctions

of the

Pla~a

del Rovellat, others are perhaps indica-

ted in the upper part of the city by the presence of
funerary inscriptions 81 •

In the same way, the final

pre-medieval layer in the patio of the 'Torre de
Pilatos' also produced a small group of burials. one
of which (no.3) was lined and covered by a combination
of tiles and flat stones which suggests a comparatively
late date within the sequence Oflsuch burials

82

•

Thus, unlike other cities where the original
early Christian nucleus was able to provoke a shift

2-/0
in.the focus of settlement, in the case of Tarragona.,
we must envisage a gradual abandonment of all suburban zones and contraction tOlfards the securer upper
part of the city.

In the civil sphere, it has been

seen that its traditional r&le was maintained well
into the 5th. century, and although it has been suggested in the previous chapter that part of this
position was lost in the first century of Visigothic
rule to Barcelona, perhaps a result of initial resistance on behalf of the inhabitants and Church of
Tarragona, or perhaps .

br

calculated encouragement

the Visigothic Crown at Tarragona's expense, this

was by no means a total abandonment of its position.
The fact that Hermenegild was· transferred there from
imprisonment in Valencia, ana was there murdered, perhaps at the instigation of his father,might suggest
that Tarragona was some sort of Royal ceatre, although
the reasons behind such a move are hidden to us

83 ..

In later years, Tarragona was clearly the most
productive mint of the province, 'minting under all
except a few monarchs, and even under Akhila in the
last years of the kingdom 84 •

The commercial function

of this COinage is much debated, but there was

prob~

ably also some association with military campaigns.
The three principal issues of Tarragona, under
Reccared, Sisebut and Swintila, have thus beeR seen
as corresponding to needs in campaigns against the
Byzantines of the south-east, the Burgundians and
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1ater the Franks, a5 we11 as the perennia1 campaigns
against the Vascones 85 •

After a hiatus under

Chinti1a and Chindaswinth, the issues of Wamba may
have been connected with the campaign against Pau1,
for the city appears not to have risen against the
Crown un1ike other cities of the Province
the other

hand~

86 •

On

it may have taken part in that of

Froia some years beforehand87 , for the hoard of La
. Grassa, from near the vi11age of Constant! and the
mauso1eum of Centce11es, was buried at that date,
even though its contents indicated that it had been
assemb1ed in the H'rida region

88

•

Even if the commercia1 r81e of the Visigothic
coinage was not great, the vesse1 which contained
the La Grassa hoard was one of the seventh cantury

.

8

imported pieces of 1iturgica1 meta1work, 9 and a1though their function gives rise to doubts as to
whether this was strict1y a commercia1 exchange

90

,

they neverthe1Ass indicate the continuity of contact
with other points of the Mediterranean wor1d in the
7th. century.

A11 the same, within the economic

c1imate of the Visgothic kingdom, one might suspect
increasing contraction and introspection aa that
century

progre.sed~ bis.

A1though the city retained

its ecc1esiSica]. primacy and a degree of administrative significance, it is difficu1t to envisage it
stretching beyond the 1imit. of the wa11s of the
upper part of the city at the time of the Arab conquest.

2. Tortosa
Although it is possible to sketch some aspects
of life in Tarragona, this is more difficult for the
other cities of the coastal area.

In the case of Tor-

tosa, the surviving information is minimal, and no
more than

a few points can be made which imply the

surviva1 of a degree of urban life unti1 the Arab conquest 9l •

In the absence of controlled excavatioRs the fourth
and fifth centuries remain a comp1ete blank, and

506 in the Chronicle of Zara-

not until the entry of

goza - Dertosa a Gothi. ingressa est.

Petrus tyrannus

interfectus est et caput eius Caesaraugustam deportatum
~

- is there any direct reference to the city in

the literary sources 92 •

This event is best interpreted

as evidence of renewed 10cal resistance to the Visigothic crown, some thirty years after the original capture of the city.

Moreover, as in the case of tyranni

in other parts of the fragmented Empire, Peter would
seem to be a native Hispano-Roman reacting against
the loss of independence that tarraconensis must have
enjoyed, at least de facto, in the third quarter of
the previous century:

whatever the case,Roman ways

and structures f10urished into the sixth century9'.

Not until ten years later, in

516, is the bishop-

ric recorded, although it presumably had had a long
1ife by that date.

There is no evidence for Visigothic

settlement in the area, although since it is one of
the few places for which both Catholic and Arian bishops are recorded, it would be surprising if there
were no, or very few, Visigoths in the sixth century94.
Evidence for the topography of Christian structures
and cemeteries is again non-existent, apart from two
fragments of stonework. of seventh century date,
similar in style to other finds within the area
be-.een the Pyrenees and the Ebro 95 •

In spite of the low output of the mint 96 , one
suspects that it maintained much of the commercial
r8le it had possessed in previous centuries: the most
interesting manifestation of its overseas contacts is
a remarkable tri-lingual inscription (in Latin, Greek
and Hebrew), usually considered to be of 6th. century date 97 •
the city

ae

A number of Jewswere thus present in
that date, and given that the Jewish com-

munity was of considerable importance under the Arab
rulers

98 ,and, moreover'Athere
t~t
was a tradition of

local Shipbuilding 99 , one might conjecture the con~in.ity

of urban life based around trade in the Visi-

gothic period.

Tortosa, by being the furthest south

of the towns of this region, might thus have been
demonstrating similarities with the towns of Baetica,
which were to maintain their eastern associations
throughout these centuries: in subsequent centuries
these connections were to differentiate it even more
sharply from the other towns of modern Catalonia.

,; •

Ampur ias
It is customary to paint a picture of Ampurias

in the late Roman period as a virtually dead city,
with little evidence for human occupation and formerly
inhabited areas given over to burials

lOO

•

This may

well be true, and the scarcity of fourth century material from the areas of the Roman city excavated in
"the post-Civil War period is a positive indication
that this was so in that part of the citylOl.

On the

other hand, such an interpretation ignores a considerable body of evidence for human, if not urban, life
within the area throughout these centuries.

The greater part of this evidence iii funerary,
and the number of burials found

ove~

the decades

indicates the presence of a population, although
only a fraction of what it would have been at the
beginning of the Christian Era, of no mean size.
~hese

semeteries are difficult to date with any

degree of preCision, because of the lack of associated material, but a general transition can be
detected.

The earliest cemeteries of these centuries

were probably those to the west of the city in the
same area as the cremation cemeteries of the Early
Imperial period:

this is particularly true of the

Ballesta-Rubert cemetery (fig.68,no.l) which had 1st.
centurt B.C. origins, but which did not go out of
use until the end of the third century or the beginning of the following one l02 , and also of the

2'/5
Bonjoan cemetery (fig. 68 ,no.2) beginning in the 1st.
century B.C. but continuing until the 4th. or 5th.
l.03
'
cent ur1es
•

Other cemeteries in this area had a

shorter l.ife, such as that cal~ed 'Castellet' (fig.~
no.3) mainl.y dated by its exca~or to the 3rd. century

t

but which may have continued in use into the

fol.lowing onel.04, as did the nearby
(fig.68,no.4)l.05.

Es~ruch

cemetery

The increasing use of the east-

west orientation, with the head to the west,might be
considered an indication of growing Christian influence, but the l.ack of any positive indication of
Christianity. and their close relationshiptwith the
cemeteries of earlier centuries are probably better
interpreted'as demonstrating that they were simply
the continued use of traditional burial. zones in
the late Roman period.

In stark contrAft:"

to these burials stand those

found within the earlier walled area: Cew are known
from the Roman foundation l06 , but the 'Neapolis' was
extensivel.y used Cor funerary purposes.

Unfortunately,

most of these tombs were excavated in the first phase
of excavations, and the information avail.able is not
always as detailed as that for those excavated in
more re~ent decades l07 , but it is apparent that the
majority of burial.s were cl.ustered around a basilica
constructed reusing the remains oC earlier buildings
(fig.68,no .. 5:fig.6'l~C)th. Alld

ear~y

2\.1tl1. century finds

in the sand dunes which covered the site included two

pagan sarcophagi which should be dated between the
late 3rd. and mid-4th. centuries l09 , and although
that found in 1908 had clearly been reused, and the
earlier discovery may have been similar

llO

, it is

likely that the cemetery was in use by the end of the
fourth century.

Other occasional finds, including a

late 4th. century buckle, paralleled in ona of the
cemeteries of the Spanish 'Limes'of the Duero Valleylll,
various glass vessels ll2 , including a fourth century
import from Pozzuoli near Naples l13 , a sibgle Visigothic
buckle and belt plate from a tomb near the basilica

l14

,

an early Christian inscriptionll5 , and a fragment of
a sarcophagus imported from southern Gaul in the
second half of the 6th. centuryll6, point to its
continued use into and throughout tke Visigothic period, and quite probably beyond, for some of the latest tombs were similar to those found around the Carolingian chapel of

St.Vicen~

located to the south of

the city (fig. 68 'DO.6)117.

A second fragment of a 6th. century Aquitanian
sarcophagus was found in the area of the same chapel

118

although most of the burials found appear to have been
of later date ll9 •

. ~ second of the series of chapels

of early Medieval date, Sta.Margarida II (fig.68 no.7~
had a tomb with a cross in relief on the cover of
lime and crushed ceramic material, similar to those
from Son Peret6 (Mallorca) and Matar~,

for both

of which a sixth century date has been proposed

126

•

,
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The basilica was thus not the only focus of burial
in the Visigothic period, and these extra-mural
cemeteries can perhaps be seen as the heirs GO the
late Roman inhumation ones which had gone out of use
in the fourth and fifth centuries, for the second of
these chapels, at least, was close to the Estruch
cemetery.
s~pler

Although the basilica cemetery included

burials in addition to the sarcophagi and

those constructed of stone slabs, there was another
concentration of amphorae and tile-covered burials
to the west, around the site of the present museum
(fig. 68 no .8)121, and between the 'Neapolis' and the
two SUbstantial houses of the Roman city, which has
been named the Mart! cemetery (fig.68 no.9)

122

•

Other burials in 'arcophagi are reported from the
area to the south of the city known as Portitxol (fig.
68 no.lO) 123 •

Finally one must mention the burials

within the area of the Palai~polis of 6th. and 7th.
century

date(tig.~8no.ll: fig.70)12~.

The combined weight of this evidence sugge*ts
a si-able population throughout these centuries: one
which was able to import sarcophagi from Rome in the
Constantinian period or

~rom

the other side

o~:

the

Pyrenees in the 6th. century, as well as substantial
quantities of 'Terra Sigillata gris"

in the previous

century from Languedoc and to a lesser extent Proveace
Clearly, it could not have been as poverty stricken
as is usually envisaged.

Nevertheless, although we

125

•
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possess abundant information about the burial of the
dead, we can say but little about the living.

Cer-

tainly, the areas excavated so far in the Roman city
•

appear to have been virtually
century.

dese~ted

after the 3rd.

Finds of late Roman wares in the 'Neapolis'

iU the early years of this century i_ply a degree
of human settlement there 126 ,and although nothing
can be said about precise structures, it is evident
from the reuse of earlier buildings for the basilica tMt SOMe
structures were still in a habitable state.

Hore

certainly, the area of the Palaiapolis never ceased
to be occupied in this period127 , but it appears
improbably small for the entire population.

The

answer may lie in a gradual dispersion of the inhabitants, at first within the limits of the city, later
128
perhaps further afield
•

The city would thus have

presented an image of a small nucleated settlement
in the original Greek foundation, with various other
inhabited structures dotted around the 'Neapolis'
and later the surrounding countryside.

That some

transition occurred in the status of the settlement
is implied by the presence of a bishopric, presumably
established by the end of the

°,

not recorded until 516 13
Visigothic mint.

~th. century~2~lthough

but the absence of a

The ecclesiastical organization

thus remained faithful to the earlier framework of
settlement, whereas the civil authority adapted to
the status

guo.

4. Roses
It would be a mistake not to include the discussion of Roses alongside that of Ampurias,for in
this period there seems to have been a close connection between the two, and the decline of the latter is matched by the apparent vitality of the former.
The origins of this shift of emphasis are uncertain,
but it may have already begun by the earlier third
century, for an increase in the number of coins
found in Roses is noticeable in both that century and
the succeeding onel,l.

Secondly, the most recent

excavations have revealed a structure of some imp ortance belonging to a similar date, although its function is undefined l ,2.

This was certainly occupied

until the later 5th. century, if not later, but was
not the only focus of activity on the site, for another could be found around an early Christian church,
probably a cella memoriae, situated under the remains
of the Romanesque monasteryl".

An altar-table, re-

used for a tenth century inscription, should presumably
be related to this structure, and its date of the
late 4th. or 5th. centuries provide us with a date
by which this church was in existence

1,4 •

This

church was surrounded by a cemetery of similar type
to that of the 'Neapolis' of Ampurias, with various
classes of burial - in amphorae, under triangular
settings of tiles, and in simple sarcophagi of a
type paralleled at Ampurias, but more widely in
southern Gaul l '5.

In addition,

the abundant late

2~O

Roman 'stamped wares, indicating use into the 6th.

century~36,

and a tongue of a Visigothic belt

buckle~37,

point to continued use of the cemetery.

Under
a mint

Leovigi~d

and Reccared at

~east,

Roses was

site~38, thus standing in contrast to Ampurias.

These issues may have been the

resu~t

of

mi~itary

cam-

paigns in the area: it has been suggested that the
coin of Leovigi1d with the legend

C~l

D I RODA, inter-

preted as cum Deo intravit Rodam, refers to its reoccupation either after capture by the Basques in 581 139 ,
or by the Franks at a slightly later date

l~O

,although

the former is rather difficult to accept on geographi cal grounds

l~l

,and the latter if the texts are

examined closely1~2 •

A military r81e is, however,

apparent in the closing years of the Visigothic kingdom, not for the site in the region of the Ciudade1a
on the coast, but for another close by on a
known as Puig Rom.

hi1~

top

This fortified site produced a

series of rooms either side of a gateway on the back
of the defences, which were some two metres thick,
alhhough the rest of the site appears to have been
143
eroded because of its exposed position
• The
material WaS particularly rich, including

~ate

am-

phorae, North African lamps, coarse black wares with
trilobate mouths, which can be paralleled in the
cemeteries of the

Meset.14~t

a Byzantine

weightl~5,
1~6

some six Visigothic belt buckles and attachments
147
and a coin of Akhila of the Girona mint
, whltch

,
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indicate occupation from some point in the 7th.
century into the first decades of the fo11owing one.

Whether this site replaced that in the p1ain

.
rema1ns

~~

unknown, a1though is feasible, and there was

A

certainly a non-military element among the population,
implied by the wide range of tools and utensils l48 •
A reviva1 of the Roses mint after Egica l49may have
been a response to uncertainty in the area after
Pau1's rebe1lion against Wamba, and it is noticeab1e that the pattern of issues from Barce10na was
broad1y simi1ar, a1though 1arger in quantity.

The

PUig Rom site may thus have been estab1ished to
defend the coasta1 1and and sea routes from Septimania
into Tarraconensis at a time of growing mi1itarization
and uncertainty.

One can thus see a division of function between
the two towns - a1though one hesitates to call them
so for in neither case is there much evidence of
truly urban 1ife.

Ampurias was the heir of Antiquity,

the ecc1esiastica1 centre, whi1e Roses had a more
significant politica1 and mi1itary r8le: this may
have been connected with the silting of the port of
Ampurias, and the need to seek
on this treacherous coast.

ancho~age

elsewhere

Whether either of them

had much in the way of commercia1 1ife must remain

~

1
1
j

{

i

,i

I•
r

open to doubt, a1though it is noteworthy that their
cultural links were frequently trans-Pyrenean, thus
standing in contrast to the rest of eastern Cata10nia.

2~2

The dichotomy of the late Roman and Visigothic periods
suffered further fragmentatioD after the

Reconques~

with the splitting of influence among the Roses area 150 ,
Ampurias, Castel16, Pertaada and at a later date
Figueras15l : it was as if the region was hunting for
a natural oetttre, although one suspects that if one
can talk of victors in such a situation, the only
settlement that benefitted from the confusion was
Girona.

Nevertheless, both the maintenance of as so-

ciations with the areas across the Pyrenees, and
features of topography, such as the Ampurias chapels,
point to a degree of stability and permanence from
the Visigothic into the Early Medieval periods.

5.

Girona (figs.52 and 71).
Once again. apart from the defences, for parts of

which a late 3rd. century date now seems certain152 ,
little can be said of the topography of this

ci~.

One might assume that the cathedral was located inside
these walls by the Visigothic period l53 • but the only
church which is unequivocally recorded in the period
is that dedicated to St.Felix, immediately outside
the north gate.

Reccared presented it with a votive

crown, probably like the famous examples from Guarrazar and Torredonjimeno 154 , but of which nothing has
survived: this was used to crown the usurper Paul in
673 155 •

However, it is likely that the church had

had a long existence by the time of Reccared's pious
gift, for no fewer than six early Christian sarcophagi
exist in the apse of the standing Gothic church, all
of which date to the first third of the fourth century156, plus two pagan examples, one of similar date 157 ,
and the other perhaps a century older

158

•

Even though

the Life of St. Felix is probably a seventh century
l60
fabrication 159 , the cult is attested by Prudentius
,
and it seems certain that these sarcophagi would have
been related to burials around an early cella memoriae
in a previously pagan burial area along the main route
leading towards the pyrenees l6l Cfig. 71, no.2):.

The existence of a second church to the south of
the city on the site of the existing St.Marti Sacosta
(fig.71, no.7) is implied by the discovery of reused
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Roman inscriptions in the church

162

and a £ragment

o£ seventh century decorative stonework163 •

Another

area o£ burial is known to the west o£ the city, on
the other side of the River Onyar, in the area known
as the Mercadal, where ten burials o£ various classes,
but of similar types to those from Roses and the
Ampurias 'Neapolis',were £ound in 1896 (£ig.71, M )164.
This might suggest a date somewhere between the 5th.
and 7th. centuries, although it remains uncertain
whether the church of Sta.Susanna around which they
were found was also in existence at that date.

Only

one supposed early Christian inscription is recorded
from Girona, and even this may have been o£ postReconquest date 165 •

In the non-ecclesiastical sphere the evidence is
similar in range to that £rom other cities: there
are events which are recorded, but little material
which aids one to determine the scope

~f

urban li£e.

In 531, when contacts between Septimania
and Spain
I
'
were of importance, it was the scene of a meeting
at which the Prefect o£ the Spanish Provinces who
.
d 166 •
had been appointed by Amalric was di sm1sse
A provincial council had been held there in 517,
167
a year a£ter that o£ Tarragona
• As a mint its
output was insigni£icant until the later 7th. cen--:
tury, and it minted particularly ~n06~ the last
168
three kings - Egica, Wittiza and Akhila
• Like
Barcelona, it had supported the rebellion o£ Paul,
although the bishop had remained £aith£u1 to Wamba,
and on its recapture

it was the point £rom which

2~5

the king launched his three-headed attack on Paul
and his fOllowers

l69

•

Such

evidence as we have

thus might be taken to imply an increasingly important strategic r8le in the later 7th. century, a
function with which it was to emerge a century later
on its reconquest l70 •

What happened to its inhabi-

tants in these centuries, however. remains obscure.
although numbers could hardly have been great given
the small area enclosed by the defences.

Whether it

had any commercial life is equally unknown, although
the fact that the Jewish inhabitants decided, or were
forced, to leave the city at some date before the
later ninth century, and perhaps as much as two
centuries beforehand, suggests that this must have
been largely disrupted in the closing years of the
l7l
Visigothic kingdom or in succeeding decades
•
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6.

Egara

(£igs.55-56).

Egara emerged £rom obscurity in the mid-5th.
century in a well-known episode concerning the
appointment o£ a second bishop within the diocese
o£ Barcelona.

In 450 Nundinarius, bishop o£ Barce-

lona appointed a su££ragan, Irenaeu~at Egara; and
in his will designated him to be his successor. at
Barcelona.
politan

On the death o£ Nundinarius, the metro-

wro~e

to Pope Hilary asking £or approval o£

this move, which was apparently well received by
ev.e~ybodyelse

concerned, but the Pope instructed

Irenaeus to return to his see, which consequently
remained a separate bishopric until the Arab conquest l72 •

The surviving group o£ three churches near the
tip o£ the promontory on which the Flavian municipium
was located is the principal evidence £or the li£e
o£ Egara in this period.

Much controversy has raged

about them, and in particular to what extent parts
of the standing structures are of V1s1gothic date,
although the general tendency o£ scholars is to admit the wide reuse o£ material o£ that period, but
to assign a Carolingian date to the earliest constructions still in use 173 •

Nevertheless, a number

of unanswered points still remain, which will only
be clari£ied i£ further excavation is carried out,
particularly in and around the apse o£ Sta.Maria
(£ig. 56).

It is this church taat is the most significant
for tracing the development of the group, for it is
principally in its vicinity that excavations have
taken place

174

•

Over the Roman house mentioned above 175 ,

indications of three or four phases before the 8th.
century have been_distinguished, plus at least two
later ones 176 :_
i) a three nave structure, pre~umed to be a church,
~

indicated by columns and their bases over the remains
of the earlier house and dolia.
ii) a single naved church with tombs inside and around,
one of these perhaps covered by a mosaic1 77 , although
this may have belonged to the subsequent phase.
iii) a single naved basilica, with a central mosaic
pavement of inter-cutting circ1es, dated to the second
ha1f of the fifth century178.

This is by far the

clearest moment of the sequence.

To the east was a

rectangular apse, with a crypt, discovered by Serra
"RlfOls179 , which might indicate a martyrium, although
there is no martyrial tradition associated with the
site.

Further east, and on a slightly different align-

ment, thus indicating that it may not have been part
of the same structura1 programme, was an octagonal
baptistery180, which like that of Barcelona, and unlike the remaining examples from Tarraconensis, has
its parallels in northern Italy and Provence, rather
than

north Africa181 •

These parallels also suggest

a fifth century date, which may thus relate the baptistery with the permanent eleva~ion of the town to
~

episcopal status in 465.

iv) the ~inal phase o~ the Visigothic permod was an
ampli~iaction

to the

with the mosaic

~ormer

re~erred

state

o~

three naves,

to above remaining in use.

Puig i Cadafalch wanted to associate this with the
externally rectangular apse with an internal horseshoe arch plan and elevation, and wall paintings,
which still survive, but there is no archaeological
proo~

of this association, and neither are the apse

and naves on exactly the same alignment.
ity of scholars now

~onsider

with the greater part

o~

The major-

this apse, together
o~

the adjacent church

St.

Miquel, and the apse of the third church, St.Pere,
to be
phase

Carolingian date, thus constituting the

o~

182

•

~ifth

The preceding three-nave structure, how-

ever, was probably o~ seventh century 4a.e, although
the

~requent

association with the Council

o~

614 is a

re8U1t of pinning too much on the few historical dates
Its construction indicates that the

~ormer

183

baptistery

went out of use, and it was perhaps at this moment
that the precursor
earlier

o~

st.Miquel was built, for an

~loor

level is noticeable, and it contained
184
re-used Visigothic period material
• The rest of
Sta.Maria clearly belongs to the early 12th. century
Romane s que , whereas St.Pere is largely 14th. century
in date, although the remarkable tenth century mosaic
and altar table should be noted

Of human

li~e

185

•

round this episcopal centre, nothing

can be said, and one suspects that the town

o~

Egara

•

housed few inhabitants who were not directly concerned
with the

ec~lesiastical

establishment.

Nevertheless

its original establishment presumably indicates a
substantial population in surrounding rural areas,
and this is implied by the archaeological eVidence

lB6

•

Professor Thompson has pointed out the lack of bishops
with Visigothic names lB7 , which might also imply a
strong continuity

~

local Hispano-Roman life. AI-

.though a few pieces of 'Visigothic' metalwork are
known from the area, these need not indicate much in
18B
the way of intrusion
•

On the Arab invasion, the see was probably abandoned,
for no further bishops are recorded:

there is some

slight evidence that the church of Sta.Mar1a Was for
a time used for human habitationlB9 •

At the time of

the Reconquest in BOl, the area was still considered
significant, for the local community was awarded the
same privileges as the inhabitants of Barcelona

190

,

but the settlement was no longer around the churches
and had moved across the ravine to the core of the
future town, around the castellum of Terrassa (fig.
~ether

55).

these privileges reflected reality, and denote

a siaable population in the early ninth century, or
were just recalling the Visigothic period,is an unresolved problem, but the bishopric was not revived,
although a degree of local independence was manifested
later in the century, and the Carolingian rebuilding
may have been related to this attitude, for the arrangement of the three churches is decidedly episcopal

L9l

•
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Together with Egara one must also mention the
nearby centre of St.Cugat del Vallas.

Originally

a fortification, by the early medieval period it
had become the major monastic centre of the Barce10na region.

Traces of the early Christian buildings

were revealed in excavations in the 1930's
late Romanesque clo.ister,
preted by Dr.Barra1 192 •

an4

in the

have been re-inter-

He sees an an early rectan-

gular structure with associated burials under the
north-eastern corner of the later basilica:

this was

followed by the 5th. century basilica, to which
additions and alterations were made in the late 6th.
or early 7th. century. this third phase included the
still visible apse of horseshoe plan.

Burials were

found all around these structures, includi.g a 5th.
o

century funerary mesaic 193 , and a mid-3rd. century
sarcophagus has long been known from the site, a1though the circumstances of its discovery are
,_

194

~&own

•

un~

In addition, a number of pieces of Visi-

gothic metalwork are recorded from the site 195 •

Although the Passion of st.Cugat

or Cucufate

is of 7th. century date, the association of the saint
with Barcelona by Prudent ius indicates that the tradition of his martyrdom at this point has some va1idity196.

The strength of the monastery in the 9th.

century indicates that among those in existence at
that date

it was the most likely to have had a Visi-

gothic period forerunner:

it seems possible that
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the numerous other structural remains found around
the early church may have formed part of such a monasteryl97.

Nevertheless, it is difficult to consider either
Egara or st.Cugat as urban settlements in the late
Roman and Visigothic periods.

Neither in the case

of the other small towns of the Vallas can any degree
of flourishing urban life be detected, although places
such as Arrahoaa and Granollers continued to be occupied.

Life was basically rural, with little need of

townsl if the northern part of the Vallas was taken
up by Imperiale·e.tates, which later passed to the
Visigothic Crown, as is implied by the medieval placename evidence, such a need would have declined even
further l97 bis.

As in the litoral area of the Maresme,

any urban necessities were henceforth covered by
Barcelona, part of wh.s. DeW strength was based on
the decline of the other towns of the Regio Laietana.
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7.

Iluro (fig.53).
Evidence for occupation within the urban area

of Iluro after the third century seems rather scarce,
and one may postulate that, as in the case of Baetulo,
there was a considerable decline in the area inhabited.
However, the dead continued to be buries outside the
urban area until the late 4th. or 5th. centuries,
particularly along the Riera l98 •

At an uncertain date,

probably in the 5th. century, but not earlier, burials
began to be made around the site of the present parish
church.

The date is implied by the 'Terra Sigillata

gris ' and No,th Africaa lamps with Christian symbols
found in associated layers: in fact, the earliest
burials may be of the following century, as was the
tomb with a cross in relie; on its cover.

Others

were of later date, being constructed of slabs of
s~one

to form trapezoidal aists, like those of Sta.

Nar1a'del Mar in Barcelona199 •

The existence of the church on its present site
is implied not only by these burials, but also by
several pieces of decorative stonework, for which
a date in the Visigothic period, probably towards its
end, must be accepted200 •

The size of the community

which it served can hardly be estimated, but no other
structural remains from the excavated sites within
the old urban area can be assigned to this period.
Certain of the villas, however, clearly flourished
into the fifth century,the best recorded example being
Torre Llauder ohce again:

considerable quantities

of late Roman imported fine wares are known from this
site, and it seems most unlikely that it was destroyed
during the early 5th. century'
vator proposed

26il.

•

inva!Jions as the exca-

Whether the structure he inter-

preted as a chapel was so or not remains unclear, although the finds from that part of the site seemed
to indicate continued use of that room after the rest
of the villa aad gone out of use, a phenomenon not
unparalleled elsewhere in the case of' villa chapels

202

However, one change in the general pattern of
settlement in the area in this period can be noted.~hu
was

a gradual shift towards the litoral mountains,

where a number of sites which have produced similar
assemblages to that from Torre Llauder, together
with later material and structures, are known.

A

fifth century cemetery has been excavated at ~lata20:; t
and the parish church of the locality has produced
an inscription interpreted as a Visigothic dedica-

tion20~, and a series of similar pre-Romanesque
churches on Roman sites in this coastal zone suggests
that this was not the only example of a phenomenon
which was even more evident in the early medieval
period205 , for the documentary sources demonstrate
that settlement on the coast had by then diminished
greatly in favour of the upland areas.

•
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B.

Baetulo. (fig.54).
The urban life of post 3rd. century Baetulo was

equally slight.

The only area thot can be pointed

to as certainly having been the centre of any activity was that of the baths located under the modern
museum, where a mill was apparently constructed in
the later Roman period, although the published details of this phase are few

206

•

Elsewhere in the

old urban area the only activity that has been noted
is the burial of the dead, graves being recorded over
the house in the area of the excavated gate
more especially around the parish churCh

20B

207
,

, and

whichbn~

might thus suspect came into existence at this date,
although there is no proof of this.

Thus even more

than in the case of Iluro is the evidence negative,
pointing to an increasingly abandoned site which
could have housed little more than a village.

Human life is

att~ed

in its vicinity, particu-

larly at the villa of Sentrom! in Tiana, which is
the clearest example of unbroken life between a late
Roman villa and a medieval Imas~a,209.

A presumed

villa site at Llefi! (fig. 6~ no.19.) between Badalona
and Barcelona has also produced fragments of an early
Christian sarcophagus, which may point to the increased
210
wealth of a few rural sites at this date
• However, the nature of occupation at both these sites
after the early 5th. century, when the sequence of
Roman fine wares ceases,is difficult to ascertain.
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Of the remaining towns of the coastal and prelitoral zones little or nothing can be said.

There

was no late Roman occupation on the one site excavated at Blanda: the town at Caldes de Montbui has not
produced any definite evidence of late Roman
tion either.

occupa~

One suspects that there must have been

a small settlement, like that indicated at the other
spa town

o~

Caldes de Ma1ave11a by so.e late Roman

211
burials and even a Byzantine coin
•
general impression is that the

However, the

unde~ended

small

towns of this region declined rapidly in the late
Roman period.

II

Inland Catalonia

If this area had been but little romanizea and
with few urban centres in the first two centuries of
the Empire, there was little probability of towns
flourishing in subsequent centuries, even if certain
aspects of Roman life gradually penetrated its
society.

r~al

The most remarkable feature of the evidence

is its virtual absence.

For Lltvill, apart from:a
212
dubious sarcophagus, there is no information
,
although one must presume the survival of a community, which like the other settlements near the
Pyrenean passes had an increasingly military function,
for the Castrum Libiae is recorded in Julian's account
of Wamba's campaign213 •

S~ilarly, at the southera
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end of the region, at Sigarra, although the dedication
to Maximian indicates the survival of municipal life
to the end of the third century, we are in a position
to say no more 214 •

In contrast to the coastal area where there were
six bishoprics and five places which minted in the
sixth and seventh centuries, in all this area there
were no mints and only one see, that

of~.

Apart

from the names of the bishops who attended various
church councils, both national and provincial, little
is known:

the survival of some form of settlement

in the area of the former city is implied by various
finds of later Roman graves 2l5 and a single early
Christian inscription

216

• although the site of the

original cathedral is unknown.

Junyent suggested a

site in the upper part of the city later known as
Parad!s2l 7 , but structural proof of this
has never been found, and it may have been on the
same site as the medieval cathedral, for
late Roman burials are also recorded from this part
of the city 218 •

6
Apart from its ecclesiastical rule

of controlling a large diocese which was probably
slow on the road to conversion, the settlement remained a staging post on the route towards the
Pyrenees from the coast and particularly Barcelona,
as suggested by the group of late Roman milestones
found in the southern part of the surrounding plain

2l9

•
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As for the rest of this area, it remains an almost total blank.

One might suspect that a number

of places which were to play a significant part in
later centuries, such as the monastery of Ripoll, had
their origins in communities which either were in,
or came into, existence at this time

220

:

it seems

improbable that the comparatively dense popuxation
of these upland areas after the Reconquest could have
been totally derived from refugees fleeing from the
Arab invasion, yet any comment on settlement in the
region must remain in the realms of hypothesis.

III

The valleys of the Seare and Cinca

Once again, this region, the central depression,
stands in contrast to the mountainous areas of centaal
Catalonia to its east.

The numerous late Roman villas

and early Christian sites cannot be discussed here,
but are evidence of a thriving rural society well
\

into the sixth century if not later.

Whether their

inhabitants lived largely in isolation with scarce
need of towns is uncertain,for the evidence is to
some extent contradictory

221

•

Ausonius describes Ilerda as lying in ruins in
his day222, although later 4th. and early 5th. century
material from the city, particularly the cemeteries,
indicate' that it was far from abandoned, and one

296
must concede him a degree of poetic licence 223 •
Another disaster is supposed to have overcome the
city in 449 as a result of a combined Suevic and
Bagaudic attack, according to the accounts of

. d ore 224 •
Hyda ti us an d I S1S

The bishopric survived,

however, and a counc±l was held in the church of
Sta.Eulalia, the site of which is unknown, in 546 225 •
Yet the sources allow us to do no more than assume
a general continuity of urban life, probably at a
reduced level: whether there was any change in the
topographYr or return to the original hill-top
nucleus,remains unknown.

The other two municipia of this region
become bishopriCS, and of

~

one might imagine that such
ation played a

not

little can be said:

a centre of Roman cre-

compar~tively

late Roman period.

d~d

minor part in the

Of Guissona, more infDrmation

is forthcoming: the recent excavations have demon226
strated life into the fifth century
,and a substantial cemetery of similar or later date has been
227
recorded, although few details are published
•
As at Sigarra, municipal life continued to the late
third century,
us

228

•

~d by

the dedication to Numerian-

However, these scraps of information are

insufficient to write a coherent account, one can
only suggest a degree of settlement into the 5th.
century and perhaps later.
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Other urban centres of uncertain status in this
region can be described likewise, with a degree of
activity lasting to the fifth century.

'Terra Sigi-

llata grist is recorded from SOlsona 229 :

the defend-

ed site at Ager has produced a mid-third century sarcophagus, a remarkable find from such an inland area
for such products are usually found with a
or riverine distribution 2 ,O.

coas~al

Most significant, how-

ever, was the emergence of the bishopric of Seu . '
Urgell in the northern part of this region: this
was first recorded under Justus in 527, sligh~ly later
than the others of Catalonia 2 ,l.

Little is known of

the life of this centre, and even its precise location
is insecure, althoUSh the most acceptable interpretation is that in the Visigothic period i; was in the
village now called Castellciutat, presumed to be
the heir to an undocumented civitas Urgelli, and only
transferred to the present site in the valley below
in the late 8th. or early 9th.

century2'2~ Never-

theless, it is improbable that ~e community around
the early episcopal centre was either large or anything other than ecclesiastical in function, although
it also conveniently protected the Pyrenean passes
from the Andorran valley.

DISCUSS liON

That towns other than Barcelona had unbroken
urban life until the fall of the Visigothic Kingdom
is beyond doubt.:

as :for which towns this can be

demonstrated remains very much a question of terminology.

Several :factors'contributed to the urban :func-

tion, and it needed a combination of them to ensure
the maintenance of the urb4D tradition.

The clearest example is Tarragona, which, although much declined from its :former glory, was still
the largest town in the conventus in the late Roman
and Visigothic periods.

Girona and probably Tortosa

can almost certainly be considered as urban throughout the period, although, as in the case of Barceloaa,
the seventh century appears darker than previous ones.
The evidence from Ampurias and Roses indicates a siz&able population in their vicinity, but gives an impression o:f dispersion rather than nucleated urban
life:

nevertheless they must have performed some

urban function..

All these towns were mints at one

time or another in the late 6th. and 7th. centuries,
and although elsewhere in the Peninsula one can point
to non-urban mints, they were generally used for
very brief periods 233

,

and ±hose places with larger

issues can usually be considered as towns.

That the

five mints of Catalonia were situated at these points
can thus have been no coincidence (fig.72).

These five centres, with the exception of GiroBa,
were also coastal in location, and similarly all, except Ampurias-Roses, were places on the principal
Roman road through the region.

The only other

place which I wouJ.d consider as probably still possessing urban characteristics in the Visigothic period Lleida - had a similar combinatio. of road and riverine communications.

Other

poin~s

bn the coast which

had previously been towns had declined beyond recognition -Blanda, Iluro and Baetulo - although this
decline can be traced back to the third century, if
not before, and in no way can it be attributed to
the early 5th. century invasions or the entry of
Euric's forces.

Other centres which may have possessed

some urban features - Egara and ~ - had a r8le in
communications, but not a combined road and river one.

This locational factor obviously contributed
to their civil and military rele within the Visigothic
~gdom: they were the centres of campaigns, streng-

holds in times of rebellion, and the home of such
administrative and governmental machinery as existed.
In the sixth century at least, such Visigoths as
lived in the

r~gion

would no doubt have been most

closely connected with these towns, and although
doubts must eXist over the tVisigothic' nature of
certain pieces of decorative metalwork, a

consider~

able proportion of the finds of this material from
CatalOnia, admittedly not very numerous, has come

;02
from these towns or sites within their neighbourhood 234 •
The presence of Arian bishops at Barcelona and Tortosa
would point to similar conclusions.

Equally, if not more, influential in the maintenance of urban life were the Catholic bishops and
the ecclesiastical organization that they implied.
That the bishoprics were established in towns is a
commonplace, but raises one problem in connection
with this area: - why was Ampurias chosen as aD
episcopal centre, when it had apparently long been
in decline, whereas other towns in a similar state
of decay did not receive this force which determined
the existence of
episcopal centre.

a degree of settlement around the
The explanation that church orga-

nization was linked to tradition seems to be insufficient, for it fails to take the other towns, particularly those with a 4egree of municipal life into
the fourth century,into account.

In fact, the asso-

ciation may not have been with towns per se, but
with towns in their r8le as civitas capitals, centres
for the local tribal groupings.
strong level of

romani~ation

In spite of the

in the coastal area, it

is noticeable that only one bishopriC emerges within
each of the pre-Roman tribal areas: thus Ampurias
for the Indige"-:

Girona for the e,...tern Ausetani,

and perhaps other lesser

~oups

such as the Olossitani

and Castellani: Barcelona for the- Laietani:

Tarra-

gona for the Cessetani and Tortosa for the Ilercavones.
The on1y exception was Egara, which was also in the

;0;
area of thei.Laietani, but which was founded in rather
exceptional circumstances, as has been seen.

Inland, this phenomenon is not so applicable,but
broadly holds true:

~

was the episcopal centre

for the rest of the Ausetani, and possibly, as in
the post Reconquest period. for much of the area of
the Lacetani to the south, although it also feasible
that these were related to the see of Emera.

Urgellum

p.esumably covered the Ceretllni, but the shift from
the focus at LI!via may be explained by the fact that
the diocese extended to the west and south as it did
in the early medieval period2 ,S,

incorporating the

Bergistani and the inhabitants af the Pyrenean valleys.
The final diocese, Lleida, can be more definitely
associated with the Ilergetes.

The lower number of

bishoprics inland, and the unique nature of Urgellum
in the Pyrenean zone could well be an indication of
the slower penetration of Christianity until the 6th.
century, or indeed much later, in these remote rural
parts.

The only way in which a settlement could distinguish itself from its rural surroundings was by
commercial lite:

apart from the continuing function

as a market cantre, which nan only be presumed, it
is difficult to attribute

~ong-distance

contacts to any but the coastal towns.

commercial
Imported

material is largely distributed along the coast, both

in the late Roman period and a~terwards, although one
should note the importance of the Ebro valley in the
conveyance of luxury items, such as liturgical objects, to inland regions 239 •

Whether the coastal

activity was passive reception, as in the loth. and
11th. centuries, or part of a locally organized trade,
is debatable, although in the case

o~

the settlements

with Jewish and/or Oriental communities, the latter
seems more probable.

These are known at Tarragona

and Tortosa, and are implied at Barcelona and Girona,
and perhaps also in the Ampurias-Roses combine.
The apparent dispersion of the Jewish population in
the last two cases, and perhaps also in that

o~

Taraa-

gona 237 , ~st have had serious results on local
commercial activity: it is unfortunate that this
movement cannot be dated more

accurately.~

Thus, once

again, a distinction between the five coastal mint
sites and the areas further inland is apparent, although whether the issues of these mints were in res_ ponse to such trade, or to political and military
c1rcumstances,is unresolved.

Defences

o~ten

played an important part in sur-

vival, although there were defended sites such as
Iluro and Ampurias which lost much of their importance,
whereas anether umra1led cC)lll8l11ld"ty.

'~,

sur-

vived, if not as a town, at least as an episcopal
centre.

Inmost cases,

howe~er,

there must have

been a gradual contraction in the size of the inhabited area, which in the case of the major.ity o~ the

towns, which were by no means large to start with,
must have meant that their population in the 6th.
and 7th. centuries was very small beyond tha,t
necessary to maintain the functions which gave
them life.

Such a contraction is most dramatic in

Tarragona, but can also be demonstrated in Barcelona.
Another related change could be the denucleation of
the town and the survival of clusters of structures
at various points in and around the walled area, although in the current state of archaeological knowledge this is more difficult to demonstrate.

The reasons for such a decline in urban life
were manifold: the r&le of invasion and destruction
has probably been overemphasized, both in the case
of the third century and in the early fifth century.
Neither can any link with the entry of Euric's forces
be substantiated.

The only area which suffered from

fifth century attacks, either from barbarians or
~acaudae,appears

to have been that round Lleida, and

even there the rural areas,

~t

least, recovered.

In the more densely urbanized coastal region, at
least in those places which survived the

~hird

cen-

tury, earlier structures lasted well into the fifth
century.

The decline seems to have been gradual,

presumably corresponding to such forces as the breakdown of the economic system and the social order,
which were being felt throughout the West.

On the other hand, there may have been some connection between the decline of urban life and the
strength of late Roman villa-life.

In the area of

Barcelona there were a number of rural sites occupied,
but none of any degree of wealth.

The same appears

to have been true of Girona, and to a lesser extent
Tarragona: in the case of the Maresme, ho.ever, villa
.ife flourished into the fifth century and perhaps
beyond, and the same is parti4lly true of the

Vall~s

and Pened~s, where urban life was also very limited.
The eVidence from the Ampurias region is less extensive, although one might point to the late (6th. century 1) villa at Tossa

2,8

,and other coastal sites

of similar date, but of uncertain significance, at
Llafranc 239 and St.Feliu de GuiXOls

240

•

Leaving

aside the central parts of Catalonia where villalife hardly made an impression, in the Segre and Cinca
valleys the numerous late villas and associated sites
stand in contrast to the lack of evidence for most
of the towns after the early 5th. century:

it is

here rather than in any other part of the conventu8
that we find latifundu(and with them the Bacaudae)
so frequently described as typical of late and post
Roman

condi~ions.

Urban life was thus much more scantily distributed in the period after the third century: however,
within this bareness one can note a certain equilibrium.
The nine sees were fairly evenly distributed at a dis-

'07
tance of between seventy and ninety kilometres one
from the other (fig. 72 ), the exceptions being the
intrusive Egara, a degree of overlapping between
Girona and Ampurias-Reses (perhaps explicable by
the division of road and sea cOllununications between
them) and the blank. in the central southern part of
Catalonia, where one might have expected a

see to

have emerged at Guissona.

The six towns (Girona, Ampurias-Roses, Barceloaa,
Tarragona, Tortosa and Lleida) and the three episcopal centres (Egara,

~

and Urgellum) might in turn

be envisaged in a series of five mutually exclusive
regions.

To the north was that of Girona and Ampurias-

Roses linked by the distinctive trans-pyrenean cultural contacts.

In the central part of the coastal

zone stood Barcelona, with its important contacts
with the pre-litoral and inland zoneS.

Furthest

south was the Tarragona-Tortosa area perhaps already
with ties to the south of Spain and ultimately with
the east Mediterranean.

The fourth

centual, mountainous area, had

li~tl.

region, the
need for urban

life, but was most readily in contact with the Barcelona area.

Beyond it, to the west, was the culturally

verydiatinct Lleida region, much more similar to the
conditions of the Meseta than any other part of
the area.

Particularly striking is the urban decline
the region of Barcelona: Baetulo, Iluro, Blanda

in

and to a lesser extent Egara,and on the ~ringes o~
the region Sigarra,all 10K. much or all
importance.

o~

their

Barcelona thus became the only town

in the regio Laietana:

however, in relation to its

own region it was away

~rom

the centre, and the point

that should be stressed is the comparative ease of
communications between it and the centres
other

~our

regions.

o~

the

Although I would not agree with
~ar

those who have gone so

as to see the roots

o~

Catalonia in this period, when political circumstances
distinguished this area

~rom

surrounding ones, it

was natural that Barcelona should become the centre
of these

~ive

regions.

The imporiance

o~

these com-

munications,especially with central Catalonia, can
perhaps be detected as early as the late third century
with the development

o~

the road link via the Congost

valley to the PIa de Vic.

In the

~ollowing century~

with surrounding towns in decline, it could exhibit
a vitality not easily detected elsewhere.
were later to

i~luence

Such events

its position in relation to

Tarragona, and heralded its administrative r&le in
the Visigothic period

and position as the centre

of the early medieval county.

The reason why it

was so chosen was also largely a result of the strength
o~

the

de~ences,

although,without the exceptional cir-

cumstances of the period between the 8th. and 11th.
centuries, it is doubtful wheth~r their importance
would ever have been so great.

Nevertheless, as

Richmoad said rather quaintly, and not strictly ac-

curately, fifty years ago: "Colonia Faventia no,'l
subtly became medieval Barcelona.

Her ne,., and up-to-

date walls ''lere the measure of her new found strength.
Her port drew to itself the trade of effete Tarraco.
And in virtue of these factors she became Diocletian's
administrative-centre of Laietania, Athaulf's Gothic
capital and the Spanish King's most energetic metropolis,,241.
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CHAPTEH IX
FRO?-l AKHILA TO ALHANSUR:

BARCELONA 7.11 -

985

On the fall of the Visigothic Kingdom, Barcelona initially formed part of the domains of Akhila,
son of Wittiza,
Septimania

who seems to have reigned in

and the eastern parts of Tarraconensis:

coins bearing his name were minted in Tarragona,
Girona and espdcially Narbonne, and those with
known find-spots come exclusively from this region.
He may have been followed by a dimly recorded successor
called Ardo, but by the end of the second decade of
the eighth century
1

rule.

the area was under direct Arab

The exact date of the capture of both Barce-

lona,and the rest of the Catalan coast,has been the
subject of some controversy, based on the differing
statements of later Arab historians.

One line of

thought tends to place the conquest in 71'3/4, while
2
the other prefers a date in 717/8 • The details
of these movements are virtually unknown, apart from
the notice of the resistance of a city with :four
gates situated by the sea.

This has been identified

as both Tarragona and Barcelona:

although the des-

cription may fit Barcelona better, later sources which
imply that Tarragona suffered more extensively in
this period make such an identification very insecure'3.

Nevertheless both this question, and that of
the precise chronology of the Arab conquest, are of
'little importance from the topographical point of

vie,~:

for the next two centuries, unfortunately,

the sources are largely concerned \\'ith conquests
and sieges, rebellions and treaties, and the information that can be culled about the nature of every.
day human life in the city is minimal.

In the years of Arab rule, it appears in Frankish sources as a centre of some significance, a
place where hostages might be sent

4 , or a city whose

governor might at times recognize the Carolingian
monarch, especially when internecine strife among
the Arab rulers caused instability5.

By comparison

with the general treatment of conquered regions and
cities by the Arabs, some general comments on life
in the city can be made, although nothing that
concerns Barcelona in particular.

Professor.Vernet

has recently summarized life in the Moslem interlude
in the following words:
., It can be deduced that the inhabitants of
Barcelona preserved administrative autonomy, enjoyed
liberty of worship, and could even construct new
churches on rhe site of old ones: ~(~ pa~d special

6
taxes, typical of the dimmis , which, in spite of
everything, were less than those paid in the Visigothic period.

The most serious loss - sentimentally

speaking - must have been that of the cathedral, which
must have been converted into a mosquell

7•

Tradition states that the cathedral was ritually
cleansed on Easter Sunday, 801, after the Reconquest
of the city and that the church of St.Just \,'as the

principal one in the years of Arab rule, just as it
. th e years
may ha ve b een ~n

~ A'
. t·10n8 •
r~an d om~na

OL

No archaeological evidence has been produced to demonstrate these assertions, for if the basilica excavated
in C/dels Comtes de Barcelona was the cathedral, no
evidence of its conversion into a mosque has been
brought to light, although it is difficult to foretell
what structural alterations this would entail.
Noreover, the evidence from more recent work suggests
that the adjoining baptistery continued in use.

Thus,

although the cburch of St.Just was almost certainly
in existence at this date, whereas the other

t,~o

intra-

mural ones were probably not, and there may have
been a tradition of its replacing the cathedral, the
use of the known basilica as a mosque is undemonstrated,
and since the Visigothic ecclesiasrical complex
could have stretched under the site of the existing
cathedral, it would be unwise to accept that this
basilica was the only religious building in the zone?

Indeed, the archaeological evidence for the
eighth century is non-existent. or at least cannot
be distinguished, and the finds that may be defined
as Arabic are few in number and almost invariably
belong to later centuries, when the city was under
Christian rule once again.

The one exception is a

co!i..n of the year 106 of the Hegira (72"-25), found
in one of the rooms of the supposed palatium in the
Plac;a de Sant Iu, although its attribution to "el
nivel de destrucci6n de Barcelona por Almanzor"

10

seeUlS unlikely on two grounds.

On the one hand such

a coin was likely to have been in circulation £or a
comparatively short time, and almost certainly not
the two-and-a-hal£ centuries suggested by this explanation.

Secondl~'

the definitive destruction of

this building could have occurred at two pOints in
time- both of which were somewhat later: firstly
as part of alterations to an'old house' mentioned
there in 101a

ll

, or, and more probably, at the time

of the modifications to the cathedral prior to the
commencement of the Gothic one, in the later 13th.
century.

This might also be confirmed by the

pr~

&nee of decorative stonework of lOth. and 11th.
century date in the filling of these cham.ers and
in adjacent drains, material which was presumably
derived from the cathedral then undergoing alteration.
Providing the context was as the original excavator
stated associated with a group of (unburied ~) human
skeletons, this must be associated with some 8th.
or early 9th. century disaster which presumably
predated the second of the visible floor levels,
for there seems to be no doubt that the building
continued in use until a far later, date.

12

That the region was within the monetary sphere
of the Islamic world in the 8th. century and beyond
is clearly demonstrated by a Ii ttle-}{nown hoard
from Garraf to the south of the River Llobregat
and another 8th. century co~, of Abd-al-Rahman

13

1

,

(755-788), from the destruction layer of the Baptistery.

This has been used to claim an abandonment

of the structure in the early loth. century, but
although such a date is feasible, such a long period of circulation need not be attributed to this

. lq

co~n

•

The remaining coins are all of later date:

Hernandez Sanahuja drew attention to 11th. century
coins from the area of the Castell Nou gate 15 and
a hoard from a house in C/Sant Sever was probably
of mid-12th. century date

16

•

A similar situation exists in connection ld th
the Islamic pottery from Barcelona.

Although no

such material has ever been published, there ,,,"ould
seem to have been some commerce of fine ''''ares from
&1-Andalus to the Barcelona area in the second half
of the lOth. century and later.

A sherd of deco-

rated ware paralleled at Hedina Azzahra was found
in the pits of C/Sant Sever, along with a fragment
of stamped jar of 11th. century type 17 •

A sherd

of 11th. century green-glaze ware came from the
springing of the vault between towers 77 and 78
of the defences:t8, and other pottery found in 'ahe
basilica area, the Palau Requesens and in the
excavations in Sta.t-Iaria del Mar might be similarly
described 19 •

However, no material dating to the

period of Arab occupation is known.

Finally, three pieces of stonework must be

;lS
mentioned:

the first a 13th. century funerary in-

scription presumabJ.y hrought back from the south,
perhaps as ballast in a ship~Oand the other two
capitals found under the main hall of the Comital
Palace in the filling of the 11th. century vaults

21

•

The style of one clearly corresponds to a piece imported from

.l-Anda~us

in the loth. century, and

although the other is not so clearly of Islamic
origin, other parallels are difficult to trace:
this would correspsnd well lii th our knowledge of the
nature of contacts between the two areas at that
date.

Other works popularly attributed to the Arabs,

ho played a r8le in the popular imagination similar

l ..

to that of the Danes in England, are usually of
later date, and the 'Banys Arabs', although built
according to prototypes in the south,were of 12th.

. . 22
cen t ury or1g1n •

The period of Arab rule in Barcelona is thus
very much of a

b~ank:

there must have been a basic

continuity of population even if the higher ranks of
society might have fled beyond the Pyrenees. Ecclesiastical life

also presumably continued, as it

did in other cities which remained under Arab rule for
a far longer period, although the names of none of
the bishops are known with any degree of certainty.
The intenSity of urban life can only be guessed at,
but it is unlikely to have been much higher than that
of the preGeding or succeeding centuries.

n1e conquest of Barcelona by forces under Louis
the Pious has recently been re-examined by Dr.Salrach 23 •
Unlike Girona, '~hose inhabitants seem to have taken
matters into their

Ol~

~o

hands and ceded the city

the Franks, Barcelona was subjected to a siege ''''hich
lasted the greater part of a year. The governor or
~

of the city, Zadum (Sad al-Ruaini),may have

previously agreed to hand over the city (797), but
failed to do so: in the end, the starving inhabitants
did so, to judge by the accounts of the siege.

This

was possibly on Easter Saturday, April 3rd. 801.

What, of course, enabled the defendars of the
city to hold out for so long was the strength of the
defences, a fact repeated time and time again by
the principal source, Ermold the Black

24 •

In the

course of the next two centuries their presence was
primordial for the continued life of Barcelona, although not always did they prove impregnable.

This

period, probably their most active in the rale for
which they were designed, undoubtedly meant repairs
and minor alterations to their fabric:

the most

significant of these was the strengthening of the
north-east gate, later known as the Castell VeIl.
At a later date this formed the

c~ntral

part of the

urban estates of the Viscounts of Barcelona, whose
principal function would seem to have been the defence and joint administration of the city together
with the Bishop: as early as the mid-9th. century
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they are recorded as having acted together by a
group of Frankish monks passing through the city
<an their way to hunt relics in C6rdoba 25 •

\fuether

this gate was so fortified at that date, however,
must remain unknown, for i t only appears with any
security after 985, although its name would imply
that it had been in existence for some time by then,
and its location, at the end of the main route from
the north,implies a period when Frankish influence
was still noteworthy.

After the failure of the

Carol~ngian

Reconquest

to advance permanently to the projected Ebro frontier,
Barcelona became very much a frontier bastion of the
Empire: although it fell to Moorish raids in c.852
perhaps in 897-8 27 , and most definitely in 985

28
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,

,

these occupations were only brief, and the defences
resisted other such attacks.

Nevertheless, this

historical context had a profound effect on the city's
development over the century and a half following
the Reconquest, the very instability of the period
and the region arresting any groli"th which might have
been stimulated by it. p08ition either as a comital
centre

~r

as a staging point on the long journey

from France and the Rhineland towards AI-Andalus.
It must have been very similar to other fromtier
tOlms right across northern Spain, maintaining a
tenuous urban life, but which was very dim compared
. 28 bis
to the glory of the towns of ~oslem Spa1n

Although the year 985 marks a watershed in the
history of the city, not only because of the ravaging
by Almansur, but also because this led to the final
rupture between the Counts and the Frankish throne,
in many aspects concerning the plan and topography
of the city, one can see a general flow of continuity
from the earliest medieval sources into the 11th.
century.

Changes had, however, occurred sinee the

beginning of the Visigothic period, and this stress
on elements of continuity may be at the expense of
factors

of change, 'fhich, through our ignorance and

lack of sources, cannot be adequately distinguished.
Although one may presume that aspects of the city
which were identical in the late Roman period and
the 11th. century had gone through no alterations,
for

~.e a.pect. which were different one can only sur-

mise from the shreds of evidence of the centuries
in between lihat w'as the precise course of these
changes,

Neverthele •• , the last doc-

umented occurrence of a typical Homan feature, or
the first documented appearance of a Medieval one,
in fact may have been far from the time of their
true demise or birth.

The Counts of Barcelona and the city

With

.i~9

Reconquest the first of the Counts

of Barcelona was named _ a certain Bera of 'Gothic'
origin29 •

The viciss±tudes of the counts in the
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period up to 878

and the subsequent hereditary

counts after Guifred the Hairy were the subjec:t of
many years f s:tudy and research by Abadal, \\'hose
opinions remain largely unchallenged, and w'orthily
so, in most aspects of comital history and government 30 •
Although they had other residences within the county,
the principal palace was that of Barcelona, first
mentioned in 924 (C.2), when it was already on the
same site as in the

follol~ing

century, and where

it may have existed for some centuries before that
date.

The vaults supporting the 11th. century palace

can be seen to rest on earlier structures of postHoman date, and although there is no proof that these
formed part of the Visiguthic period palace, various
topographical factors might indicate that this part
of the city had a long connection with the office,
and perhaps its equivalent during the Arab interlude 3l •

The site of the 11th. century palace is bounded
to the north and south by features which are probably
datavle to the period before the 7th. century.

To

the north it follows closely a Roman street line,
and to the south it stops short of the porticoed
area under the present Pla9a de 1 Re1.32 •

s'1nce th e

latter went out of use in the later 6th. century when
it was replaced by the cemetery, one must presume
that by that date a structure using the same property
boundary as that of the south side of the existing
palace had been constructed:

moreover this did not

correspond to a Roman street frontage.

Thus sub-

stantial changes had occurred within the topography
of the Roman city, which were to be preserved until
the 11th, century and later.

Given the archeological

context of this zone and the nature of neighbouring
structures, it seems quite possible that a palace
stood on this site in the 6th. century, and this
continued to be one of the factors which attracted
the nucleation of settlement to this cor-ner of the
city over the following centuries, leaving the
centre of the Roman city partly abandoned.

In

b

addition~the

palace, the Counts still con-

trolled directly substantial parts of the defences
in the mid-lOth. century, whereas fifty years later
this control had been largely awarded to private
individuals, and the

wall~towers

converted into

adjuncts of their residences: a doc~ent of 951 (C.3)
refers to the towers held by Count Mir as well as
mentioning other
Count

prop~rty

Sunyer,l~ithin

held by his late brother,

the defences, and two later

documents refer to the alienation of lengths of
the defences (c.43 and 46).

During the same period

extra-mural propel'ties were oeded by the Counts,
particularly to monastic houses, for it is otherwise
difficult to imagine how the various monasteries came
to hold such extensive tracts of suburban property.
In addition their rights over the Parish of St.Just
passed to the cathedral in 965 (c.4), although they

maintained others over Si:a.Narla del Jllar and St .Pere
de les Puelles 33, and perhaps also St.Miquel and
St.Pau del Camp34, into the 11th. century.

This

general decline of Ehe comital r61e in the city was
paralleled by similar reductions in the extent of
their rights throughout the County, mainly ,to the
benefit of the Vicars of the frontier districts 34 bis.

The Church

At the time

o~

the Reconquest, the Cathedral

""as either the structure excavated in the C/dels
Comtes c:.e Barcelona, or a nearby structure which
remains unlocated,

"'.

and~dedicated,

period, to the Holy Cross.

as in the Visigothic

Immediately to the west

of the Clde1s Comtes basilica stood the baptistery,
which, as has already been noted, is supposed to have
remained in use until the early 10th. century.

Be-

yoni the names of some mid-9th. century bishops, little
can be said of ecclesiastical life until the 860's,
""hen the

F~ank

Frodoinus was beginning a long and

eventful occupation of the see of Barcelona.

It seems likely that Frodoinus ''''as a royal nominee
destined to oversee the re-estab1ishment of imperial
power and to achieve a closer union with the Empire
especially v[a the diffusion of the Roman liturgy and
the eradication of the particularist Visigothic one 35 •
As early as c.858 part of the Bishop'S patrimony,

possibly located around the church of Sta.Eulalia
del Camp, had been usurped by a certain Hecosind,
. 1 ed out as being a'Goth'
s1ng

35 bis •

In the 870's

there were renewed challenges against both his
property and his authority, not only in Terrassa,
\i'hich might be interpreted as an attempt to revive
the Visigothic see, but also in the city itself,
where a priest from C6rdobar named Tyrsus, had celebrated masses and baptisms in ecclesia intra muros
ipsius civitate without episcopal permisSion 36 •

In addition, Frodoinus had to seek confirmation
of the domus of an earlier bishQP, Adaulphus, either
the same as, or l\'hich had perhaps replaced, the
original episcopal residence 37 •

Other steps lin the

strengthening of his position included the establishment of a community of canons in the cathedral, the
acquisition of a third of market and port tolls, and
minting rights 38 , but,more than anything else,the
finding of the body of Sta.Eulalia 39 •

The account of this event is long and involved,
but can be summarized as follows:

Frodoinus with

Archbishop Sigebert of Narbonne, the Metropolitan
in the

abse~ce

of an archbishop in Tarragona, went

to a church outside the walls of Barcelona, identified
as the future Sta.Marla del Mar, where, after several
days un~uccessful digging, they found a burial which
they identified as that of Sta.Eulalia and which was
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in the late Roman sarcophagus later used as a font
in the church and now in the Museo Arqueo16gico de
Barcelona.

The remains they found were transferred

to the Cathedra1

by

40 •

This last act is confirmed both

documentary sources,which within a fww years

refer to the body of Sta.Eulalia 'which rests with-

in the Cathedral of the Holy Cross' 41 ,and by an
inscription , which, if not contamporary, belongs to
the products of stonecutters active in Barcelona in
the later 9th. and 10th. centuries

42

•

Leaving aside the problem of the gef\.u,IIl.t flah,lre

oF

the Barcelona Sta.Eulalia, and the possibility of her
being a double of the N&rida saint of the same name,
and also that of the identification of the author of
the 'Hymn to Sta.Eulalia' as the seventh century bishop of Barcelona, Qu±ricus 43 , it is apparent in the
mid-9th. century there Was a,#cult of a Sta.Eulalia

in Barcelona.

This is mentioned in

c.858

44

and

can be traced back to the time of Bede, and consequently the late Visigothic period
seems surprising that firstly

45

however, it

they had to look for

some time before finding her remains, and secondly
these were not in a church dedicated to Sta.Eulalia,
butto Sta.l.Jar!a.

Nevertheless, the exercise was a

successful propaganda operation on behalf of the
Frankish church: the value of these relics was suf'ficient to overcome future difficulties;

they may:

have defended the incumbent ju.t •• tho.e
of the M6rida •• int had done in that city~~e

Visigothic period, and henceforth Frodoinus' problems
would appear to have come to an end 46 •

The e~ct date, of all these events is unrecorded, although 877 seems the most likely.

To the same year

belongs a letter, supposedly written by Charles the
Bal~to

the inhabitants of Barcelona, thanking them

for the

fidelity with which they had served him

according to the Jew, Judas, who some would see as
an emissary of the nascent urban community to the
Emperor47 •

Doubts have been raised over the validity

of this letter, but more particularly over the postscript:

Et sciatis vos quia per fidelem meum Judacot

dirigo ad Frodoynum episcopum libras X de argento ad
suam ecclesie reparare, which could easily have been
a later addition:.

Intr~guing

as it may be to point

to other evidence for the reconstruction of the
cathedral in this period, the doubts about its
'"'
authenticity must re_commend
extreme

.

caut~on

48 •

After this brief period of illumination, darkness falls on the cathedral complex until the middle
of the tenth century, apart from the text of the
49
Council that was held there in 906 • Towards 950
more changes can be detected in the arrangements of
the cathedral.

The BaPtiste~ad definitely gone

out of use by this date: not only does the evidence
of the 8th. centUry coin point to this, but a burial
cut into its remains

probably belongs to this period
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to judge by comparative evidence 50 •

On the other hand,

the church of' St.Niquel was the recipient of' a large
number of dobations in the period 951 to 985, to the
extent that it overshadowed the cathedral in

incomt 51 •

On other occasions it is named in associa-

tion with Sta.Creu and Sta Eulalia 52 , reminiscent of'
triple dedications in the tenth century elsewhere,
especially at Vic and Egara 53 •

The evidence that the

church of' St.Miquel wss the baptistery at Egara, and
that in Barcelona the Early Christian one had gone
out of' use, may suggest that the new church was used
in a similar manner, and certainly its location in
part of' the Roman baths complex was eminently suitable
for such a f'unction 54 •

However, other evidence also

point,to it having been the centre of' the canons 55 ,
whose community had f'allen into decay again, but
had been revived by the date of' a comital donation
propter canonicam construendam in 944

56

•

Meanwhile, it is possible that the early Christian
basilica had fallen out of use - perhaps at the same
time as the Baptistery - and was being rebuilt or
a new one constructed during the second half of the
lOth. century on the same site as the later Romanesque
and Gothic cathedrals 57 :

St.Miquel, a dedication

very characteristmc of' this period, may thus have

.
th'1S per10
. d 58 •
served as a replacement cathedral dur1ng
Nevertheless, other f'unctions of' the cathedral community continued to be clustered in the northern
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corner of the city: the episcopal residence \'las probably between the Comital palace and the early
Christian basilica in 92459, and nearby one ,.,.culd
expect to find the charitable and cultural institutions which

,~ere

a vital part of the chureh' s rale

in maintaining urban

life.

Although no hospital

is recorded until the end of the lOth. century60,
there had presumably been similar foundations for
some time,

and it is clear that some form of school

must have been attached to the cathedral, and a part
of the range of? miscellaneous structures located to
the south of the basilica has been interpreted as
such

61 •

Proof of its existence comes in the presence

of judges well versed in Visigothic law, and men such
as Archdeacon Llobet,who ranked among the correspondents of Gerbert of Aurillac

62

•

The fact that the letter of Charles the Bald,
whether genuine or not, was kept in the Cathedral
Archives

is an indication of the importance of

the Cathedral in the 9th. and lOth. centuries for
the inhabitants of the city:

as in

so~~ny

other

cities the cathedral complek thus became a magnet
for urban life.

These inhabitants enjoyed rarely

paralleled privileges dating back to the Reconquest,
and known from the confirmation of 844

6~

•

These

included the retention of the Visigothic Law-codes,
which suggests that,ulthough some newcomers may have
arrived with the Carolingians, the majority were of
families that had fled in the early 8th. century,
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or more probably in most cases, o£ £amilies that
had resided in the c~ty since time immemorial
This is also indicated by a document

64.

from soon after

the 985 destruction which re£ers to the properties
o£ some urban families which had been in their hands
for two hundred years or more 65 •

The rest of the intra-mural area

(~i
~
g. 7~)
J

•

Apart from these two poles Of attraction the cathedral and comital complexes - there were
other features within the city worthy of noxe. Two
other churches existed, and although one -St.Jaume

~

is not recorded until a£ter 985 and may not have
66
come into existence until that centurY, the other St.Just - is mentioned in 965, but probably had

a

continuous life from the 6th. century onwards 67 •
By the ninth and tenth centuries, the urban churchyard, which had been an exception in the 6th. and
perhaps even the 7th. centuries, was very much the
nonn, and with the possible exception of some of the
burials £rom Sta.Maria del Mar,few suburban burials
are recorded.

A burial of this date near the

cathedral has already been noted.

In addition one

can point to a fragment of a reused inscription of
68
lOth. century date in the Gothic cloisters , and
as will be seen in following chapters, there liere
several areas of burials around the Romanesque
cathedral.

Another cemetery existed around the chapel

of Sant Celoni next to st.Just, attested by an in-

scription of 899/900 69 •

Similarly, part of another

cemetery has been excavated around the church of
St.Niquel: this contained graves similar to that
from the Baptistery, and is also recorded b~ a
letter of 993 which refers to the events of 985.
It is possible that this cemetery went out of use
after the late lOth. century or at least that its
focus shifted from the excavated zone tOl"ards the
north

and the church of St.Jaurne located in the

centre of the forum area?O

As for the rest of the area within the walls,
that not occupied by churches and other structures
of note, the sources are remarkably slender in com-

parison with the period after 985, the survival of
the eight known property conveyance documents being
somwwhat fortuitous.

In general they have the lack

of precision in their phraseology also seen in the
documents of the first few decades after 985, for)
although they all refer to properties within the
walls, they have no other qualifying phrases which
enable one to locate them any more precisely, except
for those features which

~erge

as bordering upon

them.

The one that can be located most precisely is
of 924 and has already ~en'mentioned (C.2).

In

this Salla aives the Cathedral a house and yard.
A note on the reverse in a later hand describes the
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property as being next to the Episcopal Palace
opposite the Comital Palace, and the latter building
is clearly cited as lying to the east and with an
access road from the south, whereas an episcopal
curtis lay to the west, and another property which
had been given to the bishop by a certain Ervig to
the north.

Depending on the interpretation of north

in this document 70 biS, this would indicate a location
either in the region of the modern Playa de Sant Iu,
or, perhaps more probably, one slightly to the north,
in the area later occupied by the Episcopal Palace,
and from the 13th. century onwards

the garden of

the Royal Palace_

Furthermore, this document is unusual in indicating the lengths of the four sides of the property:

these are given in cubits, a unit for which

later sources suggest a value of 46-6 ems.

71 _ Leav-

ing aside the fractions which cannot be interpreted,
this property was almost _quare with sides of approximately eight metres, and thus of no great extent for
the construction of a house and a yard. One can
only presume that during the later 9th. and early
10th. centuries the bishop was consolidating in
his hands a number of smaller properties, which
may have originally been eccleSiastical property,
and at a slightly later date established a more
substantial residence in this part of the city.

Host of the remaining docwnents refer to properties

'~hich

cannot be located with any degree of

certainty, although it is probable that the majority,
because they are in one way or another related to the
Ca.thedral, were in the same quarter of the city.

The

earliest, of 919, is a donation to the Cathedral by
Galindo Gallicense, possibly an immigrant from
Frankish lands, of some houses (e.l).

A Galindo

also appears in a document of 951 which concerns the
sale by a Vicar to his son of property at the junction
of

tl~O

streets, one of which passed through the city -

via qui pergid per ipsa civitate - and the other led
to Count I-lir' stowers (e • .3).

The same towers are

mentioned in the diB:tribution of the late Nir's property in 965, for half the casales in front of thelll
passed to the cathedral (e.4).

Another similar pro-

perty was given to the cathedral in 968 (e.5), although other ecclesiastical institutions also had
possessions at this date, particularly the major
monasteries of st.Cugat del Vall~s (e.8) and Sta.
Marla de Ripol17 2 •

The one exception to this imprecision is an
exchange of property between Archdeacon Llobet and
the Bishop of casales either side of the Regomir or
south gate of the city, and property outside this
gate, in the year 975, for other similar property near
the cathedral (C.7, 5.4).

The connection between the

Archdeacon and the city gates at this date is interesting, for,as will be demonstrated below,the office

li'aS later connected li'ith the diametrically opposed
gate of the city, that in the modern Playa Nova 73 •
Apart from an unlocatable document of 954 li'hich
involved the sale of part of a house and yard for

70 sols. 7'-1 ,

the one remaining original parchment is

also of some interest for it is the first to mention
Jewish oli'ned property within the defences (c.6),
although

other earlier sources imply thi. community.

unlike tho ..... of the other Catalan towns,

had

not suffered dispersal to rural settlements, and there
had been a Hebreli' community in the city since late
Antiquity, and at this date it was probably of some
size, for it suffered heavily in 985 75 •

What of the methods of land utilisation within
the defences in the tenth century?

Three main

classes of property can be detected: firstly the
houses (domus or casa) which were often the properties
undergoing sale or exchange:

secondly the yards

(curtis or curtilium) which were usually to be found
alongside the houses:

thirdly undeveloped plots of

land (casalis and perhaps also in the 16th. century
solarium) 7 6 , which seem to have been as numerous
as the constructed plots.
after

Compared with the decades

985 some differences are noticeable, particularly

the rise then of the number of casales, and the
abundance of other types of open land ldthin the walls,
in the form of fields, vineyards and especially ,
orchards and vegetable gardens.

It is surprising

that none of these appear in the documentation up

to 985.

Although the city clearly suffered in 985,

it seems to have recovered swiftly, and there was
general continuit~n the location of both public
buildings and private property.

As will be seen

below, much of the southern part of the city and
even some parts close to the cathedral were taken up
by horticul turai estates j.n the :first half o:f the 11th.
century,

If' there had been no orchards and gardens

in the tenth century city, the density of popUlation
must have been far higher than hitherto supposed,
and similar to the situation reached in the later 11th.
century, and the losses of' 985 f'ar greater than imagined. ·Nevertheless, I believe that this judgment
cannot be made on the basis of' a handful of documents
of uncertain location.

If the majority belonged to

the core of the city clustered around the cathedral,
and logically that is where ecclesiastical properties
were most frequent, it is still feasible that much
of the southern part of the city was taken up by
hortiCUltural plots with isolated houses: however,
for the moment we lack the necessary sources.

Of the inhabitants of these houses, comparatively

little can be said.

As in many other periods of the

past our sources tell us of the upper echelons of
society and leave us to wonder about the bulk of the
population.

A larger aID&unt of Comital property

than at a later date has already been noticed.

Simi-

larly his chief officers, the Viscounts of Barcelona

and elsel\'here, and the Vicars who defended frontier
districts, seem to have been significant figures,
as w'ere bishops and archdeacons, who frequently
belonged to families of the same rank 77 •

The judges

who played such an important part in the re-establishment of Barcelona after 985

can also be considered

as part of this old aristocracy.

One imagines that

there must have been a number of artisans, although
they' escape our attention until the early 11th.
century.

There were, however, a number of people

who had made the journey south to Al-Andalus and
particularly C6rdoba, men such as Ramio who died
in 985 78 , or those survivors who bore the name Nauro 79 •
From further afield came a few other elements of the
urban population: immigrants from Frankish lands
such as Galindo mentioned above, or a group

who

bore the name Greco in the final years of the century,
but who had certainly been present prior to 985, and
may have been refugees from Byzantine Italy or natives
who had some connection with the East

80 •

Both Abadal and Bonnassie have considered this
opening of' Catalonia to the outside world in the
decades after 950, which flowed in two directions,
on the one hand to C6rdoba, on the other to Rome

81

•

The nature of' these exchanges may not always have been
strictly commercial, but the sources make it clear
that the area

l~as

losing its isolation.

It seems

possible that the 'port' to the south of' Hontjuic came

into use at this time as the heir to the beaching
of ships along the shore between the mountain and
the mouth of the Llobregat:

a villanova is recorded

in this part of the territoritun

in 938, and many

of the same people who had urban estates also had
substantial holdings along the shoreline there 82 •
John of Gorz arrived at the port of Barcelona in

954 on his way to C6rdoba 83 , although a century
beforehand the monks on their way to the same city
had made the journey overland

84 •

That coastal

trading, and vessels plying from the first Noslem
port at Tortosa were fairly frequent is probably indicated by the aw"ard of raficias of that city to
the Cathedral in 944 85 •

At this date it seems that

Barcelona was little more than a staging post on the
journey from Harseilles and Narbonne and points
further north to Arab lands, although as the century
progressed evidence for local involvement increases.
Apart from the inhabitants who may have made the
journey, one must also mention the viscounts and
other emissaries sent by the

Count of Barcelona to

the Caliphs 86 •

In the other direction came pottery, fine cloths,
particularly silk, scientific works and gold coinage.
\Vhat went back in exchange remains a mystery t although it is always assumed to have been slaves,
87
but this is not entirely justifiable • However,
this system of exchange in the later tenth century

was still at a relatively low level of intensity:
although it contributed valuables for the coffers
of the nobility, it provided comparatively little
st imul us for the grol'l'th of the city, and mueh of
the subsequent development was provoked by an
agricultural rather than a commercial revolution 88 •

The Suburban area

Another aspect of this economic awru(ening around
the middle of the tenth century was the re-appearance
of suburban settlement.

After the abandonment of

most of the extra.mural burial areas, perhaps in the
later 6th. and 7th. centuries, there is little
evidence for activity outside the walls.

A number

of churches clearly existed by 985 - Sta.Narla del
Har, Sta.Eulalia del Camp, Sta.Harla del Pi and
St.Sadurn{, as well as one definite and one possible
monaseery - St.Pere de les Puelles and St.Pau del
Camp.

Their origins are virtually unknown, although

epigraphical evidence from St.Pere-St.Sadurn! and
St.Pau may suggest that they still had some funerary
rSle 89 , although only in 'the case of Sta.Harla del
Har is there a clear association with a late Roman
cemetery

(fig.97).

The consecration of the monastery of St.Pere
in 945 probably led to the emergence of a small
settlement around it, and it is possible that a similar

hamlet had

all~Xs

existed at the most distant of

these churches - St.Pau del Camp 90 •

On the other

hand, the remaining churches do not appear to have
influenced extra-mural settlement in this initial
phase, although they were to do so at a later date.
Nevertheless, the word burgo is found in use in
966 and really marks the beginning of the medieval
suburbs.

All the early references to this suburb

are related to the area around the east gate and
the market at its foot, and it is apparent that this
l~as

a prime fac tor in suburban growth.

Al though its

origins were long before 985 and are lost in the
mists of time 9l , from these humble origins the
subuu~bs

were to expand to twelve times the size of

the original walled core during the course of the
following three centuries.

Late Tenth Century Barcelona: a Topographical Sketch

The sources for these centuries from the early
eighth century onwards are thus rather slender, but
at least sufficient, when used in combination with
later evidence, for some vision of the overall
pattern of urban settlement to be suggested.

The

general view of this late tenth c;entury community,
then, is of a fairly small number of inhabitants,
probably fel~er than 1500 92 , including a number of
nobles, and twenty or thirty

, h f

Jew~s

'I'~es 93 •

am~

The inhabitants enjoyed privileges unknown to those
of the county beyond the city's territorium, and

preserved something of the
by their use of the

Visigothic background

law-codes

and'~legal

system.

The vast majority of these inhamitants lived
within the defences, and later information would
suggest that the greater part of the population ,.,as
resident in the northern half of the city.

In all

likelihood, the Jews already occupied the site of
their later quarter or Call, and the Cathedral and
its dependencies were the attraction for the Christians.

Within the same quarter, the Comital Palace

and the vicecomital Castell VeIl provided othe~oci
that had :

.s~ained

the decay of the Roman

city-

centre and the emergence of the medieval one.

The area of the Roman forum and the public
buildings around it had been taken over by the three
intra-mural churches and their cemeteries, intermingl.~

with a few houses, although one must suspect

that the remains of Antiquity were all around to be
seen, and even occasionally inhabited or otherwise
reused.

This change, which had probably begun in

the sixth century, must have been largely accomplished
by the beginning of the tenth.

The street pattern

had been largely preserved in the case of the cardo
maximus

linking the north-east and south-west gates,

and of most other streets in the northern part of
the city, although other alterations were to be
wrought ,.,ith the construction of the Romanesque
cathedral in Ilhe mid-11th. century, which largely

fossilized the pattern.

Surprisingly, the decumanus

rnaximu. had been cut across by a large monastic orchard

to

the north of the forwn area, and its course ''las

not to be restored until the later 13th. century.
Elsewhere, the ruins of Antiquity must have motivated
other minor changes.

The blocking of the decumanus

was probably the result of the absence

of a need

to cross the city from north-west to south-east,
and attention was thus diverted in the direction of
the Cathedral. 94

In the southern half of the city

later evidence ,.,ould suggest that settlement 'ias
sparse, with a few scattered houses among the vines
and the fruit-trees.

The Roman street pattern had

lieathered the passage of time less well, and lias
gradually replaced by an Drganic one of streets
leading towards the south gate, around which it
seems possible that a small nucleus independent of
the rest of the city existed in 985

95 •

The number

of cardines in the southern part of the city decreased
substantially, except near this gate, again implying
the existence of larger blocks of property more
suitable for cultivation.

Outside the defences there had probably always
been a few houses, or at least some agricultural
buildings, particularly near the churches, along
the main roads and on slightly higher spots in the
rather damp suburbiwn.

Host of this area was taken

up by fields and orchards, although even in the lOth.

century there still existed su££iciently extensive
tracts, probably the remnants of the late Roman
~

and Visigothic Royal property, for the Count to

make substantial donations to local monasteries.
About the middle of the lOth. century the burgo
had emerged near the north-east gate and the market,
although the density oC settlement in this bur go
\.. as probably not much higher than that :fJ') the
southern part of the walled area, and pressure on
space wi thin the \'Ialls is unlikely to have been
the £undamental reason for its appearance

96 •

The

area tOl'1"ards the sea was probably still very marshy
and liable to £looding and therefore totally unconducive to both settlement and intensive croPPing 97 •
The port to the south o£ Montju!c may have come into
operation during the same period and it was probably
to there that most vessels that plied a coastal route
from the mouth of the Rh6ne to the mouth of the Ebro
came.

However, the phenomenon which caused the

silting and abandonment of this port was perhaps
the same as that which made the area around the
southern part of the city drier a.d more suitable
for the expansion of the sUburbS.

In the rest of the

98

~erritorium

there e.isted a

number of settlements, some perhaps the heirs o£
late Roman villa estates, others perhaps created
in a movement towards upland zones that had occurred
in previous centuiies.

Nevertheless, new agricultural

techniques, irrigation and more intensive use of the
land laid the foundations for many a fortune, l'1hich
in turn w'ould stimulate the economic life of the
,tty proper, and start the process of the great expansion of the following centuries.

The events of 985

The activities of A1mansur between 981 and his
death in 1002 are

1~el1-known_

After many years of

comparative peace on the fromtier and c16se if not
fraternal contacts between Moslem and Christian rulers,
the Holy \var had become virtually forgotten under
the later Ummayads, but A1mansur drastically changed
this policy and made it his main activity_

As Prof-

essor Lomax has commented, "Year after year he directed
successful campaigns against the Christian states,
bringing back enormous booty and innumerable captives to enrich C6rdoba and to demonstrate to its
citizens the grandeur of Islam and the genius of
their ruler,,99.

In 985 it ,.,as the turn of Barcelona to suffer
this humi1iation.

Having set out from C6rdoba in

Hay, his forces arrived at Barcelona on July 1st.
Accompanying his infantry was a naval force which
proceeded to blockade the city, and which had perhaps also brought some of the siege machines necessary for the rapid capture of the walled city.

News

of his advance had spread before him.

Count Borrell

may have attempted to hinder it, and,having failed,
left the defence of the city in the hands of the
V 1SCOun
·
t an d se t

0

ff t

0

. f oreemen t s 100 •
see k re1n

An

expedition was organized from Girona and perhaps also
· 101
V 1C
:

t

he inhabitants of the villages of the Barce-

lona plain, the Llobregat valley and nearby parts of
the Valles took refuge in the cityl02.

All to no

avail,for the city fell to its besiegers on July 6th.

The phrases employed in documents belonging to
the ten or fifteen years after this attack are the
primary source for what happened next.

One of 987

is perhaps the most descriptive:

Annus Domini DCCCCLXXAYI. imPAbante Leuthario
XXXI AnnO. die Kalenda

iul~i

iptbam (1) a SDr-

raceni, obs.ssa est Barehinona At PAbmittentA
Deo impediente pecato nostea. captD'est ab eis
in eadem mense II nonas. et

iR~dgm

mortUW vgl

capti sunt omnis habitantibus de 'odem ciyitate
vel de eidem comitatu que ibidem intboigbDnt per
iUssione de dompno Borrello cowite ad custodigndum
vel ad defendendum earn. et ibidem periit omng
substanciam eorum guicguid ibidem congbegDvgrDnt
tam libris guam preceptis regaJis vel cunctis
illorum scripturis omnibusaue modis confectis
per guos ratinebant cuncti! eorum alodibus vel
pos!es!ionibus inter

80S

parientibus CC anni at

gt Pbecedentes gObUrn

amp1.;us 103 •

The two principal points in the prologue of this
charter - the death or capture of the iru~abitants
and the loss of the documents - are repeated in numerous other such documents.

Not only do several people

refer to having inherited property from relatives killed
" t he attack104: ,
d url.ng

but whole families perished105 ,

or people were taken into captivity and no other
survivor of the family was alive to pay a ransom 106
Among the families that disappeared without trace or
heirs were some Jewish ones, whose property subsequently passed to the Count 107 •

Others were taken off into captivity in C6rdoba
including prominent inhabitants such_as the Viscount,
Udalard, the Archdeacon, Arnulf, Querus custos palacii,
the judge Aucuz the Greek, three sons of the Viscount
108
of Girona, as well as many lesser folk
• The work
of redemption probably began shortly afterwards
with individual bequests for the ransom of particular
people.

On some occasions an eminent inhabitant seems

to have been allowed to return under the condition
that substitute hostages were found: the judge Auruz
is found collecting cash to ransom those that had
replaced himl09 , and this may have developed into
a more extensive operation.

Certainly a tradition

of pious bequests was established and they can be
found intermittently in the next two and-a-half centu"ri'es, prior to the foundation of the Mercedarian
Drder 110 •

However, the redemption of the 9 8 5 captives

was at best a gradual process, and some were still
re t urning to their homes a decade after the attack Ill •
Those '~ho had escaped l~ere in a position to profit
from the situation, ei.ther legally by buying the
property of others at bargain prices and forcing a
hard sale in difficult times

l12

, or illegally by

occupying the property of those

\~ho

had disappeared

and might be presumed dead or lost for everll3.

It is difficult to estimate the extent of the
destruction caused by this attack: some, but by no
means all, of the sources spealt of a magno incendio

l14

although the wholesale loss of documents which so
concerned the survivors presumably a1:8o indicates
some conflagrafion.

Structures outside the walls

obviously suffered:

if there had been a monastic

community at St.Pau del Camp, it disappeared: other
documents speak of the restoration of St.Pere, in
989 115 , the re-roofing of the adjoining chapel of
St.Sadurn! in 992 116 , the necessity for a declaration
of the extent of the convent's possessions in 991117,
and rebuilding was still going on the+e in 1009

118

•

An abundance of casales, or properties fit to be
built on, and. in some cases

l~hich

had previously

included houses, is noticeable in succeeding years,
119
both in the suburbs and within the walls
• The
part of the defended area which seems to have suffered
most was that nearest the sea, around the Regomir
gate: not only were casales abundant, but a document
of 1032 which refers to a length of defences in need

,

of reconstruction may also hark back to these
years (C.5l).

Somewhat surprisingly there are few· other
refeunces to buildings in a state of destruction,
and most of the churches were serviceable w·i thin a
few years

120

•

Considering the weak state of the

population in these years, racked by the loss of
supplies and food, and burdened with the need to
find money to rescue their kin, it is difficult to
see how they found the resmurces to restore the
churches in a comparatively short time, especially
when foundations such as St.Pere de les Puelles
took a quarter of a century to return to normal.
One may legitimately wonder if the destruction and
burning was rather more selective and partial than
the sources would suggest.

Certainly it is not

possible to point to any church or major structure
which changed site or even its structure as a result
of these events.

Although many of the advances of

the previous three or four decades may have been
lost, the city did not take as long to recover from
this set-back.

In spite of the concern of the Count, who was
.
121
seeking help from the unstable Frankish throne, the
attack was not repeated, and Almansur turned his attention in other directions.

The next recorded

incursions of 1001-3, although passing through the

Penedes, left Barcelona untouched, and were mainly
directed against the Nanresa area

122

•

In the mean-

time, the losses were being made good, and perhaps
even benefits were being reaped from the events of

985, through the intensification of the innovations
,
that had appeared in the tenth century,

'~"'Q..

and~increased

contacts with C6rdoba as a result of captivity and
redemption.

Twenty-five years after A1mansur's

attack, the city must have largely regained the
position of 985 in terms of the area inhabited, and
l\"as on the eve of a brief phase of rapid growth, as
well as being about to launch an attack on C6rdoba
"t se 1f123 •

~

CHAPTER X
THE INTRA-MURAL PUBLIC STRUCTURES,

985 - 1200

The two centuries from 985 to the closing years
of the 12th. cent6ry saw an immense change in the
appearance of Barcelona, from a cluster of houses
around the Cathedral and the Comital residence,
hemmed in from the outside world by its enclosing
defences, and with other small nuclei of settlement
within these wall., and the open spaces between them
occupied by agricultural land, it changed to one of
the most important cities of the western Mediterranean,
on the threshold of its apogee of the 13th. and early
14th\ centuries.

The following chapters, the core

of this thesis, aim to examine exactly how and when,
where and why, these

Before

em~arking

alter~tions

occurred.

on the analysis of the various

zones of the intra-mural area, it is necessary to
consider the major public buildings which stood within the defences.

These are important not only because

they reflect the urban history of the city in their
structurecand development, but

bc.qw.c.

also~hey

provide an

inval.uable series of fixed points in the topography
of the city, which enable us to locate private properties with a far greater degree of accuracy than
would be otherwise possible

(figs.73-74).

The De£ences

Not on1y did the city walls survive £rom the
late Roman period until the early Middle Ages without undergoing any major

b~r
alteration,~their

course can

also be clearly established today, and thus properties
situated inside the de£ences can be clearly separated
£rom those in the suburbs.

They were also invaluable

to the inhabitants of the early medieval city, and
although the case arguing that they were the reason
£or the survival o£ the city has probably been overstated, and this must be attributed to a variety o£
reasons, they obviously contributed to the mainten&nce o£ urban traditions in those troubled and unl
stable times •

Apart £rom the lyrical praises o£ Ermold the
Black concerning the solidity o£ Barcelona's walls,
it is· not until the mid-tenth century that there are
any details on the state o£ the de£ences.

The comi-

tal association with the walls, inherited £rom the
Visigothic crown and the late Roman state, was far
closer.

in the second hal£ o£ the tenth century than

later.

Three documents (C."

C.~,

and 5.18) mention

the Comital ownership o£ lengths of the walls and
towers, and although the last of the.e may have
only been an oblique re£erence to what was more
generally described as the Comital Palace, the other
two were probably not.

The contrast they provide

with the state of the defences in later decades is
interesting, for there are no references to houses
located on the defences, and as a whole it would
seem they were still substantially free of obscuring
structures, and perhaps the late Roman topography with
a street following the line of the defences on the
2
inside was still partially in existence •

By the end of the 10th. century, however, the
first seeds of change had been sown, for in 975, in
an exchange concerning properties on either side of
the Regomir gate

(C.7. 5.4),

it is clear that, even

if these properties were not built-up, this intervalIum street no longer existed in this part of the
city.

By the time the early 11th. century is reached,

the pattern of Antiquity had been swept away and
houses were constructed against and on top of the
walls, thus inevitably impeding their defensive
function.

The precise chronology

little known.

O~hiS change is

A fifteent~entury history of Barceloa.

tells how Wifred the Hairy divided the defences among
his followers making each of them responsible for a
particu1ar stretch.

The details are purely legendary,

and some of the individuals involved date frOID the
12th. century rather than the late 9th. century, but
there may be an element of truth in that the defences
were public domain, and thus controlled by the Counts,
who, as has been noted above held some portions, and
who are found alienating others to private individuals

by the ~irst few decades of the 11th. century (c.4,
and

46)~

It would seem likely that this process had

begun some time before, probably before the destruction of 985, and it may be that in its aftermath it
became even more common' bis.

Certainly, from the very beginning of the 11th.
century no great concern was manifested about the
presence of private dwellings on the defences, and
such houses, because of the solid support of the walls,
and the

visual_~auperiority

over their neighbours,

both inside and outside the defences. given by the
possession of wall-towers, were increasingly sought.
These properties generally included at least one
tower and an adjoining length of curtain wall, although those containing double the number are not rare,
and there are at least two cases of three towers being
incorporated into a single property (C.195 and 218).
From the descriptions of the houses and 'he prices
paid in their purchase. it ia apparent that these
were the most important private residences in the
city, and rarely was a space on the inside of the
curtain wall left undeveloped.

In some areas. parti-

cularly along the south side, it was customary for
the property at the foot of the defences to belong
to the adjacent intra-mural owner, and for most of
the period under consideration, these plots remained
undeveloped, normally consisting of gardens and
orchards (c.46 t 84 t l07).

To the east and south-east

the conditions or the terrain made it more convenient
to place a street rollowing the walls on the outside,
the forerunner or the medieval C/Basea and the modern
C/del Subteniente Navarro (C.~~) ,whereas to the north
the properties at the foot of the walls were geherally
in other hands. (C.57,6l-65).

Not only were these properties or some width,
but frequently or, 'some considerable depth, as is immediately visible from a glance at the present-day
plan of the city, especially in areas such as C/LI.d6.
This is particularly the result or the changes in the
street lines determined by the presence of these houses.
In area$where the derences were parallel to the
Roman street-plan, the major change was a movement
of the street some 15 or 20 metres back from its
original position, giving rise to the modern C/de
Santa Lucia, C/del Veguer, C/de San Simplici, C/del
Pou Dols and C/del Arc de St.Ramon del Call.
not clear whether this intervallum

It is

street had ever

existed at the oblique angles of the walls, and in
any case, the early medieval pattern was broken here,
and the street 15 or 20 metres back from the wall
was abandoned for the next street of the Roman pattern, from which often extended entrance alleys and
small squares in order to give access to the properties built against the walls (compare
and 73 ).

f~,. 60

Who were the owners of such properties?

Apart

from the Comital interescs, which were in decline by
the 11th. century, the Viscounts had property near
the Bishop's Gate (C.l~O) and the Castell VeIl, as
did the first Vicar of Barcelona (c.18l).

Other

noble lineages held similar estates, the Castellvells
(C.2l8), the Bellocs
(C~~,2l8).

(c.188,2~~) and the Queralts

The Church was not without representation:

the Archdeacon of Barcelona origiaally held property
adjoining both the north (C.6l-65) and south (C.7)
gates, although only the former survived the passage
of time.

VBrious of the constituent parts of the

Cathedral complex were also on the line of the defences - the Canonical dormitory (C.175), the Hospizal,
(S.19O) and the EpiscopAl Palace (C.2).

Other

ecclesiastical bodies also had houses on the walls,
notably the canons of Vic Cathedral (C.IO~, l2~) and
the Templars (C.2l9).

The other owners were generally

men of wealth, although it is rarely possible to
determine how they came by their riches: in the earlier
years of the 11th. century men such as Bernat Gelmir
(c.8~),

a~ea~

and later in the same century the 'proto-

entrepreneur' Ricart Guillem (C.19').

Wealthy artisans,

such as Martin Petit in the 12th. century, could also
be included in· this category (C.227).

The main

limit s . .ms to have been one of cash-in-hand rather
than any particular socia1 status.

Certainly in the

12th. century when the demand for such prestige residences could not be satisfied, refinements and imitations ~n houses located elsewhere were the response.

What of alterations to the defences?

On only

one occasion do we hear of repairs and rebuilding of
a damaged part of the defences,in 1032, in a document
referring to the projecting castellum next to the
Regomir Gate (C.51),

61though later in the same

century there is a mention of a damaged tower near
the Castell Nou - ipsa turre que est fracta(G.126) _
which may indicate that this length of the walls
was already showing the structural weaknesses which
were finally to lead to its collapse.

Generally,

however, the walls had SUrvived the passage of the
centuries remarkably well.
~hat

The other alterations

caa be detected in the walls as opposed to the

gates were purely embellishments and improvements
to the houses that they supported.

The results of

such work can still be seen today: the new windows
in towers 3t 6 and 75 replacing the late Roman ones
can be dated to this period and there are others
of the 12th. and 13th. centuries (fig.76a).

They

demonstrate the importance of the tower,not as a
military defence,but more as a part of the dwelling,
especially to provide small private

cham~ers

adjoin-

ing the main room or solarium of the house (fig.lll).
In addition the curtain. wall "as occasionally increased
in height between two towers t and windows cut into
it, demonstBating the existence of structure. at this
level wi thin"the walls.

The best example is the

length between towers 6 and

~which

was occupied

by the Cathedral Hospital with the Canonical Dormitory

353
above (fig.76b), for the double arched windows can
hardly be any later than c.llOO.

Another example

is that in the Pa1au Requesens,between towers 23 and
24, although this probably belongs to the 13th. century rather than earlier 4 •

Although it seems clear that no streets were cut
across the

~ine

of these defences, apart from the

,

four original gates, until the middle of the 13th.
century, another device to expand the intra.mural
houses eame into use in the late 11th. century,which
must have also weakened their

mili~ary

efficacy.

This was the construction of vaults between two
towers, a characteristic feature of Barcelona where
the towers are very close set.

The prime

exam~le

was

that built by an ambitious canon in c.l078 between
towers 77'and 78, for which he obtained permiSSion
from the Bishop and his fellow canons (C.l'7).

Such

a vault provided a solid base about six metres wide
and fifteen metres long upon which an expansion
6
could _e made •

This example was probably not the

first to be built for in

1~71

there are references

to house. beneath the vaults of the Comital Palace
(5.172), which probably indicates similar

s~ructures

between towers 12, 1, and 14: this reference is
repeated in the following century (5.,12 and 422).
A s~i1ar document to that of 1078 dates from I l l '
and refers to the length between towers 17 and 18
(S.267).

That the practice continued into the l,th.

354
century is clear from the more pointed vaults from
the C/Basea and those under the early 14th. century
Royal Chapel of Sta.Agata, although it is noticeable
that in the latter case there exists at least one

.

7

earlier phase of vaulting (~ig.75) •

The space under these vaults could be put to
various uses: generally structures of a less substantial nature were to be found, like that used by
Guillem the Cooper under the Episcopal Palace in the
late 12th. century (s.614), and they could also be
used £or storage or other industrial activities not
requiring a great amount sf space.

On other occasions

dung-hills are found at the foot of the defences, and
one might wonder if they were the accumulation of
material from intra-mural privies (S.312,327,354,477).

In conclUSion, the military value of the defences
must be discussed.

The repairs carried out in the

10,0's must indicate that they were still considered

. r:J

u~,

and the fact that the properties at the foot

of the walls remained without buildings until the
12th. century, whereas others close by were intensely
developed, would suggest that a conscious policy of
maintaining a strip of land free of structures was
being enCorced8 •

The first changes can be seen with

the construction of the vaults, and then gradually,
from the early 12th. century onwards, houses were
to be foudd in the plots against the walls, at first

~~

on1y in the northern part of the city, but later in
the southern half too.

Thus by the second half of

the 12th. century it is

like~y

that their military

value was in decline, it being somewhat difficult to
defend walls, the access to which was complicated
by internal residences,
na~

structures,

attacker.

and which had adjacent exter-

which could provide shelter £or the

However, they were not forgotten, even

though they were becoming increasingly hidden from
sight.

The turning point was probably in the years

following the final Almoravid incursions of 111~-',
when it became increasingly obvious that attack from
am external power was improbable.

By the end of the

12th. century the topographical distinction between
city and suburb was becoming blurred, and by the mid13th. century totally insignificant, as is indicated
by the cutting of the 'baixades' across the line of
the wall. 9 •

THE CITY GATES AND THEIR ATTACHED CASTLES

The survival in location of the gates of Roman
cities through the early Middle Ages to the 12th.
century and beyond is a truism in most parts o£
Europe, and even in areas such as England, where
urban continuity, as opposed to
pation

o~

continuous OCCU-

urban sites, is difficult to

prove ,

the

Roman gates often determined the street pattern of
the medieval city, which need not be related to the

Roman one, as in the case of Winchester and CanterburyW •

Barcelona provides a classic example of a fourgate city, where all the gates survived in location
and function from the foundational first century A.D.
until the 13th. century and the construction of a
circuit enclosing an area approximately ten times
the original.

rndeed.parts of all these gates sur-

vived until the last century, although much adapted
by the hand of man and God.
divided into two

pair~,

The four gates can be

not only on structural bases,

but also On the grounds ·of medieval lordship, and thus
the north-western aad south-eastern ones will be considered first.

Both of these had semi-circular towers associated
with the late Roman phase of the defences.

Such

illustrations as we have concerning the Regomir
Gate suggest a large portal with no side passages.
In the case of the other gate, that in the modern
Pla~a

Nova, it is unclear whether the side passages

had been blocked by the 11th. ce.tury, although the
build-up of occupation layers at adjacent points
was SUch-as to make their use difficult, and there
is no record of medieval material in the filling
of the right-hand passage 11 •

It would,; thus seem

likely that this gate also consisted of a single
central arch, as depicted in the earliest engravings.
(f'ig.18).

The north-w~stern gate was under ecclesiastical
control from an early date, possibly as a result of
the manoeuvres of the later Carolingians to ensure
the loyalty of their counts by sending an intimate
of the monarch as Bishop of Barcelona, and the consequent partition of comital domains between the two
12
infidelity of Humfrid •

forces after

~e

of the 'Sant

Lloren~

The name

gate' has been demonstrated to

be a result of the mis-reading of a document of 1040;
and on all the other occasions when it is named it
is invariably called 'the Bishop's Gate' (S.255,
192,198 and S.614).

c.

This name was not derived from

the adjacent Bishop's Palace, which did not come into
use until after the middle of the 12th. century, but
rather from episcopal 'control of the gate, in fact
exercised through the Archdeacon.

The principal urban property of the Archdeacon
was located to the east of the gate by 1039 (C.61),
and it is possible that a small property to the west
of the gate was also associated with this office
(C.130 and 1'4).

In addition a chapel, known as the

Archdeacon's Chapel, still exists in tower 78,as does
the Archdeacon's House on the site of the property
recorded in 10'9.

Twelfth century references to the

turres archidiaconales should be related to the two
gate towers, which were connected by the passageway
acros. the gate, still in existence i~he early 19th.
centuryl,.

The diametrically opposed Regomir gate was also
under ecclesiastical control.

As early as

975,

Archdeacon Llobet is found exchanging several pieces
of prop.rty adjoining the gate with the Bishop, so
it wou1d seem that a similar pattern to that later
found at the Bishop's Gate was already in existence
(C.4,S.7).

Subsequent references are generally to

the Regomir Castle rather than the gate.

As a result

of the insecure satuation of the later 10th. century
actions may have been taken to strengthen'the fortifications of the city, which included the establishment of this castle.

s~ructural

However, the

changes

needed to effect this conversion are far from clear,
and may have consisted

o~y

of the addition of some

neighbouring properties to the gate towers

14

•

The

first reference to the control of this castle is in
a document of 1076, which, however, only exists in a
transcription of three hundred years later, and may
at best be a garbled version of the original, at
worst~a

not very convincing forgery:

in this three

men purport ro give totum castellum de Regomir to the
church of St,Miquel (C.128).

It is not until the mid-12th. century that there
are clearer details of lordship.

In his will of 1148,

Guillem Pere of SarriA left his so~,Berenguer of Sarril,
this castle as hald from his lord
10nalS.

Be~anguer

of Barce-

Carreras Candi stated that the latter was

16 •

son of a Vicar, Berenguer Ramon

There may have

359
been more than one 'castl!', ~or in 1152 Deodat o~
Tamarit left the castle to the Cathedral of Barcelona,
with the condition that his son should hold it during
his li~etime17.

Nevertheless, the lordship o~ Beren-

guer of Barcelona is

re-a~~irmed

in another document

of the same year (C.257) and in 1173 he recognized
that he in turn held it

~rom

the Dean of Barcelona,

Ramon of Caldes, and that it was sub-infeudated to
Berenguer

o~

Sarri!18.

This

fundamenta~ecclesiasti

cal lordship is co~irmed in Papal Bulls df 1169 and
19
1176 , and the church was apparently using the
standard techniques

o~

sub-infeudation and 'castlans'

to ensure the smooth functioning of its military
possessions.

We now turn to the gates at either end of the
shorter prinCipal axis of the city.
has given rise to a degree of

The

con~usion,

p~an

of these

but it seems

likely that the north-east gate at least was flanked
by two hollow polygonal tower./on the basis of early
19th. century plans (fig. 22) and late 16th, century
drawings (fig.23).

Srta.Pallar6s has suggested that

these were of early Imperial date and corresponded
to the first phase of the defences, although admits
that they could kave undergone transformation at a
later date.

She illustrates three sets of polygonal

gate-towers as parallels - Spoleto, Como and Philippopolis.

Of these Spoleto is certainly of ,rd. century

date, and is normally understood to be among the

•

360
the earliest of this type.

Those of Como are of 1st.

century A.D. date, but are of a very different form,
while those of

Phil~ppop'lis

(modern Shehba) were

built by the Emperor Philip (241-5) in the city of
his birth

20

•

The latter example gives the closest

parallel in form, but they appear to have been solid
in the lower half, whereas the Barcelona ones appear
to have been hollow.

In western Europe o.e can point

to towers at Orl'ans similar to those of Spoleto, and
perhaps closer parallels in the fort at Cardiff, but
few in the Iberian peninsula, either in the early
or late Imperial period

21

•

Considering the weight of negative evidence, for
early parallels are almost totallp absent, and there
is no reason to suggest a late Imperial date, for,
as has been seen, the late Roman gate-t6wers of
Barcelona were semi-circular in plan and solid, it
would be reasonable to doubt whetber the the form of
these gate-towers that has come down to us
Roman at all.

was

Moreover, excavations in the area have

failed to reveal the foundations that might be expected

o~

Roman towers

22

•

It is thus proposed that the

form recorded at the end of the medieval period was
not of Roman origin, and the structure of the Roman
gate remains virtually unknown.
by Pujades (fig. 23) suggests a

The extant drawing
~iform

faCing of

small blooks, which also stands in contrast to the
rest of the defences.

This form had probably been

established by the 13th. century when the seal of the
V',car of Barcelona bore an illustration supposedly
of this gate (although one shou1d bear in mind the
stylised hature of such depictions), but this leaves
a period of almost a millenium during which the alterations from the unknown Roman gate could have been
carzied out.
be the lOth.

The most likely period must surely
~d

11th. centuries, during which

parallels for hollow polygonal towers can be found
in local castles 23 •

This gate is known by no fewer than six names
in this period - the porta maior (C.37), the gate
24
, the
looking northwards (C.71), the market gate
Castell VeIl gate (8.416), the east gate (8.263) and
the Vicecomital gate

2

?

The two gate-towers, plus

some adjoining structures", and a further tower on the
other side of the market, which apparently survived
in the C/de Boria until the early 20th. century,
formed this Castell Ve11

26

, which must have been

in ex1stence by the time the Castell Nou is referred
to in the early 11th. century (C.3?) and it seems
most probable that the

alter~ions

discussed above

were made at the time of the establishment of this
'old castle'.

It is also known as the 'Vicecomital Castle'
on oceasions,

illustrat~ng

its link with this post,

and this association must date from the

l~e

tenth

century at the latest, by which time the post had
become hereditary21.

During a period of unrest in

the 1840's we find the Viscount's men throwing stones
from the Castell VeIl

into~the Comital Palace 28 , and

in 1063 Viscount Udalard II swore fidelity for both
this castle and the Castell Nou~9

However, by this date, changes had already begun
and other nobles are found associated with the Castell
VeIl, presumably as 'castlans,30.

Half a century

later further changes had taken place: in 1110 Viscount Guilabert Udalard paid homage to Count Ramon
B.renguer III and agreed to place 'castlans' in
accordance with the wishes of the count 31 •

Guilabert's

daughter, Arsendisfwas married to Guillem Ramon de
Castellvell,who swore fidelity for the Castell Vell
and Castellbel (-Castellvi de
his father had do•• in 111132.

~a

Marca) (C.206),as

He also held the

office of Vicar of Barcelona33 , which from the closing
years of the 1Ith.cent~ame to replace that of
the Viscounts.

Thus previous vicars had also sworn

fidelity for the Castell VeIl - Berenguer Ramon de
Castellet (111,)3

4

and perhaps Jordl of St.Martt 35 •

Thus from c.l100, the castle gradually passed from
the hands of·the Viscounts into those of the Vicars,
and the Viscounts, although maintaining their interests in Barcelona, passed most of their lives in
Morocco in the service of other lords, until the end

of their lineage in the first decade of the 13th.
century, after which the castle and the surrounding
area came to be known as the 'Cort del Veguer,36.

The final city gate was known as the Castell
Nou gate, or simply as the'New Gate'.

Its structure

is hardly known at all, but a desire for symmetry
and a few minor indications may suggest that it was
similar to the Castell Vell gate.

Even its location

ia a debatable pOint, for Pallar's has claimed that
there was a displacement to the north of the original
Roman gate.

The only .vidence for this seems to be

a statement by Pi y Arim6n to the effect that the
masonry still visible in the C/del Call formed part
of the gate.

However, it would seem more acceptable

that the change in orientation of this street is a
result of alterations made in the 15th. and 16th.
centuries because of the collapse of tbe northern
tower of the gate, which may have left the original
course imp.ssable.

It is noticeable that the original

course o:£,:the Roman street ia atill diacernti1Jle aa
a property boundary between the C/del Call and the
19th. century C/de Ferran VII37.

The southern tower,

or at least part of it seems to have survived into
the 19th. century aa part 0:£ the palace of the Archbishops of Tarragona, later transformed into the
Convent de 1

• Ens.nyan~a,

and during the latter's

demolition several finds of early medieval material,
particularly coins, were made

38 •

The fact that one of the towers collapsed
suggests that they were hollow like those of the
north-eastern side, or had at least been severly
weakened by medieval alterations.

Pi y Arim6n

stated that they were of circular rather than polygonal plan, although this again could refer to medieval changes, as in the Sobreportes

~ate

in Girona,

where sUbstantial semi-circular additions were made
in the medieval period'9.

The name stands in contrast

to that of the Castell VeIl:

it is first mentioned

in 1021 (C.'7), but two other references of the 1020's
to the pDrta nova (C.42) and the castrum Barchinone
(rather than the individual castles)40 indicate that
it was then an innovation, and like the Regomir gate
was a structure of the late 10th. or early 11th. centuries.

The lordship,of this castle has also been usually
associated with the Viscounts of Barcelona, but
although this may have originally been true, the
only confirmation comes in the oath of Udalard I I in

l06,~l.

By this date any such connection had been

weakened,for in 1039/40 a certain Oliba Mir swore
fidelity for it42, and it subsequently became associated with the first of the Senesca1s (stewards),
Amat EI.eric and for a short time his

son~3

However,

it did not become permanently related with the office.
Control still remained in comital hands in the later
44
11th. century.

In 1119 a certain Berenguer Bernat, perhaps a
member o£ the vicecomital £amily,was lord o£ the
Castell Nou (C.202) and two years later a certain
Berenguer, son o£ the lady Teresa, swore £idelity £or
it.

In 1128 Count Ramon Berenguer III commended it

to Ramon Renard o£ La Roca, and his son Ramon, and
in 11~5 Guerau Alemany promised to have and hold and
de£end

it~5.

It is noteworthy that the 15th. century

history o£ Barcelona rerers to this £amily as having
property on the de£ences at this point, and the Belloe
£amily the castle.
in

l232~6,

Indeed the latter £amily held it

although £ourteen years previously it had

been in the hands o£ another lineage, the

Queralt~7.

The great variety o£ lordship £ound in this castle
in these centuries can only suggest that it was under
comital conrrol, and the counts themselves appointed
the principal 'castlans'.

It is di££icult to interpret the
£orti£ied city gates.

£unc~ion

o£ these

In origin they must have served

to control the entrance and exit

or

both people and

goods, but the rapid growth o£ the suburbs in the
11th. century meant that this would have become unrealistic, and such a £unction

weft~

into decline.

Unlike other castles in the countryside,they held no
authority over the inhabitants o£ the city, although
the association with £igures o£ authority provided a
semblance o£ power.

Consequently it-pis not surprising

that in subsequent years they should be £ound acting
as centres o£ judicial authority and

pri.on.~7

bis.

THE STREETS OF THE INTRA-MURAL AREA

A large proportion of the conveyance documents
mention streets among the borders of the property
changing hands: often only one, sometimes two, and
occasionally on three or all four sides.

There were

very few properties which did not have direat access
to a street, and even these were normally connected
to one by an alley (exio or androna).
references to

stree~s

The number of

is remarkably stable,which

indicates that there was neither any substantial
process of sub-division of properties, nor any great
change in the numbar of streets to be found in the
intra-mural area.

The data for drawing a street plan of early medieval Barcelona is small, though a number of inferences
can be made from earlier and later periods which aid
its reconstruction.

On the one hand, a fairly accur-

ate plan of the first half of.the 19th. century shows
the same features as the earliest available plans of:

1t8 •

the late 17th. century

When

the~e

are compared

with the descriptions of blocks in Iltth. and 15th.
century hearth-tax lists or 'f:ogatges', once again
lt9
no great di££e.ences are visible • On the other
hand, there are some streets which occur in these
sources which certainly did not exist in the 11th.
and 12th. centuries, especially the 'baixades' cutting
across the line of the Roman wal1s

50

, and certain

lesser streets undoubtedly disappeared in the con-

Struction of the Palau de la Generalitat, and the
Casa de la Ciutat, just as they had done during the
construction of the Romanesque
teht,Gothic

cathedrals 5l •

and,to a lesser ex-

Nevertheless, major chan-

ges, such as the opening of the Pla9a Nova in front
of the Bishop's Gate 52 , or the square in front 'of the
Cathedral in 1420 53 , were generally well recorded
because of the effort which was needed to achieve
them.

As will be seen in the following chapter, it
can be demonstrated that there has been no major
change in the best-documented zones, because of the
ease with which the available material can be fitted
within not only present-day street boundaries, but
also often

property boundaries.

It therefore

seems likaly that the same holds true for the rest
of the intra-mural area, unless it can be shown to
the contrary.

There may have been changes in the

street pattern particularly in the earlier part of
thia period in the southern half of the city, but
the intenSity of occupation even there in the 12th.
century probably meant that such alterations would
~e

very difficult to achieve, except for the opeDing

of minor access paths.

The exact process by which the Roman street plan
was adapted must thus remain unknown, but it is
noticeable that it remains more complete in the areas

o~

denser early medieval habitation, and has disappeared

in those parts oC the city which were more rural than
urban in the early 11th. century.

Thus,although

invasions and destructions may have played a part
in producing the changes, they were to a Car greater
extent the result oC the spade and the hoe.

Although

the position of the gates helped to maintain the
basic orientation, the lack oC any other openings
meant that other streets change. their orientation
slightly in order to take short cats to the gates.
giving rise to the curving streets oC the southern
part oC the city.

Similarly the structures at the

back oC the deCences obliterated a number of street
lines, and enhanced the importance of the next
street of the Roman pattern.

One suspects that

these changes must have been largely complete by
c.1000, and subsequent changes must have heen piecemeal and small scale.

The amount of relevant material

is small: we can only reCer to the sale oC a square
adjoining St.Miquel in 1067 (C.112), which may have
been later built over, andfin 1278, the permit issued
to close ofC a street in the same area because

o~

the

accumulated rubbish in it and the resultant bad smells

Only the occasional description of a street
gives us some idea of its orientation.

The two main

axes were largely as they were in the Roman period
and are today, except for the fact that part oC the
modern C/del Bisbe, between the Canonical Buildings

54

•

and the church of St.Jaume,was blocked and
opened until the later 13th. century.
that the other axis was the via qui

no~

re-

It seems likely
pergiU per ipsa

civitate in 951 (C.3) and !eea carrera qui pergit de
ipsa porta majore directa usque alia porta in 1021
(C.37).

Part of the same street was described in

1058 as charraria vel calle gue vadit de Chastronovo
ad Sanctum Iacobum (C.92), while in 1106 the eastern
half was called itinere gUi vadit ad call,gudaico
(C.186).

The southern part of the other mai~xis

was name. calle que pergit a~ Kastrum Regumir in 1020
(C.36) and the northern half as calle tendenti ad
Episcopalem portam in 1114 and 1116 (C.192 and 198).
The names themselves imply that the survival of
a result
these streets was not so ruttchAof their own importance,
but because they provided a direct route to and from
the gates.

The above names illustrate the lack of established
street names: these are non-existent until the end
of the 12th. century, and streets were more often than
not totally unidentified.

As in the above examples,

however, they sometimes received a descriptive label
from their proximity to, or direction towards, some
recognizable structure such as the Cathedral (C.172,
199), canonical buildings (C.178), the hospital (c.206),
other churches (c.68,92,196), the Comita1 Palace (C.
172,199), the Jewish Call (c.186), a well (C.42) or
even significant private houses (C.186,206,237).

There is no great consistency in the word used
for 'street':

five different terms are found.

Calle,

the root of modern Catalan 'carrer', is by far the
most common, and supplants the more classical
which was more frequent until c.1050.

!!!,

However, carrera,

strada and itinere are all used and are on one occasion or another equated with calle 55 , so, it would
appear that there was often no difference,although
when two different words are used to describe separate
streets in the same document, the scribe was

presum~

ably making a distinction rarely detectable today.
However, this should not be over emphasized for it;
is possible to show that a single street - the modern
C/Llibreteria, or the eastern half of the cardo maximus was described at different dates within these centupies

as~,

itinere, carraria, strada and even Platea56 •

A proportion of the

streets~

described as being

pUblicae: presumably this stands in contra*t to other
streets which were not public and formed pri*ate access
routes, whereas the public streets were thoroughfares.
However, in the majority of the sources this distinction is not made, and main streets which were clearly
public property often are not so described.

There are also references to squares, some of
whic~

were little more than broader streets, whereas

others were true squares, usually located at the
entrance to a major structure - the cathedral, the
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Comital Palace and the churches o~ St.Just and St.
Mique1 57 •

Overall the impression is one of conservation
and stability

~rom

the present day.

the . .ter 11th. century until

There is no evidence

o~

the con-

certed planning which could only be attempted in
entirel~

unbuilt suburban districts.

THE COMITAL PALACE (f'igs. 77-79) •

The importance

o~

the structures located on the

def'eaces has been discussed above:

foremost among

these was the residence of' the Counts of Barcelona,
later Kings of Arag6n.

The 10th. century origins

of this palace and the possibility of an even earlier
phase, related to the Visigethic Royal Palace of the
early 6th. century, have already been discussed

58 •

The recent publication of Dra.Adroer's thesis aids
the elucidation of the later development of the
palace,

alth~ugh

more details can be added for the

11th. and 12th. centuries, and some criticism made
of her plans for this period59 •

In the first place, the earliest documentary
reference is not the one to the official Querus
custos palatii who was captured in 985

60

,but a

far more concrete one, indicating that the palace

}'12
was on the present site, in 924 (C.2).

Mucq of the

information for the 11th. century is of chroniclelLke Simplicity: the details of judicial decisions
made there

6l

, the death of a count within its confines 62 ,

the subjection to a bombardment from members of the
Vicecomital-Episcopal faction in the 1040,.63, and
its rale in the division of domains by Counts
Ramon Berenguer II and Berenguer Ramon II in 1079

64

•

Details culled from documents referring to adjacent
properties show that it had two entrances, the main
one in the middle of the side facing the modern

Pla~a

del Rei t and another to the north with access from
Cldels Comtes de Barcelona65 •

For most of the period

under consideration its extent was limited to the
area occupied by tbe ball now known as the 'Tinell',
which is supported by two parallel

bar~e.1

vaults,

and in the superstructure of which, both to the
north and south, can be seen small arched windows,
norma.1.1y in pairs or groups of three, the simp.1icity
of which, together with their .1ack of height, would
suggest an .1.1th. rather than lath. century date, as
wou.ld the simp.1e coursed, but roughly finished,
masonry66.

A.1though the reference of Jaume I to

'nostre Pa.1au antich, 10 qual 10 comte de Barce.1ona
f6u bastir' has been interpreted as referring to
Ramon Berenguer IV (.1.131_62)67, there is no prDof
of this and no ref.1ection of its construction in the
available sources.

Details concerning the 12th. century are hardly
more explicit: Ramon Berenguer III was perhaps transferred on his death-bed to the adjoining hospita1 68 •
Dra.Adroer has suggested that the structuees to the
north of the 'Tinell', on the site of the original
Episcopal Palace, were incorporated into the Comital
Palace during the later 12th. century in order to
establish a garden and additional structures along
the defences (towers 8-10) and next to Cldels Comtes,
now occupied by the Museo Mar6s 69 •

As the detailed

topographical analysis of this area will show, this
part of the site was still in ecclesiastical hands
at the close of the century, and so the transferral
must date to after 1200 (figs.90_9l)7G •

The Royal Chapel of Sta.Marla, the forerunner
of the existing Sta.Agata, is fxrst mentioned in
1173 when it was

given

Eulalia del Camp71.

~

the community of Sta.

It was probably located on the

same site as its successor, perhaps using vaults
between wall towers to provide a wide enough base for
its construction.

Traces of these vaults have been

revealed by restoration work
from the 1010's onwards.

72

, and are referred to

The area at the foot of

the walls, however, was not under Comital control at
this date, although on occasions attempts were made
to include it in their domains (5.312).

A second

palace was built in the suburbs in the late 11th.

century, causing the original one to be described
as the palatium maior, a distinction preserved to
the present day73.

The palati~inor will be dealt

with in the chapters concerning the suburbs below

•

The Pa1ace thus went through a number of stages:
perhaps in origin established by the Visigqthic monarchs,
it may have become the base of a royal representative
in Barcelona - the Count - before 711.

After the

Reconquest, it presumably remained on the same site,

influencrunG cmnsirie!'8bly, together with the neighbouring Cathedral tomplea,the topography of the 9th.
and lOth. century city.

Nevertheless, it was, like

the city itself, very much a fortress and it was not
for nothing that it was sometimes described as the
kastellum comitale (5.18).

In the following century,

however, such a function declined sharply, and it
became primarily a comital
means the only one.
ing

as

residence~

although by no

This in turned entailed rebuild-

1ft other palaces of similar date throughout

Europe7~, and gradual expansion and embellishment
to match the increasing authority of the Counts
of Barcelona in the 12th. and 13th. centuries.
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THE CATHEDRAL COMPLEX

It has been a mainstay of Barcelona historiography since before even the discovery of the Early
Christian basilioa in the C/dels Comtes de Barcelona
that there have been three cathedrals in the history
of the city - the first or Early Christian, the
second or Romanesque, consecrated in 1058, and the
third or Gothic, begun in 1298 75 •

Campillo in the mid-18th. century suggested an
orientation for the Romanesque Cathedral in an inverted position in relation to that of the existing
Gothic one, and therefore with its apse to the north,
near the late Roman defences 76 •

This has been followed

by the majority of authors until recently, and has
been adopted in attempts to reconstruct the topography
of the Cathedral quarter 77 •

Although the date of the

consecration of this Romanesque Cathedral was known
to have been 1058 78 , until recently little more
could be confidently said about it.

Many of the

following ideas are based on the research of Verg's
and Vinyoles, as yet unpublished, and which became
known when the research for this thesis was already
in an advanced state:

it is pleasing to note that

using a fundamentally different approach, and considering the Roman.sque Cathedral from the final
years of its existence, contemporary with the construction of its successor, they have come to similar

conclusions about the size and orientation

o~

the

cathedral and its attached buildings, as I had
reached.

Although some may not be convinced by

their arguments concerning the exact size and plan
o~

the Cathedral, the majority o~ their points are

positively constructive, and based on
documental

~oundations

~ar

wider

than have been used until now,

where repetition had become dogma 79 •

The basic tenet of both approaches is that the
Romanesque Cathedral was on exactly the same site as
the Gothic one, with the same orientation, th~, with
the apses to the south-east,
size,

~s

but~Of

a somewhat smaller

Verg's and Vinyoles go ~urther and make a

direct comparison between the Roman_sque Cathedral
and the collegiate church of St.Vicenq of Cardona,
of comparable date 80 •

This fits neatly into the

area occupied by the high altar, choir and the surrounding naves, but omits the entrance area and the
lateral chapels

o~

both the naves and the apse(fig.81).

They believe that this structure was graduSally demolished as the Gothic one, begun in 1298, was built,
and the various chapels and altars remained as far
as possible in their original locations {fig.SO)8; There
are, of course, parallels for such a survival of
an earlier structure as the new one was being built,
and this seems inherently more probable than the
former suggestion of a temporary cathedral during
the demolition of the old one

81 bis

•

Although their

arguments are based principa11y on 14th. century
seurces ,

those of the 11th. and 12th. centuries

are used to comp1ement them and to demonstrate that
the two cathedra1s were on the same site.

The fact

that the materia1 presented be1ow, in the discussion
of the detailed topography of the zone around the
cathedra1, can be fitted into the area without resorting to Ehe space occupied by the existing cathedral,
except in the case of a number of documents re1ating
to the period prior to 1058, is adequate proof of this
hypotheSis

82

•

That the orientation was the same is

demonstrated by repeated refe8ences to the entrance
to the cathedra1 to the north 83 •

Structura1 evidence -

the foundations discovered during the construction
of the existing Cathedra1

£a~ade

in the 1ate 19th.

century84, the current baptistery excavations 85 ,

and

the position of the two late Romanesque additions to
the cathedra1 in order to make a transept and two
additiona1 entrances 86 - may be used to reinforce
these arguments.

Although the interpretation of the

exact design of the cathedra1 may remain debatable,
it is fe1t that the idea of orientation and approximate extent cannot be contradicted if the available
evidence is correctly assessed, and any such contradiction can on1y be based on undying faith in the
statements of early historians who were unable to take
into account such a range of sources.

Leaving aside for a whi1e the more detailed description of the Romanesque Cathedra1, attention must

first be paid to its predecessor.

The historio-

graphical tradition has maintained that the 5th.
century basilica survived, repaired and patched up
until the mid-llth.century,. life of some six hundred years.

Although this (s not impossible, we

lack information from the upper levels of the basilica
excavation, which could prove conclusive B7 , and in
the current state of knowledge, it is difficult to
decide whether the arguments in favour of continuity
are strong enough, or whether the presence of a pre~erg's

Romanesq.e cathedral, as proposed by
Vinyoles,should be accepted

BB
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and

The case for each

hypothesis should be examined in some detail.

a) Pro-continuity
Firstly, one may

no~e

the lack of any positive

remains of another cathedral between the early Christian basilica and the Romanesque building, either en
one site or the other.

Secondly, a controversial

letter from Charles the Bald to the inhabitants of
Barcelona states that he was sending a sum.
to finance repairs to the cathedral

B9

•

of money

If the build-

ing was being restored in the late 9th. century, it
is less probable that a new one was commenced in the
middle of the

followingc~~~.

Other evidence might

also imply the continued use of the early Christian
structure at this date:

a new entrance may have

been cut in the south wall to provide access for the
faithful who wished to visit the tomb of Sta.Eulalia,
whose remains were found and transferred to the

cathedral c.877, and wer;e perhaps placed on a marble
platform next to this entrance?O

Furthermore, a

document of 1023 refers to the position of the cathedral hospital, the site of which was certainly in the
angle of the defences between towers

6 and 7, as being

next to the portico of the cathedral (C.42), a loeation
which is more acceptable if the cathedral was on this
site.

Finally the consecration of 1058 refers to the

poor state of the preceding church, which is more in
accordance with a building six hundred years old, than
one little more than a century old 9l •

b) £ontra-continuity
In the first place, it has been argued that the
not particularly sturdy structure of the basilica was
unlikely to have sheltered the principal church of
the diocese for such a long time.

There are few

signs of wear, except in the floor, or of repairs.
The letter of Charles the Bald i . of doubtful authenticity, and it would seem impossible that this building could have resisted the passage of time and the
various upheavals which afflicted the city in the
°
91 bis •
ear1 y me d 1eva1 cent ur1es
o

In addition, there

is no structural evidence for the additional altars
that were added in the 10th. century and are frequently
referred to in the early 11th. century92.

The des-

cription of the location of the hospital as 'in front
of' the cathedral in 995, may reduce faith in the
description of 1023, as might that of 1133 which places

the hospital iuxta the cathedral, by which time, of
course, some distance separated the two buildings 93

As for positive evidence, there are a number of
sculptured fragments which would seem to belong to
a period earlier than the mid-11th. century94.
Funerary inscriptions from the area of the later
cloister may suggest that this already contained
burials in the tenth century, and was thus on its
later Site, at least in part95.

The fact that the

baptistery had gone out of use by the mid-lOth.
century

and the rise of the church of St.Miquel

imply changes around that date 96 , and it is possible
that the latter church assumed some of the functions
of the cathedral. 97

Finally, detailed attention must be paid to the
documentation of the first half of the 11th. century
which refers to the cathedral.

To begin with, there

are a series of properties located on the northern
side of the defences mentioned between 1035 a~d 1040,
and which are described as being near
occasion 'in front of' the cathedra1

98

or on one
(fig.89). Other

properties situated opposite these in the northern
part of the Gothic cloisters and on the site of the
late Roman. .que chapel of st •• Lucia. were also 'near'
(c.60) or to the west of the cathedral entrance (C.50)99.
Another group refers to the south wing of the Gothic
clOisters, and mentions properties 'ne.t to' (iuxta),
'near' (prope) the cathedral (C.22,29) and adjoining

381
the Canons' Cloister (C.35).

All these descriptions,

especially the last three, which were some distance
rrom the early Christian basilica, tend to confirm
the existence or a church on the site,

pr~or

to the

commencement or the Romanesque Cathedral, and the
fact that the donation of the cloister to the canons
in 1009 makes much more sense when located next to
this church, rather than between the basilica and
the Comital Palace, adds strength to this conclusionlOd•

During the period of

~onstruction

of the Roman-

esque Cathedral, the Bishop and canons engaged in a
certain amount of property acquisition in this part
of the city, especially in froat of and to 'the west
of the presumed pre-Romanesque church (C.78,83,87,90).
This in turn would suggest that the site occupied
by the new cathedral was already in ecclesiastical
hands, for there was no recorded purchase in that
area.

That no distinction was made between

~he

old

and new cathedrals during the pvriod or construction
or c.l035-l060
.~e

would also hint that they were on the

site and that one replaced the other.

Thus the

evidence in favour of a pre-Romanesque cathedral
on the site of the subsequent ones, constructed in
the mid-lOth.century, and with a cloister to the
west, seems slightly more favourable than that for
the continuity of the early Christian basilica as the
principal church:

however, or its structure we can

say nothing until new discoveries are made

101
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Our attention should now. return to the .omanesque
Cathedral.

The commencement Gf construction has

usually been dated to 1046 102 , but like most aspects
in the study of this building,

it is based on hear-

say rather than any firm evidence.

In fact a close

examination of the donations for the works (ad opera)
of the Cathedral shows that construction had begun
at least a decade before l03 , and it is extremely
doubtfu1 that the impetus can be associate~ith Count
Ramon Berenguer I, who was no more that eleven or
twelve years old at that date l03 bis.

The fact that

these donations continued after the date of consecration (1058) indicates that the structure was by no
means complete then.

However, the majority of these

post-l058 donations are related to embellishments and
decorations rather than the

stru~ture.

Thus in 1062

Bishop Guislibert left forty ounces of gold for the
calyx and another ten for the altar table (tabula),
which was presumably like the gold altar-table of
Girona cathedral, for which there are similar testamentary donations 10~ •

The fact that Count Ramon

Berenguer II gave another two thousand mancusos in
1082 shows

~hat

a considerable length of time was

needed to gather the necessary resources to finish
this work.

Another gift in the same year ad ipsa archa

Sancta Eu1alia suggests the building of a vault around
~he

tomb of the patron saint, which, according to

Verg's and Vinyoles, was in a crypt, similar to the
present locationl05 •

The extent o~ this cathedral has been considered
above: in style it must have been o~ three-apse type,
the central apse larger than the other two, a plan
comparable to many major churches in Catalonia, where
the number of surviving Romanesque structures in nonurban contexts is highl06 •

The documentation of the

demolition o~ the bell-tower in 1379-80 demonstrates
that it was to the right of the naves between the

~uture transept arm and the apses l07 •

It is interest-

ing to note that Professor Conant twenty years ago

commented that the position

o~

.the Gothic tower at

the transept end Was unusual. and could he a relic
of the arrangement

o~ ~he

pre.eding cat.edral, thereby

providing a clue for the orientation of the Romanesque
108
Cathedral
• As a result o~ the smaller si~e of this
cathedral in relation to its successor, there was a
space around it which was apparently largely unbuilt,
though not totally unused, as part was occupied by
cemeteries.

It is possible that the maintenance

this space was derived

~rom

the terms

o~

o~

the Peace

.-and Truce decrees of the 11th. century , which led to
the existence of sacrariae
the churchl09 •

~or

thirty paces around

This is certainly the case with many

of the churches of the territorium

o~

Barcelona,

although the word only appears rarely in association
with urban churches, and but once in the cathedral
in the sacramental will of Fruitol sworn in 1040
apud Barchinonam civitatem in ipso sacrario Sancte
Crucis Sedi. llO , although a similar case o~ a will
sworn ante ~oris ecclesie pre~ate Sedis in 1089

can also be cited-(figs.9Q-92)
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The main entrance to the cathedral was situated
to the north, with a square in fro.t of it.
this was colonized in the
gal ilea or Corework.

12~h.century

Part of

for the

There are two ad opera donations

Cor this in the 1170's, although the work may have
been begun long before,Cor in 1064 there is a legacy
ad opera de ipsa Galilea l12 •

of Cour ounces oC gold

This was a two-storey structure, the Coundations oC
which were located in the later 19th. century during
the construction oC the facrade oC tile Gothic cathedral l13 •.,
In addition, the recent

bap~istery

excavations have

revealed solid masses which are probably the foundations oC the staircases leading to the upper level

oC this structu.e.

It was used to house some of the

growing number oC additional chapels aad altars in
the later 12th, century, so much a feature of popular
religion oC the time:

this aspect has been Cully

analysed by Verg6s and Vinyoles and need not be
repeated here

114
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It is also possible that the bap-

tismal Cont was placed adjoining the entrance here,
in a similar location to both the
early Christian bapti_teries.

present~day

and

The Cont itself,

carved Crom a Roman capital, has been studied by

Dr.Ainaud·~ (fig.80)115.

In

~he

mid-13th. century changes were made to the

original design by the addition oC transepts, parts

of which were later incorporated into the Gothic
structure, and which can still be distinguished
today by the diCference in stonework and architectural
decorationl16 •

This would indicate that the open

space around the cathedral was maintained until the
end oC the 13th. century, and that the streets in the
area merited the name oC platea they were sometimes
given.

Both in fro.t of the cathedral and around

the apses there were to b~ound cemeteries, the latter
known as the 'Paradts,l17.

Other burials took place

in the clOister, situated to the west oC the cathedral,
like its successorl18.

This practice was apparently

customary by the tim. of the death oC Count Ramon
Borrell in 101,119, even before the construction oC
the Roman.sque cathedral, and the discovery oC earlier
Cunerary inscriptions may indicate
even Curther.

~hat

it goes back

Carreras Candi made a distinction

between a cathedral cloister and that oC the canons,
but the evidence is, I Ceel, diCCicult to interpret
and until definite proof of two cloisters can be
found, it would be best to assume that there was
only one

120
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The cloister formed but part of the canonical
buildings clustered around the cathedral.

The

ecclesiastical history oC the Barcelona community
is a subject that remains to be studied, but which
cannot be attempted here.

However, the first reCer-

ence to canonical bui~dings is oC 9~~, when Count

}86
Sunyer gave the raficias of Tortosa, perhaps a tax
on merchandise arriving from the south, propter
.121
canon1cam construendam
•

However, for much of the

tenth century the number of canons seems to have been
small, and they were closely linked to the bishop,
although their community may have been established
in the church of St.Miquel for a time.

It is not

until 1009 that a division of properties was made
in a first step to make those of the mitre distinct
to those of the chapter

122

•

In addition, about the

same date the number of canons seems to have been
established at twenty, which was later doubled

123
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In the same year the bishop gave the canons a cloister
next to the church of Sta.Creu, surrounded by a stone
wall, and enclosing a house suitable for use as a
refectory, vines,trees and a well, and bordering to
the west with the cathedral and extending as far as
the episcopal palace known as solarium longum (C.21).

Tae interpretation of this document offered
above 124 . is not intrinSically strong, but can be
accepted when the later references to the cloister
are considered.

A reference of 102qas to a cloister

which is almost certainly on such a site, through the
analysis and Juxtaposition of neighbouring properties
(C.35).

The practice of burial in the cloister seems

to have been uninterrupted by the construction of
the Romanesque Cathedral, and that the cloister was
on this site in the later 11th. century is demonstrated

by the location o£ properties on the other side o£
the C/del Bisbe non longe a claustro canonice (C.134).
Not until the 12th.cent~s there any evidence of
building work through an ad opera donation £ur the
cloister.

Thus it is proposed that the canonical

buildings existing or constructed in the early 11th.
century continued in use without any changes throughout the century, and comparatively una££ected by the
construction of the Romanesque Cathedral 125 •

However,

some expansion took place, for in the course of the
century most of the area now covered by the cloister
and attached buildings came under the control o£ the
canons, for it is noticeable that although there is
a body of evidence re£erring to this area up to the
middle of the century,there is virtually none a£terwards.

Among these acquisitions was the donation of

1020 next to the cloister (C.35) destined for use as
a dormitory, re£ectory or cellar.

In 1084 the

re£ectory waa to the east of a property on the site
of the chapel of Sta.Lucia (c.149) and in 1115 there
is an ad opera donation suggesting that some alterations were taking place.

In the same block were the

infirmary and chap~er house mentioned in 1078 (C.138),
some small private houses, and the church of the
Holy Sepulchre, which was a separate structure near
the Cathedral entrance, and perhaps, like a similarly
positioned church in Vic, one of a group of round
126
Romaneaque churches in Catalonia
(fig. 9Q). There
were two entrances to this canonical complex, apart

from that directly from the Cathedral:

one of these

opened on to C/de1 Bisbe (c.l47) and the other,

per~

haps a later addition because it is not mentioned
until the later 12th. century, in C/de la Pietat,

w~s

OPPOSite the prOperty of the monastery of St.Cugat
del Vallas (C.321).

The pattern of ad opera legacies

for these canonical buildings is so protracted that
a series of minor changes rather than wholesale
building programmes must hwve taken place 127 •

One part of the canonical building. which was
not part of this complex was the dormitory.

It first

appears in a document referring to the Cathedral
hospital in 1083, which makes it plain that the hospital was under the dormitOryl28.

Other documents

concerning the properties on either side of the dormitory (C.175,19Q,2l8) show that it was in the angle
of the defences adjoining towers 6 and 7.

Archbishop

Oleguer in 1133 conceded the beds of deceased canons
to the hospital downstairs, perhaps an indication of
an accumulation of unwanted furniture after a generation or so of use, for it seems unlikely th't it
came into use until the earliest effects of Gregorian
reform were being felt 129 •
creasing number

o~

Nevertheless, the in-

references to houses elsewhere

in the city held by canons shows that the practice
of life in common was again in decline by the mid12th. century.

In 1167 there was a major reorganisa-

tion, including the establishment of six new altars,

and a reminder o~ the expected way o~ li~e, that
canons shou1d be present at services, eat in the
re~ectory

and sleep "in the dormitory and not leave

the city without permissionl30 •

At a slightly later

date the canonical property was divided among the
various o££ices and altars, and twelve 'pabordias'
were established each being responsible £or the
proviSion of supplies for the canonical table for one
month of the year130 bis.

Co.temporary with these

alterations were a series o£ donations for the opera
o~

the dormitory, which was thus coming back into use,

although it is uncertain whether this was on the same
site as the previous one or was a new one adjoining
the cloister proper.

Within the same area in

fro~of

the cathedral

were to be found the residence of the Archdeacon
next to the city gate (C.61-65), that of the Dean
slightly further to the east131, and probably that
of the Sacristan or Treasure., to the south of the
In the late 12th. century the Sacristan
may have also acquired part of the original Episcopal
Palace, located in this area to the north

o~

the

Comital P41ace, when the Bishop changed his residence
to a new building next to the Bishop's Gate.

The traditional view states that the early
Episcopal Palace is to be identified with the structures excavated in the area of the

Pla~a

de Sant Iu,

opposite the east transept of the
cathedral.

~ate

Romanesque

This identification rests principally

on two points: firstly, the proximity of the structure to the early Christian basilica and secondly,
its identification with a building ceded to the King
in 1316 and demolished in the 16th. century to make
way for the Palau del Lloctinent, the present Archivo
de la Corona de Arag6n.

As Verg's and Vinyoles have

demonstrated, there is no proof that the document of

L316 refers to an Episcopal Palace, and the property
was rather one of the Mitre which had been acquired
in the mid-11th. century and leased to various indivi-

d~s over the next two centuries l33 •

After the

construction of the transepts a bridge was built
across the street to join these buildings to the
cathedra~,

probably because at that moment they formed

part of the Sacristam's estates, and his treasury was
located on the first
although

~his

f~oor

of the transept, and

was ordered to be demolished in

the entrance at first floor level can

sti~1

~3l6,

be seen.

However, at no moment is there any indication that
this structure formed part of an

episcopa~

palace,

134
at least after the mid-llth.century
•

References to the Episcopal Palace before the
mid-12th. century are rare.
may refer to a palace is a

The first document which
of Louis the

Stammerer to Bishop Frodoinas, confirming several
properties and rights which had been misappropriated.

;91
Among these appears a domus which had belonged to a
previous bishop, AaaulC.

Font y

as the property next to the

Sagu~

identiCied this

north-weste~n

developed into the existing palace.

gate, later

There would seem

to be no evidence for this, except if this was the
same as the Archidiaconal property there in the 11th.
century135.

As has been noted in the previous chapter, evidence oC

92~

suggests that the Episcopal Palace was

close to the Comital one, although not necessarily on
the

Pla~a

de Sant Iu site.

The next reCerence to the

episcopal palace quem dicunt solarium longum in 1009,
as has been noted in the discuSiIOn oC the Canonical
buildings, is diCficult to interpret and depends on
a series of imponderables.

However, other information

indicates that the palace remained on the same Site,
although with modifications.

In 1017 and 1018 there

are references to construction work in the palace
and an adjoining bell_tower

136
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This was presumably

the tower from which the Bishop's men stoned the
Comital Palace in the lO~0's137, which presumes an
immediate location.

A dispute between two brothers

was settled in the palace in 1062 by the Bishop's
tribunal, and it is interesting to note that this
concerned the houses in the
the south138.

Pla~a

de Sant Iu and to

Papal bulls of 1169 and 1176 refer

to the Episcopal Palace with towers next to the
Comital Palace 139 •

i'

Since it seems unlikely that this

I
I

palace included any part of the defences, unless this
is a premature reference to the property of the
Castellvell family here, which was soon afterwards
incorporated into these domains (C.309), it must be
assumed that this·.is a reference to the tower of
14
1017_18
During the later 12th. centur1, these

°.

properties probably passed to the Sacristan, and
were later acquired by the King, and should thus
be placed in the area of the gardeh of the Royal
Palace, and the surrounding structures, probably
of

~3th.century

date, now occupied by the Museo

Mar6s.

Nevertheless, in the second half of the 12th.
century, in spite of the absence of any mention in
the two Papal bulls, it is clear that a structure
on the site of the present Palace was regarded as
such.

In 1197 BishOp Ramon of Castellvel1 gave a

plot to Guillem the Cooper in order to construct
houses under the vault between towers 77 and 78:
(~btus

archum palatii nostri episcopalis (S.614».

In addition it is stated that the porta episcopal is
was to the south of this property, which was the
cause of a lengthy dispute between the Bishop of
Barcelona and the mona&tery of Ripol1 in the late
12th. and early 13th. centuries.

Three documents

transcribed in the Libri Antiquitatum, two of which
are undated and the third is of June
this14l.

1210, refer to

Font y Sagu6 interpreted these as being

connected with the Palace next to the Royal Palace,
but in view of the document ,of 1197 and various
pieces of internal evidence,there can be no doubt
that they refer to the one next to the

P1a~a

Nova 142•

In the first document, various monks of Ripoll
swear that it had been in the hands of the camerarius
of the monastery at dates of up to forty years
previously14 3 •

In the second, the abbot of St.Benet

de Bages described a visit of Cardinal Gregory,
which Mas placed in the period 1185 to 1194.

The

bishop led him to the first floor of the palace,
opened the windows facing northwards, and stated
that he could not spit without the camerarius
Ripo11 laying claim to the property
is declared that

~e
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of

Later it

property had been leased to

Bishop Gui11em of Torroja (1144-71) and the dispute
145
would seem to have begun during that period
•
Moreover, it was renewed after the legate's visit,
for the Vicar of the city had ordered Gui11em the
Cooper, mentioned in 1197, not-_.to operate there.
The final document is the judgment given by the
Bishop and Sacristan of Vic.

Several documents of the 1160's show that the
palace was already in existence then (C.28',294,29 8 ).
Whereas these mention an episcopal palace, another
document of two decades beforehand (C.237) fails to
do so, as does another of 1154 (c.262).

On the other

hand, it is clear £rom the will o£ Guillem o£ Torroja's
predecessor, Arnau Ermengol, that he had held and
bought several pieces o£ property in this part of the
city, which were bequeathed to his brothers and the
collegiate church o£ Sta.Marta de Solsona, and which
his successor was £6rced to recover (C.230,235).

The

intense interest o£ two bishops must point to the
establishment o£ the palace around the middle o£ the
century, with construction perhaps b@gun under Arnau,
but not completed £or several decades.

The core of

this structure had been le£t to the church by a canon,
Ramon Dalmau, in 1115, and had been acquired and improved in the years around

l078l~6.

This amalgamation

o£ properties led to the establishment of a palace
which stood until the mid-13th. century , when it was
demolished or re£ormed during the construction of
the elegant north wing o£ the surviving palace constructed by Arnau of Gurb:'(fig.88)147.

Finally in this section dealing with the institutions associated with the cathedral in the 11th. and
12th. centuria"

the ftospital

~ust

be considered.

Such an organization was designed not only for the
sick and disabled o£ the city, but also to house the
poor and pilgrims.

The origins o£ the Cathedral

Hospital probably date to ~efore 985, but it is not
until the last decade of the century that there survives any concrete evidence.

In 995 Archdeacon Suni-

£red Llobet,setting o££ on a pilgrimage to Rome,left

0

property near the River Besas to the hospital in
148
£roat o£ the church o£ sta.Creu
•

About the same

time, and probably £or the same reason, Bishop Vivas
made a gi£t £or paupers and pilgrims l49 •

The ibst.-

tution was still £lourxshing in 1009 when it bene£itted
£rom the death-bed bequest o£ a passing merchant called
Robert con£irmed by his brother Truballe, both perhaps
o£ Flemish origin, o£ twenty pallios or lengths of
£ine cloth l50 •
~ion

These sources state that the institu-

received a hundred poor every day plus pilgrims

and blind people, although this may have been aa
exaggeration.

Two years later it is recorded as the

Pilgrims' Hospital, and donations o£ the 1020's suggest that it continued to function for some years to
come 15l •

Foremost among these was that o£ Bishop

Deodat in 1024, so phrased as to imply a reconstruction o£ the building15••

Interest in this institution

soon'~aned,

and the

number of donations £or its upkeep declined, and thus
other

chari~able

bodies came into existence.

Early

in 10,8 a priest named Amalric gave Mir Guillem
houses near the cathedral to serve as a hospital for
pilgrims and paupers (C.59).

This may have functioned

£or a decade or so, but seems never to have attracted
much intere~t15', and in 1084 Mir gave the property
which he had obtained in exchange for the original
one to the cathedral hospital, at the time when the
£ortunes of the latter were reviving (c.l49).

As a result of Mn.Baucells· research, it is
clear that the original institution should be referred to as the Cathedral Hospital or the Hospital
of Santa Eulalia 154 •

The Hospital dlen GUitart,

with which it has oCten been confused,was a separate
institution at a different location.

This too was

probably founded as a result of the insufficiency or
the non-functioning of the Cathedral one.

The Cirst

indication oC its existenee comes in 1045, when
Count Ramon Berenguer I and his wife Elisabeth tried
to give impetus to the house which the late Guitart
had Counded (C.71).

He has traditionally been identi-

fied as the Viscount of Barcelona of that name who
died shortly before 985 155 , but there is no real
basis Cor this, and he must remain unknown, for the
name was comparatively common.

The count provided

it with a home in the city in the block bordered by
the modern C/Llibreteria, C/Freneria, Baixada de Sta.
Clara and the Cort del Veguer.

Documents referring

to this part of the city in 1106 (c.186) and 1125
(C.206) mention its presence, but we know little
more about it.

Certainly it had ceased to f'unction

by the l140's,f'or parts of its structure were being
let by the Count to various artisans as workshops

(C.239-21t0).

Half a century before this, however, the original
f'oundation -

~e

tathedral Hospital - had been revived.

;97
In 1083 Bishop Umbert renewed interest, and re-established the Hospital's buildings, and provided it
with lands from which to
(5.190).

gat~~r

cash to function

Other donations followed, including that

of Mir Guillem mentioned above, and another of 1090
destined quod modo fit noviter156.

Its location in

the angle of the defences, underneath the Canons'
dormitory, and the receipt of the beds of deceased
canons

have already been mentioned.

In 1161 it

obtained a further adjoining house (C.Z8Z).

Its lire

would thus seem to have continued throughout the 12th.
century, but little is known of its importance in a
social context.

It is not until the 13th. century

that substantial

ch~ges

occurred with the establish-

ment of other charitable institutions and the absorption of the Canons' dormitory by this hospital1 57 •

THE INTRA-MURAL CHURCHES

One

o~

the outstanding points about early medi-

eval Barcelona in contpast to many other contemporary
cities in western Europe is . .e small number of churches.
In the intra-mural area, apart from the Cathedral
and its various altars and subsidiary churches, the
~omital

chapel and perhaps anobher in the Episcopal

Palace, there were only three other churches, dedica~ed

to St,Miquel, St.Jaume and sts.Just i Pastor,

the latter with an associated chapel of St.Celoni,
probably in its cemetery.

One of these dedications survives today, while
the other two disappeared in the last century: it
seems probable that were no changes in the sites of
these churches after the Ilth.century, although
alterations in size and possibly orientation may
have occurred.

Collectively their location is sig-

nificant, for all weDe to be found in the area of the
Roman forum and the public buildings
it.

arr~ged

about

At first site, this might indicate origins in

late Antiquity or the Visigothic period, though in
fact the foundations of these three churches
means clear.

~

by no

Sts.Just i.Pastor is a dedication foUnd

from the early Christian period in Spain, there are
two capitals of Visigothic date within the church,
it could have been used as the Catholic church during
the period of

Ar~n

under Moslem rule.

dominance, and as a cathedral
From the post-Reconquest period

there is a late 9th. century inscription and tenth
century documentary references,

whi~k

would suggest

continuous use until the beginning of the period158 •
St.Miquel, in spite of being established within the
Roman baths, is probably a tenth century foundation,
and the existence of a Byzantine capital within the
church was largely fortuitous, a result of 14th.
century booty, rather than 6th. century Christianity.
Its peak seems to have been in the decades between

950 and 985, when it came to overshadow the cathedral 159 •
The origins of st.Jaume are lost in the darkness of
time, although it undoubtedly existed by 985: it
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may have been related to the popularity of the
St.James cult in tenth century Spain, although

its

location at the junction of the two principal streets
of the Roman city may point to an earlier date, one
when the forum area had gone out of use as such, but
before it was colonised by private structures.
however, is

.~

largel1~n

This,

the realm of conjecture 160 •

Turning to the period after 985, the one unifying
factor is that they all became

pa~ochial

in status,

St.Jaume is first recorded as a parish church in
1060, St.Miquel in 1046 and St.Just as early as 965

161

•

Unfortunately few of the available sources are concerned with the administration of the churches and
little can be said about their parishes.

It is e?en

difficult to define their extent, for substantial

altera~ions to parish boundaries wer~ade in 1823,
and earlier records are imprecise, though it seems
probable that the parish of St.Just was defined by
C/Llibreteria, C/de la Ciutat and the defences, whereas
St.Miquel covered the corresponding area to the west,
and St.Jaume the area stretching northwards towards
the cathedral

162

•

St.Jaume was the least important of the three:
testamentary donations are generally fewer and smaller
than to the other two, and it was probably overshadowed
by the presence of the cathedral.
are also scant y163 a

Donations ad opera

one of 1011 in sua edifitione

4uu
may imply recent construction

or total reconstruction,

and there are only three more at widely scattered
dates in the following two centuries.

We have no

idea of the architecture of the church for it was
replaced by a more imposing Gothic structure i~he
15th. century.

This in turn was demolished in 1823,

and on1y the name of the

Pla~a

se Sant Jaume records

. t ence .owa d ays164 •
2' t S f ormer eX2S

A document of 1057 referring to the suburbs
notes that the church had been obtained by the rebel
noble Mir Geribert, who was related to the Vicecomital
family, and there may have originally been a link
between this family and the church.

By 1057 it had

passed to Bishop Guislibert, uncle of the then Viscount,
and three years later he gave it and the par:ochial
rights to Guilia and her children, that is the widow
and children of Mir Geribert.

In an undated list

of c.l083 it was in the hands of a certain Ramon Mir,
perhaps a member of the same family.

The rights

over the church at subsequent dates are uncertain 165 •

Within,L,the church there was an altar to Sta.

Marla and another to St.Tom!s, which for a short
period in the 11th. century was a popular place for
the swearing of the sacramental cond 1·ti ons OL~ W1·11 S 166 ,
. although the practice fell into disuse after the
1080's being almost totally supplanted by the altar
of St.Falix in St.Just.

In spite of the swearing of
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these wills, there is no evidence for a cemetery
until 1147 (C.249):

a document of 116, referring

to a property to the west of the church states that
the cemetery was to its north (C.292) thus in the
same position as in 182,16 7 •

It seems like1y that

the entrance was on the street to the east, and the
apse thus to the west, or possib1y the north.

Through-

out this period it was surrounded by houses: as ear1y
as 1062 houses secus SanctiJacobi are recorded (C.97).

The par-ochial
rights of Sts.Just i Pastor were
.;
given to the cathedral by the executors of Count
Mir

in 965, and these rights probably remained under

its control even thouah they are not a1ways mentioned
in 1ists of such rights, such as the Papa1 Bu11 of
1105
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•

Like St.Jaume, few details of its structure

are known, for the church was replaced by the existing structure in the 14th. century.

An ad opera dona-

tion of 1007 may refer to its re-roofing_and another
similar gift was made in 1168.

In front of the

entrance was a portico mentioned in 10~, which may
point to a pre-Romanesque or

even earlier structure,

for such features are rare within Catalan Romanesque
architecture l69 •

Although it was a parish church, it also had an
important funerary r8le:

the funerary inscription

of Wittiza dated 890 is the earliest evidence for
the presence of a cemeter¥, and in 997 occurs the
l70
first reference to the chape1 of st.celoni
, which

4u2
was located in

~he

cemetery to judge

~rom re~erences

to the cemetery o~ St.Just and St.Ce1oni in the 1060's
(C.99,105).

Indeed it seems possible that this ceme-

tery expanded at this date

~or

a property which had

had private houses to the south and east in 1058,
bordered on the cemetery five years later (C.91,99).
This was to the west

o~

the church, thus implying

that its orientation was the: same as its Gothic successor.

The growth

o~

the cemetery may not have been un-

related to the function of the aitar of St.Falix.
Until the present day this altar has maintained the
right

~or

verbal wills to be sworn by witnesses on

it, thus making the deceased testate.

This seems to

be an adaptation of early medieval practice, itself derived
from Visigothic law, whereby wills were automatically
sworn to be authentic within six months of the
onl.y then COUld

ttut executona

death~.

carry· out their dutie ••

It is not certain whether the oral will existed at
this date, but it is clear that from the later 11th.
century onwards, the vast majority of wills were
sworn on this altar171 •

The association between St,Miquel and the
Cathedral 17 2 , continued until the second decade of
the 11th. century, for there are gifts to St.Miquel
173
in the Cathedral Archives until that date
• In
1011 the amount of money left to the church
tain

~iIB~n~was

b, a

five mancusos, suggesting five

cer-

40;
priests, whereas there was just one mancus for the
solitary priest of St.Just 174 •

In the same year a

document from Seu d'Urgell suggests that the finances
of the church were under the control of the Bishop
of Barcelona175 •

Between this date and the 1040's

there was a SUbstantial change: the donations cease
and in 1046 it is described as a parish church and
given by the Count to the cathedral l76 •

This donation

was repeated ten years later, perhaps as a result of
the upheavals caused in the city by the revolt of Mir
Geribert and his confederates177 •

Thereafter, it re-

mained under the control of the cathedral, being mentioned in the Bull of 1105
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•

It may have fallen into ruins in the first half
of the 11th. century, for in 1059 and 1062 there are
donations for the construction of a new roof, and in
1077 for a bell-tower.

It is probable that the latter

feature was never completed for another legacy for
the same motive was made nearly a century later, and
other gifts ad opera were made in the intervening
period179 •

The bell-tower known from the drawings

made prior to the demolition of the church in 1868
reveals a style more appropriate of the 14th.or even
180
15th. centuries than the 11th.
• A tradition of
later medieval date relates the miraculous rebuilding
of the church in the mid-12th. century

181

:

that i t

was prone to sudden collapse is quite probable considering the great antiquity of those parts adapted
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from the Roman baths, which included the mosaic floor.
A doorway of late Romanesque style was added,perhaps
.
182
in the later 12th. century
,but in general the
structure continued to follow the layout of the baths
building it had taken over.

Unlike the other two parish churches there was
no tradition of swearing wills in the church: however, there Was a cemetery.

Excavations have revealed

burial~f early medieval type to the west of the church

with tombs constructed of slabs of stone placed around

~he
tery

corpse
l8~
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•

A document of 993 records this ceme-

,but it then seems to have gone out of use,

for the next burials are of post-medieval date, and
there are no further documentary references of the
11th. and 12th.centuries.

It is possible that the

burials of that period took place in an area described
as the 'Fossar veIl de Sant Miquel' in a plan of the
early 19th.century, towards the north-western corner
of the modern

Pla~a

de Sant Jaume, and this was

reached from the church by the Cldel Fossar de Sant
Miquel l85 •

This in turn went out of use in the post-

medieval period to be replaced by the original one.

In conclusion the parish churches were apparently
of no great importance in urban life, the vicinity
of the cathedral obliterating to a large extent
their personality.

Many wealthy inhabitants chose

burial in one of the cathedral cemeteries, and when
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donations occur in their wills to the parish churches,
these take second place to the cathedral, or even
third place behind the great monastic foundations too.
This deprivation of income is reflected by the scarcity
of properties of these three churches either within
the city or in the territorium

186

•

There was usually

only one priest per church, and these priests are
only

occas~onally

tions:

found engaging in property transac-

their support must have come largely from

the more popular levels of society which remain unrecorded or undetected in the surviving sources.

SLmilarly, these churches were of little importance when it came to determining the development
of the city.

The features which attracted attention

were those of strength and authority: primarily the
walls, followed by the Palaces and the Cathedral.
It was around these strUctures that the first burst
of expansion was to occur in the 11th. century and
~ha~

the highest quality residences were to be found

in subsequent decades.
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CHAPTER XI

THE TOPOGRAPHY OF BARCELONA, 985 - 1200:
THE INTRA-MURAL AREA,

The topography of Barcelona in the 11th. and
l2th.centuries is a topic which has rarely been considered in recent years.

The majority of modern ac-

counts have been based on the pioneer work of Carreras
Candi,

who~carried

out the greater part of his research

in the early years of this century, culminating in
his magistral volume on the city in the 'Geografia
General de Catalunya' series l •

Although his work

is still of the utmost importance, it Was not based
on the totality of sources, and largely dwelt upon
the major structures of the city, rather than on the
analysis of the changing face of the city as a whole.
Moreover, the series of which it formed part is little
known even within the rest of Spain, which is indeed
unfortunate considering the detail with which the
development of the city can be traced from the sources.

The contemporary documentation has already been
briefly described, and there is no need to repeat
2
that account here.

It is, however, convenient to

summarize the type of content of this documentation.
The majority of the conveyance documents include
details of the vendo., purchaser, the type of property, the general location, a more detailed descrip-

4u7
tion, a summary of the neighbouring properties, the
price (when applicable), and various legal and penal

clauses.

At the end can be found the date, signa-

tures of the attestants, those of

wi~nesses,

and the

authentification of the scribe.

The first sections are of most interest in the
present study.

Given that they are frequently found

in sufficient quantities, often connected by common
factors of characters, location and date, they can
be united in a sort of jig-saw -

from which, unfor-

tunately, a large number. of pieces are missing.
Guide-lines for its piecing together exist in the
form of the defences and the approximate street-plan,
but even so, there are pieces which can be joined together, but can then only be located approximately
within the available space.

At the end, a few pieces

with little or no indicative information must remain
in the box, waiting for new material to be turned up.
As a result a mental picture of the city can be constructed, with a varying degree of clarity according
to the date and the part of the walled area being
considered.

Unlike the descriptions of the entire

city in the 'fogatges' of the 14th. and 15th. centuries, or the Angevin rentals of Canterbury employed
by Dr.Urry in his analysi. of that city', the information for Barcelona is piecemeal, but nevertheless
present in amounts large enough for an extensive
account to be composed.
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In the following sections it is aimed to do
exactly that.

Inevitably some zone. are clearer than

others: some are well-documented in one period, while
virtually nothing is know'n about them in another:
some areas are clear, but lack

the fixed points to

relate them to their surroundings:

nevertheless,

the resultant view is quite vivid.

To assist the

description of the intra-mural area, it is deemed
convenient to divide the city into four basic quarters
which can occas:ionally be sub-divided on a basis
of blocks, according to the body of informationw
These four zones are those produced by the principal
cross streets of the Roman city, basic divisions
which have continued to the preseht day.

In addition

a fifth area is added in the southern part of the
city, to incorporate the area around the gate and
the projecting cas'tellum.

Place-names

(fig.74).

The principal way of assigning material to these
five zones is through the description contained in
the primary source.

In the tenth century, the

sources rarely specify the location of a property
apart from giving the fact that it was within the
walls of Barcelona, and the names of the neighbouring
property owners.

This usage tlan still be discerned

in the first decades of the llth.century, but there
was a growing tendency to supply more details, presumably
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a result of the growth of the city and the need to
avoid confusion, particularly in a period when disputes over property rights were rife, such as was
the aftermath of 985.

This is more noticeable in

the case of sales,donations and mortgages, rather
than wills, in which, throughout the centuries here
studied, there was a tendency not to give a clearer
location, which inevitably means that such properties
now have to be located by means of other details, particularly personal names.

Moreover, such place-names

are more frequently found in the northern part 'of the
city, where urban activity was more intense, whereas
in the southern half there are fewer names to be
found, and it is more common to find documents without them.

One suspects that documents which cannot

be related even hypothetically to any zone, which
make up approximately ten per cent of the total, refer
to properties in this part of the city, and, in any
case, the great majority of them are wills, with few
diagnostic details, and it is unlikely that the information they contain could alter the picture to any
great extent.

Towards the end of the 12th. century

one also notes an increasing lack of concern about
accurate locational descriptions, to the point that,
on occaSions, it is difficult to decide whether a property was in the intra-mural area or the suburbs,
which is surely another indication of the deerea.inC
~r~.Dce

of the defence. by

t~at

date

(C.,2",").
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The majority of locational names are not true
place-names, but are derived from important structures,
such as have been discussed in the previous chapter.
Foremost among these were names referring to the
cathedral and its associated structures: these include locations 'next to' (C.78),'near' (C.57,60),
'not far from' (C.256) and'in front of' (C.65,218,223)
the eathedral.

Others are found for properties in

relation with the canonry (C.56,90), its cloister
(C.35,l34), refectory (c.149), dormitory (C.175) and
also the cemeteries to be found in front of (C.2l8)
and behind fG.266) the Cathedral.

The Hospital of

Guitart is similarly recorded (c.186) as were the
three other churches within ~he walls (C.37,41,42),
together with their cemeteries.

Occasionally, the

location is given within a particular parish (C.252)
which might be understood
vicinity of the church,

~t

ab being

within the

not particularly close.

The scarcity of such references, howeverf means that
our scant knowledge of the extent of the parishes
is hardly enlarged.

In addition, the Episcopal (C.294,298) and
Comital Palaces (C.131,l42), both on the line of the
defences, were used as topographical reckoning points,
as were other parts of the walls, particularly the
four gates.

The meaning of the mames of three of

these - the Castell VeIl Gate (with its variant forms),
the Castell Nou or New Gate, and the Bishop's Gate is obvious.

The interpretation of the fourth, how-
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ever, is uncertain.

Tradition would associate' the

Regomir nanle applied to both castle aDd gate ,~h the
residence there of a legendary Moorish King Gamir 4

•

Carreras Candi proposed that the name was

deri~ed

from the Rech of the city, supposedly cut under the
direction of Count Mir, on the basis of a comparison
,\'i th the hame of a similar water-channel in Cervel16 5 •
However, the transformation needed from

'~ech

d'en

Mir' to Regumir in the short space of time between
Nir's lifetime and the first use of the place-name

(c.72

makes this inherently improbable, as does the

fact that the Rech itself never ran near this gate,
for it entered the sea

much further east,

Moreover,

all the available evidence points to its having come
into use during the period of Ramon Berenguer I,
three quarters of a century after the death of Mir6.
Perhaps a derivation from the Visigothic personal
name Recemirus is more likely, although this is not
demonstrable 7 •

The further names applied to the defences in this
southern part of the city also require some interpretation:

that of Turre Ventosa (C.31,51) -

'the

windy tower'-must have been a result of its position
near the sea-shore and its consequent exposUre to
sea-breezes.

The name Alezinos (C.13,15) applied

to a length of the defences may have been derived
from the same root as the Old French word meaning

8

'defences', although this remains to be proven.
The name Cauda Rubea used in the later 12th. century
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for some towers at the north~east angle (C.309,S.3S4)
must refer to some aspect of colour, and has survived
in the modern street name of C/Corribia at the foot
of the walls.

Other locations cite particular areas within the
walls, such as the 'Freginal' in front of the Comital
Palace

(C.2~O),

the adjacent market and its stalls

<C.169) and the Jewish Quarter or Call (C.267).

Others,

for want of more notable €eatures, cite the most outstanding residences in the area, such as that of Bernat Gelmir (C.39).

Finally there are a handful of

true place-names which need explanation,

First the

name 'ParadIs' is applied to a house in the existing
street of the same name

(C.206,2~2).

This was con-

nected with its vicinity to the cemeterY,around the
apses of the RomanesqueCathedral, and was also found in
Catalonia at Vic and Egara-Terrassa in

text~ as well as further afield 9 •

similar con-

Nearby Was the

point known as Mons Taber, ab antiquis as the first
occurrence of the name tells us (C.7l).

Various

attempts have been made to derive this name from
Semitic roots, resulting in fanciful accounts of the
origins of the citylO

Nevertheless, the name is only

used of a comparatively small area

around the high-

est point within the defences, adjoining the Roman
Temple and particularly towards its north, and there
is no justification for applying it to the whole of
the walled area.

Its meaning must remain mysterious.

Last, but by no means least,

in this zone, there

appears the name Miraculum throughout the 11th. and
l2th.centuries (c.45,47).
points to its

sit~

All the available evidence

the same position as the still

standing remains of the Roman temple in the C/del
Paradis, and on one occasior. the pinnaculum or
tower of the Miraculum

is mentioned (C.3l0.3ll),

although it is unclear whether this refers to the
columns of' the temple themselves, or an adjacent
structure.

Recent explanations have concentrated

on the sense of 'mirador' (viewpoint, vantage-point)
11
for this name , though I feel it would not be outrageous to suggest a more literal meaning, implying
that the name was applied by

the-e~~ly me~ieval

in-

habitants of the city who marvelled at the miraculous
construction skills of their forebears, as did the
Anglo-Saxon poet before the ruins of Roman Bathl~

Two other place-names appeared in the area near
the church of st.Just.
a palm-tree, ,-

The first of these refers to

ipsa Palma(C.276), a type of tree

which is also cited at other points in the city, and
which in this case gave its name to the C/de la Palma
de Sant Just.

The second appears in various forms -

Tremuletto, Tremoleto and Tremoled (C.196,2d7) - the
latter being closest to the modern Catalan.

Two

possible meanings might be proposed: firstly, it
could refe~o a tree (mod.Catalan 'tremoleda l
aspen or willow family,

)

of the

or secondly to the type of

shivering action performed by this tree and applied

tq either buildings or a site in the area 13 •

In conclusion, there are a very small number of
street names which describe the location of a property,
Whereas nowadays, of course, this would be the

auto~

matic way to provide a locationa1 description.
Leaving aside the street descriptions which appear
as the boundaries of properties, there are really
only two examples.

The first of these is C/Ll£d6,

recorded as ad ipsum Ledonem in 1197 (C.34S) and
possibly derived from the earlier name of Alezinos
4
via the form Aladinos1 •

The second is that of C/de

la Freneria, usually called the street 'leading towards
the Cathedral' in the l2th.century, but which makes
its first appearance in an undated document, perhaps
of the last decade of the l2th.century, or, more
probably, the first decade of the following one lS ,
It has, however, recently been maintained that this
name was derived not from 'freners' or makers of
cavalry equipment, who one would not be at all surprised to find in that zone

16

, but F,rneria or the

Comital and Royal granary situated nearby.

Never-

theless, the arguments provided in favour of this
assertion do not appear to be sufficient to mistrust
the traditional etymology17.

Overall, it seems that

it was not until a century later that the streetnames in the city became fixed, and even then many
changes have occurred from the earliest recorded
forms to the present day.
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ZONE 1 (figs.

83 and 88).

This comprises the north-western sector of the
city, that is the area enclosed by the defences between the Bishop's Gate and the Castell Nou on the
one hand, and the modern Cldel Call and Cldel Bisbe
on the other.

This part of the city is perhaps the

least documented because the Jewish Call took up the
greater part of the area in this period, and it is
convenient to discuss its topography and extent
before considering the remaining 'Christian' documentation.

The extent of the Call was discussed by Bofarull
in 1913 with the aid of 13th.century documentation

lB
f

and his account has generally been accepted by later
writers.

The standard interpretation is, thus, that

the southern limat of the Hebrew Quarter then ran
to the south of Cldel Call, turned northwards when
it reached the site of the present day

Pla~a

de Sant

Jaume, where an entrance was located, and continued
under the site of the Palau de la Generalitat, as
far as Clde Sant Se.er, there
direction of the defences.

turn~ng

again in the

Carreras Candi drew up

a plan of the Call at this date, in a little known
work which has remained unused by the other specialists.
In this he placed the eastern boundary on a much more
irregular line (fig,S,

)19, although it is unfor-

tunate that he never discussed his reasons in print.
In more recent years, the subject has remained

some~

what neglected, and no great advance has been made
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on the authors of half a century ag0 20

It

see~

possible that some light may be thrown

on the matter by a consideration of the early medieval
documentation

referring not only to the immediately

surrounding area, but also to the

totali~y

owned domains in the urban area.

Although it seems

of Hebrew

probable that there was a Jewish community by the
Visigothic period and certainly in the post-Reconquest
phase, the earliest unequivocal reference to

Hebr~w

property is the reference to a solario judaico in 971

(C.6) 2l.

By that date the community must have been

substa~tial,

and suffered severely in 985, for a

number of properties for which there was no other
heir passed into the hands of the Count

22

•

Through-

out the succeniAg two centuries the Jewish presence
is marked by frequent signatures in Hebrew

as parti-

cipants in or witnesses to a transaction, and in the
former case footnotes giving a Hebrew summary of the
document's content are common.

There are even a

handful of documents written exclusively in Hebrew
which miraculously survived the pogrom of 1391, in
which the majority of the documents referring to the
•

221,"$

Call itself must have perl.shed . •

Although there was clearly aD established community from the early llth.century and probably long
before, the first reference to the Call itself is
not until 1082 (C.147> and it is surprising that no
document referring to this part of the city, especially
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those concerning ~he area of the later Episcopal
Palace, in the 1060~
hand.

and 1070's, mentions it before-

In addition, whereas in the period after 1082

there are references to Jewish land-owners in the
suburbs and even more so in the territorium, there
are none found outside the limits of the Call in
the intra-mural area, even though in the first threequarters of the century this had been a fairly common
phenomenon (C.ll,45,47,48bis).

This may suggest that

the definitive establishment of the Call was at some
date between 1067, when Jews are found with property
near the Regomir Gate (C.114-5~ and 1082, although
this district had presumably long been the centre of
Jewish residence in the city.

It may be that this

occurred during the period of dispute betweeD Count
Ramon Berenguer II and his brother, Berenguer Ramon
II, since a document containing a list of the heads
of families of the Jewish community is found at that
date 23 •

From that date onwards, references to the Call
begin to

multiply~

most are normally in documents

related to Christian-owned properties bordering the
Call, although

C/~libreteria

was described in 1106 as

itinere qui vadit ad Cal. Iudaico (C.186), presumably
indicating that it led towards the entrance located
at the corner of

Pla~a

de Sant Jaume.

The available

evidence suggests that all property within the Call
was generally in the hands of Hebrews, although it
was not impossible for Christians to acquire certain

rights, particularly as a result o£ un£ul£alled
mortgages or pledges.

For example, in 1197 Bernat

Dion1s gave the altar of Sant Dion1s in the Cathedral
L morabetinos in meo pignore ipsius furni de Calle
Judaico (C.343) and in the l~ll of Ermengol of 016
in 1166, he left instructions ut redimant meum cobertor
de Calle Iudaico per XL solidi, which may indicate a
" " l ar
S ~m~

f"~nanc~a
" 1

opera t"10n24 •

Little is known of the internal structure of
the Call.

Later documentation indicates the existence

of at least two synagogues and the associated

educa-

tional establishments which are implied by the cultural
achievements of inhabitants of the l2th.6entury Ca11 25 •
Carreras Candi indicated (fig. 83 ) the presence of a
group of kosher burchers, and the donation of Bernat
Dion1s indicates the existence of a separate breadoven for the community.

Of private housing little

is known because of the total absence of sources,
though it is possible that some of the oldest surviving urVan houses are situated within its limits
This is also

001'"ne

26

out by the evidence of the

hoard discovered in Clsant Sever in a wall on the

first floor of a house 27 •

The street~plan shows a

strong degree of conservatism, being more closely

~

related to the Roman plan than any other part of the
City, and it 'is likely that its current form was

already established by the later llth.century, apart
for the cutting of the

Baixad~

de Santa Eulalia and

minor variations in the course of Cldel Call

28

•

•

Let us now return to the question of its
limits: Carreras Candi suggested two phases of the
Call, an earlier one up to the 13th. century, delimited
by the defences, C/Sant Sever, C/Sant Honorat and
C/del Call, and a subsequent one, of slightly larger
size, the western and southern limits being replaced
by the C/de Banys Nous and a line approximately
correponding to that of the 19th.century C/de Ferran2~
Bofarull's interpretation, more widely known and
accepted, is based on a docu.ent which he interpreted
as containing the limits of the Call, although the
information therein is ver,

imprecise29t4~ispushes

the .astern limit further towards C/del Bisbe. In
support of this interpretation one might mqtion the
walls found during restoration work in the Palau de
1a Generalitat in 19G9, which have been claimed as
30
the demarcation of the Call (~il.84)
•

It is apparent that the land

~ediately

to the

south of C/del Call was in Christian hands in 1058
(C.92), although in the later 12th.century at least
one property to the south of the Castell Nou was
owned by a Jew (C.303) suggesting that some expansion
may have occurred.

Thehypothesis of Carreras Candi

in this case may therefore be fairly accurate.

To

the west the line of the defences forms a natural
boundary, though it seems probable that the practice
of the inclusion of property at the foot of the walls
as adjuncts of intra-mural houses led to the expansion
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Of the Call in that direction.

The presence of the

Neli' Baths (Banys Nous) , constructed and ini tia11y
operated by Jews, in this area also aided this pre31
cess •

The boundary to the
difficult to establish.

~ast

and north is the most

Documents of 1682,1114 and

1116 (C.147,192,19B) indicate the presence of Christian-owned houses to the west of the line of the

Cldel 9isbe, opposite the Canonical buildings, but
immediately to the east of the Call.

The location

of a street to the north in the documents of 1082
and 1116 probably places this property to the south
of Clde Sant Sever.

If this line continued without

changing orientation, it would indeed suggest that
the wall located in the Pati dels Taronjers could
have limit:ed the Call.

However, a further problem

arises in a document of 1156 (c.267).

In this

Bernat Ministre bought houses which bordered to the
west with the properties of three Jews, which must
be presumed to have been within the Call.

On the

other hand, it is known that BernaYhad property to
the west of the Paradis houses(C.297,302,305.306),
and various indieations would lead one to suppose
that these two properties of Bernat were in fact one
and the same.

However, the boundaries implied for

this document (fig. 92 ) would then indicate that
this property either extended acrass the line of

Cldel Bisbe, blocking the course of a street which
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has often been presumed to have been unimpeded for
two thousand years, or, alternatively, it was entirely
located to the east of this street, although the
boundaries listed preferred for some unknown.reason
to cite the holdings on its opposite side tather than
the street line itself.

That the line of Cldel Bisbe

was in fact blocked is not as unlikely as

may at

first seem, for Carreras indicated in his plan
of this area (fig. 85 ) 'abierto en 1379' on this
section of the street, although it has been impossible
to locate his source for such a suggestion 3l bis.
In addition, Mill's sugg,sted in 1969 that at the
time of the pogrom of 1391, the boundary of the Call
was on the west side of this street?2 One might thus
suppose that the limit ran Crom the Castell Nou to
the junction of Cldel Bisbe and Pla~a de Sant Jaume,dJ
from there

along the west side of the former, as far

as an uncertain point to the south of Clde Sant Sever
(fig.88 ).

From Clde Sant Sever onwards, the boundary was
probably somewhat further north than usually proposed.
It is known that houses near the Episcopal Palace
had Hebrew properties lying to the south (C.294)
and Bishop Arnau had even acquired such a property,
presumably to expand the episcopal domains in this
area prior to the commencement of the new palace
(C.230,235).

The very irregual.r course and name

of Cldel Montjutc del Bisbe suggest that this street
could have formed such a demarcation, which would
have joined the line of the defences in the region
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of Sant Felip Neri, the construction of l\'hich in the
18th.century masked earlier property divisions 33 •
Such a point would also coincide with the number
of towers allocated to the Jews in the 15th. century
account of the defences 34 ,fig. 74).

One may reasonably ask what form this separation
between the Hebrew and Christian communities took.
For the moment the sources are contradictory, although
a strategically placed excavation trench could rapidly
provide a solution.

The walls excavated in the

Palau de la Generalitat were indeed of some height,
and appear to have included small towers, although,
as has been noted, they were probably not the limit
of the Call, at least in the last decades of its life.
Horeover, at least in the 13th.century, there were
two gates to the 6all, one in the

Pla~a

de Sant Jaume,

the other to the west, of uncertain location, but
presumably adjoining the Castell Nou 35 •

In addition

the document of 1082 refers to a street that solebat
ire ad callem Judaicum.

The tense of the verb is

important, suggesting that something had happened to
impede this previous function, such as the construction of a dividing wall between the two parts of the
city.

On the o.her hand, the descriptions of pro-

perties adjoining the Jewish ones make no reference
to such a wall, and the boundaries are not noticeably
different from those existing elsewhere in the city36.
In addition, the purchases of Bishop Arnau from 6ews

and the isolated Hebrew property on the south side
of the Call in 1168 (C.303) suggest that the limits
of the

~

all were much more elastic in the generally

more tolerant atmosphere of the 12th. century than
might be supposed, and it may not have been until
the decrees of Jaume I that the boundary was strictly
established and a more effective barrier built in a
period of increasing anti_Seaitism 37 •

The area of zone 1 thus remaining in Christian
hands was limited to a strip of uncertain dimensions
on the west side of the Cldel Bisbe, plus the wedge
bwtween C/de Montju!c del Bisbe and the defences,
largely occupied from the mid-12th. century onwards
by the new Episcopal Palace.

Of the former part, little can be said.

Leaving

aside the purchase made by Bernat Ministre in 1156
for discussion with the zone to the east, there are
but three documents that can be linked with this
strip.

In 1082, Bishop Umbert, as part of what seems

to have been a general move to make better

~se

of

the Cathedral's accumulated acquisitions, gave
Ermengo! Ramon, a judge, his wi6e and son, houses
ne~

to the door of the Canonica, presUmably referring

to a site opposite an entrance similar to that of the
Gothic cloister(C.147).

Hebrew owned property lay

to the west, while to the south was the 'Hort de
Sant Cugat' held by Bernat the Archdeacon, which

confirms the proposed location for this property for it is
known to have stretched across the line of Cldel
Bisbe at the end of the block to the south of the
Canonical buildings (C.90,14»

(Fig. 92).

In the

period 1114-6 Ermengol Ramon and his fa.ily sold
this property in three or four successive parts to
Guerau Ramon, canon of Barcelona, for a total of 36
morabetins (C.192,198).

From these documents it is

apparent that it was partially allodial and partially
held from the canons.

Its subsequent history remains

unknown.

In stark contrast, the area of the later 12th.
century Episcopal Palace is one of the best documented
parts of the city, and an elaborate story of its
development can be written.
1666

It begins in the year

when the heirs of a certain Audeguer sold a

priest called Pere Seniofret
adjunB~s

for 21 mancusos.

a house with numerous

Several years later,

daughters of Audeguer Gondemar, presumably the same
person, are found selling parts of a similarly located
property, givi:n!the impression of the disposal of
an originally united property in various parts (C.IIO,
117,118).

The prices paid by the purchaser on this

occasion, a certain JOan Gomez, were similarly
small for a decade of high inflation, which might
support the idea of fra&mentation.

The next we hear of this property is some ten
years later when the joint counts passed it to their

cousin, Adaledis, stating that they had received it
as a result of confiscation from Joan

G.m.z,

because

of the latter's counterfeiting activities (C.132).
A small part of the same was sold a month later to
Ramon Dalmau, described as a deacon (C.133).

HOlQe-

ver, he had already acquired other property in this
area from Viscount Udalard for a sum of 280 mancusos,
(C.130) and only six months later was able to spend
another 322 mancusos on ~roperty located, like that
of the Viscount, on the defences (C.134),which may
in fact have been the buying out of a sitting tenant,
whereas the Viscount had held the allodial rights.
Finally he seems to have obtained the remaining part
of Adaledis' property in 1081 for another 280 mancusos
(c.146).

Although i t is difficult to draw a plan

of this area since the original

bo~daries

have been

obliterated by the construction of the Episcopal
Palace, I feel that the evidence points to all these
properties as having been located on that site.
Several of the documents refer to a location ncar
the Canonica,which lay to the west of the cathedral,
and one refers to the cloister (C.134).

The other

associations are with the Archdeacon's Towers,which
are known to have been the gate-towers of the Bishop's
late.

Thus i t seems likely that Ramon Dalmau acquired

all the property in the area later occupied by the
first pbase of the Palace, apart from that of Pere
S e niofret in the south-eastern angle of the block.
In fact, Ramon's

behaviou~may

not have been at all

exemplary towards this neighbour, for a donation of

16 97, by Pere, by now a canon, to Guillem Arnau tells
of part of his estate having been unjustly destroyed
by Ramon Dalmau (C.178).

The exact reason for this

must remain unknown, but in the light of his earlier
purchasing activities, it 19ould not be unreasonallle
to suggestfohat he was using strong arm methods to
per~uade

an unwilling neighbour to sell.

In addition, Ramon Dalmau made an important
alteration to the house he had bought by building
a vault on the defences betl\een towers 77 and 78,
after having obtained the necessary permission from
the bishop and canons (C.13').

Using this he was

able to expand this prop.rty so that in his will he
19a5 able to describe

.t;

as solarium unum et turrem,

voltam et ipsurn mururn cum camara usque ad turrem
cum curtaLe et viridario et domo iuxta portam (C.194).
He bequeathed these, his best houses, to the

Cathed~

ral of Barcelona, but at the same time he had other
property at the foot of the walls there, other houses
near the Castell Nou, was receiving rents from houses
in C/Llibreteria and near St.Miquel, and had bought
and sold another property in the ParadIs bloCk 38 •

The next tlgO and a half decades are somewhat
confusing.

Ramon Berenguer III referred in his will

to this property, conceding all his rights to the

Cathedral~9 There may have been a dispute with the
Count about the right to give a permit to alter the
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state of the defences, although this is only hypothetical.

However, the will of Bishop A~nau of 1142

(C.230) shows further episcopal interest in the area,
for he had bought bro other properties - one from a
certain Guerau, which he left to the college of Sta.
HarIa de Solsona, the other from a Jew called ranto,
which pas.ed to the altar of St.Nicolau of the Cathedral (c.266).
Ja~to

Other house,tought from a Jew named

were bequeathed to his brothers Pon~ and

Berenguer.

In April 1144, the latter restored his part of
the property to the new bishop for 40 morabetins (c.
237).

Similarly in 1166 the houses of the Solsona

community passed back into episcopal hands, and from
this document we find that they were next to the neH
palace on the line of the defences (C.298).

To the

west of these were houses belonging to the canon,
Bernat of Puigalt, who made an agreement with the
tenant of the Solsona houses in 1154 over the height
of a dividing wall and some offeniing overlooking
windows (C.262).

The same canon acquired more pro-

perty in 1164 from a certain Gaszon, which bordered
with houses that must have been located within the
Call (C.294lPart of this property passed on his
death to the bishop, the rest to the altar of st.
Andreu 40 •

However, by an agreement of 1184, these

were also acquired by the bishop in exchange for
houses in the suburbs (C.326).

All .these moves

can be seen as part of a steady process to expand the
episcopal domains in this part of the city, where
his principal urban reSidence had already been esta4l
blished •

The area was thus from the later 11th. century
a densely urbanised one, with few references to
gardens or tr.ees.

A large proportion of the Oly-ners

were clerics, and the presence of the bishop became
all important after the mid-12th. century, to the
extent that part of the Call may have passed from
Jewish hands directly into those of the spiritual
leader of the Christian community.

ZONE 2

This is the area defined by the defences to the
north-west and north-east, that is the length between
the Bishop's Gate and the Castell VeIl, and within
the walls limited by the modern C/del Bisbe and C/
de Llibreteria.

About half of the documents referring

to 'the intra..mural area concern this zone, thus making it the best documented, and the quarter that can
be described in most detail.

Much of what follows

is based on the initial premise that the area today
occupied by the cathedral and dependent structures
was the same as that covered by similar buildings
and the associated structures from the mid-11th.
century onwards, as argued in the previous chapter,
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and as a consequence of this there has been little
subsequent change in the street pattern of the zone.

There have been two previous attempts at drawing
a plan of this quarter in the period under discussion.
The first, that of Carreras Candi
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, and the second,

which remains unpublished, is very recent 43 •

Carreras

Candi accepted the traditional inverted orientation
for the Romanesque Cathedral, thereby considerably
distorting the results.

The more recent plan correctly

associated much of the material, although a larger
quantity is used here, both from a wider range of
archive sources and with the use of wills,which often
enable one to trace a single property in time rather
than just locate it on a plan.

Noreover, the latter

plan paid little respect to existing property boundaries with the result that the divisions created
are all hypothetical, and frequently of a size which
is too small to have been probable.

The bulk of documentation makes it worthwhile
subdividing the zone into smaller units based on
street blocks.

a) The defences from the Bishop's Gate to the Comital
Palace

(fig.90).

In this length of the walls there were eleven
towers, most of which can be allocated for this period.

The earliest documentation refers to the area

nearest the first gate and in this case it is logical
to begin there.

The first tower and the adjoining property was
occupied, from c.l040 at least, by the Archdeacon of
Barcelona.

Given the documents which cite domos de

Archidiacono and turre et curte Archilevite Barchinonensis (C.62-64), the references to Archidiaconal
property on the othersside of the gate (C.130,134,
137), the mention of turres quae dicunt Archidiacona1es
in Papal Bulls of 1169 and 1176
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,and the continuity

of occupation of the site by the Casa de l'Ardiaca
down to the present day, there seems to be no reason
to doubt this conclusion.

Immediately to the east stood a private house
of some size.

It is first mentioned in a document

of 1018 when a deacon named Guillem, son of Sanctio,
gave it to a priest called Gaucefret (C.33).

He

seems to have given it to a nephew of the same name,
son of Trasuad, who in turn gave his portion, a half,
to his brother Arluv! and his mother, in 1035 (C.57).
This donation is repeated to his brother alone four
years later, and yet again in the form of a sale for
eight mancusos (C.62,63).

However, they were not the only people with
rights over these houses, for in the

follo'~ing

year

we find a woman, Bona, and her three soms pledging
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the property to Er~engol Auruz, son of judge Auruz
the Greek, for 26 measures of grain (c.64).

Presum~

ably this debt was settled, for later in the same
year two of the sons, Segarius and Gaucefret 'are
found selling the house, with the exception of Arluvi's
part, to Bernat Amat, probably the noble of Claramunt
of that name 45 , and his wife fDr 8 ounces of gold
(C.65).

This price, which differs from the earlier

one by a factor of seven, illustrates that there were
obviously multiple rights over this property, which
are not easily unravelled in the absence of detailed
genealogical material.

The consistent boundaries

are the walls and the 'Hort' of the monastery of St.
Lloren~

del Munt to the north, the Archdeacon to the

west, a certain Fulc Guisad to the east and the street
to the south.

Fulc as cited again in 1052, as is

Bernat Amat in the same document and in 1054 (C.78,
83), both concerning properties on the other side
of the street.

Beyond Fulc's property was another owned by the
family of Bonaf which was pledged in 1039 for six
mancusos (C.61):

this,like their other house,included

a wall-tower, probably number 4.

To the south lay a

house of Ramon the Archdeacon, whereas to the east
l~as

a street.

It is also possible that a f'urther

document of 1036 refers to thiS, although since
is now lost, this must remain uncertain (C.56).

it

In

the lowering of the level of the square in front of'
the cathedral in 1952, two parallel massive walls

were located, which may have marked the street cited
46
in 1039 • or the later history of this part little
is known:

by the 13th. century the house or the Dean

had been established adjoining towers 3 and 4. It
''fas demolisped in 1422. ,..hen the existing square was
laid out 47 •

In the rubrics of the Cartulary of Barcelona
Cathedral, written in the 13th.centurYrthere is a
mention or the Dean's House when rererring to a
property to the east or it (C.283)48.

This was in

1161 although the property had passed into the canons'
hands some sixty-six years earlier, when Deodat
Bernat had

1::I-.em

given~his

or the Cathedral

house between the tower and yard

(either the Archidiaconal or the

Dean's property) and the Canonical dormitory (C.175).
Another document or 1110,

the donation of this

same house to Roger Pere, canon,
the dormitory (C.190),

also mentions

This dormdtory seems to have

come into use in a moment or

rerorm~mindedness

in

the late 11th. century , and when rirst recorded was
clearly located over part of the Cathedral Hospital
(S.190).

Some structural fragments still surviving

betl'feen towers 6 and 7 may belong to this phase 49 •

It is interesting to note that Deodat Bernat
was a descendant of the Bernat Amat or 1040, and
Fulc Guisad may have been related to the same
ramily5 0 •

It thus seems probable that at some date

in the second half of the 11th. century the greater

part of the property between towers 2 and 5 was
amalgamated by this family, and then sub-divided
again by the officers of the cathedral.

The donation

of 1161 is to the Ebdomarii (C.283), although two
days beforehand

another part of these houses had

been separated and passed to the Hospital administration (c.282).

On the other side of the Hospital was

a property held by the Queralt

~amily

until 113Q,

when a house including tower 8 was given to the
Templars (C.218):

the location 01 the dormitory to

the w'est of this property makes the location certain.
The later history of this property is complicated,
although Jaume I seems to have given part to the
Mercedarians, who later sold it to the Cathedral for
the construction of the Pia Almoina and the cutting
of the Baixada d _~..

r

at

leas~a
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CanonJ.

In the 12th. century

property of the Sacristan and the cemetery

in front of the Cathedral lay to the south.

Further east, following the line of the defences,
was a property belonging to the Castellvell family,
which included three wall-towers (nos.9,lO and 11).
First cited in the donation to the Eemp1ars, it is
found again in 1171 when the whole complex, known as '.
the domus de Cauda Rubea.was given by Ramon of Caste11VeIl, future Bishop of Barcelona, to the canons (C.309).
There seems to have been a dispute concerning this
house tOl'lards the end ot: the century with Berenguer
of Barcelona, which was settled by a cash payment

in 1195 (C.338) and a lesser payment to Barenguer's
tenant, Ramon the Skinner,in the following year
(C.33~,3~1).

The neighbouring houses of the Sacristan

passed to form part of the patrimony of the new altar
of St,TomAs of Canterbury in 1186 (C.328).

The sector between the Cauda Rubea houses and
the

Comita~

Palace is perhaps the most dif'ficult

to interpret.

Plans of the Royal Palace suggest

a three-tower structure adjoining it to the north,
which was
the

~ater

incorporated:

this would then be

Caste~lvell property including towers 9 to 115 2 •

However, earlier sources going back to the beginning
of the lOth.century indicate that the Episcopal
Palace was originally in this area.
presume that the space

betl~een

One can only

the Castellvell pro-

perty and the C/dels Comtes de Barcelona was occupied
by this pal.ace, and that by 1171 it had been given
over to the Sacristan, for it is not mentioned in
the donation of that year (C.309).

Indeed, :t\\TO

documents of l.16l. may refer to the effective demise
and dismemberment of the old episcopal domains (C.
282-3).

At some uncertain date after 1200 both

this property and the Cauda Rubea towers passed into
Royal. hands for the enlargement of

!1~e Palace, an

extension beyond the original northenn entrance
frequently referred to in later 11th. century
sources 53 •

b)

The site of the Romanesque Cathedral (Fi~86,89).
As has been discussed in the

pre~ous

chapter,

the site of the Gothic Cathedral lias previously
largely occupied by the Romanesque one and its
dependencies.

To the north and south lay cemeteries

aDd to the liest the cloister and canonical buildings.
HOliever, there were a few private structures in the
midst of this ecclesiastical complex until the midl2th,century, and there is also an amount of information for the period prior to the construction of the
Romanesque Cathedral, mainly concerning the area of
the cloister.

This material can be divided into

two sub-groups.
i) The northent group

I

In 1084, l.fir Guillem gave the recently revived
Cathedral Hospital some houses that he held as a
result of an exchange with the canons of others that
had been bequeathed to him in order to establish a
charitable institution (c.149).

The location of these,

according to the borders, with streets to the north
and west, and the Refectory and the Canonica to the
east and eouth, was probably more or less on the site
of the 13th. century chapel of Sta.Lucia.

The

original bequest to Mir had taken place nearly half
a century before (c.6o) and although the exchange
with the canons is no longer extant, this property
was also near the cathedral.

To the east of this

property lay houses belonging to a certain Esteve,
which may well have been those donated to an Esteve
in 1031, and located to the west of the Cathedral
entrance (C.50).

If the pre-Romaneque cathedral

''''as on the same site, or the Romanesque one had
already been commenced, it would be most logical
to place these houses in the area now occupied by _
the Chapter House.

Another property which lvas clearly in the same
area was that sol' by Bonrill Guillem to the Bishop
and eanons in 1054

~or

ten ounces

tial price ror that date (c.83).

o~

gold, a substan-

Among the neigh-

bouring owners were Esteve and l-lir Guillem, and to
the north lay the square in

·.~ront

of the Cathedral,

the property of the Archdeacon, Berllat Amat and
F~c

Guisad, all of whom, as has been seem above,

had property along the back

o~

the

de~ences.

A

similar acquisition of two years earlier, also mentioning the last two names, was made from the abbot
of the monastery of St.Martindella
near Al benga (C. 78) •

ISola Gallinaria

In this case the property ,.. as

a piece of land in front of the Cathedral entrance
~d

presumably sought to provide space for enlarging

the square and cemetery.

The common point in these sources is the pattern
of acquisition by Barcelona Cathedral in the years
surrounding the consecration of 1058, suggesting a
need to obtain by whatever means possible certain ,
properties in order to complete certain projects
(C.87).

However, not all were so essential, for in

1078, the bisho~gave canon Pon~ Geribert two small

houses near the Cathedral entrance and the church
of the Holy Sepulchre: they had been previously used
as an Infirmary and Chapter House, perhaps as tempOrary accomodation during the construction phase

(C.138),

Later, in 1092, Pon? obtained a destroyed

hOuse adjoining the~,and the cemetery (C.167).

He

proceeded to rebuild this, as described in his will
of 1116, when he left

'it-

to Nir Seniofret (C .197) •

Another property described in 1155 may have been
similarly located adjoining the cemetery, although

it is equally possible that it was in the cemetery
around the cathedral apses (c.266).

ii) The southern group (Fig. 89)
Another group of properties would seem to have
been located between the cloister and the 'Hort' of
Sant Cugat located at the northern end of the ParadIs block, if the hypothesis of a pre-Romanesque
Cathedral is accepted.

If not, an alternative loca-

tion for the cloister mentioned in 1020 must be
found, and since it would appear to be difficult to
place it adjoining the early Christian basilica, and

the power of the continuity argument is strong, a
location within the bounds of the succeeding cloisters,

but cov.ring a much .m.ll.r .r••••••m• conVincing,

The key document is an exchange between Bonucias
and the Bishop and canons. of a site and house, bordering to the east with the canonical clOister, to

the north an access alley, to the south Richilld~
property, and to the

l~est

a street (C.35).

The

canons '-iere given permission to construct -a dormitory, refectory o~ 'celler' •

The same property had

been earmarked for the cathedral in 1014 by Gondeballus,
preserving the rights of Bonucius (C.29), \.;ho

l~as

also referred to in \1ilaranus' ldll of 1011 (C.27).

One of the neighbours of the 1020 document

l'laS

also mentioned in 1009 as having property next to
the Cathedral (C.22).

A neighbour in this do ctUllent,

Ato the priest, also occurs in a doctUllent of 10l.14
(C.70) and again in 1047, when his possessions passed
to Ramon the Judge (C.74).

He, in turn, is mentioned

in a donation of property by the monastery of Sant
Cugat to Barcelona Cathedral in 1057 (C.90) and this
property
l~as

l'laS

located next to the Canonica.

This

by no means the only property of this monastery

for the sources indicate the presence of a large
rract at the northern end of the ParadIs block.

All these stray details combine to locate these
houses and gardens in the southern and western part
of the Gothic cloister, and the steady acquisition
of such properties by the Cathedral (and probably
others which cannot be accurately related, e.g. C.19)
provided the necessary space for the great expansion
of the Cathedral and its annexes in the mid-11th.
century.

c)

The Defences from the Comital Palace to the
Castell ¥ell (Fig. 91).

In contrast to the unit just described, w'hich
was only documented in the 11th. century, this area
remains undocumented until the l2th.cer:tury.
the block
and the

l~here

rOl~

Beh,reen

the Hospital d' en Gui tart ,,ras located

of structures backing onto the defences

''las an open space referred to

a.

the 'lreginal'

on the site of ''lhat was later to become the Plac;a
de la Corretjeria 54 and afterwards the PlaQa del
Rei and Cort del Veguer.

It was wider than the

present day street, thus providing a suitably impressive approach to the main entrance of the Comital
Palace.

The function of the 'Freginal' ''las probably

to prQvide corralling and
whetJ,~r

grazin~

space for horses,

they were of nobles and knights attending

the Palace, or of merchants and wealthy farmers
visiting the nearby market (C.186,208,240)55.

Like much of this part of the city,the houses
on the line of the defences here had a semi-industrial
nature.

In 1138/9 Berenguer Ramon, Vicar of Barce-

lona, gave the Templars rights over a ''lorkshop
ante ipsum ferragenal iuxta Castrum Vetus (C.225),
and loca'ed next to Arnau the Shoemaker's workshop.
The latter re-appears in 1142 in a document referring
to the transferral of rights on houses with a length
of the walls, land, a yard and workshops, located
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between the Castell VeIl and Marti Petit's property
(C. 227) •

The same property ''Vas sold in 1164, though

on this occasion the
t01'ier (C .295) •

desc~iption

included a wall-

It changed hands again in 1188 1'1hen

it was given as a d01iry (C • .329) a provision that lias
con£irmed in the donor's will o£ 1190 (C.3J2). A
l08t document o£ 1203 appears to have indicated that
the impoJtant Dionfs £amily also had property in
this area on the line of the de£ences in the later
l2th.century56.

To the north o£ these ,,,,ere the houses

o£ the Pal ou £amily, probably located near the entrance
c~c

to the Palace andAchapel o£ Sta.Marla.

The property

o£ the Palou £amily is also mentioned in another document o£ 1201 57 •

Surpn8:iJlgly no trace o£ medieval strucrures seems
to have been £ound in the
'~ith

Pla~a

del Rei excavations,

the exceprion o£ a mortar pavement covering the

6th. century burials, presumably representing an early
sur£ace o£ the square 58 •

It is £easible that the

properties indicated above were contained ,'Ii thin the
space between the ,Castell VeIl and the modern limit
t

o£ the Casa padellas, which was transported to the
site in the 1930's.

A £ew medieval walls which were

recorded during its reconstruction may confirm this
idea, as might the supposition that the property o£
the Petit £amily passed to the

Dion1s,5~.

It is uncertain whether the lack o£

earl~er
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documentation for this area is significant or not.
Certainly, else,.,here on the defences other similar
structures were being built by the early 11th. century.
It is possible that until the 12th.century the 'Freginal' was of larger size, running up to the inner
face of the defences, and not until the emergence
of artisan activity was the demand for space sufficient to cause it to be built up.

d) The Comi tal Palace area (fig. 91).

The history of the Palace has already been considered, and it has been demonstrated that it must
have been of similar size to the main hall of the
later Nedieval palace - the Tinell - with the possible
addition of a few chambers to the north.

It was al-

ready on this site in the 10th. centurY'}' and may have
had origins of Visigothic date.

To the south lay a

square and the "reginal' mentioned above.

Adjoining

the palace on the line of the defences was the Chapel
of Sta .t-larla.

To the ,.,est and south-west of the palace were a
series of

priva~e

structures, most of which would

seem to have been located on the site of the Archivo
de 1a Corona de Arag6n, or the adjoining Plaqa de
Sant Iu.

The early history of this block is obscure.

The first possible reference is that to an
canonicorum

~

to the north of the Hospital d'en Guitart

in 1045 (C.71).

This is never heard of again, al-

though canonical property in this area was later
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extensive.

This may have been a reference to the

general extent of the early canonical 'cloister',
and the reference to trees in both this docw:1ent
and the donation of 1009 (C.2l) supports this interpretation.

\fuatever the case, the area seems to have

had a surprisingly

l01i

density of structures.

In 1067, Bishop Berenguer ceded Company Tudiscle
a site for the

constructi~~

of houses located in loco

vocitato Nons Tamber (C.113).

To the liest lay the

':omital k'alace and the square in front of it, to the
south and east streets leading towards the Cathedral,
and to the north the subsidiary entrance to the Palace,
that referred to in the description of the Castellvell
family's property to the north.

The bishop had ob-

tained this property from the brothers Guifret and
Ramon Seniofret.

The latter had property near the

cloister in 1044 (C.70), in the Miracle block in
1066 (C.lll) and attested his will in 1080 (c.144).
The former, how'ever, is found only on one other
occasion, in the settlement of a dispute with the
same brother, in which Ramon transferred his rights
to Guifret (C.98).

The fact that this dispute was

settled in episcopali domo may be a clue to the location of this house, for the Episcopal Palace at this
time ,.,as immediately to the north, and its vicinity
may have determined that the matter ,.,as taken there
for litigation.

It would seem that Company died ,'l'ith-

out completing his obligation,for his will of 1069
refers only to his houses in the suburbs (5.151).

Some nine years later Bishop Umbert

rene1~ed

the

efforts of his predecessor to rebuild this sector
l~hen

he gave some land and an old house to a certain

Bernat Udalard, with the condition that this should
be reconstructed (C.13l).
boundaries,

l~ith

the

The similarity of the

exc~rtion

of the additional pre-

sence of Comital houses to the east, perhaps suggesting a colonization of the square and 'freginal', indicates that this was the same property as given to
Company. Bernat Udalard failed to keep his part of
the agreement for in the follOldng year legal action
l. . as taken by the canons who d3manded an explanation
for his mistreatment of these houses (c.142).

This must have been settled satisfactorily for
a decade later the Count gave him the adjoining houses
fronting onto the square (c.162),

The reason for

such a donation is unstated, but it may have been
COIL."1.ected

l~ith

the relationship of Bernat to the

vicecomital family, it seening possible that he was
a younger son of Viscount Udalard.

In 1695 we have

the first indication of the type of activity taking
place in this zone.

Bernat and his

l~i~e

Persedia

gave their son-in-law, f.lartt Petit (I) all their
worltshops and oven in loco vocitato Monte Taber
extending

de ipso pinnaculo nostro solario usque

ad portam Palacii Comi tali,

l~hich

they state had

been acquired from the canons abd counts (C.172).
It is unclear

l~hat

li"aS being manufactured in these
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workshops, although,as Dr.Bonnassie has pointed out,
the donation of three atauds or chests, one of Moorish
manufacture and another in Lombardic style, probably
"d"~ca t
~n

es some type •. of fine carpenteFY 60 •

As Balari

also pointed out, the rights of the canons were maintained, and MartI Petit (I) had to continue to pay
an annual rent, thus illustrating that these dealings
rather than outright sale1fere emphyteutical in
61
nature
The annual rent of 8 mancusos es~ablished
in 1078 suggests along with the other evidence that
this property was extensive, for rents of one or two
mancusos were general at the time.

In 1097, Count Ramon Berenguer III added more
adijacent houses for a hundred pieces of good silver
(C.179).

Ten days later Bernat Udalard mortgaged his

houses to his daughter and son-in-law for 360 mancusos,
a debt that was never settled (c.l80).

The reasons

for such an operation were unstated, although it is
possible that he was experiencing the financial
difficulties that seem to have affected the vicecomita1
family in the later llth.century.

Nevertheless, when

he re-married two years later, he 'fas still able to
give his new wife, Eg, four hundred mancusos rovallentis
plus half of his houses (c.l82).

It is not certain when Bernat died, but his
daughter Azaledis drew up her will in 1114, leaving
other houses

,~hich

were nearby on the defences, but

not contiguous, to her husband (C.193).

Like so much

other property in this area, these had been acquired
from the Count.

She must have died shortly afterwards

for two years later Mart! had remarried and gave his
nel~

l'life part of the complex which had been acquired

from the Count and had previously belonged to Pere
Guifret of

Besal~.

From the boundaries declared in

this document we also learn that Bernat Udalard was
dead (C.199).

There then follows a quarter of a century of
silence until Mart! Petit (I) appears in a document
of 1142 as married to a Guil1ema, his third ldfe.
In this document they gave their son, Hartt Petit (II),
to the Cathedral of Barcelona,to be a canon, along
with the debt of 360 mancusos, workshops and the
oven (C.228).

This was returned to their possession

later in the sarne year (C.229).

Twenty years later

their son the canon recognized that he still held
the same property, although some changes had been
made (c.285).

The oven had disappeared, although he

gave permisssion for it to be rebuilt, and in its
place were more workshops to a total of five,
scilicet nova et duo vetera.

.!!.!!

He also refers to the

mortgage of his grandfather as being of 100 m6rabetins,
lfhich gives a useful exchange rate between late 11th.
century mancusos and 12th. century monetary units.

After Mart! Petit (1I)'s death, part of the propertY,at least,passed to the Co1rado family.

In 1173

J0an Colrado and his sister, Bona, gave their nephe,'l
Guillem their rights for 1100 solidos (C.3l4) and at
the beginning of the 13th. century, he sold them back
to the canons for 400 morabetins, and the borders shOl'l
that either the property had been further subdivided,
or that the area in front of the Royal Palace had
beca.e increasingl, urbanised, for there are references to three distinct houses to the east

62 •

It would be worthwhile to study the later history
of this site, because of an erroneous connection
between the early Episcopal Palace and the structures
which have been excavated in this area.
appears to have originated in the
IBth.cantury

~piscopal

This idea

'~ritings

of the

archivist, Campillo, who stated

that for the _onstruction of the Palau del Lloctinent,
the present-day Archivo de"la Corona de Arag6n, it
was necessary to buy houses next to the old Palace,
among which were properties of the Bishop.
preted the reference to the

ol~

He inter-

palace as meaning the

Episcopal Palace, although there is no reason

wh~

it

should not have referred to the Comital-Royal one.
Another document of 1316 also refers to houses in
this zone.

In this the bishop ceded his rights to

Jaume II, and gave his permission for the demolition
of the bridge l'lhich joined these structures to the
late Romanesque additions to the Cathedral.

This

bridge could not have been built before the mid-13th.
century, and it must be assumed that the structures
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on the east side of the street were in the hands of
the Sacristan, perhaps as compensation for those
further north, lost in the 13th. century expansion of
the Royal Palace.

~~;

of these structures ,\fere soon

demolished for the laying out of the

Pla~a

de Sant

Iu, although the others to the south remained in
ecclesiastical hands until the 16th. century.

The

absolute lack of references to an Episcop.l Palace
is striking. 6 :;

Consequently there is no reason to associate the
6th. century structures excavated in the Pla~a de Sant
Iu and under the Archi vo de la
the original Episcopal Palace.

Co:t~ma

de Arag6n ld th

Such eyidence as we

have would suggest that this was slishtly further
towards the north.

A more probable association would

be the identification of this structure with the old
house leased to Bernat Udalard in 1078.

This tri-

partite structure would presumably have been refurbished, and finally demolished in the early 14th.
century, as indeed the discovery of architectural
fragments of the Romanesque Cathedral within the
filling of the various rooms might suggest.
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e)

The Hospital d'En Guitart area (Fig.9l)

This area remains undocumented until 1045, when
Count Ramon Berenguer I and Countess Elisabeth gavec,
an extensive property to the Hospital (C.7llThe borders are of in~ •••• t, although it should be taken
into account that the orientation is anomalous as is
apparent from the location of the whole prope ianuam
quae respicit septentrionem.

To the east (south)

lay the banchis vel in via quae ducit euntes et
reuntes as ianuam Castelli Novi (= C/Llibreteria):
to the south (west) was the border in Miraculo seu
in monte ab antiquis nuncupatus est Taber (= the
area of the Roman Temple): to the west (north) a
border in aula canonicorum vel in janua quae cominus
pat,t iuxta arbores qui dicuntur ulmi (= probably
the site of the Archivo de la Corona de Arag6n and
the early canonical cloister extending to the west)
and finally to the north (east) was fori £oribus
(=the edge of the market).

The document is not

without its mysteries for the phraseology is most
unusual for a document of the period, and given that
the original does not survive, doubts might be cast
on its authenticity.

Nevertheless, that there was

a hospital on this site, in part or all of the block,
ij proved by various later documents, although it
did not

pro~per

and probably ceased to function in

the £irst decades of the 12th. century.
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The documents here related to this zone in the
early 12th.century are somewhat problematical, as
some of the locations are uncertain and are based
on the association with other properties held by the
same individuals in securely located deals, and also
partly through a policy of exclusion, for it seems
impossible to locate them elsewhere if all the
availa~le

indications are taken into account.

In 1125 Viscount Guilabert gave his daughter
Arsendis and his son-in-law, Guillem Ramon of the
Vicar of Barcelona, houses

Castellvell lineage,

held by Gerbert Astarum (the Spearmaker 1) with
adjacent workshops.
four sides, which
erty,

o~

The borders place streets on all

e~ther

suggests a very large prop-

that they are no more than a general location

of several separate units (c.206).

To the east lay

the street Crom the market above the Hospital to
the Cathedral.

To the south was the street where

the door of Arnau AdalJ property opened.
~aft

north~

To the

the street from the Comital Palace to the

Paradis and finally to the west another street leading in the direction of the Cathedral.

It might be

argued that these limits could also be used to
describe the block to the west, where indeed the
Viscounts held estates, but it is rather strange that
none of the other property-owners known there are
recorded.
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That Arnau Adals had property in this block
is demonstrated by other documents.

In 1093 he

received a pledge of houses with workshops located
ante portam maiore prope ipsos bancos (c.169).

The

anomalous borders suggest either a location at the
corner 6f C/'

Llibreteria and Cort del Veguer or

of the same street and C/Freneria.

In 1126, Bishop

Oleguer gave the canons some hoSses held by Ramon
Arnau the Baker, together with his bread-oven, as
bequeathed to the Bishop in Berenguer Bernat's will

(c.208).

These were situated super ipsum ~erregenalem,

a space which has already been shown to have been
on the site of the Cort del Veguer and

Pla~a

del

Rei, and adjoining the houses of Arnau Adals, and
so once again a location within this block seems
the most acceptable.

However, the most detailed information comes from
the Cartulary of the Cistercian house of Poblet, in
a series of documents studied by Dr.Cabestany, but
mistakenly located to the C/dels Comtes de Barcelona
as a result of the confusion of the two 11th. century
hospitals, a subject which has recently been clarified by

Mn.Baucells6~.

In March

ll~5 Ramon Berenguer

IV gave Guillem the Cutler half a workshop between
those of Guerau Ferrer and Pont of Toulouse in ipsis
voltis que condam fuerunt hospitalis for the sum of
30 solidos.

They faced onto a street leading towards

the Cathedral (=C/Freneria) and stood before the
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houses of the late Gerhert Astarum, who was mentioned
in the document of 1125 (C.239).

Six days later, another part of this area was
sold to Bernat the Shield-maker and Guillem the
Weaver (c.24o).

The details included in this docu-

ment are among the most intricate in such conveyance
sources.
~psis

The arches and terrace sold were super

voltis que condam fuerunt hospitalis and above

the Count's bread-oven, and adjoined the 'Freginal'.
To the east were the house-walls of the late Pere
Bernat Marcus'.s sons and a dung-hill "where you should
make a stone staircase to ascend to aforesaid houses".
To the south was

the 'Freginal' and the street

"whe..,e you should build a porch with beams and a portico on top of aforesaid arches, and with an exit
into the same street".

To the west was the street

leading to the cathedral (= C/Freneria) running
before Gerbert Astarum's houses "on which street,
next to the wall of Guerau Ferrer's workshop you
should make a stoae staircase, by the instructions
of the probi homines and my Bailiff, in order to
ascend to your aforesaid houses" and finally to
the north was "the half of aforesaid vault which is
held by Ramon Celler, and house-walls of the aforesaid
late Pere Beraat's sons".

The appearance of stair-

cases suggests that the area was far from level,
a feature of the natural topography that can be noted
today, and the Count was trying to r::aximise his use

o~ an area that had ~allen intG decay.

Little over a year later, Guillem the Cutler sold
his share to Bernat the Shield-maker and his part.~r
~or ~5 solidos, thus making a ~i~ty percent pro~it
(C.2~5).

In 1172 Bernat gave his son of the same name

his hal~ o~ the property, and he had already received
the other hal~ from his uncle Guillem (C.3l3).

Bernat

the younger became a conversus o~ the Cistercian
monastery of Poblet in 1185, and donated this property
on his acceptance (C.327).

In 1203 it was in the

hands of the Sunyer family65.

The presence of small

workshops in this area is still visible today in the
small size of the properties

~ronting

onto C/Freneria

Most of the remaining documents seem to

re~er

to the southern part of this block between C/Brocaters
and Baixada del Pres6.

In 1174 there is a reference

to a house in ipso ferregenali with streets on all
~our

Sides, which may suggest colonization of a

previously open space (C.3l6).

In the same year the

priest fere Dominic bequeathed to the canons houses
with workshops apud

~erregenale

(C.3l7).

The same

person had appeared in 1171 when he had given the
canons houses described as being near the Miracle,
but perhaps more probably located in this block
(C.3l0-3ll).
the first

He retained part

doc~t,

o~

this property in

but this was also transferred on

the following day, and the fact that it bordered on
two sides with streets leading to the market indicates
a position at the junction of Baixada del Pres6 and
the Cort del Veguer, as does the recurrence of the
name of Arnau Adals to the north, rather than one
nearer the remains of the Temple as is suggested by
the phrase intus pignaculum quod vocant

Miraculum~

Documents of the last decade of the century indicate that some of the most substantial citizens
of the city held property in this area

The first

concerns the Aimeric family (C.338 bis) and the
second 8ernat Dion!s and Bernat Marcus (III)(C.323), and
it might be remembered that the latter's father is

also recorded in the zone

(c.24o).

They settled thtar

differences over a dividing-wall between their properties ad ipsum Ferregenale and to the west lay
the terraces over the vaults, much as described in
such

detail half a century before.

One gains the

impression that if the area had been under-developed
in the early 12th. century, this picture rapidly altered
and by the middle of the century the structures
were tightly packed.

It is convenient to include here a couple of
documents which refer to properties on the other
Side of the C/de LLibreteria, which, becau$e of the
nature of the structures involved are more related
to the area just considered tkan to the Sant Just
zone to which they topographically belong.

The first

is of 1090 and is a sale to Bernat Burrunga of an
unbuilt property between Sant Jaume and the Castell
VeIl (C.163) fronting onto a street towards the north
and adjoining other houses which similarly owed rent
to Ramon Dalmau, the ambitious canon who had amalgamated property next to the Bishop's Gate.

The other,

of 1106, concerns the sale of a complex house with
workshops, opposite the Hospital and the 'Freginal'
(c.186).

The fact that this property had streets on

all four sides means that it can be identified as that
in the block now defined by C/Llibreteria, C/Dagueria,
C/de Jaume I, and C/de les

1')

T~ompetes

de Jaume I.

The Miracle block (t'ig-.92).

The identification of this place.name with the
area around the remains of the Roman Temple,of which
four cotumns are still standing today, has already
been mentioned.

The documentation is fairly extensive

and falls into two main groups, the earlier of the
1080's and the later of c.1135-60, with a few later
documents.

The underlying

assump~ion

of what follows

in this and the following section,concerning the
ParadIs block to the west, is that the street pattern
in existence today had already been established by
the later 11th. century, and probably by 1025, particularly as regards the curious course of C/del Paradis,
and subsequently few changes took places, not only
~

street lines, but also in the basic property

divisions within each block.

Today, the Miracle

block can be divided into two parts on the basis of
these catastral divisions, a larger northern part
comprised of several substantial properties, and a
smaller southern one, where smaller properties fronting
onto C/de Llibreteria are predominant.

The greater

part of the documentation concerns the former.

In the 1080's the principal character was a
oertain Guillem Giscafret, who also had interests in
the neighbouring ParadIs block.
from Gvilabert Ramon

In 1082 he bought

an 'hort' bordering to the east

with Gerbert Mir 's property, to the south with that
of Viscount Udalard, to the west with a stree. (=C/
del Paradis) and to the north further property of the
same Guilabert (c.148).

Several years later he gave

this property plus an adjoining one, acquired from
the Viscount, and thus presumably that to the south,
to the monastery of St.Pon~ de Thomi3res, and the
location was described as in loco vocitato Monte Taber
sub ipso Miraculo (C.153).

The boundaries are simi-

lar to those of the previous document with the exception that to the north and eas~here was also now a
property of the monastery of

Clun~.

This was derived

from a bequest in the will of Gerhert Mir~ of 1074
(C.123).

The property of Guilabert Ramon can also

be traced back before this date, for he had received
his fathe~ Ramon Seniofret's, house in 108e (C.144).
The latter had been mentioned in 1066 When it was

exempted in a donation to the Cathedral: domum illam
••• que iungitur domibus Geriberti Mironis et Mironis
Giliberti atgue ipsi Miraculo t and bordered to the
north, east and west with streets, thus suggesting
an extensive property, which was subsequently subdivided and sold off (C.Ill).

The remaining property

of Guilabert Ramon passed in his will of 1095 to
Pere Primicherius (C.177).

The connection between the Viscount and this
zone seems to have been long established for in 1044
Viscount-Bishop Gui4abert had property to the north
and east of another which could only have been lQcated
along the line of C/de Llibreteria (c.68).

The

financial difficulties of the Viscounts at this date
have already been noted in their sales of property
next to the Bishop's gate.

In 1084 the Viscount

gave a certain Andreu Guilabert a plot for a cash rent
(C.151). and although this document is unfortunately
missing, some details of it are apparent from one
of four years later, when Andreu sold this right to
a certain Ermeniardis, her daughter and son-in-law.
Robert known as Calvino (C.157).

Consisting of

workshops and other structures. it was situated subtus
ipso Miraculo, bordering to the north

wi~

the Cluny

estate, to the east a street (= C/Freneria) to the
south a certain Pere the Baptize.'s property, and
finally to the west that of Guillem Giscafret again.

This last border was the cause of problems for many
years, and in 1088 there was the first of a series
of disputes about the dividing walls on this line

(C.158).

There then follows a period of silence lasting
almost half a century.

Fortunately, when the docu-

mentation begins again there are some factors which
are common to b4th periods, thus enabling us to relate the two.

Because of the

extra~rdinary

bulk of

the 12th. century material, the area will be divided
into four quadrants and each examined in turn.
i) The north-eastern quadrant
In 11'5 the daughter of John the Captain mortgaged houses in the al10d of Cluny to Pere of Perpinyl,
and these bordered to the east with the street leading to the Cathedral (= C/Freneria), to the south
the property of Calvino, now a moneyer, to the west
the property of Berenguer Ramon, Vicar of Barcelona,
and

fi~lly

(C.221).

to the north the houses of POD1 of Toulouse

The latter also had rights over this same

property through a mortgage, and soon after sold these
to Pere, and gave his permission for various structural alterations in the area between the two houses
(C.222).

In 1152 Pere's widow sold Gui11em Dion!s

her houses in the allod of Cluny (C.258) and two
years later Pon,' widow, Bisenda, sold the same person a workshop, although it is unclear whether this
was here, or on the other side of the street in the

Hospita1 vau1ts where it is known that Pon~ had property (c.265).

In Gui11em's will o£ 1179, this, along

with other adjacent

properties to the south, passed

to his sons Bernat and Berenguer, a1though the partition between the two is not clear (C.3l9).

At the

end o£ the century, Bernat's portion was given to
the Canons (C.342,344).
ii) The south-eastern quadrant
In the 1080's, as we saw, this. part lay mainly
in the hands o£ Calvino and his relatives.

This seems

to have been maintained £or a considerab1e time, until
1154 when his daughter Maria and her husband s01d
Gui1lem Dionts a small part - ilIum nostrum ortulum
cum iiii

or

pa1mis legitimis de nostro solario quem

habemus in alodio Vicecomitis et Barchinonensis sedis together with £urther property to the west in the
allod o£

st.Pon~

it wou1d

(c.263).

From a document o£ 1183,

seem that the rest o£ this property

was also acquired by the Dion!s family (C.324) and
this is con£irmed by a document of 1184 which gave
Berenguer Dion!s ha1£ i1lis domibus et curta1i que
£uerunt Einardi et uxoris eius (C.325), Einard having
been Maria's husband.

O£ the other properties and

names which appear in these documents little is known
but it may be assumed that they held the houses £ronting onto C/de Llibreteria, men such as Bernat Dalmau,
Pe~e Ar~ert

Pons and his sons, and Arhau Miro.
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iii)

The north-western quadrant.
Towards the end o~ the 11th. century this had been

mainly in Guillem Gisca~ret's hands.

The subsequent

development is unknown, though before llq5 it seems
to have been ~irmly in the possession o~ the Vicar,
Berenguer Ramon, as indicated also by the mortgages
of 1135 (C.22l-2).

In l1Q5, his widow sold part ~or

30 morabetins to the brothers Pere and Joan R~on
(C.238).

To the east, as might be expected, were

the holdings

o~

Pere of PerpinyA and Pon. of Toulouse:

to the south property

o~

Calvino, which would suggest

that he had obtained another part of Guillem Giscafret's
estates: to the west the street (= C/del Paradis) and
~inally

to the north houses belonging to the Cathedral

and the late Pere Gaucelm.

Joan soon sold his share

to his brother for 16 morabetins (C.2Ql) and the main
di~ference

in the neighbours is the appearance

o~

the

Cathedral houses in the possession of Pon4 the Scribe.
Pere offered the whole property to the order

o~

the

Holy Sepulchre stating that to the west was the
publica platea que ante mansiones Paradisi transit
(c.242).

Soon afterwards, Pere Bernat, acting for the Holy
Sepulchre, made an agreement with Pere o~ PerpinyJ
on a wall·.dividing the~r respective properties (c.243).
Part

o~

this was sold in 1151 to Pon, the Comital

scribe (C.256) and he had already bought another
part a week

be~orehand,

which had belonged to Pere
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o~ Co~6 (C.255).

This last document also informs

us that the property to the north, belonging to the
Cathedral, was also in the hands o~ Pon~, having been
acquired in 1146 (c.246).
some generations

be~ore,

various properties.

Like Guillem Giscafret
Pon4 continued to amalgamate

In an agreement with Guillem

Dion!s we hear of casalicium condam Xalvini in quo
habeo medietatem (C.259), which is
of the allod of
Pon~,

St.Pon~

presUM~bly

part

sold to Guillem in 1154.

as befitting a person of his station, was very

fond of litigation, or it least was considerably more
careful with those parchments whichdactually concerned him, for there are no fewer than six documents
referrLng to agreements and disputes between him and
his neighbours.

Three of these were with Guillem

Dion!s and concerned the property formerly
in the south-western quadrant,
between them (C.259,268,27').

Calvino~s

which was split
Two were with another

neighbour of the same profession, Pere of Corr6,and
concern plans to build a wall and a tower (C.274-5).
The finel one concerns Pere of Toulouse, probably
the son

of

Pon,

(C.296).

Pon, the Scribe drew

up his will in 1168 leaving the houses ~re Pere the
Ebdomarius lived (perhaps those to the north) to
Berenguer of Badalone, and then to the priest of the
altar of the Holy Sepulchre, and his houses adjoining
those of Gui11em Dion!s to the altars of St.Joan
and st.Pere (c.,o4).
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iv) The south-western quadrant.
The last of these four sub-divisions is hardly
represented in the 12th. century documentary record.
The property including the site of the Temple held
by Calvino seems to have been divided and passed to
Pon, the Scribe and Guillem Dion!s.

This is implied

by the description of a wall running across the property in 1156 - in ipso pariete meo sicut tenet ab
ipso calle que ante ianuas Paradisi pergit ad Sedem
usque as ipsum parietem qui est similiter posita inter
me et te usque oriente (c.268).

Guillem Dionis'

share passed together with the property to the east
in the donation by his son to the Cathedral in 1197,
since the appropriate document refers to the land
as stretching from one street to the other (C.342).

To the south again there are few details.

There

were probably the last remnants of the once extensive
vicecomital estates, plus properties of Joan Ferrer
and Bernat Arbert Pons, who was related to the Pere
~bert

Pons who also held properties along C/de Llib-

reteria (C.26"

,24).

Unlike the Hospital block and

the area around the Comital Palace, this Miracle zone
was primarily residential, with substantial houses
which incorporated some of the most modern feAtures
of civil architecture, although much of the wealth
which led to these alterations in the 12th. century
must have been derived from commercial and quasiindustrial activity66.

4b2
g)

The Paradis block (fig.92)

In the discussion of the Miracle zone the presence of a street running in front o£ the Paradis
houses has been noted, as has the connection between
this name and the cathedral cemetery located around
the apse.

Later documentation, to be considered below,

proves that these houses had a street on two sides,
the east and the south, plus part of another street
to the west.

All these factors make it seem very

likely that this name thus refers to the site at the
angle of the C/del Paradis, a hypothesis which is
reinforced when the medieval date of several of the
surr~ounding

structures is taken into account, for

the topography can have hardly changed since that
date.

This property can be traced back to the third
decade of the 11th. century, when in a series of related
sales, several Jews sold Ermemir Ruf

a property

located ad ipso Miraculo at such an an angle.

The

fact that at this date the property was not built up,
conSisting of a 'freginal' and other horticultural
plots, demonstrates that even quite central parss
of the city were quite rural in appearance at that
date.

Soon afterwards, Ermemir sold the plots he

had bought, plus his own houses, to a certain Sende~rl
a priest, and his son, Joan, for a total of sixteen
mancusos (c.45,47,48bis,49).

Its sub.equent history is uncertain, although
it would appear to be the same as that re£erred to
in a document of 1084, which is in the same parchment
collection as the four just mentioned.

In this Abbot

Frotard of St.Pon~ de Thomi3res returned a property
to Guil1em Giscafret, cleric of Barcelona, that he
had given the monastery, and which had previously
belonged to Riculf the Grammatician (C.l50).

The

purchases of Guil1em on the other side o£ C/de1 Paradis have been noted, although the distinctly different
street boundaries for this make it clear that it was
not directly united with them.

To the north lay

the houses Of Berenguer and Ramon Donuz, while to
the west stood those of Odo.

Shortly afterwards, Ramon Donuz left his brother
his half of their houses in Barcelona, for his lifetime, although they were to be return.d to the canons
on his death (C.155).

A third brother had died c.1078,

leaving his portion to the other two (c.1,6).

This

brother, Gui11em Donuz, is also mentioned in a document o£ 107', as holding property to the south of
that of Gui11em Bofi11, which was being aold to
Ermengol Samarelli and his wife, Trudgardis (C.l20).
To the west lay a house belonging to oto Guifret,
who was probably the same as the Odo of l08~, for the
name was not particularly common: to the north and
east lay the properties of Sant Cugat, which can be
identified as the 'Hort' the monastery had in this

part of' the city, and also to the east a prop'erty
held by Dalmau Geribert, who was involved in a dispute over this in 1079 (c.140).

The properties to

the east may have extendalbeyond the present-day
street line of' the ~ater medieval Cases de~s Canonges
for the ~imits of these were probab~y modif'ied during
bhe construction of' the apse of' the Gothic Cathedra~67.

Ermengo~

Sama-

f'or seven years

~ater

What happened to the property of'
re~~i

af'ter

~073

is not

c~ear,

two brothers, Bof'ill and Ramon Pere are f'ound

se~ling

one with identical borders in a pair of' transactions
to Ramon
was

Da~mau,

bui~ding

the ecclesiastic who at the same time

up his estate next to the Bishop's Gate

(C.~43 and ~45).

He ~ater so~d it, apparent~y with-

out making a profit, to Bernat
son of' the

Ermengo~

of' 1073

Ermengo~,

(C.~70).

perhaps a

In 1092 he

obtained f'rom his brothers and sisters total rights
this~property,

over

heritance'C.166).

which reinf'orces the idea of' inSince the 1080 sales had concerned

two quarter shares, one might guess that rights had
become subdivided between two
~ater

f'ami~ies

and were

on~y

reunited.

A document of 1021, unrelated to all the others,
may describe a property on the strip between C/del a
ParadIs and C/del Bisbe, fronting onto the square
outside the church of' St.Jaume (C.37):

this would

thus have lain to the south of' Odo's houses.

In 1109 Bernat Ermengol

le~t

his houses to the

Canons, with the condition that they were to be held
by Pere Ministre Bord (c.189).

A~ter this there is

an absence o£ in£ormation £or about a generation
until 1133, when Dalmau Berenguer,

so~

o£ Berenguer

Donuz t returned his £ather's holdings to the Canons
(C.216) and these were given back to him in the
fo11owing year (C.217), when we learn that they were
inhabited by Bernat Viziati.
again in 1157 when the Palou

These are mentioned
~amily

returned them,

stating that they had been he1d by Pere Primicherius
(c.269).

To the south 1ay the Paradis houses, to the

east a street, to the west Bernat Ministre's houses,
and to the north property o£ Berenguer of Llobregat
and Berenguer o£ Badalona, held £rom Sant Cugat.
This was soon given back to the Palou family (C.270),
and this deed was con£irmed in 1162 (c.289) the rights
being stated as per vocem Da1macii Geriberti sacerdotis et canonici atque Dalmatii Berengarii patris
mei et Berengarii Donutii patris eius.

It is now convenient to re-examine the property
at the angle of the street, now known as the Paradis
houses.

There is no direct information as to what

happened between the 1080's and the 1160's.
the rights of

st~pon~

Certainly,
68
disappeared, leaving no trace •

In 1164 the houses were in the hands o£ Guillem o£
Barce1~na and passed to Berenguer of Subirats (C.297).

To the east and south was the street (= C/del Paradis)
to the west part of another (now an unnamed a11ey)

and property o~ Bernat Ministra, who has already
been mentioned, and to the north the canonical property under the control o~ the Palouse

The price ~or

this sale of 1200 solidos is quite high, thus suggesting a considerable extent.

Two years later Berenguer

sold it to Pere de Oliveto for 1100 solidos (C.299),
but the latter, the
~inancia1

bi~p's

difficulties, and mortgaged the houses ~or

50 morabetins (C.302).
~or

bailiff, got into

on the 25th

o~

He died

b~~ore

March 1169,

that month the Bishop sold them

back to Berenguer of Subirats

~or

1000 solidos (C.305).

This was not the only part of his domains ht~Jfor
prLor to 1169 he had acquired part
houses to the west, next to those

o~
o~

Bernat Ministre's

St.Cugat (C.306).

At the end of March 1169, Berenguer offered the
Parad!s houses to the Canonry (C.307) and his will
of the same year confirmed this (C.308), with the
condition that the Ebdomarii (Guerau of Cardedeu and
Bernat of Moguda) should have the western half sicut
ego divisi •••• cum scamino novo, whereas the eastern
half, cum omnibus petris, perhaps remains of the Temple,
went to the priest of the altars of St.Silvestre and
St.Esteve, in whose hands this property is
in 1188

~ound

Ic."O).

The houses of Bernat Ministre to the west crease
a topographical problem which is not easy to solve,and
which has been mentioned in the discussion

o~

the
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limits of the Jewish Call tat the beginning of this

chapter. Towards the end of the 11th. century they
were in the hands of Odo GUifret 69 , and there then
follows a period of silence until 1156 when Bernat
bought them from the heirs of Pere L~anzt and they
were described as being paulo longe ab ipsa Sede
iuxta Callem Iudaicum (c.267).

To the east were

the Primicherius1houses, that is those held by the
Palous, and those of Berenguer of Badalona.

To the

north we find the 'Hort' of Sant Cugat and to the
west the properties of three Jews, presumably within
the Call.
of Sant

Finally to the south a street, property

Cugat~

and another street.

If one interprets

the two streets as having been the first parts of
C/del Paradis and C/del Bisbe leading from the Pla~a
de Sant Jaume, it is evident that this property did

indee~ie across the line of the former decumanus
maximus, and that the edge of the Call was located
on the western side of this street line.

This pro-

perty was conceded in 1171 to the altar of Sant
Esteve in the Cathedral (C.312).

The 'Hort' of Sant Cugat appears again in the
later 12th. century, when a certain

Ada~ta

sold the

monastery her houses built in it ante portam ipsam"
Canonicam, perhaps corresponding to an entrance more
or less on the site of the Gothic Porta de 1a Pietat
(C.321).

To the north was a street (= C/de 1a

Pietat), but it was otherwise surrounded by the
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property of the monastery.

This, plus the indica-

tions of an extensive estate of the monastery on
both Sides of the Cldel Bisbe in the later 11th.
century, suggests that this part of the Parad!s
block remained firmly under the control of the abbot,
although a degree of development gradually took place
in the l2th.century.

The presence of the 'Hort' on

both sides of the street may be yet another argument
in favour of a blocked length of this principal
thoroughfare during these centuries.
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ZONE:3

(:fig. 9J).

As soon as the line joining the east and west
gates is crossed, the amount of in:formation that can
be used to provide topographical analysis is much
smaller, and more di:fficult to synthesize than that

Sn.6y

used :for the detailedAof the two northern zones.
are various reasons :for this.

Thepe

Firstly, the three

southerly zones were further away :from the :focal
point o:f the city, and the canons, whose capitulary
has provided much o:f the in:formation :for zone two,
had less interest in them.

Moreover, they were less

denlely urbanized, there were more open spaces, more
horticultural land, :fewer examples o:f amalgamations,
all o:f which probably led to a smaller volume of
material having originally been created.

Zone :3 can be de:fined as the area lying between
C/Llibreteria and C/de la Ciutat to the north and
west, the de:fences to the east, and a vague line to
the south, in the area o:f the modern C/de la Cometa.
However, a certain amount o:f material here used refers
to sites on the other side o:f C/de la Ciutat, but has
been included here because o:f location.l references
derived :from the churches o:f st.Just and St.Jaume.
Indeed it was these two churches that provided the
majority o:f locations for the area, and it was only
in the 12th. century that others appeared - Llad6,
Tremoled and Palma.

This lack of variety would also

seem to indicate a low level of activity in the zone.
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The earliest post-985 document concerning the
area is one of 994 when the Bishop exchanged casales
with a certain ~~cutius for other property in the
Regomir zone (C.13).

The Archdeacon ha~ also acquired

a similar property in the area in 975 from the same
source (C.7).

However, it is not until the 1020's

that the body of information can be interpreted in
any desail, and in this we see the accumulation of
various pieces by the monastery of St.Benet de Bages.
In 1020, Bernat, son of the late Viscount Bardina,
sold Borrell a 'freginal' for eight mancusos (C.36).
Not only did thia border a major .tre.t 1ine - ipsa call.
que periit a4 Castrum Regumiri (= C/de la Ciutat or
C/de la Palma de St.Just 1) - but also of the neighbouring properties only one could be described as
built-up.

In 1024 the same property, together with

some ad5acent houses, was sold to St.Benet (C.4l).
In the autumn of the previous year,~uifr~ son of
Marcutius'. perhaps the same as the person recorded
in 994, had given the monastery an allod which included houses near St.Just (c.4o).

Together with

the houses were various trees, including a palm,
which may be related to that cited in the l2th.century in the area, '\IIIhi~ probably gave its name to

C/de la Palma de St.Just 70 •

The subsequent histor~

of this monastic estate is not very clear, but in 1078
the houses were given to a Guillem Bellit to rebuild
and maintain as a residence for the abbot and monks
when they had occasion to come to Barcelona (C.135),
,
,

although these do not appear in his will (c.16l).
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This picture of an area of horticultural or even
agrieultural land with scattered houses is difficult
to reconcile with the evidence that comes from the
area on the other side of the church of St.Just, that
is to the north and west.

It is to that district

that a group of documents dating from the central
decades of the century belong, because of the consistent references to both st.Just and the church of
St.Jaume.
~o

The larger number of streets

be found

would suggest an area where small

blocks with a multiplicity of intervening streets
were predominant.

The difference from the area to

the south of St.Just may also be partially attributable to the generation that had passed since the
acquisi~ions

of

St.Bene~

de Bages, but nevertheless,

the frequency of substantial houses rather than open
land is apparent.

In 1056 Guillem Bernat of Queralt sold a priest
called Bernat Bofill a piece of enclosed land surrounded by houses and streets (c.89).

Among the neigh-

bouring property owners were Udalgard and Alemany,
the latter of the Cervel16 family.

From a document

of 1058 we learn that Bernat sold the same property
for two or three times the original price (depending
on the exact value of the mancusos involved) to a
fellow priest, Ermemir (C.9l).

From the same docu-

ment we also know that more of the Queralt property
in this area, houses on the other side of the street
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to the west (= C/de la Ciutat 1) had passed into the
hands of a certain Bernat Guifret.

Similarly, on his

death in 1062, Udalgard's property passed to his brother Gerbert Bonutius (C.95·,97), whm gave it to
Joctret in his will of 1065, to be held from the
canons (C.101).

This seems to be proved by two docu-

mants of 1063 and 1065 involving Ermemir, the first
a pledge for ten mancu. . s, the second a donation to
the canons, and in particular to Pere Arnau, although
this was contested by Ermemir's sons some years later
(C.99,105,122).

The most interesting aspect of these

documents is that they mention the cemetery of St.Just
as having been located immediately to the east and
south, whereas the documents referring to the same
property a decade earlier had cited private houses
(C.89,9l) which must wither indicate that Ermemir
had acquired further property, or that the cemetery
had expanded in size.

The remaining documents which patently belong
to this zone- in the 11th.century cannot be so extensively related.

In 1033

Bishop~Uadallus

and the

Chapter gave Ramon the deacon a sol~ar with a yard
J

.

and various other buildings in front of st.Jaume,
and bordering with streets on three sides (C.52).
In 1091 the aged Ramon gave this same property to Pere
Geribert primischola, reserving the right to live
there while he was alive (C.164).

The northern neigh-

bour in both these documents was a certain Oliba Mir,
Who also appears in another of 1053 (C,79). 5i~~

both the monastery o~ Ripoll and Bernat Ramon also
figure in this and are known to have had property
near the church

o~

st,Miquel to the west, this

document may be best related to the area on the
west side of the modern C/de la Ciutat 7l •

The vision conveyed by these sources as a whOLe
is one oC an urbanized area with substantial properties,

o~ten

occupying half a block, and divided

by narrow short streets, most of which have now
been swept away, but which then existed in the area
between the two churches
o~

site

and occupL.d

part of the

the Roman Corum, although something of the

earlier layout survived until the mid.19th.century
to the north

o~

St.Just.

That the greater part of

the documentation belongs to' the 1050As and 1060's
cannot bet coincidence

and must be another of the

aspects i11usbrating the rapid growth

o~

those de-

cades, when land which had long remained unbuilt was
urbanized anew and prices rose rapidly.

There is a slight increase in the body of information

~or

the 12th. century, but the picture estab-

lished for the later 11th. century does not seem to
have changed very much, except that there now exists
evidence Cor the area along the eastern side of the
defences.

This began at the very end of the 11th.

century when Arbert Bernat,

~irst

recorded Vicar of

Barcelona, 1eCt his son a manso, previously of his

brother Ermengol, together with a tower and a length

1rhis

oC wall.

- included among the conCused

des-

cription oC the boundaries ipso cal qui pergit as Sanctum Iustum (~8l).

The Cact that he possessed at

least another three wall-towers, the location oC all
oC which

ia uncertain, may indicate that this Camily

held a virtual monopoly on the deCences to the south
oC the Castell VeIl, thereby restricting any development there, and explaining the scarcity oC sources
Cor this zone
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•

A reflection of bhis estate, per-

haps the forerunner of the Palau de Requesens 73 , can
be found nearly a century later in a document of 1197
which reCers to the allod of Bernat of Font-tallada,
canon of Barcelona, quod fuit Arberti Bernardi,and
located ad ipsam Ledonem, the present-day C/de Llad6
(C.3~5).

Other properties must have lain between

the same street and the deCences, such as these given
to Pere Udalg••_ and his wife by the Bishop and
canons oC Vic in 1117 (C.200).
tain Esteve Adalbert in

110~

A bequest by a cer-

gave houses on this part

of the deCences to his nephew Pere Ramon (c.185) and
the Cormer is aiso mentioned in a donation of houses
in this area to the canons of Barcelona in 1126 (C.209).
A further document of
ing

(c.26~).

1l5~

is unfortunately now miss-

These rather scant details, plus the

evidence of the current catastral plans, indicate

a

series oC large urban houses between wall-towers 2~
and 33, although they may not have come into existence
until the mid- or later llth.century.

4'15
The area to the south o£ St.Just remained very
much the domain of the great Catalan monasteries.
The property of St.Benet de Bages was leased to a
certain Mir Balluin in 1103 for an annual payment
of half a pound of piperis (C.184).

Ah adjoining

property was that owned by the Cervell~ family and
sold by the widow of Guerau
(C.196).

Alem~ny ~II

in 1116

This was known as the domus de Tremuletto

a place-name which became increasingly frequent in
the 12th. century.

However, the family's rights

over this or another property were maintained for
its holdings in the parish of st,Just are mentioned
in 1173 74 •

Another adijacent property eXChanged

hands in 1126 to judge by the presence of a common
neighbour in Berenguer Bernat (C.2l0).

However, it

is noticeable that this document is one of the small
percentage which does not define the location within
the defences, presumably the result of the lack of
fixed points in this area.

Moreover, the proportion

of 'horts' and other forms of unbuilt property was
still high, possibly not very different to the situation a century beforehand.

Another propertY"in this block to the south of
st.Just is extensively documented during
century.

the 12th.

In 1125 Ramon Pere of Girona-gave Arnau

praepositus of Barcelona Cathedral his casales next
to st.Just and to

theeas~

of the property of st.

Benet and the Tremoled (C.207).

These must have

4'/6
been sold to a Guillem Ramon who is found selling
casales with an identical location twenty-four years
later to Po~ of Ron~ana (C.253).
Pon"

A decade afterwards,

by now Dean of Barcelona, gave this property,

now urbanized, per meum hedificium, to the Chapter
(C.276).

Two days later Pere the Sacristan gave Pon,

the rights over the site (C.277) and on the next day
he gave them to Ramon of Castellvell, another canon,
and future Bishop, to look after during his absence
on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem (C.278), although the
fundamental donation was repeated in his will of
15th

~y

(C.279).

Pon, presumably never returned to

Barcelona, although it is not known where he died.
Nevertheless, two years later, Ramon of Castellvell,
now primicherius, gave the Chapter the sixty morabetins he had received from Pon~ (C.286),although at
the end of the century, Ramon, by now elevated to
the episcopacy,
s~ilarly

l~se.

Berenguer of Sant Cugat a

located house for three hundred morabetins

plus an annual rent of one morabet! to the canons

Other houses in this area are mentioned in 1117,
1148 and 1188, the latter in an allod of the canons,
but inhabited by the priest of St.Just (C.201,252,
331).

The amount of ecclesiastical prpperty in the

area was high, for not only were hhe Chapter of Barcelona and the monastery of St.Benet de Bages present,
but also the monastery of St.Pau del Camp (C.20')

and in the early 13th. century that of Sant Lloren~
del Munt 75 •

In addition, in the area nearer St.

Jaume the monastery of St.Cugat del Vall~s retained
its rights.

In 1193 Arnau de Posis acquired the

rights over a house situated in this allod £rom his
mother and sister (0.336-7).

The denser pattern o£

occupation noted in the later 11th. century continued,
and a strong popular element was present in the form
of a proportion of artisans, found in two documents
of ll~7 referring to a house immediately to the west
of St.Jaume (C.248-9).

Another document of the same

year refers to houses in front of the same church
ex maxime parte noviter constructas et melioratas
(C.250), while a further pair of docunlants of 1163
refer to a house to the south of the cemetery of this
church, again with artisan neighbours (C.292-3).

A final document of 1130 may be connected with
the poorly known zone to the north-east of St.Just,
and to the south of C/Llibreteria, because of the
vicinity to property of Arnau Adals, who held more
to the north of that street.

However,the house in

question was certainly in poor condition, for it
lacked a roof, and the owners were prepared to forego
the future revenue from rent for the far from princely
sum of five morabetins (C.2l4).

In general terms

then it would seem that the patterns established by
the later llth.century were maintained throughout
the following one, although with, it might be supposed,
increasi~y

intensive usage.
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ZONE

'*

(:fig. 'H).

This part o:f the city, de:fined by the Call to
the north, Clde la Ciutat to the east, the de:fences
to the west, and merging with the :fi:fth zone to the
south, has a body o:f evidence comparable in quantity
to that o:f the St.Just-st.Jaume ~one, a valid comparison given that the type of property and inhabitant
found in the two zones , and there:fore the general
stages o:f development, were rather similar.

The place-

names which enable one to allocate material are limited, the two consistent :features being the Church
o:f St.Niquel and the Castell. Nou and its associated
gate.

One o:f the earliest documents, o:f 1024, is a
donation by Bishop Deodat to the Cathedral Hospital
including an 'hort' previously belonging to a recentl.y baptised Jew, which was immediately to the
south o:f the via que inde transit et agriditur per
portam Novam eiusdem civitatis (=C/del Cal.l) (C.42).
Although houses were to be :found to the east o:f this
pl.ot, to the west was a vineyard, one o:f only two
or three references to viticul.ture within the wal.ls.
Another document o:f 1058 concerns a similarly l.ocated property, to the south o:f charraria vel. call.e
gui vadit de Chastronovo predicte ad Sanctum Iacobum
(C.92).

This property, sol.d by Mir Oliba to Count

Ramon ilerenguer I, was a ':freginal' or a piece o:f

land ror grazing or corraling purposes.

The easeern

limit was charraria qui vadit inter Sanctwn Hichaelwn
(,= Cldel Pas de 1 - Ensenyan<;a ?) and it extended as

far as the defences with more open land to the south.
The evidence or these two docwnents is indeed startling:
here, along one of the major thoroughfares or the city
was open land with hardly a building in site:

we

a:re looking at a zone apparent!y even more rural than
the third one, for the continuation of this street
to the east was at least built up by the mid~llth.
century, even if open land had been frequent in the
1020's.

Most of the remaining sources concern the area
between the church and the defences.

In 1028, the

executars of Guitart's estate sold Elias,a priest,
a property on the walls, which had been obtained from
the late Count, probably Ramon Borrell

(c.~6).

Elias

in fact already owned adjacent property to the south
and an orchard at the foot of the defences.

We do

not know when he die., but his property Was diwided
between his three sons, Company, probably the eldest,
who always acted individually, and Bernat and Berenguer, who usually appear together.

In 1058 Company

pledgej his houses with tower and wall for two
~

of barley and one

(C.93).

sexte~

~afi

of wheat ad mensura nova.

This property lay directly to the south of

that of z.tir Oliba, whom we have alroady.seea disposing
of part of his estates in the same year, and which
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in turn adjoined the Castell Nou.

Seven years later

Company sold his houses to Ricart Guillem for the
substantial price of 280 mancusos (C.I07), a price
which can only be compared with the sums paid by
Ramon Dalmau in the following decade when prices in
general had risen substantially.

Soon afterwards

his two brothers followed his example and sold their
not so grand houses for 175 mancusos (c.I08) and in
1068 Mir Oliba sold Ricart the property to the north
for 140 mancusos, although he retain~part of the
defences and a house (C.116).

Ricart Guillem thus united a domain of considerable magnitude for the intra-mural area.
Dom~nec

Dr.Ruiz

has described his rise, although his purely

commercial background is by no means as clear as he
would like us to accept 76 •

It is noteworthy that his

wife was the daughter of his new neighbour to the
south, Bernat Ramon, an intimate of Count Ramon
Berenguer I, perhaps even a member of the Comital
family77.

This character also appears in several

documents relating to this zone.

In 1054 he bought

from the famine stricken monks of Ripoll a piece of
a yard adjoining his own house (c.85).

In 1065, his

sister-in-law, Ermessendis, made a settlement with
him over the estate of her late husband Guillem
Ramon in domibus tuis que sunt secus ecclesiam Sancti
Michaelis Archangeli (C.l06).

In 1079, when Ramon

Berenguer II and Berenguer Ramon II divided the lord-
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ship of the city between each other,-Bernat Ramon's
house was to be the residence for half the year for
each count, the other six months being spent in the
Comital Palace

78

•

Thus it is clear that these

structures must have been of sufficient size and
splendour to accomodate the retinue of a Count, and,
moreover, were suitably located half-way round the
defeDces from the Comital Palace.

By this date

Bernat was probably dead, because of the reference
to ipsas domos gui fUBrunt Bernardus Raimundi qui sunt
ante SancuMichaelis ex petra et calce constructas 79 •
The last time he had acted in this area was in 1067
when he ha4 acquired the square in front of the church,
perhaps the site of the earlier cemetery, from the
Bishop and canons, and which he may have built on
for the construction of

~ese

stone houses (C.112).

In the meantime, Ricart Guillem had been improving
the houses that he had purchased.
a dispute with Mir

Olib~who

In 1071 there was

accepted the presence

of the gutter de ipsam vestram salam noviter factam
qui 9st super meam curtem in
ounce of gold (C.ll9).

exchange for an

Four years later Mir sold

Ricart another part of his property, namely the length
of the defences, for three ounces of gold and five
migeras of barley (C.126).

This document gives us

a fixed point for these properties by referring to
the tower next to the Castell Nou (= no.59) as ipsa
turre que est fracta que est iusta ipso Chastro Nfvo.
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Ricart Guillem thus possessed towers 56 to 58, £or
in his will o£ 1115 he le£t his three sons three
towers, and whereas the available documentation points
to the·purchase o£ only two, the third may have been
derived £rom his £ather-in-law's property (C.195),
although it is clear that he did not inherit all
o£ his estates.

The only other material re£erring to this zone
in the llth.century is an undated donation by Bishop
Berenguer (1061-69) to Ramon Dalmau, described as
Dean in the available 18th. century copy, o£ a block
o£ houses next to St.Miquel (C.I09), and a donation
to the Chapter o£ houses by Berenguer Ramon and Ramon
Berenguer his son in 1090 (c.160).

These were sur-

rounded on three sides by other property o£ 'erenguer
Bernat from whom they had received this as a pledge,
while on the fourth side WaS a square, perhaps that
in front of the church.

Both these donations fit into

the general pattern £or the area o£ a number o£ substantial houses, with considerable open spaces around
them.

There would seem to have been £ew major changes
in the course of the 12th. century, although the
£amilies involved were no longer the same.

In 1109

Ramon Renart gave Bernat Pere some houses adjoining
his own which were located on the defences(C.188,20,).
Ramon Renart had probably married the widow of the
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Berenguer Bernat mentioned in 1090, which might
support the idea that this property was to be found
to the south of the church, on either side of C/dels
Gegants.

Their daughter, Sancia, was married to

Pere Bertrand of Belloc, whd in 1146 gave further
property to the same Bernat Pere (c.244).
course of

two

In the

transactions in 1147, he sold this

to his brother Guillem,a Shoemaker (C.247,25l).

In

addition, Bernat,together with a third brothe~held
property outside the defences at this point (C.226,
5.335).

However the Belloc family retained ~ights

in this zone for in 1150 the bishop gave Pere Bertand
and Sancia, and their son Ramon, a canon, houses
which had been given to the Cathedral by Ramon Bernat
(C.254).

In 1154, the family disputed with Bernat,

son of Arnau Pere the Knight (c.26l), who had died in

1143, a property adjoining that of the monastery of
Ripoll.

Another transaction concerning this family

occurred in 1166, when Bernat's brother, Pere of
Barcelona, pledged a neighbouring house to Berenguer
Rube~

his brother-in-law (C.300).

Towards the end

of the century Guillem Pere the Shoemaker's daughter
sold her houses to Pere, priest of Granollers, who
later received rent and lordship rights from the
Belloc family (C.339,340).

Along the line of the defences the property of
Ricart Guillem passed principally to his son Pere,
who was forced to maintain legal disputes with Arnau
Pere the Knight (C.226) and possibly also with his

son Pere of Barcelona.

In 1160 Pere of Barcelona

gave Berenguer Ramon IV all the rights over the
property of Pere Ricart, who had presumably died
without heirs and intestate.

The future of the pro-

perty was probably debated between the Count as lord
of all nobles and Pere, either because of his posi~
t 4;on as V;.car, or thr ough some ~am1
~ 'I y aSSOC1a
' t '~on 80

(C.2PoO).

The count had also acquired at an uncertain

date the valIum of the Castell Nou from the Belloc
family, and the land immediately to the south of the
gate, in exchange for property in the suburbs (C.29l).
The former property of Pere Ricart is also referred
to in a document of 1168 concerning a pledge of a
house by a Jew on the southern fringes of the Call
(C.~O~).

Pe~e of Barcelona re-appears in 1173 when

he returned property thet

~ad

been held by his brother,

Bernat de Machiz, a canon, and his father, from the
.

Chapter

.

(C.~15)8l.

In 1181 Pere's wife gave the canons

two parts of an orchard also in this zone

(C.~20),

and a final document of 1192 refers to some small
houses near St.l>liquel (C.333bis).

From the complex transactions just described,
it seems that there were several major forces involved
stood.
in this zone. On the one handAthe Count, apparently
allied with the Belloc family, and inheriting the
domains of Pere Ricart, and on the other, Arnau Pere
and his heirs.

The remaining small property owners

could do little more than watch and endeavour to
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maintain their existing possessions.

The Bello~seem·

to have been the victors,for in the early 13th.century
they are found not only with their widespread property,
but also as holding the Castell Nou 82 •

Zone

2

(fig. 93l

In many ways
the

ci~y

~his

zone in the southern part of

is the most enigmatic.

Firstly, it lacks

clear definition, for although the defences form a
clear southern boundary, to the Borth it merges with
the previous two zones.

Secondly, it is difficult

to arrange the existing material into suitable
groups for allocation within these vague limits.

AI-

thouth several names appear on more than one occasion,
there is no single example of extensive transactions
coneerning one individual or institution.

Moreover,

there is a large proportion of earlier eleventh century mat.rial, which usually contains simple names,
without patronyms or other forms of cognomina, which
makes identification more complex.

In addition the

place-names are not very varie., the principal two
being Regomir - easily identifiable because of the
continued existence of the street of that name. and
the definiteAlocation of the gate and castle of that
name - and Alezinos.

This latter name may be derived

from a root referring to the citY-Walls, although
it difficult to establish with any degree of certainty to which part in particular of the southern
side of the defences it was related.

Indeed, it may

have been a general location rather than a specific
one, although it is noticeable that the two names
Regomir and Alezinos are almost never found in the
same document
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•

A third place-name, Tarre Ventosa,

probably refers to wall-tower number 41, the one
that projected mast from the body of the defences,
rather than

n~ber

33, which is often considered to

have been 'the Windy Tower'.

A number of points

support this claim: firstly a document of 1016 mentions the appenditio de ipsa Turre Vento Sa (C.3l),
which was likely to have been the rectangulat: projecting castellum on the line of the defences.

A

refereBce of c.l079 to a 'freginal' on the shore
beneath this tower strengtheBs the hypothesis, for this
would have been considerably closer to the sea than
tower 33
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•

Finally a document of 1032 referring to

property in locum quae dicunt Alaisinos qui est inter
ipsum Castrum Regumirum et ipsa Torre Ventosa almost
certainly refers to this projection because of the
nearly square measurements given for the property,
which would have been less likely in the ease of an
oblique angle in the defences, such as that adjoining
tower 33 (C.51).

The lack of other significant structures means
that on occasions the only factor aiding location is
that of

perso~

in this process.

names, with all the inherent risks
However, over half the pertinent

documentation refers to properties not on the line
of the walls, and these must go a long way to com-

plete the voids between the southern parts of the
walls and the areas immediately to the south of the
churches of St.Miquel and St.Just.

It is difficult

to situate many of these within the present day topography, partly because of changes wrought with the
cutting of 'baixades' in the Middle Ages and with
the urban reforms of the 19th.century, but principally
because there are simply very few fixed points.
Consequently, the description of this zone here provided is far more interpretativefrhat that given for
the other zones, although nevertheless of significance
eontrast with
because of the~neighbouring areas to the north.

The first group of documents was drawn up as a
result of the circumstances after the destruction of
985.

In the first of 988, a certain Susanna sold

Eldefret a property she had received from Gomarell
as a pledge before 985 (C.lO).

Both had been taken

into captivity, but managed to escape and return to
Barcelona, where Gom.rell

failed to repay the debt,

a not surprising course of events in those troubled
years.

Susanna asked for an evaluation from the

city judges and other boni homines, which they gave
as £i£teen solidos.

The property .as described as a

yard with casalis, and

~mong

the adjoining properties

was another similar one owned by a certain Mauro, who
appears in subsequent documents.

In 990 two women

sold the judge Ervig Marc some property ad prope

pertinencias Sancte Crucis Sedis Barchinona (C.ll).
This location may suggest a site near the Cathedral,
although the recurrence of Mauro's name could also
suggest a location in the Regomir district.

The stri-

king point about this document is that a large proportion of the people cited in it were dead or missing,
and in the absence of heirs, there had arisen the
problem of legal ownership for several properties.
Two further documents link the previous two to the
Al.zinos atea.

In 994 Marcutius exchanget with Bishop

Vivas a casalis (C.13) and in 997, the son of Mauro,
called Pere, sold casales in locum vocitatum Alazinos
(C.15).

The abUndance dfcasales and similar pro-

perties in these closing years of the tenth century
is worthy of note, and one must assume that it is
another indication of the profound effect of the
~~ents

of 985, at least on this part of the city.

Tradition states that Almansur's attack was a jOint
land and sea operation, and the evidence for destruction in this part of the city nea:rest the sea, and
the centre of shipbuilding and fishing activities, a
may uphold tradition
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If it is accepted that casales or plots fit
for construction were abundant, this implies that at
a later date, and perhaps also previously, this zone
showed some degree of urbanization, almost certainly
more intense than that of the zones immediately to
the north at a similar date.

As an example, in 1016

a certain GuiCre' Carboaell sold Bovet

nainard

a portion oC the Turre Alba, a deCensive tower near
the village of Prevenc;.ls in the territoriwu of the
city, plus rights over a casalicium near the Turre
Ventosa,t'or the small swn oC half a ,"ancus (C,3l).
The same property was sold twenty. five years later

Cor eleven mancusos to Guitart and his son Hamon, a1though it had been considerably altered and now included a house (c.66).
the area and probably

Bovet

retained property in

obtainod more,a. i. sugge.ted

by the dispute he entered into with I.arn Gaucefret
in 1046, about property which be had acquired from
the latter's father (C.72).

,

On Bovet •

de.th in

1059 he leCt hi. e.tates to hi. three .on. - Guitart.
Renart and Odo (e.94).

The .econd received ip ••

mansione quod habeo int'ra muro. civitatis Uarcllinone
ubi eet ip •• pale. .imul cum ip.. bueda ot cum wediot.te do ip.o curtol cum caput de ip.o. c •• a1e. ambo.
inte,riter. while Odo ••• lett ip.o cellario cum
.edietate do ip •• curte et cum ip.o exio.

Odo doe.

not seem to h.ve lon, outlived hi. tather tor in the
.acrament.l condition. ot hi. will .ix year. later
he le.rt biG .bare to hi. brother nonart (e.10,).
Tho other brother a1.0 had property in this part or
the City, evon though this i. not mentioned in either
or the two w:111..

Jle appear ••• ownin. hOWle.

ad Al.isin. .ubtu. ip.o K•• tro aegue1r in 1067
(e.114.,) and 1et't thom to Gui11em lUunon in 1095
(e.174)S5.

To complete the .tory •• tar •• po •• ible,
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the property bought in 1041 passed :from RamoPo Guitart,
who in later 1i:fe became a judge, to the Canons o:f
Barcelona (C.176 and 18,), although it is possible
that the reference to the property that had been
Ramon Guitart's in a document of 1182 referring to
this zone is an indication of the same house (C.322).
Thus, in the courSe of the 11th. century, the area
immediately to the ,~est of the Regomir gate contained
a substantial number of residences on plots which
had probably been ruinous at the end o:f the previous
century:

there were a few market-gardens and

orchards, but none of the large open spaces found
slightly further north even in the :first hal:f of the
century.

Canonical and other ecclesiastical property in
this part of the city Was neither very extensive nor
particularly consolidated, unlike the zones to the
north, and eIJpecia11y the area around the Cathedral,
but had a long history.

As far back as 975 we find

Archdeacon Llobet exchanging with his

superio~

BishOp,

Vivas, casales iuxta portam qui dicitur Regumir (C.7).
The first of these was obviously next to the gate,
towards the

eas~,

bordering to the south with the

wall i tsel:f, and to 'the west with' :the via qUi gradi tur
per ipsam portam, while the other lay to the west
of the gate, and possibly in the angle of the projecting castellum,

for the defences were to be found

to its east and south.

This concentration of property

in archidiaconal hands is partic~larly interesting
for the same pattern was to be seen in the area adjoining the north-west gate of the city, and it presumably ill.strates one of the more secular reles
of the archdeacon as a substitute for the bishop
in contr011ing two of the entrances to the city,
while the other two may have been supervised by the
viscount as the deputy for the count.

In 1005 Bishop Aetius sold t in order to finance
repairs to the Turre Granada in the Pened6s, made
necessary by recent Moslem incursions, a house plus
land in the Banyols district, to a certain Guitart
the Greek (e.18).

The fact that Guitart had a close

in 1015 iusta eastra Rugumir vel in eius termine (e.30~
and is not known to have held other intra-mural property, indicates that this purchase may well have
been in this zone.

His name also occurs in a will

of 1054 as having held property on the defences to
the south of a SUbstantial complex owned by a certain
~ernat

Gelmir, which included a minimum of three

wa11-towers (e.84).

To the north of Bernat's property,

or part of it, was that of Gilmund Baiaricus, who is
a180 cited in the will of Marcutius the Greek in 1021,
who in turn also had extensive estates along the defences

(C.~8).

The fact that several of these pro-

perties had orchards at the foot of the walls, a
pattern later known mainly along the west sida, as
in the case of Ricart Guillem and his neighbours,

rather than the east side, where the area immediately
beneath the walls seems to have been rather damp
and perhaps even permanently waterlogged, means that
these houses should occupy the line of the defences
between towers number 45 and 55, although the type
of documentation makes i t impossible for us to define
the distribution more exactly.

In addition there

are other references to property near that of Bernat
Gelmir, as in the case of the houses of Borrell in
1023 (C.39) and those of Bernat Ermengol, including
two wall-towers, mentioned in his will of 1065 (C.lOO).
The two towers with sol~ar
in between bequeathed by
......,..
Adalbert the Judge to Vic Cathedral in the same year
and described as being on the western side of the
walls, must also have been part of this

series of

important residences (C.l04)86.

To return to che question of ecclesiastical estates,
an extremely significant document is am episcopal
donation of 1032 to a certain Eldesind of land in
the city ad meridianam pa.·&gatn in locum quae dicunt
Alaizinos que est inter ipsum Castrum Regumirum et
ipsa torre Ventosa for the purpose of reconstructing
the defences in that area (C.5l).
these details, the location is

Not content with

de~eribed

as having

the walls to the south and east, and the measurements
of the four sides are given to show that it was a
nearly square plot of approximately 21 metres square 87 •
This must surely imply that it was located in the

castellum, occupying something like a quarter of its
area.

It is not clear whether the state of dis~epair

was the result of an enemy attack, for it ,seems surprising that it could have been left in such a state
for half a century after 985, or simply decay and
old age, although the concern shown demonstrates that
the territory of Barcelona was still far from secure
in the 1030's, at least in the opinion of its inhabita:nts.

The other references to canonical .properties
are strictly piecemeal.

Such property is mentioned

in a document of 1041 already cited

(c.66), but after

this nearly a century passes before further activity.
In 1129 Ramon Pere of Mata exchanged with the Bishop
and canons a 'mas' called de ipso hulmo in the district
of Sta.Eula1ia de Provenyana and houses at Alazins
iuxta portam Regumiri Castri (C.212).

In 1161,

Pere, sacristan of Barcelona, gave Bernat of Cardedeu
houses bordered by streets Dn three sides (c.284).
Pere had received the_from his grandfather Pere
Mir~

and a person of this name appears in a document

of 1084 as receiving property on the defences, although
it is difficult to make any connection between the
two (C.152).

Finally reference must be made to the

•

ecclesiastical rights over the Regomir Castle, only
clear from the mid-12th. century onwards, but probably
of much greater antiquity.

The property of other ecclesiastical foundations
was equally restricted.

Apart from a property of a

St.Pere (of Vic or de las Puelles ?) (C.5l), we can
include ren*al rights of the community of Sta.Eulalia
del Camp88, and property of the Hospitallers (c.284)89.
The most important was the donation by Ramon Pere of
Massanet in 1134 to the Templars, consisting of a
house

with towers and walls called de Galifa, near

the Regomir Castle (C.2l9).

Since the Templar pro-

perties passed into royal hands by confiscation in
the 14th. centurY, and this urban site was used as a
Royal Palace (= Palau Reial Menor) until the 19th.
century, there is little doubt about its location,
r

although it was presumably considerably smaller
than the space occupied by the later palace, and was
restricted to an area in the angle of the walls 90 •
It is interesting to note that the other Templar
property in the city was diametrically opposed in
the north-east angle of the walls.

Several mid.l2th.century documents also refer
to this zone between the Templer houses and the
estates of the Belloc family in the

St.~fiquel

zone,

although the connection with the properties along the
line of the defences in the llth.century is not clear.
In 1158 the Templars gave Pere the
in~the

~10neyer

some

ho~ses

Regomir district which Arnau Berenguer, Pere's

brother-in-law,had built for them (C.272).

These

two men also appear in a document of 1125 which may
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be the reason for the later transaction, although
unfortunatel~ both are now lost (C.205).

have

Pere may

been the same as Pere Mart! the Money-changer

who bought property on the west side of the defences
at ad Alius (= Alezinos 1) (C.271) and another document

ot this period may also refer to Templar transac-

tions in this zone (C.270 bis).

Another well-docu-

mented inhabitant of this zone was Arnau Pere who
had property at the foot of the walls (e.2l9) and
also within them.

In 1130 he had returned to his

uncle Ramon Bernat usurped houses which stood on the
walls iuxta ipsum CastrULI de Rugumir (C.213).

It is

interesting to note that copies of this have survived
in two archives in completely separate series, a
unique case for a document of this type in Barcelona.
The disputes between Arnau Pere, together with his
sons, and the Belloc family and the Count have already
been mentioned, but the repetition of the connection
serves to demonstrate the vicinity of the Belloc do.ains
to the Regomir zone, and it seems feasible the Arnau
Pere and his sons held property along the walls between those domains and those of the T8mplars 9l •
Like the southern part of zone q the overall impression
of this south-western district,even in the mid-12th
century, is one of substantial houses with attached
hortic~tural

land, and with none of the cramped con-

ditions of the notthern zones of the intra-mural
area.
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For the final unit in this zone, it is necessary
to return to the 11th. century.

These documents would

seem to be related to the area to the north and east
of the gate, a section which up to now has been devoid
of information.

In 1023 Count Berenguer Ramon I

sold Ramon Guifret houses with towers and with the
city walls to the south and east which, as long as
the orientation is not anomalous, should have been
in the angle where tower 33 stands (c.43).
these in his will of 1035 to his brother

He left

~uillem,

Archdeacon and later Bishop of Vic (C.56), and this
donation gave rise to the possessions of Vic
Cathedral on the

easte~n

later date (C.124).

side of the walls at a

Another source of 1023 is the

sale by Gondebal Aurus to his brother Ermengol of
the sixth part of houses on the defences (c.44).
Other references to the property of these brothers,
sons of the judge Auruz the Greek, occur in documents
of three decades later, which suggest that they held
several plots stretching from the defences to C/de
la Ciutat, for in one document the western border
of a casalis sold by GuadallAuruz was calle publico
tue pergit ad Regumiro (C.77 and 80).

A final document which belongs to the group
related to the eastern line of the defences is one
of 1006 (C.20) which, together with those of 102,.
goes some way to filling the gap in the C/de Llad~
during the llth.century noted above in the discussion"
of the St.Just zone.

In this Gotmar gave a 'maS'

with the defences a~the road at their base to the
east.

This topographical arrangemeBt

is the same

as that described in 1023, and for this reason the
property may be assigned to this area.
was really a tmas'

,=

Whether it

farm) or whether this was a

mis-transcription of the word mansio in the 13th.
century must remain apen to discussion 92 •

~evertheless it wou1d not be impossible to imagine such a rural establishment in this part of the
city in the early 11th. century.

There were large

numbers of 'horts' particu1arly in the parts adjoining zones 3 and

4,

and even larger open spaces.

How-

e.er, around the gate~here seems to have been a small
nucleus of settlement from a very early date, which
suffered extensively in 985.

This recovered, the

houses were rebuilt and perhaps new ones . . . . added to the
back face of the walls, but the area to the north
remained open, thus leaving this nucleus somewhat
separate from the rest of the intra-mural area.
This independence i . reflected in the wider use of
the word

~

to describe the house rather than the

more customary domus, the former being more widespread
in villages than urban contexts.

The phrase ~n the

district (termina) of the Regomir Castle• also indtcates some idea of a separate spirit, for again
this is not found in connection with the other city
castles, and is more characteristic of rural castle

Although rural properties - fields, vines and
extensive orchards - were present in central areas
of the city, even close to the old core around the
Cathedral, these were gradually built over, initially
in the 1020's and 1030's, and with renewed vigour

in the second half of the llth.century.

The Regomir

district, however, seems to have been largely left
behind in this process of expansion and modernisa-

tion, perhaps as a result of the lack of ecclesiasticalor comital

~terest,

and this applies even more

strongly to the area immediately outside the Regomir
Gate, which lost after the 1020's the precocious
growth it had exhibited.

As in other parts of the

city the most imporeant residences were on the defences
and it may be that others which cannot be located
were also in that zone (e.g. c.67,73,75).
adjacent parts of zones 3 and
remained extjnsive.

As in the

4, such properties

On the other hand, the properties

clustered round the Regomir gate were probably of
small size, as is also suggested by the present-day
catastral plan of that zone.

After a period of stagnation in the first decades
of the 12th. century, there was a revival of growth
from c.1130 onwards· throughout the city.

In the

northern zones this meant that a saturation point
~s reached, gardens and orchards almost totally

4i.-

appeared and substantial houses imitating those of
the defences were constructed away from the walls.
This ever-growing proximity between neighbours led
to border disputes and agreements over joint con-
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struction projects in the most densely populated
zones around the Cathedral.

The Hegomir zone and

the southern parts of zones 3 and 4 were not totally
unaffected by this renewed growth, but even so there
,~ere

few changes in the basic pattern that had been

established by the end of the llth.century.

The

lack of artisans in these districts, when names
indicating trades and workshops were

grOl~ing

in

numbers, particularly in the area between the Comital
Palace and the Castell VeIl, but also around the
church of St.Jaume, is striking, and the Regomir zone
could still accomodate immigrants

in the 12th. century,

who were rarely to be found as newcomers in the
northern parts of the intra-mural area.

In 985 then,the core of the city was located
around the Cathedral and Comital Palace, with a
scatter of houses throughout the walled area, and
the possiblity of other nuclei elsewhere, most probably around the Regomir Gate.

985

In the aftermath of

r.s~onstruction took place in the same zones,

leaving the central parts of the city still rather
open, but with an increased emphas*s on the building
of SUbstantial residences along the line of the walls.
From the middle of the century a process of renewal
can be detected, the open spaces were built over
and new forms of land utilisation took their place,
especially with the appearailce of workshops.

After

a recession in the early l2th.century, the movement
regained force, and open land disappeared from the
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northern sectors of the walled area, although 'horts'
still remained attached to houses in the southern
secto~s.

The latter remained somewhat less developed

throughout the 12th. century, the initiative for growth
having long since spread outside the walls to the
ever-increasing suburbs.
be conside.. ed.

It is these which must

n~

